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INTRODUCTION

canada has never produced an atomic bomb of its
o\Àrn, but it has played a major rore in the proliferation of

nucrear technology throughout the world. canadians have

attempted to selr reactors and uranium to at least twenty-

five countries since 1945. Many of these nations were to be

found in parts of the worrd noted for politicar instabirity,
and some apparently have had an interest in the production of
nucrear arms. rndia has utirized canadian technorogy to

buird an atomic vJeapon. other nations may Ïrave deveroped the

capacity to do likewise. Yet except for the Indian case, the

magnitude of the canadian effort to export nuclear technology

and fuer is not widery appreciated. Neither are the reasons

v¡hy Canada began to sell abroad. It is the plan of this
thesis to examine both matters. Exactly what was the scope

of canada's export activity, particularry in the Ttrird world

as the largest potential market? Ànd, given the obvious

risks of proliferation, why did the Canadian nuclear industry

expand beyond what was required for national security and for
domestic energy needs?

The data to answer these questions are to be found

in the press, tÌ¡e considerable body of information generated

by Canadian nuclear agencies, the debates of the Canadian
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House of commons, the findings of parriamentary investiga-
tions, and a variety of other printed primary and second.ary

sources. what emerges is a portrait of a capital intensive
industry criticarry dependent on government financiar and

ideological support. Export markets were pursued to herp

underwrite an expensive though limited domestic nucrear pro-
gram. But this strategy was not compretery successfur. The

pursuit of export sales often resulted in disasterous finan-
cial Iosses and a disregard for effective nonproliferation
safeguards. By the early 1980s, the export program still had

failed to provide sufficient room for expansion, so that the

nucrear industry remained dependent upon the federal govern-

ment to resorve its probrems. Rather than review the indus-

try's inability to achieve viability on its own, the path

chosen was to continue subsidizing exports. A review might

have threatened the nucrear program's vested interests.
Federar assistance, however, perpetuated the tristoric state
and private links that v/ere created when the Canadian nuclear

program was first establishea. l

Yet despite the clarity with which the history of

the canadian nuclear program emerges from the prethora of
primary sources, there are a limited number of secondary

sources that examine the subject in a way which rinks the

social, economic, politicar, technologicar, and international
factors. v{hat sources are avaitabre? fhe major general work

is Wilfred Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Slely (1965). But two
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factors rimit its usefurness. First, it was pubtished before

the program reached maturity. In the mid 1960s, it was

easier to sustain enthusiasm about the industry's future when

actual problems could be dismissed as "growing pains ". And

second, Eggreston's book is an officiar history, which

undoubtedly influenced his favourable portrait

i ndustry.

of the

Even Eggleston's enthusiasm for nuclear porr¡er, how-

ever, was to be surpassed. In the late 197Os, when the

canadian nucrear program was in extreme difficurty, a number

of pro-industry (even apologetic) sources appeared. These

incruded: Peter Mueller, or Things Nuclear: The canadian

Debate (t977); Charles Law and Ron Glen, Critical Choice:

canada and Nuclear Power, the Issues Behind the Headrines
(r978); Arlan wyatt, The Nuclear chalrenge: understanding

the Debate (1978); and David Peat, The Nuclear Book: Vühat

Happened at Harrisburg? And Can It Happen Here? (1979).

Other works, while supportive of the Canadian nuclear pro-
gram, provide more information. For exampler seê: Robert

Morrison and Edward wonder, canada's Nuclear Export poricy

(1978); Robert Morrison and Gordon Sims, Nuclear power in
Developing Countries: A SearcTr for Indicators (I9BO); and G.

Bruce Doern, Government Intervention in the Canadian Nuclear

Indusrry (fgZA)

material, Ìrowever,

red in the United

. fhe tendency to produce pro-industry

was not unique to Canada. It also occur-

States. Among others, see: Peter de Leon,



A Cross-National Comparison of Nuclear Research Development

Strateges ( f SZ0 ¡ ; and Ctrarles Ebinger, Inter_qatiqqal Poti-

tics of Nuclear Energy (r.978).

There were other authors, however, that began

revealing the Canadian industry's problems and critiquing its

supposed benefits. fhese included: Bill Harding, Nukeno-

mics: The Political Economic of the Nuclear Industry (L979);

Jan Marmorek, Everything You Wanted to Know About Nuclear

Power (eut Were Afraid to Ask) (1978); Doris },lcMullan, Ian

Hornby, Jim Collins, and John McAuIay; The Nuke Book: The

Impact of Nuclear Development (J-976); and Simon Rosenblum,

The Non-Nuclear Way: Creative Energy Alternatives for Canada

(1978). Yet problems remained. These sources were generally

brief examinations of a very complex industry. For many

years, Fred Knelman's Nuclear Energy: The Unforgiving Tectr-

nology (L976) stood alone as the. most detailed critique of

the Canadian nuclear "establishment" (Knelman, in fact,

coined the term). Yet despite the strengths of Knelman's

work, it would be incorrect to assume that all aspects had

been analysed.

It was not until the early I980s that another group

of authors began examining in detail the Canadian nuclear

program (or its various segments) wittrin the social, econo-

mic, technological, and international context in v¡hich it

operated. These include: Paul McKay, Electric Empire: The

Inside Story of Ontario Hydro (1983); Carol Giangrande, The
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Nuclear North The People, the Regions, and the Àrms Race

(I983); and Ernie Regehr and Simon Rosenblum (eds.), Canada

and the Nucrear Àrms Race (1983). This thesis is an attempt

to extend a similar approaeh to the question of nuclear ex-

ports. But the void is far from being filled. Many aspects

of the canadian nucrear program stirr require detaired exami-

nation. Uranium mining, worker heatth and safety, the

internationar corporate connections to canadian uranium, and

public control of the canadian nuclear program are but a few

examples of areas requiring more work. WhiIe access to

federar records would undoubtabry provide many answers, there

is plenty of public material available. Hopefully this

thesis wilt encourage others to examine these areas which, in
turn, hãy spark a public debate.



A.

CHAPTER I: CANADA AS A NUCLEAR POWER

BEGINNINGS

The origins of the Canadian nuclear industry are

clear enough. They were associated with the Second World

War and the Anglo-American plans to construct an atomic bomb

for use against Germany and Japan. The onset of the atomic

era can be divided into two periods. The first focussed on

scientific research and experimentation. It dates primarily

from the discovery of radiation and radium in the I890s.

The second period began with the politicization of nuclear

research by various governments, when atomic energy \¡¡as

removed from the laboratory and assumed a role in foreign

poticy. Key dates included the achievement of criticality (a

self-sustaining chain reaction)* at the Chicago pile on

December 2, L942; the secret test explosion at Alamogordo,

New I'4exico on JuIy 16, Ig45; and the dropping of the atomic

bomb on Hiroshima on AugusL 6, L945.

In Canada, research was conducted on a relatively

small scale at the National Research Council (unC) laboratory

on Sussex Street in Ottawa and at the University of l"lontreal.

This first phase continued until L942, Ionger than in other

A list of technical terms and abbreviations Ìras been
included. See glossary.



countries. rn Europe, for example, the shift from the first
to the second stage occurred during l93B-39. with the dis-
covery of uranium fission, many scientists began to recognize

that vast amounts of energy would be rereased when uranium

\{as bombarded with neutrons. After the onset of worrd war rr
in september, 1939, secrecy became cruciar as Britain,
France, and Germany continued their individual experiments.

The evolution of tripartite cooperation between the

united states, the united Kingdom, and canada began as earry

as 1940. At this point research was occurring primariry in
the British universities. But by the summer of rg4r, with

the escalation of the war

theory, it was decided that

ted. Prime Minister W.L.

the goal was "to find, just

of producing atomic bombs

and the advances made in atomic

all research should be coordina-

Mackenzie King later stated that

rapidly as possible, the means

To this end, American and

British teams, directed by Enrico Fermi and Hans Halban

respectivery, were coordinated in an ad hoc manner starting
in October 194I.1

The inclusion of Canada was a result of two

factors. fhe first was the completion of the eritish lr,laud

committee Report on the atomic bomb in July L}AL. This

supported the views of otto Frisch and Rudorph peierls, two

infruentiar ámigré physicists working in Engtand, that an

atomic bomb \¡ras possibte. The Defense service paner of the

:iÊ-
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Scientific Advisory Committee, however, argued that

Iarge-scale separation plants Ifor extracting
the plutoniuml should not be buil_t in Britain,
because any interruptions from the enemy
action such as bombings would be serious; the
plants should be constructed across the
Atlanticr perhaps in the United States but
preferably in Canada. In the latter case many
of the necessary components could be obtained
in the United States.

certain sectors of the British government, particurarry the

chiefs of staff committee, initialry rured against the trans-
fer to North America. But they soon recognized that for

security reasons and capitar and resource avairability the

probabirity of a successfur bomb design and construction
program would be greater outside of Eng1and. Thus, the

British heavy water team started to arrive in canada in
September L942. It was ttre British decision which signalled
the politicization of Canadian atomic research. The Canadian

cabinet authorized $500,000 to facilitate the reorganization

and eventual expansion of the Nationar Research councir's
Montreal Laboratory to accommodate over 300 staff members

engaged in military atomic research.2

The second reason for Canadian involvement in the

war-time nucrear program was the possession of substantial

uranium suppries in the North v'lest rerritories. During the

r930s, Erdorado Gord Mines Limited had struggred to exproit

the formidabre pitchblende deposits at a site ( later named

Port Radiurn) near Great Bear Lake. The intent was to refine

the mineral into radium and break into the Belgian controlled

market. But the plan failed, the Great Bear mine was closed,

ì13
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and Eldorado languished near bankruptcy. Instead of radium

sales, it was the uranium waste by-product and American

government interest which quickty turned around Eldorado's

fortunes and drew Canada further into the wartime nuclear

project.

In the spring of 1-94J-, Lyman J. Briggs, acting as

the chairperson of US President Roosevelt's Advisory Commit-

tee on Uranium, ordered six to eight tons (ttre figures vary)

of refined uranium oxide from Eldorado for atomic pile

experiments. This was an important beginning. But after the

December, I94L attack on Pearl Harbor, American efforts

increased dramatically. The US Planning Board's survey of

strategic material revealed that Eldorado had over 300 tons

of uranium concentrate in Port Hope, Ontario, and several

dozen tons of ore sitting on the shores of Great Bear Lake.

As well, if the nearby Port Radium mine were reopened, it

might produce 300 tons of uranium ore per annum. In January

1942, therefore, the US Planning Board reconmended purchasing

200 tons of uranium oxide from Eldorado's stockpile. But by

JuIy L942, when the purchase was made, the amount had been

increased to 350 tons or nearly all of Etdorado's accumulated
astockpile. "

It v¡as at this point that Canadian government

interest increased, Clarence D. Howe, the Þlinister of

Munitions and SuppIy, called his personal friend Gilbert
LaBine, ên Eldorado director to Ottawa to discuss the
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proposed purchase. Howe wanted the PorL Radium mine restored

to fulr production as soon as possible, and thus gave the

company crearance for obtaining all required materiars. The

ratter were in short suppry due to the war. By August LgLz,

the mine was producing ore for the American nucrear bomb

pro9ram.

fhe arrivar of the British heavy water team and. the

possession of large uranium reserves and deposits thus

involved Canada in the wartime bomb program. Canadian

officials -- primarily c. D. Howe worked activery to
increase the country's participation. yet shortry after the

poriticization of the canadian atomic program in August-

september L942, the program's expansion was thwarted by a

change in the American attitude toward tripartite coopera-

tion.

In Ottawa, Dr. Chalmers J. Mackenzie, the president

of the Nationar Research council of canada and the chief
canadian executive of the Anglo-canadian atomic project,
received a letter dated January 2,1943 from Dr. James B.

conant, the chairperson of the us National Defense Research

committee and a pivotar figure in the American bomb program.

conant's retter resurted in a uniraterar alteration of the

us-uK-canada rerationship. conant argued that the us had to
date been most responsibre for the application of atomic

ttreory. From this he concruded that a cooperative inter-
change of technical interrigence shourd onry continue

,l

,li
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if "the recipient of the information is in a position to take

advantage of this information in this war". since it was

evident, êt least from the American perspective, that neither
canada or Britain wourd produce plutonium-239 or uranium-23s,

the fissionable materiars required for atomic bombs, before
the end of the second world war, conant's retter informed t}.e
British and canadians that the existing interchange of infor-
mation would be terminated. The American intent was to stop
the reciprocal nature of the information interchange but
maintain intact the inflow of British and Canadian research.

The letter, in fact, recoÍrmended that the canadian project
continue its work on the use of heavy water as a mod.erator, a

material that increases the probabirity of further fission,
"so that Du Pont company could base their design on this
experien c.e" .4

rn canada's Nuclear story, âr officiar history,
wil-frid Eggleston cites a host of reasons for the radicar
change in American policy: the increased rore of the us Army

in the American bomb program, the concomitant demand for
secrecy and security, and an Anglo-soviet agreement for the
exchange of new weaporr".5 yet these reasons were secondary

to something more fundamentar. Atomic technology, if com-

preted in time, not only would decisivery affect the present
conflict but wourd have dramatic implications for the postwar

period. And two important factors had faciritated the
American desire to acquire hegemony in nucrear weapons
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technology. First, the achievement of criticality at the

chicago pile on December 2, rg42 had reveared the success of
American efforts with a graphite moderated reactor. second,

neither Canada or Britian could commit the resources required

to develop an independent program.

According to Martin Sherwin, in A Worl{_lgegreIeg,
The Atomic Bomb and the Grqn4_4!!iance, James conant saw that
"the continuation of an equal partnership would be inimicar
to American postwar commerciar interests". sherwin argues

that conant was important in convincing top American poricy
advisors of the need to restructure the form of the arried
atomic bomb project. The reason becomes crear when one

examines the corporations involved in the construction of the

heavy water reactors in the united states and later in
canada.6

rn the us the Du pont corporation was directing the
heavy water project at the Argonne Laboratories near chicago.
The only canadian company abre to do the same, Ìrowever, was

Defence Industries Limited (Ofl). White DIL was a crown

corporation established earry in the war to build and operate
large munition factories, its crucial personnar had been

drawn from Canadian Industries Limited (Cfl). CIL, aside
from being canada's largest chemical manufacturer, was a

subsiduary of the American Du pont corporation and Britain,s
Imperial Chemical Industries (fCf). Fear that technical
secrets might become available to the British rcr via
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served as

Canada's DIL likely concerned the Du Pont Company and thus

a reason to defer development of a heavy water

project in canada. 7

The British were irate over the shift in American

policy. Dr. Wallace Akers, a top figure in the UK program,

felt betrayed. Despite the numerous British contributions

since the late 1930s, suddenly they were being excluded as

"no further interchange of information on any subject nor

undertakings to supply material will be considered. " The

British temporariry considered pursuing an independent

course. fhey soon discovered, however, that the Americans,

through a December L942 deal with Erdorado and previous

contracts with Belgium's union Minieré, had command of alr
the uranium not under Axis or soviet control. The Erdorado

contract had required formar approval from ottawa. Howe and

l"lackenzie knew where canadian economic interest ray and had

no intention of siding with the British against the

Americans .8

fhe uranium supply issue eventually was resolved by

a form of American benevorence. rt was agreed that canadian

and British uranium requirements were not that large. fhus,

if the efficiency of the Port Hope refinery and ttre output at

Great Bear Lake \r/ere improved, there would be enough uranium

for aII. Nevertheless, the British still were anxious to
secure a free frow of information. At casablanca, January

14-23, 1943, Prime Minister Churchill complained to the

r1
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Americans (particularly Harry Hopkins, President Roosevelt's

personal aide) ttrat the information exchange stiII was

blocked. It was not until August 19, 1943, ât the first

Quebec Conference, that Churchill and Roosevelt signed an

agreement providing for the resumption of the exchange of

atomic energy information. It was decided that ttre

establishment of a Combined PoIicy Committee (CPC) in

Washington with British and American officials and one

Canadian representative ( c . o. Howe ) would faci litate ttre

exchange pto"""= .9

If Roosevelt's general position had been that

information on the military uses of atomic energy should not

be given to anyone--not even an ally--why were the Americans

suddenly willing in August I943 to cooperate with the British

demands? Part of the ans\^/er lay in the Quebec Agreement.

The British agreed to

recognize that any post-war advantages of an
industrial or commercial character shaII be
dealt with as between the United States and
Great Britain on terms to be specified by the
President of ttre United States to the Prime
Minister of Great Britain.

This clause guaranteed American control of the information

generated by the atomic bomb program code named the Manhattan

Project. Yet it still did not fuIIy explain the American

acceptance of British involvement. To answer this, one must

examine the gtobal context in which the shift occurred.

The victory at ttre Battle of Stalingrad in January,

1943 had succeeded in routing the German offensive on the
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European Eastern Front and, in turn, during the following

months boosted Stalin's bargaining power with his AIIies. It

was increasingly evident that the Soviet mobilization had

turned the course of the war. Thus it was in the American

interest to reinstate AngIo-American atomic cooperation in

order to accelerate the development of a nuclear bomb that

could be used in the present conf lict and al-so gain a

substantial lead over the Soviets in the postwar period.

A second reason for the American policy shift is

discernable when one considers the other primary subject of

debate at the August, 1943 Quebec Conference the date and

location of the eventual Second Front in Europe. Churchifl

had voiced the British j-nsistence in having the Second Front

opened in the Balkans. fhe Americans, however, imposed their

decision to land in northern France. fhis corresponded with

the American attempt to weaken British influence in the

Eastern Mediterranean. I^Ihi1e the United States Atomic Energy

Commission's (uSaec) historians tend to dismiss the issue, it

is entirely possible that the atomic concessions also served

as one trade-off for Churchill's acceptance of the Second

Front opening in western Europe. l0

Although the British and Americans had largely

settled their differences, the Canadian program still v/as in

limbo. fhe Montreal Laboratory was dependent upon the

Americans for supplies of heavy water and uranium metal, and

these \^¡ere not forthcoming. T'he Canadian Iaboratory was in
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desperate need of heavy water for further experiments. It

v¡as i.nformed that the American controlled Consolidated Mining

and Smelting Company of TraiI, British Columbia, was experi-

encing technical difficulties in producing heavy water. In

fact, the Trail plant's heavy water output was being diverted

to the heavy water reacter under construction in the Argonne

Laboratory near Chicago. Eggleston cites security concerns

as the main factor why the Americans did not favour the

Canadian program. WhiIe security was crucial, it appears

more probable that the situation was not so simple. The

American decision not to inform the canadians that the Trair,

B.c. plant was producing effectivery put the Montrear rabora-

tory on hold. This allowed the Americans time to develop

their own heavy water reactor program, and thus secure

American technologicar independence from the Montreal opera-

tion. rr

Why then, after delaying the devel-opment of the

Canadian program, did the Combined Policy Committee (CpC),

created after the August 1943 Quebec Conference, decide on

April 13, L944 to develop the Montreal heavy water project?

Three reasons are discernable. First the Canadian government

had revealed a willingness to increase its financial expendi-

tures to assist the nuclear program. On January L2, L944,

C.D. Howe approved the expansion of the Montreal laboratory.

More concretely, on January 28, 1944, the Canadian government

had expropriated Eldorado t"lining and Ref ining Limited ( its
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name had been changed from Eldorado Gold Mines Ltd. in July,

L943) With a total payment of ç5,27I,812.IO for 3,905 046

outstanding shares at $r.35 a share, the federar government

claimed contror of the second most important uranium mine in

the worrd and the only refining mirl in North America.

shortly after, ottawa estabrished a guaranteed base price for

uranium ore and concentr-ta.12

The reasons for the nationaÌization were clear.

Any revenues wourd accrue to the canadian federar treasury

and, equally important, the guaranteed base price secured

American contracts whire altaying American concerns that

Erdorado courd exploit the situation by rapidry escalating

the price of uranium. Thus, àt a time when the American

administration was hesitant about seeing a heavy water

program in Montrear, the canadian government was extremely

herpfur in expanding its raboratory in anticipation of a

contract and had stabirized the suppty and price of uranium

for the American bomb program.

A second reason for the shift in American policy
was that the Du Pont corporation had Ïrad a sufficient
lead-time to secure technical independence from any project

undertaken in Montrear. Less than two months after the cpc

decision, Dr. c.J. Mackenzie visited the chicago reactor. on

June B, 1944 he noted in his diary that it was
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quite a marvelous show. 'C' [carbon] pile has
been in operation now for about a year and is
operating by remote control. The 'D' [heavy
waterl freç just been in operation quite
recently. rr

Thus, back in ApriL L944 any pressure that the Du Pont

Company had been exerting to oppose the Montreal program

seemed to have decreased.

The third reason for authorizing the Montreal

Project is evident when one examines the function of the

Canadian reactor project once it was in operation to allow

for further research and to provide plutonium for the US

weapons program. The Àpril, 1944 decision stemmed from the

American recognition that the program needed to be accelera-

ted in order to aid in the implementation of postwar objec-

tives. It was evident that the Germans were on the defensive

on the Eastern Front, and within two months the Iong delayed

Second Front would be launched in Western Europe. In the view

of Fernando Claudin, the Americans were worried that "at the

end of 1943 and t'he beginning of L944 the USSR was capable of

defeating Germany and liberating Europe with no forces but its

own and those of the national resistance movements". One must

remember that in llay 1944, shortly after the decision to go

ahead with the Canadian Ïreavy water project, Admiral William

D. Leahy, US President Roosevelt's Chief of Staff, argued

that in the event of a break in the 'grand
alliance' and war with the Soviet Union, the
United States could at the most defend Great
Britain, but not defeat the Soviet Union. In
other words, \dê would find oursç|ves involved
in a \¡¡ar which we could not win.'=
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In sum, there were three reasons for the Àpril 13,

L944 decision to develop a heavy water project in Canada.

First, the Canadian government had been extremely helpful by

securing uranium price and suppry primarily for American use

and by preparing to pay for development in Canada. Seeond,

Du Pont was secure in its advances in Chicago. And third,

the us wanted to increase its prutonium resources for the

postwar period. From the American perspective j_t was a happy

situation. rf the bomb project faired, development in canada

would be at the canadians' expense, but if it succeeded.,

uranium and plutonium supplies would be guaranteed. It

appears, therefore, that the needs of the American bomb

program faciliated the expansion of the canadian program.

But participation arso required that canada compry with

various American demands. A prime example was the removal of

Dr. Hans Halban, the Director of the Montrear Laboratory.

Halban, a French nationar, r^ras viewed as a security risk to

the Anglo-American atomic arliance. Thus, the day after the

cPC's decision, c.D. Howe cabled London for the rerease of

Dr. John cockcroft from his duties in Britain. within eleven

days, Cockcroft had landed in the USA.15

The April 13, L944 CPC action authorized the

rerease of information from the us to canada previously

embargoed by James Conant's letter of January 2, 1943, and

resulted in hurried discussions between the Canadian federal
government and private industry. The April decision also
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resorved the earrier difficurty of obtaining uranium metal

and heavy water supplies from the us. And, true to its
committment, Ottawa financed the entire project. Work

immediately was undertaken to finalize the site selection for
the proposed reactors and to secure a contractor. on May 26,

1944 canadian rndustries l,imited informed c.D. Howe that DrL

was prepared to undertake the design and construction of the

reactors and on Jury 7, 1944, a contract was concruded.

After a number of consultations with the Americans, various
site testings, and discussions between the National Research

councir and c.D. Howe, chark River, ontario was selected on

August 19, L944. Nearby Deep River was chosen for the
construction of a housing community for the chark River

staff . The new project was calred "The DrL petawawa works,,

so as to make the uninformed assume that it was part of the
nearby Petawawa miritary base. vlithin two days of Howe,s

approvat of the chatk River site, us Brigadier General Lesrie
R. Groves, the Army's officer in charge of the Manhattan

Project, arrived in canada on August 2r, Lg44 to review

canadian plans. Discussions invorved the prant layout, rocal
radiation hazardsr priorities for materials and equipment,

proposed arrangements for maintaining secrecy, and ,'matters

concerning the US executiv.".l6
The cPC's decision resulted in the construction of

two reactors and a nucrear research raboratory. The zero

Energy Experimental pile (Znnp) was the smaller research
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reactor, designed in L944-45, and started up on September 5,

L945. rt was a $200,000 pilot prant for the production of
prutonium in a heavy water reactor, and was the first pile to

operate outside of the united states. The rarger Nucrear

Research X-metal or X-perimentar (NRx) reactor was the centre

of the canadian project. Eggleston states that while ZEEp's

compretion prior to the NRX was preferred, it was not to srow

down the latter's construction schedure. rt wourd appear

that the NRX's considerabty greater plutonium production

capacity explained the priorization. The $10 milrion NRX was

not compreted until Jury 22, 1947. white neither ZEEp or NRX

were compreted j-n time to provide plutonium for v'Iorld war rr,
ttre termination of the $¡ar in August 1945 did not signifi-
cantly alter the Canadian nuclear progr-*.17

B. POSTWAR EXPANSION

rt was not untir after the war that the canadian

pubric began to be informed of the nucrear program in canada.

From L945 orr, the public received primarily information the
government had authorized for dissemination. T'l:e government

went to great rengths advocating the benefits of nucrear
technology: improved medicar treatments and a potential
energy source that would revolutionize the worrd as did the

combustion engine. Littre was said about the NRX's anti-
cipated production of plutonium for American nucrear weapons.

Rather than emphasize plutonium--which v/as the major
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source of revenue in the early days--the sale of radioactive

isotopesvJaSbroadcastasabenefitto}rumankind.onemust

be aware of the manner in which popular conceptions of atomic

energyhavebeenmoldedinthepostwarperiod.Stephen

Hilgartner,RichardC.BetI,andRoryo'Connor,inNukespeak:
in America, argue that

after tlae second vJorld war and the bombing of Hiroshima and

Nagasaki, ,,nucIear developers used information-management

techniques--official secrecy and public relations--to promote

wtrat one called the " surtny side of the atom" ' The mani-

pulationoflanguagehelpsexplainthepublicacquiescenceto

the development of nuclear technology in the postwar

period. 18 trThile it. is universarry agreed that Hiroshima

and Nagasaki radically altered the postwar world, there was

also a tendency to view the wartime use of the bomb as justi-

fied. It made an invasion of the Japanese home islands

unnecessêflr and saved thousands of AIIied lives ' To many

North Americans, the probrem was not atomic energy itserf,

but the apparent unwillingness of the soviet union to

cooperate with American proposals for international control

--aSenvisionedbytheBaruchPlanofLg46.Whateverthe

rights or hrrongs of soviet Behaviour, Ïtowever, canadians were

exposed to a barrage of propaganda which treated the dawn of

the nuclear age in generarly positive terms ' 
19

The SetIi of Nuclear Tectrnol
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In Canada, there appears to have been little ques-

tion of foresaking nuclear development. fhe operation of

ZEEP was continued as was the construction of the NRX. The

only changes one witnesses in the immediate postwar period

were the expansion of the industry and a series of organiza-

tional measures. In Ma!, L946, for example, the Atomic

Energy control Act was presented to the canadian House of

commons by c.D. Howe, the Minister of Reconstruction, for the

creation of the Atomic Energy Control Board (eeCe). This was

a historic event in the evorution of a nuclear program in

canada because the new AECB served to guarantee atomi_c

development.

C.D. Howe cited four reasons why Canada was direct-

Iy concerned with atomic energy: first, uranium was in

plentiful supply in Canadai second, Canadian scientists and

manufacturers "have taken a very big part" in the development

of atomic energy; third, Canada, along with the USA and the

UK, possessed "many of the secrets of manufacture,'; and

fourth, canada \^ras a member of the united Nations Atomic

Energy commission formed in December, L94s. These reasons

translated into: first, existing or potential uranium profit;

second, a vested interest by the science community and

industry; third, capitalizing on the advantageous position of

having acquired the technorogy; and fourthr ã fraternar
commitment to our allies to further the development of atomic

energy for our mutuar benefit. To ensure that these four
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factors were exploited, the Atomic Energy Control Àct limited
parriamentary control of the canadian nuclear program.

The bilf permitted the AECB to

acquire or cause to be acquired by purchase,rease, requisition or expropriation piescribedsubstances and any works or property forproduction or for research õr in,re-=tiga-tion with respect to atomic energy.

onry the approval of the governor-in-councir was needed.

This perpetuated the extremely rimited character of parlia-
mentary contror over atomic energy deveropment. Henceforth,

Parriament's contror was rimited to expenditures. Howe

stated that with this control came ,'the usuar opportunity to
obtain information about the operations of the project,,.
llhile this seemed enough, in practice the ability of Members

of Parliament to obtain information was severery rinited by

the amount which c.D. Howe felt wilring to divulge. As soon

as questions approached a sensitive subject, the repry was

that secrecy could not atlow the information to be disclosed.
Even during the debate or passage of the Atomic Energy

control Act, Howe stated that secrecy would not alrow a visit
to chark River unress the AmerÍcan and British officiars
agreed. when asked if the proposed bill could be submitted
to a committee for further examination, Howe opposed such a

step. He argued that tl.e committee wourd probabry request a

visit to chark River or more information, both of which were

not possible at that point in time.
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The bitl for the creation of the AECB, aside from

Iimiting parliamentary control, also allowed future expan-

sion. Ttre Act provided for the "creation of corporations to

carry out certain powers of the board which may be more

conveniently performed by separate corporations". This

clause was used later in L952 to establish the Atomic Energy

of canada Limited (encl ) .2o

Thus, in the immediate postwar period the nuclear

program was entrenched with the appropriate bureaucratic

changes that severely rimited public knowredge or possible

debate. While still under the veil of almost military

secrecy, the program began a long period of continued expan-

sion. T'he two most significant events occurring in the first

few years after the r¡/ar \¡rere the start-up of the NRX on JuIy

22, L947, and the announcement of prans to construct a third
reactor.

fhe NRX reactor \^ras a direct outcome of the April

L944 Combined Policy Committee decision fhough intended

originally for start-up in JuIy, 1945, a variety of delays

pushed its completion date to July 22, 1947. Nevertheless,

itq production of prutonium hras reserved for the American

The reactor was billed as "having the mostweapons program.

advanced design

In other words

r-t..2r

and performance of present known reactors " .

, it produced plutonium at an adequate
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But the fanfare over canadian advances in nuclear

technology courd only partj.arry compensate for the truth that
was harder to accept: the chark River project was not an

economicarly lucrative venture. The prospect of competitive

power generation from nuclear energy was still in the future,
and the canadian nuclear program was an increasingry expen-

sive operation. rn an attempt to justify the work at chark

River, it was decided to construct a new reactor specificarry
devoted to the production of plutonium. Selling this
materiar wourd increase the project's source of revenue. rt
also was recognized, however, that should the NRX reactor
fail, a backup wourd make it easier to keep arive the chark

River ptog.a*.22

The market for prutonium crients was exceedingry
smalr. fhe us and the uK were the onry possible choices.
The British declined a Canadian offer mad.e during the suntrner

of 1949. T'he uK government was engaged in the contruction of
three reactors at windscare, Engrand, for the production of
prutonium, and did not require the vorume that the canadians

wanted to sell. 23 The Americans, however r \¡rêr€ willing
to purchase the proposed plutonium production. rn May rg4g,
Dr. charmers J. Mackenzie, in his new position as the presi-
dent of the Atomic Energy control Board, discussed the matter
with David Lilienthal, head of the United States Atomic
Energy Commission (USenC). By August, the USAEC had agreed

to purchase the plutonium from the proposed prant. with the
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promise of expected revenues sufficient to justify construc-

tion of a new reactor24, Howe authorized the creation of
the 1949 speciar committee on the operations of the AECB.

This was a rubber stamp committee which recommended the

construction of the proposed reactor, and was intended to
validate the federal cabinet's committment to, and contror
of, nuclear expansion. on December B, L949, the committee

tabled its report, and within two weeks Dr. Mackenzie was

informed by Howe that an order-in-councir had approved

construction of the 60 l',ll,Jt Nuclear Research universar (Mwt)

r.a"tor.25

The NRU reactor was the first major development not

undertaken as a wartime commitment. Also, while it was

purposery built for the production of prutonium for American

atomic bombs, it differed in that commerciar objectives were

increasingry important. As Howe stated in the House of
Commons,

The Chalk River establishment has important
commercial possibilities and the earnings
from this operation will be substantial.. . .
The decision to add a new reactor of
commercial capacity had made it evident that
the future operation of the property will
invotve industrial aspects.

As the government research and deveropment agencies and pri-
vate industrial subcontractors grew and coaresced into what

Fred Knelman (in Nucrear Energy: The unforgiving Technotogy)

calrs the "nucrear establishment", the prospect of commercial

ventures increased in the united states, Britain and canada.
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Knelman's term is extremely useful as it evokes the bureau-

cratic and corporate interests which were developing in all

nuclear programs. In Canada, the Government's order-in-

Council, by approving the rationale and cost of the NRU

reactor, signaJ-Ied the beginning of this trend.26

The possiblity of commercial ventures arising out

of the atomic energy developments was foreseen in the early

years. It was not simply coincidental that the Atomic Energy

Control Act allowed for the creation of separate corporations

for further development of atomic energy. But by 1951, the

prospect of electrical generation from nuclear power was

increasing and the National Research CounciI, under the

direction of the Atomic Energy Control Board, began exploring

the matt 
"t.27 With the support of a Canadian utility

interested in nuclear pob/er generation and the implementation

of the Atomic Energy Control Act's expansion clause, a new

crown corporation was established with a mandate to expand

the Canadian nuclear program.

In March L952, Howe argued it was essential that

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited (aeCf-) Ue created. It would

relieve the National Research Council of
responsibilities that have become more
industrial than research and concentrate
the management in one agency charged solely
with responsibility for expediting development
in this expanding fie1d.
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If for some Members of Parliament it htas insufficient simply

to justify the creation of AECL as a logical extension of

earlier developments, Howe combined this argument with

promises of future profits.

It is expected that when the new pile is
completed the comrnercial side of the operation
will be self-supporting and that it wiII in
time make a financial contribution to the
research activities. However, for a time we
wiII have to ask parliament every year for
grants to carry the scientific and developmenL
division, in much the same order of magnitude
as at present.

But Howe's promotion of AECL also involved distorting

reality. Members of Parliament were told that "at the moment

there are two broad areas of chief interest [at Chalk River],

namely isotope applications and industrial power". This

approach effectively emphasized the peaceful and potentiatly

profitable uses of atomic energy at the expense of the

foundation of Canada's nuclear program the production of

plutonium for American bombs.

The creation of AECL signalled Parliamentary

approval for further expansion. The AECB, which according to

Howe "can do almost anything it likes", took the authority it

had delegated to the NRC and gave management conÈrol of the

Chalk River project to AECL. The new cro!.¡n corporation would

be responsible for research and development and aII Canadian

atomic activities. Howe told Parliament that AECL would be

administered by nine directors. They would be
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appointed by the atomic energy control board
with [Howe's] approval T'here is no term t'o
their service; ttrey are appointed to serve at
wilIì ... Ithere would be] four or five men
from large electrical power companies, ^¿nd one
or two others from industry generalLy."o

The composition of AECL's Board of Directors suggested two

points. First, it was an attempt to involve private industry

and provincial public utirities in the canadian nucrear

program. While directorships may have been easily fiIled,

the greater and ongong problem was trying to involve a

variety of companies or utilities in an actual nuclear

venture. Second, the choice of Dr. Mackenzie as the first

AECL president typified what Fred Knelman calls the inces-

tuous nature of the Canadian nuclear establishment.

Mackenzie was also president of the AECB, and had held the

same position at the NRC.29

The March 1952 creation of AECL implied that every-

thing was developing smoothly. fn many vrays this was true

until the NRX accident at Chalk River. On December L2, L952,

an explosion within the reactor melted the core. It necessi-

tated cleaning up over one million gallons of contaminated

water and dismantling and replacing the radioactive core if

the reactor \¡/ere to function once again. The accident served.

to test the government's ability to whitewas\ problems within

the nuclear program. ActuaIIy, it v¡as a trial run for a

number of later "incidents" ttrat the Canadian government

would try to minimize.
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tant.
The L952 explosion, however, was singularly impor-

It was the world's first serious reactor accident.
Rather than recognize it as a disaster that could have

involved the loss of human Iife, industry representatives
reflected upon it and regretted that the "opportunity to
develop [ttre] first nuclear power [was] missed by 10 days".

In apologizing for the explosion, C.D. Howe stated that the

"NRX is an experimental plant designed during the war when

there was little if any operating potential". He even argued

AECL was fortunate for
when the last explosion occurred it \¡ras decid-
ed that it would be worthwhile to decontami-
nate the calandria to withdraw the calan-
dria for examination and build and install a
neh¡ calandria which would in effect give us a
brand new pile for pile No. 2.... rather than
a calamity, the last explosion was perhaps
fortunate in that we are able to rebuild the
piIe.

WhiIe possibly effective in downplaying the Trazard, such

apologies did not explain why an accident could occur in
light of the safety devices for shutting down the NRX in an

emergency. By offering the Members of Parliament a less than
objective account of the events, C.D. Howe served to ensure
parliamentary approval of expenditures for repairing the NRX

and the continued expansion of the Canadian nuclear
ptogr.*.30

Given his concern for protecting the nuclear indus-
try, Howe authorized a Special Committee to study the govern-
ment's atomic energy projects. It was an important legitimi-
zing tactic undertaken just two months after the December,

L952 explosion at Chalk River. It would thwart fears that
the government was supporting an unviable and dangerous tech-
nology that was increasingly expensive and still cloaked in
secrecy. Authorizing a Speciat Committee, however, was not
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synonomous with a furl-scare inquiry. whire the special
committee's area of examination--the operations of the
Government in the Fierd of Atomic Energy--appeared arr
encompassing, this was circumvented by the committee,s

inability to caII for witnesses and evidence. Selected

industry officials were simpty presented to the committee.
of course, Howe offered the government's excuse for secrecy
by saying that

the work that we are doing at Chalk River is
of importance to military developments, êDd
for that reason, and for other reasons, cannot
be made a subject of cotnmon knowledge. I am
sure that the committee wilI appreciate that
fact and wiIl be governed accordingly.

The result was that the 1952-53 speciar committee, as its
predecessor in 1949, functioned more as a parriamentary
tutorial than as an investigation. As was expected, the
special committee's finar report growingry approved arr
developments in the Canadian nuclear ptogt.*.31

C. THE TRÀNSITION TO POWER REACTORS

Despite the NRX accident, canadian nucrear projects
continued to deverop. The pro-nuclear euphoria had been
aided by Dr. wirfrid Bennett Lewis's 195r atomic pov¡er

propo".r. 32 Lewis, a British émigré, had directed the
chark River project since the summer of 1946 (or. John
cockcroft, the previous project director, had been recarled
immediatery after the war by the uK authorities to head the
British program). Lewis argued that research in canada had
deveroped to the point where it was possibre to produce
electric power from nuclear energy. This prospect was

examined in a nuclear feasbirity study launched by AECL in
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September, 1953. The study actually was a concerted effort

by the Canadian government to involve provincial utilities in

an expensive and risky venture. AECL supplied the technical

information and experimental facilities for the study, white

the Ontario Hydro Electric Power Commission supplied gI00,0OO

and the personnel (thus training a

signers).

group of atomic de-

WhiIe the feasibility study was underwayr ân inter-

national event occurred that radicarry artered the nucrear

industries of arr countries. rn December 1953, us president

Dwight Eisenhower announced his "Atoms for peace" policy

before the United Nations. fhe purpose of the program was

three-fold. First, by pouring state and private money into a

publicity blitz promoting the peaceful atom, the program

served to separate, in the minds of the public, reactor con-

struction from weapons production. The former was exalted as

a safe clean energy source "too cheap to meter", while the

ratter was supported as the teehnology necessary to deter

Soviet advances into Asia, the Middle East, and Western

Europe. spritting ttre atom into peaceful and miritary harves

was an important prerequisite for the success of the "Atoms

for Peace" program's two remaining aims. It opened up infor-
mation and investment capital for private sources to raunch

the domestic nuclear power industry. And finarly, to faciri-
tate the grobar expansion of this industry, Eisenhower urged

the crealion of an internationar infrastructure that
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promoted the exportation of nuclear technology to First and

Third World American allies. The resultant International

Atomic Energy Agency (feEe), established in L957, was a UN

affiliated agency with a preponderance of voting power with

the Western industrial nations. WhiIe responsible for
controlling the use of atomic technology, its primary

function was to

encourage and assist world-wide research on
and development of peaceful uses of atomic
energy and to act as an intermediary for the
purpose of securing the performance of
services by one member of the agency for
another.33 '

The new American program justified and encouraged

similar activities within the canadian nuclear community.

Thus, in February 1954, it was decided to expand the member-

ship of the originar AECL-ontario Hydro feasibility study.

The result was a murti-lever investigative group comprised of
representatives from AECL, the NRC, Ontario Hydro, and

severar other power companies. fhe group's stated purpose

was to "provide a medium whereby power producers in arr parts

of canada might be kept furry informed of developments in the

atomic power fieId". fhe expanded committee, Iike its
september, 1953 predecessor, was a federar effort aimed at
enticing various utilities and industries to j-nvorve them-

serves in nucrear technorogy. T?ris, in turn, vatidated the

Federal government's cl-aim that it did "not intend to get

into the business of generating pov/er from atomic

energy" .34
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while the investigative group continued its
research, c.D. Howe succeeded in having the nominar parria-

mentary control of AECL further reduced. In l-954, Howe

argued that his proposed amendments to the Atomic Energy

Control Act of :-.946 would "establish administrative machinery

and proced.ures which wirl better meet the requirements of the

present and future program in atomic energy". Actualry, the

changes increased Èhe independence of AECL's future endeavors

in two important ways.

control of the AECB's research and production

operations were transferred to the chairperson of the

Committee of the Privy Council on Scientific and Industrial

Research, who could then deregate the work to AECL or private

companies. T.his served further to reduce the AECB's extreme-

Iy circumscribed function.

Evolution of AECL"

As Gordon Sims states in "The

the relative size of the two organizations
militated against effective control, In
1953-54 AECL had a staff of about I,700 and
the AECB a staff of three. AECB's budget for
its own regulatory activities was on $40,OOOwhile the research and production appropria-
tion it applied for on behalf of AECL was
nearly $20 mitlion.

sims states that even healtTr and safety regurations were

"being administered internarry by AECL without AECB super-

vision". fhus Howe's amendments aggravated an already
unbalanced situation.

ÀECL's power was increased another way. fhis
invorved estabrishing it as the stockhording company
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responsibre for the overarl direction of the program incrud-

ing the approvar of operating and capitar budgets for

Eldorado Mining and Refining Limited and Nuclear Research

Limited (ttre nev/ name given to the Chalk River project).

rncidentalry, the amendments arso enhanced the

authority of c.D. Howe as the Minister who was the chair-

person of the committee of the privy councir in scientific

and rndustriar Research. The legisration enpowered Howe to

decide which companies wourd receive the work previousry done

by the ÀECB. Yet, this did not undury concern the Members of

Parriament. rn fact, M.J. coldwelr, reader of the coopera-

tive Commonwealth Federation (CCF), thought it "quite

justified". But in the event that there were any reserva-

tions about his amendments, Howe impressed upon the Members

that the changes were "forrowing exactly the pattern of

organization in the united states". c.D. Howe's contror over

an increasingry autonomous AECL thus, was estabrished at a

cruciar point in the crown corporation's evolution. At the

internationar level, with Eisenhower's "Atoms for peace,,

Program, the initial steps were being undertaken to establish

an internationar agency advocating the export of nuclear

technology. Meanwhile, in canada, erectric pov/er production

was becoming technically possi¡te.35
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By December I954, the AECL-directed feasibility

study had advanced to the stage that the actual design and

construction of a 22 MWe reactor was being considered. But

by this time, it was also apparent that the February 1954

multi-Ievel investigative group, while possibly having served

its information function had faired seriousry to invorve any

utirities other than the ontario Hydro Electric power commis-

sion and the Nova scotia Light and Power company Limited. of
the two utirities, onry ontario Hydro courd undertake the

huge financial and technical risks . T,hus, it was the sole

utility involved in building the proposed Nuclear power

Demonstration (llpo) reactor. AECL hoped that the NpD, which

\¡¡as not expected to produce power at costs competitive with
thermar or hydro plants, wourd provide the operating and cost

experience to facilitate the deveropment of rarger reactors.
The NPD, therefore, was a federar experiment expected to cost

between $I3-15 miIIion, of which Ontario Hydro agreed to
contribute $3-5 milliorr. 36

AECL experienced similar difficulties in encourag-

ing private industry participation. In December 1954, AECL

requested proposals for the design and construction of the
pranned reactor. Two factors rimited the number of potential
companies: first, the considerable design, engineering,

and manufacturing resources required for such a projecti and

second., the companies were informed that participation
required a financial contribution. It appears that
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only Canadian General Electric Company l,imited (CCe) tulfill-

ed the requi.rements.3T

Thus, early in the Canadian nuclear program the

federal government recognized the difficurty of attempting to
deverop nuclear technorogy in a smarrer industriar country.

Few were the utilities and private corporations that were

willing and capabre of undertaking the formidabre risks of
reactor design and construction. But when c.D. Howe made the

announcement on March 24, 1955 that, upon AECL's recommenda-

tion, the government already had authorized the construction

of the NPD reactor, rittre was made of any existing or
potential problems.

The NPD was planned as a heavy water coored and

moderated reactor using naturar uranium.* whire much has

been made of the difficulty in choosing a reactor type, it
appears there was little room for choice. Two reasons are

evident. First, canada's onry major experience has been with
naturar uranium fuetled heavy water reactors. This \r/as the
outcome of severar developments: the arrival of the British
heavy water team in 1942; Iarge supplies of indigeneous

uranium; and the April, L944 combined poricy committee's
authorization of the Montrear project. To have developed a

different reactor type wourd have further increased the cost

The coolant removes from the
is used to move the turbines
electricity. fhe moderator
and increases the probability

fission process the heat that
which, in turn, generate the
slows down the fast neutrons
of further fission.
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of the program. The second factor--usualIy ignored--was the

vested interest in the growing community of Deep River/ Chalk

River. fhe scientists and bureaucrats involved in a burgeon-

ing nuclear establishment would have opposed any actions

which threatened their interests. Emerging from primarily

these sectors was the vehemently nationalistic rhetoric

trumpeting the wonders of the Canadian built r"-"tor.38

The security of the Canadian nuclear program's

proponents, Ïrowever, was not being threatened. In fact, it

hras increased after the September, 1955 signing of a nuclear

cooperation agreement v¡ith rndía. The initial outcome of the

treaty was the announcement of Canada's willingness to supply

rndia with a research reactor modelled on the NRX--known for

its high plutonium production capabilities. The name of the

reactor was initially CIR (Canada-India-Reactor). However,

Canadian inability to supply the required Ìreavy water

resurted in the Americans providing the material. fhe name

CIRUS was used to recognize the American heavy water

contribution.

The CIRUS reactor, a $9.2 million gift by the

canadian taxpayers, served at least Èwo functions. rt v/as

part of the Columbo P1an, wtrich was a program encouraging

capitalist deveropment in south and southeast Asia "as a

means of containing communism and offsetting the 'neutrarity'
of Asia". As John Diefenbaker, the leader of the opposition
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conservative Party, later explained, "S5o mirlion a year

wourd be cheap insurance for canada to hart communism in
Asia". But the reactor also aided the postwar effort of the

industrial west to secure Third vlorrd markets. CIRUS

served to expand the canadian nuclear industry and offered
the hope that future sares might generate some much-needed

t"taar,-ra. 39

For many people, however, a return on the nucrear

investment was not enough. The program's rising costs and

continued expansion inspired demands by the federar opposi-

tion parties for a furr parriamentary inquiry. rn an attempt
to protect the nuclear program and satisfy the opposition,
c.D. Howe in February 1956 introduced a motion for the
formation of a special committee to investigate the role of
the government in the field of non-military research in
Canada. Howard Green, the Conservative member for Vancouver-

Quadra, quickly condemmed the motion as insufficient. Green

recognized the resolution's three major fraws. First, it
asked one committee to study the National Research councir
and the atomic energy program. The coupling of two fields of
investigation for one committee was to occur despite Howe,s

statements in the year previous. Green quoted Howe,s Jury
15, 1955 comments: "r think it is better to have a committee
on atomic energy. r berieve it is a big enough field. rf
other committees in the fields of science are needed, perhaps

they could be separate committees" Green realized that
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\,¡ith Howe's 1956 motion, the canadian nucrear program would

not receive undivided attention. But other probrems also

existed. The motion ignored military research. And it did

not arrow the committee to send for exhibits or witnesses

which it fert were rerevant. Green was angered by the almost

"complete lack of information given to the house". Rather

than being fed propaganda and witnesses at the discretion of

c.D. Howe, Green advocated the creation of a parriamentary

Standing Committee on atomic energy. Green suggested

we could very well copy at least a portion of
the organization... Ittre Americans] have set
up. Ttrey have three watchdog committees over
atomic energy. One is made up of defence
people, a second of scj_entists appointed from
all over the United States, and the third is
the congressional committee which is really
the congressional watchdog committee on atomic
energy.

Green argued that the present canadian situation robbed par-

liament of any effective check on atomic energy expendi-

tures.

Howe, on the other hand, defended the preservation

of secrecy since

at Chatk River we do a considerable amount of
work for the Atomic Energy Conrnission of the
United States having to do with the field of
weapons. T?rere is hardly any period when we
have not had work of that kind in process at
Chalk River. fhe reason is that the pile
there is able to do some work which no other
pile can carry out successfully.
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rn effect, the usAEc was able to conduct miritary tests in
canada without the examination of American "watchdog commit-
tees" and with a canadian commitment not to alrow an investi_
gation into the miritary aspects of nuclear research in
Canada. Was this another example of a smaller country
succumbing to the demands of a rarger ally? perhaps; but the
canadian government's commitment to maintaining secrecy for
it own reasons was a more likery explanation. Two facts
point to this concl-usion. The canadian nucrear program was

compretely dependent upon us supplies of heavy water. As

well' publicity would have threatened the availability of
American technicar information. As Howe stated,

If today this parliament decided that acommittee wourd be appointed with authority tosend for papers, I believe the flow of pui.r=to Atomic Energy of canada Limited *o"r¿- bevery sharpry curtaired not rater thantomorrow.

Thus, Howe re jected Howard Green' s suggestions as ,'fatar,, to
the work in canada. fhe special committee's mandate there_
forer v/âs limited to the confines of Howe,s original
motion.4o

fhe Special Committee did not affect the continued
development of the canadian nucrear program. with one firm
reactor export and domestic contruction continuing, it was

committed to further expansion. proof of this was evident in
the April, L957 release of an AECL report advocating a rarger
reactor. But despite prans for further growth, â, internal
problem within the canadian nuclear program temporarily
threatened its future.
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A dispute began when Ontario Hydro refused to in-
vorve itself further in a relationship whereby canadian

General Erectric (cGE) possessed a monopoly as the commercial

supprier of nuclear reactors in canada. Many companies were

willing to engage in subcontracting but, aside from CGE,

there were no corporations interested in or capabre of
undertaking the design and construction of nucrear power

reactors. Ttris put AECL in a quandry. Either it would

succumb to ontario Hydro's blackmair and undertake the sore

responsbility for the design and construction of nucrear

reactors, or ontario Hydro--the only utility involved--wourd

not participate in future projects.

AECL responded in a statement rereased in Februarlr

1958. The corporation tried to conceal the degree to which

it v¡as prepared to expand in order to perpetuate nucrear

deveropment and thus secure its own existence. But, the

rhetoric could only soften the reality. fhe statement

announced the formation of the NucÌear Power Plant Division
(¡qppo) with the purpose of "designing the nucrear stream

supply systems of nucrear stations and for providing manage-

ment services as required by the customer". Thus, AECL had

yiel-ded to ontario Hydro's demands. AECL divested cGE of its
monopoly and became a commercial supplier of nuclear reactors

in canad..41

Yet, litt1e thought appears to Ïrave been given to
whether the long-term domestic and internationar markets
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courd support AECL and cGE. Rather than review the deverop-

ment of a nuclear program in canada, AECL undertook the

changes necessary to satisfy ontario Hydro. fhe February,

1958 creation of the NPPD revealed three important facts:
first, the power of ontario Hydro as the onry serious domes-

tic customer of a nucl-ear reactor; second, the inability of
private Canadian industry to establish a competitive nuclear

reactor supprier; and third, the extent to which the canadian

government, acting through AECL, was committed to the expan-

sion of the canadian nuclear program in order to perpetuate

the latter's existence.

D. THE CANADIAN NUCLEAR PROGRAM'S TROUBLED MÀTURITY

Àfter AECL compried with ontario Hydro's demands,

expansion within the nucrear arena continued. on June rB,

r959, Gordon churchill, the conservative government's Minis-
ter of Trade and commerce, announced to the House of commons

the next stage of deveropment in the canadian nuclear program

--a 206 MWe reactor eventually rocated at Dougras point,

ontario. rt was with this naturar uranium fuered, heavy

water coored and moderated reactor, that AECL first used the
catchy CANDU (canadian Deuterium uranium) acronym. According

to Churchill, the Douglas point plant was to be in operation
by late L964, or early 1965, ât an estimated price of $60

milrion "exclusive of design and deveropment costs". Thus,

Parriament \¡/as denied the total estimated price even though
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the design and development work had been completed. The

studies for the Douglas Point reactor had been compiled from

several sources: the initial feasibility study conducted at

Chalk River in 1957; the design work on the NPD done by CGE;

and, the AECL study authorized in I95B and carried out in

Toronto at the Nuclear Power Plant Division offices.

similar incongruencies emerged in the construction

of the CANDU at Douglas Point. rt was to be a cooperative

effort between AECL and Ontario Hydro. AECL was primarily

responsible for the design and construction of the prant's

nuclear section. ontario Hydro provided the site, cooperated

in the design of the reactor, designed and constructed the

conventional sections of the prant, and agreed to operate it

as a unit in its power distribution system. While apparently

equitable, the actuar relationship resutted in AECL under-

taking most of the work, risk, and cost--with Ontario Hydro

simpry maintaining an option to purchase the reactor. A key

agreement divested ontario Hydro of most of the responsibiri-

ty:

Ontario Hydro will buy power produced and will
purchase the plant when it has demonstrated
that it Ïras suitable characteristics for
Hydro's power system. The formula for the
purchase price would permit production of
power from CANDU that is competitive with the
cost of power from modern, coal-fired power
plants of a similar size.

v{ith such as agreement, ontario Hydro had rittle to lose.

And AECL was secure, âs it had the support of the

Conservative governme nt.42
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Two facts were revealed by the Diefenbaker adminis-

tration's approval of AECL's decision to build the Douglas

point reactor. First, there was the speed at which AECL

expanded Canadian nuclear development. Back in March 1955,

when the St. Laurent government announced before the House of

Commons its decision to authorize the NPD reactor, C.D. Howe

justified the construction as it would provide the operating

experience necessary for the development of a large power

reactor. But in June 1959, the NPD still was under construc-

tion. It was not started up until April II, 1962 and did not

achieve full power until June 28, 1962. Apparently this was

too long for AECL to wait. Undaunted, the decision was made

to escalate the Canadian reactor program by an order of mag-

nitude--from the 22 MWe NPD reactor to the 206 MWe Douglas

Point reactor--and Gordon ChurchiII, Dief enbaker' s l'4inister

of Trade and Com¡nerce, privately authorized the move.

Yet government approval of the Douglas Point

reactor not only indicated support for the demands of the

nuclear industry. It also was an attempt to placate the

clamour from Canadian uranium interests. ChurchiII later

stated that he had sanctioned the Douglas Point reactor,

without waiting for the completion of the NPD, for one major

reason. If it worked,

then tl-e market for Canadian natural uranium
may be assured. This is the target at which
v/e are aiming, and we hope in time that it
will support our uranium producing industry
at home.
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Authorizing the Douglas Point reactor partially succeeded in

calming the concern among Canadian uranium producers. At the

time of the June 1959 approval, it appeared that the Ameri-

cans, the major Canadian uranium purchaser, would not renew

their contract option. The Canadian uranium producer's fears

were correct. In August 1959, the United States Atomic

Energy commission informed ottawa that indigenous American

uranium supplies were sufficient to meet their ,r..d".43

Churchill's decision to accelerate the Canadian

nuclear program was well received. The project further
entrenched the nuclear program, provided sub-contracts for
private industry, and offered the uranium industry the Ìrope

of increased domestic consumption in the future. With the

growing concern in early 1959 that the Americans would not

renew their uranium contracts, it was unlikely that the

opposition would criticize the government for succumbing to

the nuclear interests. Furthermore, complaints were highly
improbabre because Lester Pearson, the Member of parliament

for Algoma East (where the Elliot Lake uranium mine is
located), was the Leader of the Opposition. pearson had

already stated to the House of Commons his support for exten-

sj-ve uranium exploitation. In fact, Pearson congratulated

ChurchiII for his decision, and proceeded to instill a little
fear by stating that

It certainly is necessary that both indus-
try and government at the provincial and
federal leveIs show initiative, drive and^
planning so we wiII not be left behind, not
only in the international market but perhaps
at home.44
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Pearson's words, however, did not faII on deaf

ears. fhe Diefenbaker administration enthusiasticatly sup-

ported the Canadian nuclear program and worked to reap

political gain from increased development. But while the go-

ahead for the CANDU at Douglas Point was well received, a

second attempt at expanding the program resulted in loud

Liberal denunciation. They r¡rere not angry with the new

project but, instead, with the Conservative's chosen loca-

tion. fhe dispute began on October I, 1959 when Gordon

Churchill announced, in Winnipeg, the government's decision

to build a new research centre (eventually named the White-

shell Nuclear Research Establishment) in Manitoba rather than

in the existing communities of Chalk River or EIliot Lake.

Later, during the debate in tÏ¡e House of Commons, one Member

of Parliament quoted from an editoriat in the Sudbury Star

that argued the Conservatives chose Manitoba simply for
political reasons:

Trade Minister Churchill is from Winnipeg
South Centre. Prime Minister Diefenbaker is
from the west. Premier Roblin of Manitoba is
chairman of the Manitoba development authority
which has been working in close liaison with
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited.

The editor also noted that because Pearson's riding v¡as

Algoma East, EIIiot Lake was ruled out. Nevertheless, the
government insisted that the choice of a site near Lac Du

Bonnett, Manitoba was made for technical reasons. It
possessed an ample water supply from the Winnipeg River, a

firm bedrock, and a proximity to a university. The Con-

servatives argued that building the research reactor at
Elliot Lake would not substantially have altered the mining
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communityrs long term unemployment situation because of the

type of technical emplo¡rment which the research centre would

create.

fhe Liberar opposition appeared correct in accusing

the Conservatives of favouring Manitoba for political reasons

but, they faired to notice another potentiar reason for the

choice of Manitoba. As stated earrier, ontario Hydro,s vehe-

ment opposition to the monopory involvement of a private
corporation, canadian Generar Electrie, in reactor design and

construction forced AECL to undertake this task. The NpD,

announced in March 1955, \â/as the last reactor in ontario for
which cGE had a major part in the design end construction of
the nuclear section of the prant. yet, cGE v/as awarded the

contract for the whiteshell organicarly coored reactor (an

oil was used instead of heavy water). It appears, therefore,
that the whiteshell research centre served a number of
functions. If satisfied AECL's demands for increased

research space while serving the political reasons discussed

in the sudbury star editoriar. But, also it gave cGE a

domestic contract which maintained the corporation's activity
in the nuclear program without opposing the demands of
ontario Hydro. Had the centre been buirt in ontario, the

utitity possibly might have demanded that AECL arso design

and construct organically cooled r".ctors.45
The announcements of the Douglas point CANDU and

the Whiteshell Nuclear Research Establishment revealed the
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Diefenbaker government's support for the continued develop-

ment of the Canadian nuclear program. Their support, how-

ever, did not compare with that offered by the pearson

Liberals after their 1963 federar erection victory. This was

evident with the Liberal's December 2, 1963 announcement of

the development of a heavy water program in Canada (heavy

water, or deuterium, exists in nature but requires separation

from ordinary, or light, water). The dependence of the

canadian nuclear program on suppries of Àmerican heavy water

had rong been a point of embarassment for the federar govern-

ment. Yet, the decision to embark upon a domestíc heavy

water program was not taken simply due to a spark of
nationarist sentiment. Appearing to a sense of canadian

nationarism was usefur, but the fundamental reason was

economic necessity. The canadian demand soon wourd out strip
the American suppry. since large quantities of heavy water

would be required in canada, the anticipated cost of domestic

heavy water production would be reduced. This, in turn,
would lower the cost of the CANDU reactor.

Earlier AECL investigations into ttre possibility of
building heavy water plants in canada resurted in the carr
for private presentations to be completed prior to l.fay 3I,
1963. The four companies which submitted proposals were:

Deuterium of Canada Limited (Toronto), Dynamic power Cor-

poration (Calgary), Imperial Oil l,imited (Toronto), and

Vüestern Deuterium Company Limited (Victoria). On December 2,
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L963, C.M. Drury, the Minister of Industry, announced that

Deuterium of Canada Limited was chosen as it tra¿

made an unconditional offer to produce heavy
water in Canada for sale at a price which is
considerably lower than that of other bidders
who fuIfiIIed the conditions established by
the government. The proposal by Deuterium
contained a commitment that the company would
have a subs.tantial degree of Canadian equity
participation. Also the company agreed to
utilize the maximum possible quantities of
Canadian materials and equipment in the
construction of the proposed p1ant.

The contract required that Deuterium of canada Limited pro-

duce "not ress than 200 tons of heavy water per year for the

first five years of production". The government agreed to
underwrite the sare at the price of 920.50 per pound and

provide a further subsidization of 90.9r per ton of coal used

to produce steam and po\¡/er for the heavy water project. The

government even had a firm commitment that the first 2OO tons

of heavy water wourd be availabre for delivery on or before

March 31, L966 at a price not over ç22.00 per pound.

The project was looked upon rather favourably for a

number of reasons. For a five year investment of approxi-
mately $41.5 million of taxpayer's money, it guaranteed a
suppry of Ìreavy water that wourd abolish the dependence on

more expensive American suppries. The pran invorved a

private company that promised a high Canadian content.
Furthermore, it was to be rocated at Grace Ba!, Nova scotia,
thus providing short term construction jobs, a few rong term

maintenance positions, and a guaranteed market for Nova
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Scotian coaI. Nova Scotia was extremely interested. A

provincial crown corporation, Industrial Estates Limited,

invested between $25-30 million in the proposed plant. Thus,

the combined federal and provincial initiar investment was

estimated at approximately $66.5 7I.5 miIIion.
Yet despite repeated infusions of large amounts of

money, the Glace Bay Heavy Water Plant became a technical and

economic nightmare. rt eventually was mothbarled as useless.

In retrospect, the Pearson government entered the heavy water

field without properly considering the potential problems.

Atomj-c Energy of Canada Limited was particularly at fault for

inadequately researching the heavy water method used by

Jerome Spivak, the President of Deuterium of Canada Limited.

But why did the government go along with AECL's hasty choice?

Grant Deachman, the Conservative MP for Vancouver-euadra,

offered an explanation. He argued that "if !ùe succeeded in

building a plant which produced cheap deuterium v/e then had

an opportunity to seII deuterium abroad--and not only that,
but to seII reactors ".46

Further evidence that Ottawa and AECL were thinking
about future heavy water supplies for reactor exports \rras

brought forward exactly two weeks after the announcement of
the Deuterium of Canada contract. On December 16, 1963,

Pearson tabred an agreement between rndia and canada for the

sale of a second and larger reactor. fhe agreement allowed

for the construction of the 203 MWe RAPP (Rajasthan Atomic
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power Plant) reactor. Ttris station was of the same size and

capacity as the Douglas Point reactor which was still under

construction. fhe agreement. while not stipulating the use

of Canadian heavy vvater, stated that India should use

Canadian uranium and that India would "procure from Canada as

much of the material 'and equipment for the station as is

available on reasonable terms and which cannot be procurred

in India".

The contract for a second Indian reactor seemed to

justify alI expenditures to date on atomic energy.* UnIike

the CIRUS research reactor at Trombay, RAPP was a power

reactor export--a Canadian first. fhe similarity, Ìrowever,

was that it too was heavily subsidized. But of greater

importance to the industry, the Indian reactor was not an

isolated contract. Within the next year, two more projects

were announced: the Pickering complex in Ontario and an

export agreement with Pakistan.

The new contracts seemed to imply that ttre Canadian

nuclear program had reached maturity. But its growth still

was aided by considerabl-e government assistance. The Picker-

i.tg pro ject was a prime example. On August 20, L964, the

Canadian federal and Ontario provincial governments announced

the decision to construct a 1000 MWe nuclear station
(comprised of two 500 MWe CANDUs) in Pickering county just

See Appendix I for a list of Federal nuclear energy R & D
expenditures.
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outside of Toronto, ontario. This was to be a cooperative

effort between ontario Hydro, the Federal government, and the

ontario provincial government. The total estimated cost was

$266 mirrion. ontario Hydro's financial contribution was

relativery fixed at an amount equal to the estimated g12o

milrion cost of the coar burning station of the same capacity

it was buidring at Lambton, ontario. rt was the Federar and

ontario governments that wourd absorb any cost overruns.

Their initial contributions were carculated at a ratio of r.z
to 1 . Thus, ottawa's and Toronto's initiar estimated costs

were $79. 5 million and $66. 5 mirlion respectivery. The

rationare for government assistance was stated by c.l"l. Drury,

the l"linister of Defence Production:

By reasons of the contingent financial risk in
building a very large nuclear power station at
this relatively earl-y stage in nuclear
development, participation by governments was
desirable. No fuIl sized nuclear power
station of this type is yet in operation, so
there remains a slight measure of uncertainty.
This will change when the 200,OOO kilowatt
nuclear power station at Douglas point which
wiII soon be completed has shown that it
operates successfully.

The Pickering project was a significant develop-

ment. rn a number of ways, it refrected changes within the

canadian nuclear program. First, the station was to be buirt
as a commercial venture. second, the pickering contract
invorved greater participation by ontario Hydro. This was an

important shift that refrected the j-ncreased autonomy of
Ontario Hydro's nuclear component and the utility,s
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increasing demand for nuclear po\¡/er at the expense of other

energy sources. $lhile AECL designed the nuclear steam supply

system, Ontario Hydro had sole responsibility for the remain-

der of the plant. And third, Pickering was the last domestic

CANDU project in which AECL was the project manager. Hence-

forth, AECL only would assume that role if it were hired.

The reason for this shift is obvious t it forced the purchas-

ing utility to bear an increased responsibility for the tech-

nological and financial risks.

There v¿as, however, êt least one important factor

about ttre August, l-964 Pickering announcement that was

consistent with the history of the Canadian nuclear program.

The two 5OO MWe reactors Ìrad been authorized before obtaining

the operating exPerience of the previous station which, in

this case, vras a 200 MWe reactor still under construction at

Douglas Point. It would not produce electricity until 1967 .

But this did not concern Parliament. Representatives of tÌ¡e

various parties stated they lvere "delightêd", "glad.", and'

"urging commendation to the MinisLer of Industry, to Atomic

Energy of Canada l,imited and to aII those responsible for

concluding this agreemenL".47

Parliamentary accolades also accompanied the 1965

announcement of Pakistan's decision to purchase a CGE

designed and constructed CANDU reactor. The contract

settlement for the L25 MVte Karachi Nuclear Power PIant

(XaSUpp) was facititated by considerable Canadian government
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assistance .48 AECL was also involved. It contributed

information and consulting services during the formative

period of negotiations. But while the KANUPP reactor

contract served to keep CGE in the nuclear field for a few

more years, the paucity of export markets was forcing it out

of the business. Members of Parliament, however, were

protected from the reality by optimistic prophecies. fhus,

C.M. Drury, ês the Minister of Industry, suggested that

it is safe to say that interest in the
Canadian system is keen; so also is competi-
tion from other industrialized nations. But I
am sure that an aggresive Canadian industry
employing a very sharp pencil, and encouraged
by the AECL, should be able to look to markets
abroad in the nuclear field in the years
immediately ahead.

Yet rhetorical promises of future export markets

belied the plans announced. in Lg64-65. The new policies were

intended to create adequate domestic heavy water supplies.

AECL officials recognized that until the Treavy water

constraint \^tas removed, export contracts would be limited.

The December 1963 decision to build a heavy water plant at

Glace Baf, Nova Scotia had not resolved tTre problem. Canada

stiII was dependent upon limited American heavy water

exports. To operate the Douglas Point reactor, for example,

AECL had to borrow deuterium from the US Atomic Energy

Commission. The projected Canadian Ïreavy water requirements

\r¡ere for at least 1,335 tons over the next five years. Yet

the projected output of Deuterium of Canada's Glace Bay plant

was 2OO tons per year for five years and was not contracted
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to begin deliveries until JuIy 31, 1966. In order to alevi-

ate the problem, AECL began a program to increase future

supply and decrease future demand.49

It was decided that building another heavy water

plant would resolve the supply crisis. But, once again, the

lack of potential contracters complicated the plan. On

February 26, I965, C.M. Drury announced the government's

acceptance of Western Deuterium Company Limited's proposal to

produce 300 tons of heavy water per annum (ttris was a 50&

increase over Deuterium of Canada Ltd.). Yet, within two

weeks it became known that Western Deuterium did not possess

an adequate formula for the production of heavy water. Then,

in the summer of 1965, the government announced that the

second bidder, Atomic Power Corporation, was not willing to

carry over its contract. Finally, in April L966, the govern-

ment announced that CGE had been awarded the contract. After

receiving a deadline extension, the company stated, orr June

30, 1966, tTrat the plant would be located on the Cape Breton

side of the Strait of Canso in Nova Scotia.

By the time of CGE' s announcement, horr¡ever, the

heavy water issue had become more complex. In December,

1965, the Pearson government had overreacted wtren it appeared

that there would not be a second heavy water plant under

construction. fhis led to Ottawa's January, 1966 authoriza-

tion of AECL's attempts to double Deuterium of Canada

Limited's production at the Glace Bay Ïreavy water plant. The
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rationale was based on the possibility of export prospects

materializing and a belief that an expanded Glace

would be the only source in production in time. To

that the government did

Bay plant

criticism

Pepin, the Minister

responded,

It is quite difficult for Atomic Energy of
Canada Limited to state these figures very
clearly, because for one thing they depend on
contracts which they enter with other
countries of the world. It is quite difficult
to know when these contracts will materialize.
Second, it depends on production in Canada.
It is quite difficult for Atomic Energy of
Canada l,imited to know whether the contracts
entered into by Canadian production companies
will be concluded.

The explanation seemed to confirm the criticis*.50

The Canadian government's attempts to resolve the

not know what it was doing Jean-Luc

of Mines and Technical Surveys,

revealed. serious

decreasing demand

heavy \^tater dilemma by increasing supply

planning problems. Yet, their tactics for

v¡ere even more disastrous.

when arguing that Canada'

insufficient, stated that

On November 4 , 1964, C.l"l. Drury,

s heavy water supply would be

"if, during the 197Os, the heavy

water moderated power reactors are developed to use boiling

Iight water or light waLer steam for the coolant, the total

requirements of treavy water for each plant will be reduced by

about one fifth. He was referring to the ÀECL investigations

aimed at

coolant

developing a reactor system with a tiqht water

to d.ecrease the demand on heavy water, reduce the

total cost of the reactor system, and thus increase the
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Canadian program's competitiveness on the world market. As

an added bonus, Drury added that the use of Iight water would

decrease the coolant replacement cost in the event of

Ieakages.

fhe result of these preliminary investigations was

the decision to construct a prototype 250 MWe reactor fuelled

by natural uranium, moderated by heavy water, but cooled by

boiling light. water (BLW). This was announced in the House

of Commons on May 1I, 1965. Exactly why the CANDU-BLW reac-

tor \{as to be located in Quebec was not explained. Two

possible reasons, however, were discernable. First, Ontario

Hydro may not have wanted to divest personnel and money from

its existing program on an experimental prototype. Second,

and more important, building in Quebec would involve and

instruct Hydro-Quebec officials, thus possibly opening a

future market in a second province.

The arrangement between the Federal government,

AECL and Hydro-Quebec virtually was identical to the Federal

government, AECL and Ontario-Hydro agreement for the Douglas

Point station. fhe plant, eventually called Gentilly T-, v¡as

to be built by AECL at AECL's expense. Hydro-Quebec would

provide the site (which would require AECB approval) and

operate the plant as part of its electrical grid system while

purchasing the electricity produced. As in the case of

Ontario Hydro, Hydro-Quebec h'as absolved of any liability.

Drury informed the Commons that "ownership of the plant will
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be transferred to Hydro-Quebec when it has been demonstrated

that the prant may be operated commercialry as a unit in the

utility sYstem".

since the rate r970's, canadian nuclear officials

have not often discussed the Gentirry r reactor. Like the

Grace Bay heavy water prant, Gentitry r is the reactor that
they wourd rike to forget. A quick review of it performance

--or lack thereof--reveals why. In November L967, Jean-Luc

Pepin, the Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources (n¡tR was

created october l, 1966 ) , stated that AECL expected the prant

to cost an estimated $f06 million. But by JuIy L979, AECL

announced that the prant wourd be crosed indefinatery. Due

to numerous technical probrems, the reactor's performance Ìrad

been dismal. It had

produced virtually nothing [between L97L and
L979J. In 1972, its best year to date, it had
a capacity factor of 20 per cent but ran at
its rated output of 200 MWe for no more than
four weeks at a time.

Not only was the prant a financiar and technicar disaster: it
had been an environmental hazard.

In two days during May L977 [Uay 2L,ZZ) it
managed to spew 10 metric tons of heavy water
containing 31, 0oo curt_es of tritium(radioactive hydrogen) into the water of the
St. Lawrence.

Due to Gentirry r's financial, technical and environmental

record, it is obvious that industry representatives and many

academics wourd try to dismiss the fiasco. James casterton,
a Carleton Univeristy researcher, for example

Gentilly I
said
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has been plagued with several teething
problems which have resulted in numerous
shutdowns and AECL has decided to delay
efforts to perfect the boiling water variant
until some later date.5I

At the time of the 1965 authorization, one would

assume that AECL did not recognize that the Gentilly CANDU-

BLW reactor would turn out to be such a disaster. Neverthe-

less, it was the result of the nuclear industry's attempt to

increase the cost competitiveness of the CANDU reactor system

and at the same time alleviate the heavy water supply

problem. The attempt to boost Ïreavy water supply by rapidly

expanding production was undertaken at the same time and with

similar results. I^IhiIe it would be a number of years before

the Gentilly I fiasco would become evident, there were

concerns that the projects to increase the supply, in and of

themselves, would result in a dramatic oversupply situation.

The Canadian nuclear program was capable of such frantic

expansion because of two circumstances: first, the extremely

limited public and parliamentary controls; and second, the

state of the world economy throughout the I960s and early

I97Os, which resulted in a voracious demand for increased

energy supplies.

Indicative of the demand for more energy and the

ability of fhird World countries to embark upon a nucleariza-

tion process was the Indian decision to acquire a second

pohrer reactor (cIRUS obstensibly was for research purposes).

On December L6, 1966, Canada and India signed an agreement

which allowed for cooperation in the construction of RAPP-II.
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This reactor, rike RAPP r-, was moderred on the Douglas point

Nucrear Generating station. But, the Douglas point CANDU

onry had been started up on November 15, L966, and wourd not

begin providing electricity until January 7, 1967. The

absence of an operating history, however, did not seem to
generate concern. rnstead, canadian officials were more

interested in the rapid expansion of rndia's nucrear prans

which served. to validate AECL's export promises, the CANDU

design, and the massive federarr provincial, and utirity
investment= .52

1¡ THE FEDS TO THE RESCUE

The publicity given to the RApp II contract, how_

ever, served to hide a looming crisis from pubric view; there
was an inadequate number of reactor orders to maintain the

existing canadian nucrear industry. Domesticalry, whire
Hydro-Quebec was cooperating in AECL's Gentilly experiment to
decrease Ìreavy water requirements, the utility's major expan-

sion still was with hydro-electricity. other provinces were

considering a nucrear program, but not very seriously. Thus,

the canadian market was limited to expansion in ontario. rn
Aprir, L967, ontario Hydro announced its decision to build
the Pickering rrr and rV reactors. This was the second phase

of the Pickering project begun in late 1964. The provincial
utilit.y and AECL were cooperating on the project, but ontario
Hydro was taking a considerabry rarger and more independent
roÌe.
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Canadian General Electric, however, was finding it

impossible to maintain its operations in an increasingly

unviable fietd. CGE seemed to be locked out of Ontario

Hydro's plans, and the remaining domestic market was not

promising. CGE's reactor division had been involved only in

the NPD and i{hiteshell reactors. Internationally, CGE faced

stiff competition from Westinghouse, General Electric (CGE's

parent corporation based in Schenectady, New York), and other

Iarge corporations. T'he contract with Pakistan was CGE's

only export sale. T.he company's other major overseas

attempts had failed. WhiIe CGE aJ-legedly was the successful

one of three bidders for the $100 million Finland contract,

the deal was not concluded. The excuse offered by one Member

of Parliament was the the Soviet Union exerted pressure "on

the Finland authority to delay the project in order to

provide [ttre Soviet Union] with an opportunity to bid on

this project". Argentina, CGE's next customer, also chose

not to purchase a CANDU. Argentina bought a reactor from the

West German Siemans Corporation, apparently due to more

favourable financial arrangements negotiated with the West

German government.

In 1968, CGE decided to remove itself from the

reactor sales market. This was because of the poverty of

domestic and international sales prospects, international

competition, and the loss of its two most recent bids.

It is not known if there was pressure from CGE's parent
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corporation. While CGE was afforded a degree of autonomy, it

is not impossible that the parent could have instructed the

Canadian branch plant to terminte the design and construction

of nuclear reactors . From General Electric's perspective,

decreasing the number of corporate competitors would increase

the probability of the parent company winning an export con-

tract. WhiIe the issue of external corporate pressure on

CGE's decision is rather speculative, it is noteworthy that

when the decision \¡/as made, the Schenectady head of f ice

agreed with it. Yet, regardless of possible external

factors, the market prospects were such as to warrent CGE's

t96B decision.

Under the circumstances, CGE's resolution to with-
draw from the design and construction of nuclear reactors hras

a logical corporate move. Of greater interest, however, was

the Canadian federal government's response. On March 22,

I968, Jean-Luc Pepin, the Minister of Energy, Mines, and

Resources, stated in the House of Commons that a "merger"

between CGE and ÀECL had occurred on the day previous. Pepin

described the take over of the private company's reactor

design and construction operation as a one year contract

which Ïre expected would "be renewed for a period of five

years". fhe l"linister, however, did not inform the House that

the takeover was due to poor market prospects which precluded

CGE's continued involvement in the field. Instead, he argued

that
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The purpose of the merger is to keep together
the nuclear energy design capacity available
in Canada partly in view of the possibility of
selling Canadian type nuclear reactors in
Romania, Finland and elsewhere.

Thus, once again, the House of commons was denied the know-

ledge that the industry was not as viabte as portrayed.

canadian General Electric company the onty private firm in

canada that entered the fierd of designing and constructing

nucrear reactors had just bailed out. rnstead of initiating

a public review of the situation, the federar government

covered up the probrems of the internationar market and, in

July r968, authorized AECL to assume totar responsibility for

nuclear power marketing. rt was a concerted effort to main-

tain the Canadian nuclear establishment. Ttris was a crucial

point in canada's nuclear program that was denied a pubric

and democratic debate. This was consistent, however, with

the nuclear industry's tvrenty-six year history.53

By 1968, the Canadian nuclear program was at an

important turning point. whire originarry deveroped by the

canadian government and reriant upon American miritary con-

tracts, by the late 1960s, the industry was becoming a d,omes-

tic energy supplier. But, the CGE action revealed the
severity of the market contraints on the industry's future.
Thus, in an attempt to resolve the crisis, the Canadian

federar government and AECL increased their efforts to main-

tain the industry with an reactor export program. The rimit-
ed success of this strategy witr be examined in the next

chapter.
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CHAPTER II: EXPORTTNG CANÀDIAN NUCLEÀR REACTORS TO THE THIRD

WORLD

The export of nuclear reactors and reactor tech-

nology has been relentressry pursued since Eisenhower's

"Atoms for Peace" pronouncement at the united Nations in

December, 1953. The primary reason \,ùas that reactor exports

aided in the perpetuation of the domestic industry by trans-

ferring Lhe originar research and deveropment costs to the

purchaser. fhe results were corporate profits in the

supprier and client countries. fhis was a major factor in
the western worrd's emphasis on nucrear power as the portable

energy source essentiar for fhird worrd industrialization.
But, from the Canadian perspective, simple econo-

mics did not guarantee internationar reactor sares for two

reasons. First, markets in developed countries either were

cl-osed or limited'to technorogy transfers or ricensing agree-

ments due to the existence of other highry advanced domestic

nucrear programs.* second, the competition between inter-
national reactor retailers made it increasingry difficult to
conclude a sare with one of the rimited number of fhird world

countries willing to pursue the nuclear route. Thus, this

*For a brief review of canadian marketing attempts in First
WorId countries, see Appendix fI.
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chapter wiII examine Ïrow the Canadian federal government

struggled to achieve reactor sales in Taiwan, Argentina,

South Korea, and Mexico after Canadian General Electric re-

moved itself from ttre fieId. However, to understand the

dynamics of a reactor export and in particular the recepti-

vity of specific fhird WorId countries toward importing

foreign reactors, it is insufficient to examine only the

Canadian side. T'hus, this chapter also will examine briefly

the motives of the specific groups within the Third World

that have favoured importing power reactors from developed

countries . r

TAIWÀN

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited's (enCr.) first

post-I968 contract was signed in Taipei, the Republic of

China (taiwan), with the Taiwan Atomic Energy Commission

(reec) on September L6, L969. While important for the Cana-

dian nuclear industry, it was not a major contract for a

CANDU reactor. Rather, the AECL-TAEC contract provided for

AECL to supply a 40 MWt natural uranium fuelled, Ïreavy water

moderated researcTr reactor to be completed by September 16,

L973. fhe Taiwan research Reactor (tnn) was a modernized

copy of the NRX reactor at Chalk River, Ontario.

AECL officials described the TRR as a turnkey

contract in ttrat the corporation supplied, for a fixed price,

everything which originated in Canada or at least from
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outside Taiwan. In the Taiwanese example, the research

reactor cost $35 million of which B0 percent, or $28 million,

was specifically Canadian content. fhe agreement stipulated

that AECL supply all the work necessary for the complete

construction, installation, and proper functioning of the

research reactor at Hvaitzupa, about 20 miles south-v¡est of

Taipei. fhis included; design and construction of the

reactor, the first charge of fuel and heavy water, and the

training of Taiwanese personnel. Taiwan sent a number of

supervisors to Canada for a one year training program at

Chalk River. A Taiwanese design team and senior operating

staff arrived ín Canada in late 1969 while the main group of

operations staff arrived in late October L97O. Aside from

learning about the operation of a Canadian research reactor,

Taiwanese officials acted in an auxiliary capacity at the

construction site supplying power, fresh water, and waste

management.

AECL gave the TRR a lot of publicity, for it

appeared that a government directed export program would be

viable. But, Lhe project only involved a limited number of

Canadian companies. Canatom Ltd. of Montreal was contracted

by AECL for engineering design, supply of materials, and site

and technical supervision. Canatom, in turn, subcontracted

the design and technical supervision of the civil works to a

company long involved in the nuclear field, Howe fnter-

national Ltd fhe Foundation Company of Canada Ltd
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managed the project construction. Furthermore, the TRR

project was the only sale canada would complete with Taiwan.

Future sares possibirities were terminated with the estab-

rishment of dipromatic relations with the people's Repubtic

of china. fhis decision was announced by canada on october

12, r97o after it had assured Taiwan that the TRR project
wourd not be jeopardized by the shift in canadian foreign
policy.

T'hereaf ter, the Canadian nucl_ear industry never

missed an opportunity to brame the Department of External

Affairs for excruding Taiwan from its market possibilities.

The fact that raiwan later ordered six reactors from the usA

was used as proof of the lost opportunity in Taiwan. whire

this possibry was correct, it appears more like an attempt to
pass the brame for an inabirity to market canadian reactors.
considering the strong economic and military connections

between Taiwan and the usÀ and the success of American

nucrear exports in comparison to canadian efforts, one recog-

nizes that AECL's assumption that contracts v¡ere lost--when

they may never Ïrave materialized--was not based on a strong

foundation. Such attempts lvere more indicative of the

canadian nucrear industry's concern over ttre future sales

prospects. lrrhile AECL attempted to reap pubric support for
itserf by announcing the TRR as the beginning of a viabre

export program, it was not oblivious to the real lack of
sales and the pressure which wourd ensue from the absence of
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orders to keep the industry alive. Proof of the internal

concern was confirmed in March, I97 I when J.J. Greene, Minis-

ter of Energy, Mines, and Resources, stated that Canada's

nuclear export program had been a dismal failure. The

absence of a viable export program was exerting a strong

pressure on AECL. In order to perpetuate the industry,

exports were required to maintain corporate involvement.

Thus, AECL embarked on its most financially disastrous export

sale in the history of the corporation--the construction of a

CANDU reactor in Argentina.2

ARGENTINA

The Argentinean nuclear program began in the years

immediately after the Second World War with the support of

President Juan Domingo Peron. The program's development

paraIIeIIed the characteristics of the Peronists' economic

strategy. fhe first Peron period, I946-L955, was typified by

a coupling of anti-imperialism with national capitalism.

Thus, uranium deposits were nationalized so as to ensure

adequate supplies and national control of the resource, while

the Argentinean nuclear program v/as made largely independent

of foreign control. In I95O, Peron established the Comision

Nacional de Energia Atomica (CNne). The Commission was to

work directly under the Presidency and through the Ministry
for Technical Affairs. fhe publically stated purpose of the

CNEA was to control private and state atomic investigations
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in Argentina and to recommend a suitable reactor program that

would secure domestic energy self-sufficiency. Great empha-

sis v/as placed on the Argentinean nuclear program--particu-

larty the Bariloche Atomic Centre on Huemul Tsland on Lake

Nahoel Hoapi in the Andes. It was there that Dr. Ronald

Richter, âo emigre physicist from Nazi Germany, was given

freedom to conduct his eventually ill-fated experiments

attempting to initiate thermonuclear reactions

arcs .

in electric

Considerable changes within the Argentinean nuclear

program occurred after the September, I955 military coup

ousted Peron from power. What ensued was a rapid transition

in the Argentine economy that opened the country for foreign

investment and particularly American industrial capital. The

amount of total American investment reflected the rapid

change: from t95t-I955 tÏ¡e amount was $750 miltion and for

1956-1960 $3.9 billion. This shift parallelled the change i-n

the Argentinean nuclear program, with American assistance

Iargely responsible for the program's expansion.3

The first Latin American reactor, the RA-I was

build at the Constituyentes Atomic Centre (Cec) in January,

1958. fhe reactor was based on designs provided by the

United States Atomic Energy Commission (uSenc) and its

construction was directed by the US Argonaut program. The I0

KW reactor was started up on January 2L, 1958 by Argentina's
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president Pedro Eugenio Aramburu. Two other research reac-

tors, the RÀ-0 and the RA-2, arso \rere designed and buitt by

the CNEA at the cÀc. rt is important to note that these

specific American contributions preceded the more indepen-

dently nationalistic economic approach adopted during

President Arturo Frondizi's term, 1958-1962.

The March 1962 miritary coup which ousted Frondizi
from power quickry resulted in increased foreign investment.

v{ithin three months of the coup, work was begun on the

5,000 KV RA-3 nucrear research reactor at the Ezíeza Atomic

centre, rocated just outside of Buenos Aires. fhe RA-3 was

designed and built, near the existing uranium refinery at
Ezíeza by the CNEA with assistance from private industry.
American assistance was also formidabre. The us supplied the
prans for the enriched uranium reactor and contributed
$350,000. fhe RA-3 has been used for research ín nucrear
energy, the commercial production of radioisotopes, and for
the development of nuclear fuels and plutonium.

An additional- component of the Argentinean nuclear
program vùas the 1968 commissioning of a reprocessing plant
buirt with American and French assistance during the rure of
Generar Juan carlos ongania. rt was a pilot prant construc-
ted for the reprocessing of irradiated fuer from the RA-r

research reactor. This results in the production of
prutonium. fhere are two uses for prutonium: first, in a

breeder reactor (which Argentina Ìras not acquired), and
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second, in the production of atomic bombs. A third option is

storage for either of the two previous uses. The success in

the production of plutonium from RA-I has encouraged the ex-

pansion of the reprocessing plant to accommodate irradiated

fuel from the RA-3.

Argentina's decision to move from the research

reactor stage to large scale power reactors hras made in the

late 1960s, also during a period of direct military rule.

The choice appears based in the economic climate of the era;

favourable supplier terms, easier credit, and a belief in

nuclear power. Ttre previous strategy of dependence upon

foreign supplies of research reactor technology was repeated

at the power reactor stage. In 1967, the CNEA called for

bids on a pov/er plant to be located outside of Buenos Aires.

A BriLish bid, submitted by Nuclear Design and Construction,

a coalition effort by English Electric, Babcox and Wilcox,

and Taylor Woodrow, was eliminated presumably in retaliation

for a previous British ban on Argentinean beef, mutton, and

lamb. lwo American bids by Westinghouse and General Electric

were reported to be the lowest. But, due to indigeneous

supplies of uranium, Argentinians did not have to select the

American enriched uranium reactor design. T?ris degree of

independence from American fuel supplies allowed the choice

of a natural uranium fuelled heavy water reactor. Thus, the

Argentinean government accepted the West German bid by

Siemens AG over tl.at of General Electric (Canada) l,td.,
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apparently due to the superior financing offered by the West

German government. fhe $70 milLion contract, awarded to

siemens on February 22, 1968 resulted in the construction of

Latin America's first nuclear power plant, the Atucha I. It
was built on the Rio Parana de ras Parmas at Atucha about too

Km northwest of Buenos Aires. Siemens was responsible for

the design, construction, and commissioning of the licensed

American designed reactor. While the contract stipulated

that the plant be finished by June f5, 1972, the reactor was

over a year late in being completed.4

The Argentinean decision to buy a second power

reactor caused a similar flurry of supplier countries bidding

on a rare market opportunity. rt also resurted in Atomic

Energy of canada Limited's first major foreign reactor sale

and a major scandal.5

(i) The Canadian Nuclear Establishment Struggles for a
Contract

It was no secret that the Canadian nuclear industry

needed a reactor contract. fhus, in late I97L, when tTre

CNEA, under the Argentine military regime of General

Arejandro Lanusse, carled for bids on a second power reactor

AECL quickly mobirized itself for the competition. The

Canadian corporation \r/as favourably placed, Ïrowever, for two

reasons . The Argentinean's first povrer reactor had been a

naturar uranium heavy water reactor. with this committment,
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|!..]:}!. CANDU reactor
::;ar.'ìr:, i .

&rdo¡a ' The cNEA

to be built at Embalse in the province

decision was made before the Peronists
6

¡turned to Povter ' -

1,,. The elected Peronists reentered the Argentinean

fnment nearly eighteen years after they had been removed

ìthe 1955 military coup. Their election led to a shift

ù¡ fro* the Ïreavy Argentinean dependence on Western invest-

Ëèii¿, imports, and technology toward a policy which again

$ló*ot.a independent national development within a capitalist
j,!.fiamework. The shif t also precipitated a ma jor change in

l| gentinean science policy. WhiIe the Peronists continued

$Iti: 
negotiations initiated by the military government, they

i:iì:ìlì,;:i,à^ 'l¡rrnn'!raÀ ¡ ¡:lah>*a 
^\zêr 

*'Ìro ìnnnr#={-inn aÇ fnrai a¡ |a¡Ìr-

.ì..;.. 
r launched a debate over the importation of foreign tech-

|ì,,ìsfogy ana the devetopment of a national science potciy.T

Despite the nationalism of the Peron government, on

$,December 20, 1973, a contract approving the reactor sale was

l¡i$gnea by CNEA, AECL, and. Italimpianti. A second cont.ract

]i:.:.'y s signed between AECL and ltalimpianti. It formalized

iilill-S.lì:,g.it division of the estimated ç42o million Argentine con-
iìl:Ìias:ì.!--:ìì,;:.äì:i r::,. ì. .

,lr'ri.i:,-Sl.t1.t*,a-4,,]l,......: .

1:r:::.iì1.ì-:.:.:11ì:lliì,ìtairt.¡ ; - - !

lìÈ$i,i,,,¡,*t."a. 
rhe rtalimpianti part of the deal involved approxi-

ììr'r-.:lìi:.iì¡.i1..::.:¡ ìrli ì, ::,., .

l-:ttaì:::-:tü.,r[i:]ir: .:

i.::ììi-ì1ì:ììr:.!tì:,iì,,,.1::i iì ., .

iS$-Y.$netions of the nuclear power station. A third contract was
ì:¡:ìì:.a::l:.r;ìjs:.... .

iiLì:r:-,::::ji'.r!ìf.lsr:'::ìf '. lf .l

lìiiìlìì:$:l'è component supply contract, worth approxiately g150 million,
,:::,iì:ìi:lìi:i:- :,

li:ìì:¡:ll' U.tween AECL and cNEA. It was broken down as follows: 96I

ì:¡ìi$$*tllion for Canadian goods and services; $56 mirtion for

È.,$

::Ì:;a-lì:ìiì1.;.'
.:ì,,::ìti::ij;,a--ì::.r,:..i\

ì:i'1ì1"!:1ì\.-i;ì
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iluitt" goods

$. water; and

*àAiun uranium. Most of the financing for the AECL-CNEA
É:::iì..iìrìr:r ì

å¡iy contract v/as made possible through a Canadian Export

i:,üàlopment Corporation ( nOC ) ì-oan of çI29 .45 million. Yet,

;âr:'S150 nillion contract could be reduced to a firm $9f

llion since $S0 million was to be spent in Argentina and

$3 mitlion for uranium was optional. T.he contracts vtere

roved by the respective governments in March 1974 and came

ùc effect in APril L974.

.. Canadian government support for the sale was under-

ndable; a reactor contract \rtas desperately needed. But

sfit aia the Peronists authoríze a reactor import when they

¡:,*ìÍe advocating a nationalist science policy? While it was

sible that the CNEA was primarily allied with the

i${S""titr. military and other segments of society favouring

il€,,.9¡eign imports, another possible reason was also evident.

$t" 
related to the f avourable f inancial terms of f erred by

.i:ìþqçsi¡ility that Argentina refused the bid by West cermany,

the only other heavy water reactor exporter, due to Siemen's
i:.:rit: .l . .

.,,¡ ctc of a design for a 600 MWe reactor or that Argentina

i|.-:$ante¿ to decrease its dependence on West Germany does not
appear correct. Later in October L979, Argentina would

lli1*h.oose the bid f rom Kraf twerk Union (which owned Siemens )

and services; $30 million for the supply of

$3 million if Argentina decided to purchase
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vrithout

of the

procure

CANDU.

a reactor design. It was the Canadian debt financing

Argentinean reactor and AECL's use of an agent to

the contract which disposed the CNEA t.o order a

(ii) The__Çqnqitions for ninancing the Argent

While the Argentinian contract seemed to promise a

beginning to commercial reactor exports for AECL, it soon

revealed the corporation's ínability to market its product

successfully. fhe greatest blunder involved tl.e original

$I50 million supply contract between AECL and CNEA. It was

backed by a $f30 million EDC loan at "a rate of interest

somewhat lower ttran the domestic Crown corporation rate"

payable over twenty-five years but did not adequately account

for inflationary pressures on the prices of items included.

By L975 it was evident that, unless the contract was

renegotiated, ÀECL would loose over $2OO million.9

One could conclude that AECL was inept in negoti-

ating a contract. But, a more probable conclusion is that

the contract revealed AECL's desperation for a reactor ex-

port; why else would they negotiate a firm contract price

with a 25 percent ceiling on the allowable inflation. The

results of this tactic undoubtably v¿ere exacerbated by the

L973-74 inftationary spiral, but it aPpears that when AECL

signed the December 20, L973 contract it hoped to build its

reputation as a low cost nuclear supplier. The Argentinean
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reactor was considered by the industry as a loss-leader.

AECL needed the Àrgentinean contract in order to get a large

power reactor out on the export market so that other purchas-

es could recognize tl-e Canadian corporation as a viable

reactor exporter and thus ensure Èhe involvement of domestic

industries in the supply of nuclear comPonents. l0

Later, however, AECL became worried that the size

of the anticipated loss would be counterproductive for the

domestic and international community's perceptions of the

corporation . T'Lrus, between January and June l-97 6, the

contract was renegotiated. James Casterton, in "The

International Dimensions of the Canadian Nuclear Ind,ustry",

argues that renegotiation was made possible as Argentine law

is based, in part, oD Roman Iaw which allows for "adjustment

if circumstances outside a contract change significantly so

that the contract became too onerous for one party or the

other". He cites the L974 oil crisis as the external factor

which enabled the contract negotiations. Vfhile this may have

aided the agreement to renegotiate, a more fundamental reason

r¡¡as offered in the House of Comrnons by Allistair Gillespie,

the Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources, "I believe

there was some additional financing that would cover the

escalated costs of the total contract".

Events in Argentina also facilitated ttre renegoti-

ation process. On Þlarch 24, J-976 a bloody military coup

ousted Isobel Peron's government. The coup--wtrich did not
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the renegotiation process--seriously altered the Argentinean

science community. Immediately after the military takeover,

the Navy began kiIIing, kidnapping, and arresting many of

Argentina's prominent physicists. Maximo Pedro Victoria, the

former head of the metallurgy division of the Argentine

Atomic Energy Commission (AÀEC) and former director of the

National Institute of Industrial technology, stated that

physicísts were singled out due to their activity in the

discussion of a national science program that began in t97l

and continued until 1975. Victoria stated: "We v/ere defining

a policy in Argentina Iagainst] technology that we were

importing. This does not go weII with a group in the Navy

that prefers to obtain technology from outside". The mili-

tary coup silenced the physicist opposition: Gabriela

Casabelli, Julia Huarque de Rabat and Manuel Tarchinsky were

killed; Eduardo Pasquini, Federico Alvarely Rojas, Roberto

Ardito, Federico Ludden, Antonio I'fisetich and Ricardo

Chichidimo were missing and assumed dead; Juan Carlos

Gallardo, Luis Pereyra Marcondes, and Herman O'OIivo \^rere

names as at least four physicists that were imprisoned; and

more than eighty physicists were removed from their posi-

tions.

Yet despite the silencing of a segment of Argen-

tinean society that would have opposed the renegotiated sale

and the Canadian promise of additional financing, the

renegotiations did not remove the deficit to be paid by
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Canadian taxpayers. Instead, the amount was reduced from

9200 mirrion to approximatery gr30 mirlion in Ma , rg77.

since then, AECL has struggled to hart the rise of the loss.
rn the farl of 1980 AECL was attempting to ratify the trans-
fer of construction responsibilities to the CNEA. rt was

part of a continuing effort to diminish the rosses for which

it vras largery responsibre due to the originar contract
terms . r r

(iii) @
The second aspect of the Argentinean contract which

infuriated canadian domestic opinion was the use of an agent

in procuring the reactor deal. The emproyment of an agent

was agreed upon by AECL and its rtalian partner, rtarimpi-
anti. fhe contract stated that the agent's payment wourd be

split equarry by the two companies. when rtatimpianti infor-
med AECL that it had paid its half, the Canadian corporation
deposited $2.4I5 million in the Banca De1la suizzera Italiana
in Lugano, switzerrand for the rntercontinentar Generar

Trading Establishment (IcT) of Schaan, Liechtenstein. On

April I9, L974, J. Lorne Gray, the president of AECL,

authorized the money.

rnvestigations by the parliamentary standing
committee on Pubric Accounts and the Royar canadian Mounted

Porice attempted to determine who received ç2.4 mirrion of
Canadian taxpayers money Throughout the investigations,
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AECL and federal cabinet officials testified that they did

not know the agent's name. WhiIe neither investigation

revealed the individual(s), both received much public criti-

cism. fhe opposition parties accused the government and AECL

of withholding information before the PubIic Accounts Commit-

tee investigation. Supporting the opposition's claims, Dr.

MarvuIIi, a federal state prosecutor in Genoa, Italy, stated.

that the thoroughness of the RCMP investigation left "much to

be desired". ActuaIly, it. \¡/as an investigation in Argentina

that was able to name two possible recipients of the Canadian

money; Jose Ber Gelband, the former Argentinean Minister of

Economic Affairs, and AdoIfo Mario Savino, former l'linister of

Def ence . But nothing was pto,r"rr. 12

It is a matter of speculation whether Canadian

officials actively frustrated the fuII examination of the

agent payment. What is known, however, is that nobody admit-

ted authorizing the agent. fhe federal cabinet tried to

plead ignorance and stated that they had not specifically

approved the use of the agent. Meanwhille, ÀECL argued that

when they had discussed the matter with cabinet in early

1974, the idea had not been vetoed. AECL later claimed that

cabinet silence meant approval. It seems that from the

cabinet's and AECL's perspective it was simpler to hide the

truth in this fiasco. Without such efforts, it would have

been detrimental to all parties involved in ttre Argentinean

deal. AECL was not about to press Italimpianti for the name
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of the agentr âs that could have jeopardized future relations

with the rtarian company. The canadian corporation wanted

this connection to break into rtary's nucrear market. There

also were important personar invorvements. pressuring rtari-

mpianti might have jeopardized the position of J.L. Gray, the

former AECL President (fre retired January I, I}TS), as a

consultant to Finmecanica, rtarimpianti's parent company.

And pressuring Lucien secouri, rtaripianti's president, for
the agent's name might have made it more difficurt for
secouri due to his preoccupation with the corruption charges

he faced in connection with the Argentine Arvar Aruminum

company . I 3

(iv¡ Summary of the SaIe

The totar cost of the cordoba reactor to canadian

taxpayers has not been made pubric. A cruciar fact necessary

for such a calcuration is the exact subsidized rate of
interest on the $130 milrion EDc roan. An additional amount

must be incruded to cover the cost of the defective boilers
installed by Babcoy and Wilcox (Canada) f,tA. Large numbers

of, the boiler tubes were bent and warped due to a heat treat-

ment process applied by the private company. In 1979, AECL

estimated the cost of repair between 93.75 milrion and $15

milrion prus the additionar cost of deraying the project by

more than " y"-r.14
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The cordoba reactor sare reveared the desperation

of the canadian nuclear industry. rn order to make a sare

AECL used secret agents when GE and westinghouse had stopped

such practices. rt arso negotiated a subsidized contract so

as to break onto the market, and had poor quarity contror on

the items it contracted in canada. But the cordoba scandar

did not stop AECL from attempting to secure a second Argen-

tinean contract. After the CNEA announced its decision to
buitd another naturar uranium heavy water reactor, AECL

submitted a comprehensive tender in March , 1979. Castro

Madero, the CNEA President, announced in October , I9'lg, the

decision to accept the west German bid on a reactor the Ger-

man's had yet to design. rn ottawa, the Liberar opposition

tried to brame the conservative government for the rost sale.

The Liberals, in accusing Joe crark's cabinet of not activery
pursuing the Argentine sale, ignored the more likely fact
that AECL, due to a multi-mirrion dolrar deficit, was unable

to offer a competitive bid for the reactor and that the

probabre reason Argentina initiarry chose the AECL-rtarim-

pianti offer for tt. e cordoba prant was because of an extreme-

Iy low bid.15

It also appears that the segments of Argentine

society that favoured strong dependent ties with inter-

nationar finance capital have profited from the cordoba

reactor. rts pracement at Embarse on the Rio Tercero just

south of cordoba in cordoba province was seen as an important
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key to Argentinean industrialization. But due to the mili-

tary's economic policies, the profits from the industrializa-

tion will not be equitably distributed. Instead, the CANDU

supplies power to the region's foreign-owned automobile

plants and fuels the profits of foreign corporations opera-

ting in an economy where worker's wages are maintained at an

artificially low leveI. I6

From the Argentinean example, one can better under-

stand why a country that is extremely dependent upon Western

trade and investment is more like1y to import nuclear tech-

nology. First, due to its receptivity to foreign capital, it

is more capable of receiving Western financing for nuclear

technology. Second, such a country is more willing to

purchase the technology so as to have an energy source

available to attract and fuel foreign-induced industrializa-

tion while it receives some of the revenue from this process.

Thus, the government and ruling elites can gain personally,

and also enable their country to become known in Western

fj-nance circles as a good investment area. Since the 1976

coup, the Argentinean government Ïras continued its support

for importing technology; witness the I979 Argentina-

Kraftwerk Union contract. fhe further nuclearization of the

Argentine economy has been reduced in the early 1980s by

economic constraints. T'hese are largely an outcome of the

globa1 economic depressiorr. I7
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For the reasons discussed above, the cordoba reac-

tor contract resurted in a rarge canadian pubric outcry

against the manner in which AECL was conducting its business

and its impact on other countries. The opposition to tl. e

canadian reactor export to Argentina, however, was increased

as many of ÀECL's tactics \^Jere duplicated in the sare to
South Korea.

REPUBLÏC OF KOREA

Since the end of the 1950-1953 war, South Korea's
deveropment strategy has been rerativery consistent.

Throughout the period, Korean readers have tied the country
to American and more recentry Japanese investment centres.
Based as it is on repressed wage revels and foreign invest-
ment and roans, the south Korean moder of development is
neo-coroniar. But south Korean business arso depends on the
existence of a strong state.

It is the South Korean state which has created the
reciprocal dependency between itself and the western powers.

The American investors require and aid the continuation of a

strong south Korean state to secure investment opportunities.
The amount of military and economic support provided by the
Americans to south Korea--$189 birrion between Lg45-1976--

underries the importance of the area to American capitalism.
As wer1, the south Korean state requires the foreign capitar
to perpetuate its existence and receive revenue--not simply
in the form of tax revenues but in joint ,rerrt.rre=.19
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The South Korean nuclear program reflects the

continuous maintenance of strong foreign connections since

the Korean War. American involvement and encouragement has

always been evident. In this sense, there exists an

important distinction between the Argentinean and South

Korean nuclear programs and it is a function of the specific

form of economic development dominant at the time of initiat

nuclear involvement. $Ihereas the Argentinians, while

pursuing a national development strategy under Peron,

supported indigenous nuclear research and development and

thus later possessed a stratum of society oppossed to the

importation of foreign technology, in South Korea, such a

result has not occurred due to the more consistent pursuit of
a state-capitalist economic strategy. Indicative of the

importance of foreign --specifically American--penetration is

a chronology of South Korean atomic energy activities
compiled by the Souttr Korean Ministry of Science and

Technology. The very first item is the February 3, 1956

signing of a nuclear cooperation agreement between the USA

and the Republic of Korea.

It was not until after the nuclear agreement had

been signed that South Korea began creating the infra-

structure necessary to develop and administer the technology.

Thus: on March 9, 1956 the South Korean government establish-

ed an Atomic Energy Section in the Ministry of Education; and

on August B, 1957, the country became affiliated with the

International Atomic Energy Àgency (feee) which facilitated

the importation of foreign nuclear technology. In order to

ì ra:i.ll

ì::::.
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coordinate and direct the South Korean nuclear program, the

Office of Atomic Energy (Oee) was established under the

direct control of the President on January 2I, 1959. To hetp

develop Korean research capabilities the Atomic Energy

Research Institute (annf) was established within the OAE on

March 1, f959. American assistance and involvement in the

South Korean nuclear program was continued throughout the

earry deveropment stage and enabred the Koreans to buird the

100 K!,1 Triga Mark-II research reactor. Construction

of the $520,000 research reactor began in Juty, 1959 and

r¡/as made possibre due to the Ameri-can suppry of at reast
g 330, ooo. 2o

(i) South Korean Use of Nuclear Power Reactors

What is of greater interest and importance, how-

ever, was the reason for the South Korean progression from

the research reactor stage to the importation of nuclear

po\¡¡er reactors. fhe post-I973 south Korean rationarization

for a planned nuclearization totalling 4.2 million kilowatts
(which, in I983, was already far behind schedule) was that

rising oil prices necessitated this shift. The wesLern press

has tended to accept and emphasize this argument as it served

to instill an anti-OPEC/pro-nuclear sentiment among the do-

mestic Vùestern popu1a"".21 WhiIe aggravated by the rise

in oil prices, the real origin of the South Korean advocacy

of a large nuclear power component preceded the L973 OPEC
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decision and was a function of an important shift in the

nature of the South Korean economy that began in the late

I960s.

South Korea has been known for its production of

tight consumer goods. Foreign industries have profited from

the Iarge--primarily non-unionized--South Korean labour

force. fhe export statistics reveal the monumental growth:

from $54.8 million in 1962 to over $5 bitlion in Lg75.22

Fueled by the profits from an export-led Iight industry

economy, the South Korean state and private investors in-

creasingly were interested in diversifying the economy. Such

concerns parallelled the needs of Western investors wanting

to locate in a cheap (i.e. repressed) labour area. fhe

result was the development (beginning in the late 1960s and

thus coinciding with the decision to begin nuclearization) of

Iarge-scaIe, energy-intensive petro-chemical and manufac-

turing sectors to augment the profits from the existing

consumer goods production. Tlpical of previous South Korean

business practices,

petroleum is 100 per cent controlled by subsi-
diaries of US corporations such as GuIf,
Caltex, and Union, in joint ventures with the
ROK [Republic of Korea] government, while the
petro-chemical sector is also dominated by
foreign (largely, but not exclusively,
American) capital in 50:50 joint ventures with
the South Korean government.

One can conclude that the decision to implement a program of

pov¡er reactor construction was caused by the decision to move

into highly energy intensive production.
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Once again, American corporations, tectrnology, and'

financial assistance were prominent. Westinghouse received

the contract for South Korea's first nuclear power plant, the

5g5 MWe KORI I. Construction of the plant, begun on December

31, L97L, r¡/as for the Korean Electric Company, the state body

responsible for power generation. The South Korean program

further expanded with the achievement of criticality at the

second IO0 KW research reactor, Triga Mark III on May 19,

Ig72. Westinghouse also received the contract for South

Korea's second. power reactor, the KORI II. As before' the US

Export-Import Bank was responsible for most of the financing

of KORI II which, in L975, was estimated at approximately

g45O mitlion.23
The availability of power for industries is essen-

tial. But it can result in monumental profit not only be-

cause of a repressed wage area but due to corruption in the

South Korean economy. Kim Chang Soo, in an article examining

the effect of the South Korean economic strategy on the work-

ers, states that without committing a cent, ç92 million in

profits \¡/as extracted from joint. petro-chemical ventures be-

tween the South Korean government and a number of US com-

panies including GuIf, International Mineral, Skelly OiI, and

Swift Agricultural Chemicals. fhe investment money was pro-

vided by low interest US AID loans--taxpayer's *orr"y.24

Such examples and others of corruption and kick-backs later

generated the suspicion in Canada "that AECL, through its

agent, bribed its way to a South Korean reactor contract.
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(ii) Canada's South Korean Agent

Exactry how canada was abre to break into the

American monopory in south Korea has remained something of a

mystery. rt arso was somewhat peculiar that canada was

chosen, in January 1975, to build a 629 MWe reactor at
worsung without the normar procedure of the purchasing

country first carring for internationar bidding. rn wl.at way

has the canadian receipt of the contract been explained? The

reason most often touted by AECL and its publicity agents was

that the south Koreans were impressed with the CANDU reactor.
However, this failed to exprain why, in r979, westinghouse

rrtas awarded the contract for KoRr rrr and has been considered

to be the rikely recipient of future south Korean reactor
contracts. obviously, being impressed with the CANDU was

insufficient to guarantee future contracts. Actuarry, this
line of reasoning courd read one to concrude that, ât some

point, the south Koreans became disirlusioned by the canadian
^Êsystem. ¿'

À more plausibre explanation for canada traving been

awarded the south Korean contract appeared to be a combina-

tion of two factors. The south Koreans may Ìrave wanted

simurtaneously to decrease their dependence on American

supplies of enriched uranium and, in turn, by appearing to
take a more independent position, force the Americans to
increase their miritary and economic commitment to the

region' However, such an approach could onry be furfirred
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v/ith an economically viable reactor contract to interest the

Koreans. This is where shaur Eisenberg's role in the south

Korean contract becomes important.

In late 1968, ShauI Eisenberg, an international
wholesarer and financier based in rsrael, approached J. Lorne

Gray, the President of AECL, stating that Canada did not know

how to market its technorogy. Eisenberg committed himself to
aiding Lhe canadian corporation to break into the south

Korean market.26 By Ig73, negotiations between AECL and

the Korean Erectric company (KEco) were underway. rt is not

known if, or the extent to which, Eisenberg may have bribed

south Korean officials. rt is apparent, however, that Gray

discussed the potential South Korean reactor sale and the use

of an agent at a cabinet committee meeting on government

operations on June rr, r973. Later, this particurar cabinet

meeting caused a lot of confusion. The opposition parties
craimed that since the agent had been discussed the cabinet

had given approval. For Prime Minister Trudeau such a

position was insuficiently comprex. Trudeau explained that
though Gray may have discussed the matter with Cabinet, he

had not asked for authorization, and, thus, it had not been

given. But \.¡hy was ÀECL's President addressing a cabinet

committee meeting? Trudeau stated, "because it was a very

large budgetary matter which was being deart with that AECL

came before cabinet to indicate what it was doing". yet

whire he refused to concede that there vras anything unusual
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about paying an agent to seII a reactor, an examination of

the contract settlements with ShauI Eisenberg suggested an

attempt to mask the size of the agent's fee.

On December 30, I974, J.L. Gray confirmed in a

Ietter to the South Korean officials that an agreement was

being negotiated to pay ShauI Eisenberg of TeI Aviv, $17

miltion plus another $3 million at a rate of $500,000 per

year for six years. fhis must have pleased the South Korean

officials, for on January 27, L975, they signed a contract

for a $500 million 629 MWe CANDU reactor. fhe contract came

into force on January 26, L976. However, on January I, 1975,

J.S. Foster became the ne\^r president of AECL. Foster immedi-

ately took up the issue of the agent in the South Korean con-

tract with Donald l"lacdonald, the Minister of Energy, Mines,

and Resources, and Ross Campbell, the Chairperson of AECL's

Board of Directors. Eventually, by March, 1976, AECL was

able to reduce Eisenburg's straight 4 percent commission or

S20 million, down to $18.5 million. AECL and the government

continually emphasized that they had saved the Canadian

taxpayer approximately $1.5 million (Ironically, it was the

attemp to reduce Eisenberg's original fees that caused the

Auditor General to investigate the issue, for the bookkeeping

was not to his satisfaction). It is important to recognize,

however, that AECL did not renegotiate the contract simply to

save money. It was later revealed that Eisenberg accepted

the cut in pay after AECL agreed to hire him as the sole
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agent for negotiating a possibre second reactor contract.

Thus, ès Ed Broadbent, the leader of the New Democratic party

queried, if a second CANDU sale v¡ere achieved, courd not the

renegotiated agreement between AECL and Shaul Eisenberg allow

him to "more than recoup his ross"? rt appears that the

renegotiation of the contract served to cut AECL's costs by

$r.5 milrion but also maintained the services of the man

largely responsible for the initial reactor contract.

The renegotiated grB.5 milrion agent fee appears

even more interesting when one examines how it was broken

down. Ttre original contract had shaul Eisenberg as the

recipient of $20 million. The renegotiated settlement,

however, vrent to a variety of companies. rt vras the manner

in which the rewritten contract was composed that leads one

to question if ÀECL was attempting to cover up the recipient
of the money. The $18,515,574 agent fee hras broken down as

forrows: $5,L42,393 or I per cent of a g5t4 mirlion reactor;

$8,098,50O for expenses; $f32,289 in interest for delay of
palrment; and ç5 ,I42,392 for post contract services . The

$8, 098, 500 for expenses \r¡ere divided as follows : $5, 4OO, OOO

"alrocated in accordance with Eisenberg's instructions", and

ç2,698,500 to three consulting firms. One firm, the Tri-
angular Trading company of panama received $1,285,o00 and

turned out to be a rawyer for the united Deveropment company

owned by Eisenberg. fhe two other companies, rndustrie
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Export Gmblt, of Frankfurt, Germany and International Ship-

ping and Shipbuilding Establishment of Hong Kong, received

$514,000 and $899,500 respectively. It was later discovered,

however, that both companies þrere owned by Shaul Eisenberg,

located in the same office, and used the same telephone.

The $5,I42,392 alloted for post contract services

also was noteworthy. Eisenberg was paid S2,000,000 in

advance and the remaining amount was to be paid in quarter

annual amounts of $175,000. What was AECL to receive for

$5.1 million? Maurice Dupras, the Parliamentary Secretary to

the Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources, went to great

Iength to specify exactly what Eisenberg was doing for his

money

first, assistance in getting ÀECL's office and
personnel established in Korea; second, assis-
tance with the entry and handling of aII goods
imported for the job third, assistance, ês
necessary, with local subcontracts for labour,
material and services; fourth, advj-ce on
Korean laws and regulations affecting the
execution of the main contract; fifthly,
commercíal assistance to AECL in respect of
dealing with the customer concerning changes
in the scope of the work and the provision of
spare parts; sixth, provide experienced staff
in Korea and elsewhere as necessary to perform
these functions.

Dupras added that otTrer services which could arise would be

performed by the agent. While the list appeared rather

formidable, it also seemed that many of the duties could have

been assigned, for example, to a project manager, a lawyer

knowledgeable in South Korean law, and others that would
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have accomplished the jobs with equivalent efficiency and

Iess cost to the Canadian taxpayer. And Eisenberg's

services, were for onJ-y $5. f million of the 9I8.5 million

total.

Sung Nack Chung, the Vice-president of the Korean

Erectric company, provided further support for the contention

that what AECL had belatedry calred an agent fee had been

infact a payoff for a reactor contract. Sung reportedly

stated that an agent was not necessary. Arlan MacEachen,

speaking as the Acting Prime I'linister, retorted that sung did

not hold the position at the time of the contract settlement

and therefore was misinformed. Yet, one would assume that

sung Nack chung would know if Eisenberg was fulfirling the

required post-contract services. Evasive replies from

Canadian government officials, however, were not limited to
the use of an agent in south Korea. rt also $¡as difficurt
for canadians to determine the extent that the canadian

supplied Wolsung reactor had been subsidized..2T

(iii) Financing Wolsung

The Canadian government \r¡as not only generous to
shaul Eisenberg. fhe financing of the wolsung reactor also

reveared a generous settlement with the south Korean govern-

ment. On May 28, L975, the financial agreements were signed.

This finalized the specific contract negotiations, signed in
ilanuary I975, that became ef f ective one year later. lrlhen
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the May L975 financial contracts were settled, the price of

the reactor r^¡as $576.5 million (up 15 percent from the $500

million figure quoted in January f975). Possibly due to the

long lead time involved in reactor construction and the

Canadian desire to save on interest charges, it was agreed to

finance the Wolsung reactor in two stages.

The first loans, agreed upon in May 1975, totalled

$380 million. of this, $50 million was provided by a consor-

tium of British banks, headed by Hambros Bank Limited, for

the purchase of turbine generators from a British firm,

Howard Parsons l,imited. The remaining $330 million v/as

arranged by the Canadian Export Development Corporation

(soc). It included: a S250 million loan on the authority of

the Canadian government; a $50 million credit extended by the

EDC; and a $30 loan by the Royal Bank of Canada. Three facts

about the initial financing deserve attention. First, the

$50 miltion for British goods and services belied the wonders

of the Canadian designed and produced CANDU. Second, the

$330 million EDC loan \r/as the largest tTre organization Ïrad

arranged to date and thus emphasized the extent to which

Canadian government agencies were pushing the reactor sale.

Third, the terms were extremely favourable; the EDC loan vras

payable in thirty semi-annual installments commencing not

later than six months after the reactor's commissioning or

October L9A2, whichever came first. Since Vtolsung was not

commissioned prior to October 1982, the repayment period
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began at that point and will continue until October 1997.

The rate of interest on the loan \^¡as not announced. The

Canadian federal government argued that to do so publicalIy,

would impair future negotiations. Such a stance meant that

the Canadian public remained unable to calculate the extent

to which their tax money had subsidized the Canadian nuclear

export program. It was not a question of whether or not the

reactor was subsidized, for even researchers generally sympa-

thetic to the industry admitted it. fhe issue was the extent

of. subsidization. Considering ÀECL's track record in export

sales, the revelation of the interest rates probably would

have created more domestic repercussions than lost sales.

By late L978, South Korean and Canadian officials

were negotiating the second set of loans for the Wolsung

reactor. In May I975, they settled on an additional $200

million (on the $576.5 million total base price the Canadians

were trying hard to maintain). fhe EDC acted as an agent for

an number of Canadian banks: the Royal Bank of Canada, tTte

Bank of Nova Scotia, the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce,

the Toronto Dominion Bank, the Banque Nationale du Canad.a.

and the Provincial Bank of Canada. fhe reasons for the

additional funding were easily discernable. First the loan

would aid South Korean financing for the expensive project,

the price of which v/as already increasing due to inflation.

The second, r€lates to the timing of the loan, AECL htas

attempting to negotiate a second reactor contract The
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additional roan would serve to increase the image of canada

as a nuclear supplier willing to assist its customers.

The subsequent Canadian loan, hovrever, failed to

secure a second reactor sale. canadian officiars had been

rather optimistic about the south Korean prospects. rn rg74,

G.T. Leaist, the manager of nucrear pov/er marketing for AECL,

reportedly stated that the south Koreans had decided to
purchase a second CANDU. why did canada fait to receive the

additionar contract? Two possible reasons exist. First,
American officials exerted pressure on their south Korean

counterparts to accept the westinghouse bids. one must

remember that J.L. Gray, the president of AECL, had admitted

that American pressure may have been responsibre for the

south Korean cancerration of meetings in l968 and the

awarding of the contract for Kori r and rr to westinghouse.

The Americans arso had exerted strong pressure on the south

Koreans not to purchase a French reprocessing plant in L976.

At that time, The New York Times stated that unress American

desires were heeded, "steps would be taken to brock south

Korea's acquisition of nucrear reactors for peacefur

purposes". And finally, at a criticar time when south Korea

was making its decision, united states president Jimmy carter
and the American Treasury secretary w. Mitchell Brumenthal

just happened to be in seour urging the government to buy two

reactors from the United States.
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Independantly, American pressure, while ímportant,

appears insufficient to explain the south Korean acceptance

of the Westinghouse bids. In order to understand the dyna-

mics of the South Korean decision one must examine the second

reason for the Canadian loss of a reactor sale--the financial
arrangements offered to the South Koreans. When Carter and

Blumenthal b/ere in seour, south Korean officiars admitted to

the American press that they intended to borrow $r.4 bilrion
from the united states Export-rmport Bank to finance two

reactors. l,fhen the f inancial agreement finarly was signed in
Washington on February 20, I9B0 by Lee Hahn-Been, the South

Korean Deputy Prime Minister, it had been reduced to $I.l
birrion. whire the amount had been significantly reduced,

one must stirr question whether canada could have provided

equivarent funding for the south Korean dear when it arready

was under contract to provide SI billion to Romania*? In

order to understand the relevance of this question, one must

examine the status of the canadian nucrear program after
rg7 5 .28

POLITICAI. FALLOUT

The Taiwanese, Argentinean, and South Korean

reactor dears may have assisted in the perpetuation of the

canadian nucrear program, but they were counterproductive to
the industry's attempts at improving its domestic public

Canadian marketing attempts in Romania will be examined in
Chapter V.

D.
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image. sectors of the canadian press and pubric r¡rere criti-
cal of the rearities of AECL's involvement in the inter-
national market. Having to pay known and unknown individuars

millions of dollars on reactor contracts which were fianacial
disasters, and subsidizing the sares with interest rates that
could not be made pubric, served to create a demand for a

public inquiry. Hov/ever, a fuII-sca1e public inquiry did not

occur. Later, there were two inquiries, but as v¡e shall see

in due course, not arr their findings were made public, âDd

their terms of reference were circumscribed. fhe canadian

nucrear program was not even subjected to the welr known

canadian institutionar device for mediating, diminishing, and

delaying conflicting interests--a Royal commission. Joe

crark, ãs Leader of the conservative opposition, v/as

insistant upon the need for a Royar commission, yet curiousry
delayed its authorization throughout his nine months as prime

Minister in L979. Such procrastination forces one to
question whether there rrras, as ctark craimed, insufficient
time¡ or were the pressures emanating from the canadian

nuclear estabrishment too strong to permit an investigation?
The Liberar government \¡ras consistent in refusing

to admit the need for an investigation. I¡lhire ttre LgTs

Liberar Party convention had supported a general review of
the Canadian nuclear program, the government had never

responded favourably. Instead, it argued that provincial

inquiries were sufficient. rn this sense, the provinciar
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governments had been more responsive to public demands for
action; in British corumbia, uranium mining and heatth and

safety were examined; in Saskatchewan, the Bayda inquiry
investigated the impact of existing and continued uranium

mining; in Ontario, the Royal Commission on Hydro Electric
Power Planning, or the porter commission, examined a deruge

of primarily industry generated material related to the
impact of nucrear technorogy. The provincial investigations,
while important in revearing a wealth of information, tended

to deal with more specific and provincial matters and within
these confines served to mediate--not sorve--the probrems.

But to rery on provincial investigations of a federat issue,
as Trudeau repeatedly suggested, further fragmented the
i ssue , âr lowed many questions to remain unansr./ered , and

perpetuated the functionar secrecy in which the canadian
nucrear industry operated. From the industry's perspective
it was cruciar that a fulr inquiry be avoided at att costs as

it was more advantageous to have those opposed to nuclear
power remain confused and uninformed ttran to involve itself
in a serious pubtic debate.

The issue of debate was crucial , f,or pubtic propa-
ganda sessions v¡ere obviousry insufficient. A case in point
was the March, r979 conference entitred "Nuclear rssues in
the Canadian Energy Context". It was organized by the
committee on Nucrear rssues in the community (coNrc), which
r¡tas created in early r97B by the Royal society of canada and
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the Science Council of Canada with funding from the Depart-

ment of Energy, Mines, and Resources and the Department of

Fisheries and Environment. Curiously enough, the formation

of CONIC coincided with the public outcry against the Argen-

tinean and South Korean reactor contracts. fhis coincidence

was compounded by the grant of $200,000 given to the co-

sponsors of the conference, the Royal Society of Canada and

the Science Council of Canada, and the government's rejection

of a motion that the Canadian Coalition of Nuclear Responsi-

bility (CCNR) and Energy Probe (two public interest groups

critical of the government's nuclear policies ) receive equal

funding so as to balance the CONIC presentation. Nor was

there any apparent governmental concern when two CONIC mem-

bers resigned. David Brooks quit when the committee refused

to hold public meetings in three communities--Kingston,

Peterborough and SauIt Ste. Marie--which had expressed an

interest in making presentations. fhe City Council of

Kingston Ïrad even offered to pay the transport costs to bring

interested members to Ottawa for a public hearing, but was

turned down. Dr. Pierre Danserea, a committee co-

chairperson, a distinguished scientist, and a Massey Medal

winner, also resigned due to the prepond.erance of pro-nuclear

representatives. 29

It appeared that the Canadian nuclear industry

favoured secrecy and biased presentations. fhe secrecy was

particularily important, for as long as it prevailed, the
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industry could argue that the canadian pubric's opposition

\Àras based on emotionalism and a rack of inf ormation. yet.

who vras responsibre for a rack of information--surery not

those without access to it?
The coNrc conference faired to thwart the growing

opposition to the government's export program. But instead

of granting a fuII public investigation, the Liberals author-

ized a Royal canadian Mounted porice inquiry and a review by

the standing committee on Pubric Accounts. This was necessi-

tated by AECL's financial irregurarities as listed in the

Auditor GeneraI' s L976 report. Both investigations had

extremely rimited objectives. The RCMP were to determine the

name of the agent in the Argentinean deal and whether there

occured. any contravenLions of canadian law. The pubric

Accounts Committee examined AECL's inadequate documentation

of the money paid to agents and the corporation's financiar
management. It was indicative of the narror¡r concerns of the

government that investigations vrere warranted onry when a

crown corporation ran into financiar difficulties. other
questions--nucrear weapons proriferation, canadian aid and

Third world poverty, or the creation of rong-term radioactive
nuclear waste, were not regarded as worthy subjects of inves-
tigation.

Not only were the two investigations Iimited in
their objectives, they failed to answer t]-e questions asked

of them. The RCMP investigation, which started in early 1977
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and continued for more than a year, apparently could not

determine the name of the Argentinean agent or whether

canadian laws were broken by AECL. on the other hand, it is

possible that the RCMP did fulfitt its objectives, which

might exprain why a report v/as never released to the pubric.

The meetings by the Standing Committee on Public Accounts ran

from November 30, L976 to November 22, 1977. rt arso faired
to unravel the intricacies of AECL's export program, for

there remained many unanswered questions.

It is important to review some of these AECL

mysteries. For example, in the case of Argentina, why did

AECL issue a cheque for ç2.5 million (U.S.) to the Intercon-

tinental Generar Trading Estabrishment, a company of which it.

knew nothing but the name? Why, when J.L. Gray testified

before the committee that he had discussed the whore matter

of the use of agents with AECL's board of Directors, do not

the Minutes of the meeting "mention the transaction nor do

they contain a resorution appointing an agent and authorizing
payment of tl.e $2.5 million (U.S.)"? Who was the recipient

of the $2.5 million (u.s.) that AECL deposited into a swiss

bank account? rn regard to souttr Korea, why do the minutes

of the AECL Board of Directors not refer to shaur Eisenberg

prior to February 27, L975 which was nearly one month after

the contract had been signed? Why hrere there no details

concerning the fees to an agent, when J.L. Gray testified

before the committee that he had discussed the issue with
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the AECL Board? Why did Gray feel that the lack of Cabinet

opposition to the use of agents implied approval? I{hy did

Gray state that on December 13, L974 AECL's Board of Direc-

tors gave approval in principle to a 5 percent agent fee when

the Board's minutes do not refer to such a discussion? Why

is there a discrepancy between the Argentinean agent fee,

which approximated 2 percent, and the South Korean agent fee

which was closer to 5 percent? Why do the minutes of the

Board of Directors show that saving money was not a criterion

in the renegotiation of the South Korean contract? With res-
pect to the renegotiated contract between AECL and Eisenberg

that resulted in an approximate $1.5 million reduction in the

agent fee, the Committee was particularily perplexed. They

asked,

How did 1"1r. Campbell know what AECL was saving
when the Memorand.um of Understanding [March 2
& 3, L976 between President Campbell and l'1r.
LaidIaw, tl.e Corporate Secretary, and Eisen-
berg, in Tel Avivl provided for an undeter-
mined amount of expenses and overhead? frrhy
did Mr . Eisenberg limit his expenses to $5.4
million when Ïre claims his actual expenses
were much higher? Vfhy did Mr. Gray testify
that his conscience would not Ìrave allowed him
to keep the savings and that he would have
given a credit note to the client, the Korean
Electric Company? What authority did Mr.
Campbell have t.o appoint Mr. Eisenberg as
exclusive agent for any future sales? l{hat
was to be the f ee payabJ-e for any future
sales?

These questions, and many others, were never adequately

answered. fhe Committee recognized that its inability to
complete its investigation hras complicated since "some

witnessess, particularily Mr. J. Lorne Gray, failed to answer

questions fuIIy and did not display a co-operative attitude".
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The Pubric Accounts committee report was justifi-

abry critical of AECL's financiar activities. v{hile guarded

and restrained in its ranguage the report accused AECL of

lacking expertise and misjudging the risks it undertook. rt

concluded that, though affected by inflation, "the magnitude

of the losses crearry indicated fundamental weaknesses in

IAECL's] procedures".

The Committee's report was accurate in its criti-
cisms but rather reserved in its reconmendations. Tt

suggested that when Parriament estabrished a crown corpora-

tion it shourd require a mandatory parliamentary review if
the crown corporation's activites were to change significant-
Iy, as did AECL's from primarily a research to a commerciar

organization. whire important, this recommendation ignored

the reason why AECL undertook this transition. The Committee

was unable to recognize that A-ECL became a marketing organi-

zation in order to perpetuate the canadian nucrear program.

rt was due to the nature of nuclear technology and its high

capital requirements that AECL transformed itself in order to
underwrite some of the costs. Similarly, reactor exports

vtere pursued because the domestic market was insufficient to

maintain the canadian nucrear industry at a viabre capacity.

But AECL's international success was limited, due to the

competition from rarger corporations from other deveroped

countries. rn order to break into the worrd market, AECL was
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forced to undertake rarge agent fees and improperry negotia-

ted contracts, which undercut the competition. The pubric

Accounts committee, however, due to a narrow investigative
focus, only was capabte of perceiving AECL's activities as a

function of improper legisrative control over the crown cor-

poration. while this \¡¡as fundamental in enabring AECL to
undertake its internationar dears, such a conclusion ignored

why AECL was forced to initiate such activities. Exports

were needed because the domestic market was too smarl. Hence

the Committee's recommendations focussed primarily on in-
creasing Parliamentary contror and the reorganization of
AECL's upper

fol lows :

management. fhe reconmendations v/ere as

The Government should ensure that:
Gibirities and duties of crown

corporation boards of directors be
clearly enunciated;

(ii) senior management be qualified for the
tasks assigned;

(iii) its approval be required for contracts
that may expose Canada to significant
financial risks;

(iv) a code of business ethics be establish-
ed including guidance on such matters
as the use of agents; and

(v) a central government agency be designa-
ted to monitor financial practices.

In addition,

The Board of Directors of Crown Corporations

should ensure that:
(i) the job requirements for senior manage-

ment be better defined;
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

limits be established on the authority
delegated to corporate offices;
standards be established defining the
quality and nature of information
management submits to them;
the duties of senior financial officers
and others involved in the contractual
or payment processes be clearly
defined;
decisions be based on adequate informa-
tion and be properly recorded in the
Minutes of Board meetings; and
contracting procedures and codes of
business ethics be specified in greater
detail than in the guidelines issued by
the Government on December L6, L976.

r09

by business

consultants

Wtrat effect did the narrowly circumscribed investi-

gation into AECL actually have on the corporations marketing

capabilities? Had the reconrmendations been completely imple-

mented, the effect could have been substantial. fhe Trudeau

government, however, severly limited such attempts in three

ways. First, it accepted the Com¡nittee's criticism of AECL's

upper management, for this implied that the problems were a

result of specific individuals and therefore would not re-

occur if those individuals were removed. Alastair GiIlespie,

the t"linister of Energy, Mines, and Resources, the minister

responsible for AECL, stated that

the roots of the projected losses lie in
management decisions taken a number of years
ago and the inflationary international situa-
tion that broke upon the world in the early
1970s.

Thus, he announced to the House of Commons a number of

bureaucratic changes: increased representation
interests on the board of directors; management

to develop new financial control systems; and a vice-

president for finance chosen from the private sector.
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The most symbolic change, apparently at the request of the

AECL Board of Directors , was the dismissal of ,J. S. Foster as

the AECL President. Foster was not fired from AECL but rele-

gated to a less prominent position with the corporation. It

was somewhat perplexing that Foster was chosen as a major

scapegoat, considering that most of AECL's activities had

occured under J.L. Gray. One must speculate if the Canadian

nuclear industry held him responsible for the discovery of

AECL's marketing techniques. After all, it was Foster who

had initiated the renegotiation of Eisenberg's contract.

This resulted in a series of bookkeeping alterations of which

the Auditor General did not approve.

A second way in which the government limited the

implementation of the Com¡nittee's recommendation was the

passage of an order-in-council (P.C. L977-2738) on September

29, L977. The government anticipated a critical report.

Hence, the order-in-council was issued weII before the

Committee' s f indings were released in l'larch 1978. The aim

was to appear to be pJ-acing AECL under closer scrutiny.

Thus, the day after the Committee's report þ¡as tabled,

Gillespie stated that "action on most of the recommendations,

if not all of the, [had] substantially advanced". fhe intent

was to decrease the impact of the Committee's reconmendations

by suggesting that everything was under control. The govern-

ment's order-in-counciI, Ïtowever, did not seriously endanger

AECL's independence. Increased scrutiny of AECL was to be
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achieved by requiring initial and continuous Treasury Board

participation in Iarge contract negotiations. But this

control could be rather ineffective. As Gordon Sims, a

researcher generally sympathetic to the industry, states

The form of scrutiny imposed by the Treasury
Board is obviously crucial to the success of
this new arrangement. It can vary from a
quick look at the contract to a thorough
examination of aII submissions by AECL descri-
bing the details involved in each step of the
negotiations. This latter course would impose
a considerable workload on the Treasury Board.

Later on the scrutiny will probably
become more cursory.

The third change occurred in August , L978. This

one, like the others, was primarily internal in origin. It

led to the restructuring of AECL and the creation of a number

of smaller companies within the corporation. According to

AECL's Annual Report: l978-I979, the reorganization v/as

"designed to enable the company to establish firm control of

existing projects and to make a reasonable return on invest-

ment in aII new undertakings". One must question, however,

whether the restructuring and increased departmentalization

of AECL witl only increase ttre Treasury Board's workload and

thus make review more "nt"oty.30
It is evident that the Canadian nuclear program and

particularily Atomic Energy of Canada Limited survived essen-

tially unscathed from the scandals surrounding the reactor

exports. The most serious threat, the Public Accounts

Committee investigation, was in itself a severly circumscrib-

ed examination. It resulted in a number of recommendations
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which the government undercut with the order-in-councir of

september r977. fhe canadian nucrear industry was abre to

navigate the public opposition to its activities r¡/ithout a

serious threat to its existence, but events served to

aggravate its crisis of legitimacy. For this reason, it
appeared that while serious impediments to a repeat of

earlier practices had not been estabrished within the

Canadian parliamentary system, the Argentinean and South

Korean contracts had stimulated an extra-parliamentary pubric

opposition which courd serve as a domestic brake on AECL's

international marketing pIans. But, while opponents to

canada's nucrear program were working to Ïrave it changed,

AECL was busy trying to win a reactor contract from Mexico.

E. MEXTCO

It. was in the late 1960s that Mexico considered

acquiring its first nucrear power reactor. fhis decision

coincided with the Mexican government's planned export diver-
sification and promotion of manufactured goods. As in the

case of South Korea, nuclear power was seen as the energy

source that courd facilitate this process. fhe uniqueness of
the Mexican situation, however, relates to the abundance of
indigeneous oil reserves. Why did Mexico not use its oil
supplies? A number of factors could have encouraged the

choice of nuclear power. The most important were: first, oil
revenues \å/ere required to pay for other areas of development;
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second, diversifaction suggested deveroping both nuclear and

oir power; and third, Þlexico may have received promises of an

extremely cheap reactor contract.

Whatever the reason(s), in 1969, the Mexicans

requested a bid on a 600 MWe reactor to be rocated at Laguna

Verde in the eastern state of Veracruz. From the seven

bidders--Generar Erectric, westinghouse and combustion

Engineering of the usA, Mitsubishi of Japan, siemens of vlest

Germany, the united Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority, and ÀECL

--the fnstituto Nacional de Energia Nuclear (fNSN) chose

Generar Electric (cE). fhe united states Export-rmport Bank

and the wells Fargo Bank of san Francisco provided part of
the reactor financing with a $54.r9 milrion August rg73 loan.

The joint venture, however, between Mexico and GE experienced

monumental price increases. rn L973 it was anticipated that
the Laguna verde plant wourd be compreted in three years at a

cost of ç263 mirtion. By May L982, the tentative completion

date was set for sometime in 1984 with cost estimates varying
between g2 2.25 bitlion.3I

Even though the Laguna verde plant's cost escala-

tions had increased to $1.5 billion by March lgBO, the INEN

issued requests for a second round of bidding. Mexico was

embarking upon a crash program of nucrearization yierding
20,000 MWe by 2000 at an estimated $sz birrion. T'rre same

seven bidders entered their proposals by the June, rgg2

deadline.
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rt is interesting to note the extent to which the

canadian nuclear industry rarried to try to win the contract,

despite its troubres in Argentina, Taiwan, and south Korea.

rt seemed that not onry did ÀECL and its affiriated private
companies need the contract to help the program's economic

survivar, but that a lucrative contract was seen as a pos-

sibre aid for the industry's beleaguered pubric image. An

initiar canadian offer had been tried in January , rg7g.

Alastair Gillespie, the Minister of Energy, Mines, êDd

Resources, discussed an energy cooperation agreement with the

Mexican government that wourd eventuarly result in supptying

100,000 barrels per day of Mexican oil, with deliveries
beginning in rate r979 or earry 1980. part of the same

agreement required that l"lexico study the f easibi rity of
introducing the CANDU reactor into its power grid. AECL even

paid for and undertook the implementation of the çz milrion
feasibirity study. Additional support for a CANDU export

came from the Prime Minister's office. rn January 1982,

Pierre Trudeau arrived in Mexico to trumpet the wonders of
the CANDU. For the Mexican government, Ïrowever, this was

nothing new, for Trudeau had made similar attempts in Lg76

and r98l. But rrudeau was not aroner ês sares pitches arso

were made by federal cabinet ministers, the canadian embassy,

the Export Deveropment corporation, the Atomic Energy control
Board, ontario Hydro, and various canadian manufacturers and

contractors.
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These efforts were in vain. rn June rgg2 Mexico

decided to forgo any additional nucrear construction. But

this did not surprise individuals aware of Mexico's economic

problems. In 19Bl alone, the Mexican economy added $IB

birrion to its pubric and $20 bitl-ion to its private foreign
debts. fhere appeared Iittle possibitity in the intermediate

period that Mexico would be purchasing any nucrear
)areactors".

F. sul"lMARY oF CANADTAN REACTOR EXPORTS To rHE THTRD woRLD

A number of important conclusions forrow from the

Canadian nuclear industry's post-I968 international marketing

record. First, it is apparent that the canadian government

had an extremery difficult time serling its reactors, êDd

when a sale was concruded, it occurred under rather scan-

darous conditions. fhe Taiwan research reactor might be seen

as an exception, but it arso inctuded favourabre financing.
The Argentinean rosses and the use of agents both there and

in south Korea revealed the desperation of the Trudeau

cabinet for an export sale to maintain a capacity that the

domestic market could not provide.

Second, in order to aid and perpetuate the Canadian

nuclear program, the federar government spent huge sums of
taxpayers' money at the expense of deveroping more viabre
energy sources, and worked to cover up the nucrear industry's
operations. fhe steadfast refusar for a complete pubtic
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enquiry and the unwillingness to determine or expose the name

of the Argentinean agent are but two examples of a suspension

of the democratic process in order to serve the interests of

the federal government and the industry. Such activities

support Robert Jungk's contention that nuclear technology is

incompatible with parliamentary democra"y. 33

Third, AECL's limited ability to compete inter-

nationally was a function, in part, of the relative corporate

strength of its competitors. It seemed that if a country

imported a reactor, there was a strong tendency to deal with

the foreign supplier from the country with the largest

commercial penetration in the region. Thus, except for

Argentina where a West German firm was the main competitor,

Canada has had to compete with American corporations. In

order to overcome this disadvantage, Ottawa paid various

agents.

Fourth, it was not simply coincidental that right-

wing dictatorships tended to import nuclear reactors. The

decision to import reactor technology coincided with the

specific form of economic development existing in Third VJorId

countries, with the neo-colonial regime the most likely to

import nuclear technology. The ready access to foreign

capital and the receptivity of a neo-colonial regime to the

importation of foreign technology to offer an energy source

for foreign-owned companies served to perpetuate the repres-

sive regimes.
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FinaIIy, the economic crisis affecting Western

countries in the late 1970s and early I9B0s arso affected the

viabirity of nucrear technorogy. Even if it vrere ecologi-
carly and technologicarry safe and not a factor in weapons

proliferation, what use was a technorogy if nobody courd

afford it even when it was highry subsidized by the supprier
countries? fhe canadian nuclear industry remained optimistic
about the long-term internationar economic crimate and the

possibirity of exports. But what about the interim period?

Third worrd debt would take years to eradicate even if the

worrd economy improved. And whire nucrear power might herp

conserve petroleum resources, the original question remained.

Would anyone be abl-e to afford it?

This chapter has shown that nuclear power has been

affordabre onry under generous supprier terms which, in the

earry r9B0s, stirr appeared insufficient to guarantee sales.

As well, it Ïras been argued that nucrear sares aggravated

existing patterns of economic deveropment in many fhird v,Iorld

countries. But, in order to answer the question of afforda-
bility in the broadest sense (beyond economics), one must

also examine Ïrow Canadian nuclear exports have contributed to
the proliferation of nuclear *."por,".34
focus of the following chapter.

This is the
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CHAPTER III: CANADIAN CONTRIBUTIONS TO GLOBAL NUCLEAR

PROLIFERATION

The intent of this chapter is to examine how Canada

contributed to nuclear proliferation. What part did it play

in making technology and fissionable material available to

countries which were interested in building atomic bombs?

Canadian officials--understandably--tend to play down their

role in this process, but the facts show that they promoted

sales at the expense of safeguards agai-nst the diversion of

power applications to weapons production. As will become

evident from the following examination of export policy, the

federal government's occasional anti-proliferation rhetoric

did not threaten the nuclear export program, but in many lvays

facilitated its growth.

A. FOUR TYPES OF PROLIFERATION

To understand Canada's role in disseminating atomic

technology and material, it is important first to Ìrave a
brief understanding of the types of nuclear proliferation.

The term "nuclear proliferation" seems clear enough. Yet it
is not really very precise and Ìeaves many questions unan-

swered. For example: does it refer specifically to military

technology, or also to peaceful applications? Similar1y,
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does it refer to the material or the technology, or to both?

The failure to distinguish between different types of nuclear

proliferation often has needlessly confused the debate. For

this reason, researchers have developed more specific cate-

gories of nuclear proliferation. fhe following four types

are the most important.

Vertical proliferation is the quantitative and

qualitative escalation of nuclear weapons and delivery

systems within one country. When it occurs between two or

more countries it is popularly referred to as the arms race.

It has been the primary form of nuclear proliferation within

the American and Soviet nuclear programs, though it also

occurs in France, Britain, China, and possibly India, Israel,

South Africa, South Korea, Argentina, and Pakistan. Vertical

proliferation is the form of military buildup that has resul-

ted in the rapid change from at least three crude nuclear

bombs possessed by the Americans in July 1945 to the situa-

tion in the early l9BOs whereby the USA and the USSR each

have perhaps over 40,000 nuclear warheads.I

Horizontal proliferation is the spread of nuclear

weapons technology and capability to additonal countries, re-

sulting in an increased number of nations with nuclear

arsenals. Once it takes place, vertical proliferation can

then occur. Horizontal proliferation has been of concern as

the number of nuclear weapon states has increased: the USA,

July L945; the USSR, August 1949; Britain, October 1952¡
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France, February 1960; China, october 1964; and India, I'faY

L974. Horizontal proliferation may result from independent

military research, a military transfer from one country to

another, or the application of a power reactor to a military
,

program.'

Fred Knelman has identified "the acquisition of a

nuclear explosive device through an act of malice" as inad-

vertant proliferation. This form involves the diversion of

fissionable material. It only takes about tO Kgs of plutoni-

um-239 to build a 20 kiloton weapon, the same size as the

Hiroshima bomb. Knelman does not limit inadvertant prolifer-

ation to governments, âs it conceivably might be perpetrated

by terrorists. It thus also includes aII non-state authoriz-

ed attempts. Theodre Taylor has written exLensively on the

issue of non-government proliferation, terrorist threats, the

vulnerability of nuclear poh/er plants, and other points in

the nuclear fuel cycle. The solutions which have been pro-

posed to safeguard nuclear installations possibly would

infringe on many civil Iiberties--including tl-e public's

freedom of information. However, the absence of stricter

safeguards appears less the result of concern with civil

Iiberties than trying to keep down the costs of nuclear poh¡er

generatiorr.3

A fourth type of nuclear proliferation may

the most serious--if we survive the first three.

become

Albert

of theWohlstetter calls it "overhang". It is an outcome
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promotion of the peaceful atom since the mid-1950s. As

successive groups of scientists from different nations have

been trained by the nu&-ear suppliers, the same civilian
technology may be used. for miritary purposes in the country

of origin. Furthermore, the sale of reactors, reprocessing

plants, enrichment facirities, and other forms of nuclear

technology have provided the required material with which to
initiate a nuclear bomb progr"*.4

Horizontal and vertical nuclear proliferation have

long received the most pubric attention. concern over verti-
cal proliferation was the main impetus behind the peace move-

ments of the rate 19SOs-earry r960s and the early 19BOs.

unrestrained vertical proriferation arso was used by non-

nuclear powers to justify their interest in achieving nucrear

\¡¡eapons capabilities. The opposition to horizontar proli-
feration has been strongest in the nucrear weapons states, âs

they tried to maintain their hegemony in the field. yet

verticar and horizontar proriferation were not the onry

types. As we Ïrave noted, inadvertant and overhang prolifera-
tion posed equatry dangerous risks. Most importantry, the

Canadian nuclear export program contributed to aII four.
To recognize this, one must examine two periods

within the canadian nucrear export program. T'he first was

from the secret wartime project that that eventuated in the

bombings of Hiroshima and Nagasaki through to the early
I970s. It was during this period that Canada moved from
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simply being a participant in vertical proliferation to being

a contributor to the Ïrorizontal, inadvertant, and overhang

varieties. fhe second period began with the Indian nucl-ear

explosion of May IB, L974. fhe Canadian nuclear program

still contributed to the various forms of nuclear prolifera-

tion and priorized sales over safety, but required more

complex obfuscation due to the rising domestic oppositon.

Thus a few changes were implemented during this period to

maintain the export program. fhese were finalized with the

December L976 announcement of a new export policy require-

ment. T'hroughout the discussion of the two periods, the

emphasis will be on examining the actions of the Canadian

government and its nuclear agencies rather than simply

reviewing press releases or Canada's declarations and voting

patterns at the United Nations. In this manner, tl-e dis-

crepancy between rhetoric and reality wilI be clarified.

B. FIRST PERIOD: ÞlID I940s TO EARLY I970s

It is not generally recognized that as early as

November 1945 the Canadian federal government had committed

the country to a future of exporting nuclear technology.

This \¡¡as done in a tripartite declaration with the USA and

Britain:

Representing as we do the three countries
which possess the knowtedge essential to the
use of atomic energy, we declare at the outset
our willingness, as a first contribution, to
proceed with the exchange of fundamental
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scientific information and the interchange of
scientists and scientific literature for
peaceful ends with any nation that will ful-ty
reciprocate.

It is important to realize that in the immediate postwar

period the three countries possessing atomic information were

intent on disseminating the technology only to selected

Western countries.

The Americans were particularly concerned with

maintaining and accelerating their Iead in atomic technology.

This concern in many ways was responsible for the L946

Mcl,lahon Act. It unilaterally terminated technological dis-

semination and was not repealed until the Americans secured

commercial leadership in the po$rer reactor market. T'he

Americans were trying to develop a nuclear power reactor for

the US Navy's submarine program. By 1948, Westinghouse had

succeeded in developing a prototype termal reactor. Follow-

ing the successful fuIl-power demonstration in mid-June l-952

of the USS Nautilus and the signing of the Korean armistice

on JuIy 27, 1953, the Americans were prepared to expand the

use of nuclear technology. fhe result was US President

Dwight Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" speech before the

United Nations in December 1953. Eisenhower proposed the

global use of nuclear tectrnology and the creation of an

international agency (eventually the International Atomic

Energy Agency) to monitor the use of the technology.

Eisenhower's speech served at least two important

functions. First, it assisted the burgeoning American
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nuclear establishment with large state subsidies and taxpayer

funded researcÌì and development information that was given to

the private sector as an inducement for its involvement.

Second, it was an effective CoId War tool designed to link

Western industrial countries to the USA. EquaIIy important,

it helped American capitalism penetrate many underdeveloped

countries. fhe free or highfy subsidízed research reactors,

and the training of foreign scientists, served to create a

vested interest in the promotion and expansion of nuclear

power in other countries. In retrospect, Eisenhower's "Atoms

for Peace" speech v¡as the harbinger of horizontal, inadver-

tant, and overhang nuclear weapons proliferation.5*

The Canadian reaction to Eisenhower's "Atom for

Peace" program v/as extremely supportive. Enthusiasm was

mixed with a concern for profits. As George Drew, the leader

of the Conservative Opposition, said,

If the offer extended so open-handedly today
by the President of the United States at the
United Nations, and so obviously with the sup-
port of Great Britain and France, is accepted
in that spirit by the nations of the wTrole
world--and I hope, ês I believe I¡/e aII hope,
that it will be so accepted--then this nor-
thern area of Canada may become the centre of
one of the greatest peaceful developments ever
known to mankind.

Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" program v/as

Canadian interests. The nuclear program

mises: increased uranium development and

ideally suited for

offered many pro-

the hope that this

*See Appendi
limitations

x III for a
of the IAEA

review of "Atoms
as a vehicle for

for Peace" and the
non-proliferation .
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area would be opened up for private enterprise; expansion of

the Canadian nuclear program; construction and manufacturing

contracts for Canadian owned companies; and the maintenance

of good Canada-US relations which were fundamental for the

postwar Canadian economy.

These reasons accounted for the Canadian govern-

ment's willingness to sign the IAEA statute. This facilita-

ted the export of nuclear technology, but did not lead to a

safeguard system until I965. In the I950s, Canada appeared

more concerned with promoting nuclear power than establishing

adequate control mechanisms. Thus, on October 26, 1956 with

W.J. Bennett (who had been executive assistant to C.D. Howe,

president of Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, and later

president of Eldorado Mining and Refining Company) as the

deputy head of the Canadian delegation, Canada became party

to the IAEA statute. It was pushed through the House of

Commons by April L2, L957, amid accusations of a rush job and

resentment that the upcoming dissolution of Parliament

precluded a committee's examination.

After signing the statute, the federal government

revealed its attitude toward controls during the next session

of Parliament. For example, in November L957, when six

Soviet scientists requested an internationat conference of

scientists to discuss the dangers of nuclear war, the Cana-

dian government gave a polite rebuff. Vfhile the conference

idea was supported by The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists
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and Cyrus Eaton, one of the founders of Pugwastrr ârr interna-

tional research group committed to peace, the Canadian

government stated it would neither encourage nor discourage

the proposed discussions. Evidently, Ottawa did not feel the

subject warranted its active support.

The Canadian government's interest in such matters

was limited. As with the Americans, it officially wanted a

"comprehensive disarmament agreement". And until such an aII

encompassing treaty was concluded, Canada often remained un-

interested in more narrowly def ined treaties. This \^/as the

reason used in the late 1950s to justify Canadian opposition

to a ban on nuclear tests. In addition, perhaps the

government feared that control mechanisms might limit export

opportunities. Tt¡is was probably why the IAEA was supported

by Canada. The Agency's nominal controls were ineffective,

while its promotional capabilities promised an expansion in
the use of nuclear technology. As Sidney Smith, the Canadian

Secretary of State for External Affairs, stated,

Canada wholehartedly supports the newly esta-
blished international atomic energy agency,
which is designed to encourage, to complement
and to assist the efforts the efforts of
government, individually or in co-operation on
a bilateral or multilateral basis, to develop
and apply the peaceful uses of atomic energy.

Yet one should not be overly surprised by Lhe

government's position; after all, Canada hras already one of

the world's major contributors to vertical proliferation.

Vested interests were fearful that their growth and profits

woul-d be threatened by serious international control

mechanisms. By 1959, Canada would earn $I.5 billion through
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uranium sales to the American bomb program. AECL had, in

ApriL L957, suspended work on the NPD reactor for a change-

over from pressure vessel to pressure tube design--a change

that eventually would enable on-Iine refuelling of the CANDU

and thus increase the ease of extracting fissionable materi-

aI. Furthermore, Canada had moved from simply an exporter of

plutonium and uranium and a renter of reactor loops for US

military experiments to exporting nuclear reactors with the

1955 agreement to supply India with a research reactor. fhe

shift to exporter of reactor technology and equipment was

part of a developing Canadian contribution to global nuclear

proliferation. But due to its singular importance--the CANDU

has become the largest research and development project the

government ever has undertaken--it is imperative to examine

the specific ways that the Canadian reactor export program

has contributed to the four types of nuclear v¡eapon proli-

feration.6

(i) cirus

fhe first Canadian reactor export, the Canada-India

Reactor lcfnuS), was achieved tïrrough the efforts of Prime

Minister Louis St. Laurent's Liberal government. CIRUS was

an important component of the Colombo PIan which, in turn,

\das part of Canad.a' s postwar attempts to stabilize Third

World markets by promoting Canadian exports. The plan's main

area of focus--India, Pakistan, and Ceylon (or Sri Lanka)--
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tended to evoke romantic notions of the "white man's burden",

but the crux of the relationship htas economic. CIRUS was

primarily a $9.5 million gift from the Canadian Laxpayer to

aid the Indian Department of Atomic Energy. T'he deal was

negotiated in April, 1955. On September 16, I955, the

Canadian offer was made publicr ês was India's acceptance.

And on ApriL 28, 1956, the details were finalized when Indian

prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and Escott Reid, the Canadian

High Commissioner in India, signed an intergovernmental

agreement on the CIRUS.

The CIRUS reactor was possibly the export that the

Canadian nuclear industry would most like to forget. Pluto-

nium created in CIRUS was used to fuel the May I8, L974

Indian nuclear explosion. fhe Indian action was facilitated

by the absence of effective safeguards on the use of the

reactor . I'he Canadian government, an a hurry to market its

first reactor abroad, failed to require adequate inspection

or material accountancy. Canadian inspections were allowed

only if the reactor used Canadian fuel. These ended, Ïrow-

ever, once the Indian's had built their own fuel fabrication

plant to supply the reactor.

How has the absence of effective Canadian safe-

guards been explained? Later there were government excuses

about the absence of the IAEA in 1956. fhis served two func-

tions: first, it diminished the Canadian responsibility; and

second, it implied that everything has been under control
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since the rAEA was created. T'here also has been a tendency

to recoil in middre-class shock that canada was invorved. As

Robert Morrison and Edward wonder state in canada's Nuclear

Export Poricy, "The 'white knight' of the western world had

contributed to nucrear proriferaLion and world insecurity,
not through cynical arms sales or maniputative power poli-
tics, but through sheer naiveté". fhis was wide of the mark,

for there was nothing naive about the crRUS export. AECL,s

enthusiasm for exporting a reactor coincided with the Depart-

ment of External Àffairs' involvement in aiding western

market expansion in Asia. Moreover, the canadians knew that
crRUS was an efficient prutonium producer. After arr, crRUS

was modelled on the NRX reactor, buirt at chalk River to pro-
duce plutonium for the American bomb program. Granted there

were obstacles preventing bomb production: the plutonium-239

used in the bomb had to be separated from the spent fuel; and

rndia had pledged that the program wourd be restricted to
"peaceful" purposes. fhe first barrier was demorished by the

construction of an rndian reprocessing prant built in rate
1964. The second was negated by Edward Terler's concept of
"peacefur nuclear explosions" (pNgs)--trrat is, the use of
nuclear bombs to facilitate open pit mining or major earth-
moving projects (e.g., for the us, a second panama canal).7
The potentiar for the military use of crRUS existed from the

very beginning, yet sufficient safeguards were not required.
Purporting naîveté--or even stupidity--absorved the peopre
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invorved of their responsibility to prevent such an occur-

rance. rt must be remembered that crRUS, when operated at

75 percent capacityr produces 8.76 kg of plutonium-239 per

annum which wourd amount to approximatery 25 bombs worth of
fissile material as of JuIy 1983. B The only plausible

reason for exporting a virtuarry unsafeguarded reactors was

that AECL wanted to break into the nucrear export market.

(ii) RAPP r

Following the successful start-up of CIRUS in July
1960, the Pearson government secured a second reactor export,

once again with rndia. T'he agreement signed on December L6,

1963 in Nev/ Dethi pertained to the transfer of the RApp r
power reactor, wl-ich \¡¡as modelred on the Douglas point plant
in ontario. As weIl, the rndians received free of charge--

but conservativery valued at $5 mirrion--the scientific and

technicar information necessasry for designing and construct-
ing a 2o3 MWe CANDU reactor. Despite giving away the brue-
prints and heavily subsidizing RAPP r, members of the cana-

dian program roudly procraimed that the country had entered

the era of power reactor exports (crnus \r¡as a research

reactor).

But, as before, the concern with nuclear sales pre-
dominated over safeguards. RAPP r, in operation since the

farl of L972, produced over r33 kg of ptutonium-239 per annum

when run at 75 percent capacity. This provided enough
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material for 180 bombs by the faII of 1983 or over 16 bombs

per year. Did AECL or the Canadian government require the

repatriation of spent fuel? No, instead the reactor was

ptaced under bilateral safeguards between Canada and India

that were transferred to the IAEA on September 30, l-97L,

prior to the reactor's start up in August I972. lrlhile a

considerable improvement over those applied to CIRUS, it has

become increasingly evident that the IAEA safeguards are far

from adequate and ignore the potential use of spent fuel.

It appears that certain segments of the Canadian

government, presumably the Atomic Energy Control Board and

the Department of External Afffairs, were considering with-

holding RAPP as a lever to compel India to increase the CIRUS

safeguards. But, commercial pressures predominated, and thus

increased the Indian production of weapons grade material

without increasing the safeguards on CIRUS. This move

revealed, aside from the Canadian priorization of sales over

safeguards, the difficulty of changing old contract obliga-

tions. Once the initial CIRUS blunder had occurred and given

that the Canadians wanted a sa1e, they had little maneuvera-

bility to increase the safeguards in light of the Indian op-

position. It does not follow, however, that Canada should

have sold RAPP to India. While AECL and the Department of

Industry probably would have argued that continued involve-

ment might increase monitoring or bargaining possibilities,
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the Indian atomic explosion in May L974 proved the irrele-

vance of this contention. T'l:e Canadians were fully aware of

the hazards involved in continued development of the Indian

nuclear program, but considered the hazards of not setling to

be greater. Canadian subcontractors might have lost interest

in the program. Thus, in order to compensate for an inade-

quate domestic market, the Canadian nuclear industry conclud-

ed its first power reactor export. And as before, RAPP I was

a Canadian taxpayer-subsidized reactor export that increased

the Indian production of bomb material.9

(iii) KANUPP

The governments of Pakistan and Canada, after ten

months of negotiating, on December 24, 1965, signed an agree-

ment relating to the construction of a CANDU nuclear power

station. fhe Karactri Nuclear Power Plant (XeNUpp) was Cana-

dian General Electric's first and last full export contract

for a CANDU.

The safeguards on KÀNUPP initally were between

Canada and Pakistan, but contract provisions enabled the

safeguarding of the reactor to be transferred to the IAEA,

which was accomplished in 1969. On August L, I97I, the J-25

MI{e CANDU began operation and was heralded as tTre f irst

CANDU to operate on foreign soil Since that date, however,

as a by-product of inefficient electrical generation, the
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KANUPP has been producing approximately 82 Kg of plutonium-

239 each year when operated at an annual average capacity of

75 percent. Thusr âs of Àugust 1983, the reactor could have

produced enough fissionarbre material for approximately rz3

nuclear bombs. Yet, the canadian government required only

the standard IAEA safeguards. Even assuming 99 percent

accuracy of material unaccounted for (uur), this wourd stilr

Ieave Pakistan with enough plutonium-239 for one bomb

( iv) RAPP II

On December 16, 1966, three years after the RApp I

contract signing, the rndian and canadian governments concru-

ded another agreement for a power reactor export While of

the same size and capacity as RAPP r, this reactor wourd take

nearry fifteen years to construct. The reason for the delay

was the May 18, L974 rndian detonation of a nucrear bomb.

The exprosion finally was a sufficient reason for the

canadian government to terminate nucrear cooperation with

rndia--but it took two years for the decision to be made and

announced.. After the termination, the rndians turned to the

soviet union for heavy water--which was eventuarly provided,

but with strong safeguards--and the rndian nuclear agencies

continued the construction of RAPP rr using the information

gathered from the 1963 technorogy transfer and the building
of RAPP I.
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If RÀPP II, Iike its predecessor, was at any point

considered by some members of the Canadian nuclear program as

a lever for increasing Indian safeguards, the Canadians did

not succeed. Instead, the RAPP II reactor has increased the

material accounted for (l"lAF ) or weapon useable material

available to the Indians According to Nucleonics WqeEly,

,.:.,,' the RAPP rr has been in commercial operation since April,
l.iì.
:.:,..
...¡...,:. 1981. fhus, assuming a 75 percent capacity for CIRUS, RAPP I
:...:

..'.;. and II, the total l'lAF available to India from Canadian sup-

plied reactors as of July 1983, was approximately I,935 Kg of
:r::, :.

.ìr, plutonium-Z39 or suf f icient material for over 24O bombs.
lL:t..t .

,,ij,,, This amount could be increased on an annual basis by approxi-

..t, mately 275 Kg plutonium-239 or 34 bombs. The annual plutoni-
:t',:1... 

.'

um production wiII increase considerably with the completion
,ì:i. :rl:

i,... of the independently constructed Indian reactors based upon

¡..t,.' the 1963 Canadian technology transf er. There were four such
,,'ìr: ,

200 MWe reactors under various stages of construction. I'{APP

I and II at Kalpakham, Tamil Nadu and NAPP I and II at

Narora, Uttar Pradesh. Two additional reactors also were

being planned. Due to the lack of effective Canadian safe-

guard policies in I963, India had no obligation to place

these additional reactors under international monitoring, and

it has not done so.

There is a great deal of uncertainty as to whether

safeguards are being applied to RAPP II. OriginaIIy, the

reactor was to be placed under IAEA safeguards. $lhen Canada
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terminated assistance to rndia in December r976, however, the

rndians argued that the safeguard requirements were no longer

in force as the contract had been broken. The best available

evidence suggests that there was an 80 percent probabirity

that RAPP II was safeguarded by the IAEA, but it is by no

means certain, âs the AECL no longer has tinks to the rndian

nucrear ptogr"*. ro

(v) Taiwan Research Reactor (!BBl

The TRR was the second and, as of 1983, the last
canadian research (as distinct from power) reactor exported.

The september 1969 sare was herarded as an entry into another

nationar market, but the TRR's prutonium producing capability
was underprayed. fhe TRR v/as based on the NRX reactor that
canada used to add fuel to the American nuclear arms program

of the late 1940s and 1950s. The TRR also parallelled the

crRUS reactor transferred to rndia in the rate r950s.

Another pararlel had more ominous imprications in the post-
rndian exprosion period. one member of parliament argued in
r97L that the NRx's "success and contribution to the rndian

atomic energy program undoubtedry influenced the Taiwan

decision in favor of a canadian reactor". one doubts whether

such self-congraturatory praise wourd be heard since rndia

detonated an atomic bomb from crRUS-produced materiar. Nor

has AECL advertised that the TRR, when operated at 75 percent

capacity, produces approximately 8.76 Kg of plutonium-239 per
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annum or enough fissionable material for one bomb per year if

Taiwan chose to renounce the IAEA safeguard=. Il

(vi) su¡n¡nary of the First Period: Mid 1940s to Earry r970s

The canadian government did not seriousry concern

itself with adequate safeguards in the initial period.

vfhile some might argue naiveté, such an explanation ignores

AECL's and the canadian government's knowredge of the materi-

aI and technology, the manner in which they could be used,

and the way they had been used earlier by canada to fuel the

American bomb program. The probrem was not the canadian

nuclear industry's naiveté, but rather the need for sares.

Among the potential safeguards the Canadian government failed

to demand were: an effective revel of physicar security;

fuer repatriation; sanctions to discourage potentiar viora-

tions i or an in-house Canadian safeguard inspector.

The next phase in the Canadian nuclear program was

exceedingly more difficurt for the government. rt srowly

recognized the need to revamp its public rerations campaign

in order to combat the increased public scrutiny that evorved

largely as a result of the Indian nuclear explosion.

SECOND PERIOD z L974-L976

The Indian Nuclear Explosion

c.

(i)

ll:::'
:a;:
'.,4'.i

India's May 18, L974,

sion, equivalent to about 15r00O

underground nuclear explo-

tons of TNT (about the same
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s1'ze as the Nagasaki bomb), in the Rajasthan Desert, immedi-

ately generated considerable international concern over the

continued horizontal spread of nuclear vreapons. The reasons

for the concern were obvious. fhree things v/ere needed to

construct a crude atomic bomb: first, competent personnel;

second, a design; and third, fissionable material. The last

was the only relatively difficult component to obtain in a

weapons useable form. 'Ihus, the pertinent nonprolif eratj-on

problem had been how to stop the acquisition of weapons grade

material. A number of impediments had been advertised as

effective by the nuclear suppliers, but the Indian nuclear

explosion revealed their limitations.

The Internationat Atomic Energy Agency (lAne), for

example, \â/as unable to monitor the Indian use of CIRUS, the

Canadian supplied research reactor that provided the plutoni-

rfmr as it was unsaf eguarded. Yet, even if IAEA saf eguards

had been apptied, they were not an adequate guarantee. The

IAEA was intended to detect--not prevent--the diversion of

fissionable material. It operated on the assumption that no

diversion had occurred if the records appeared accurate.

Thus, the Agency's focus was to detect diversion or material

unaccounted for (tqUf. ) , and then to work at decreasing the

limit of error, which was assumed. to be somewhat more than

I percent. But even if the system were 99.9 percent effec-

tive on a global scale, enough plutonium could be diverted

without detection to produce more than one bomb per week.
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The Indian nuclear explosion also revealed that the

technical and economic impediments to nuclear weapons produc-

tion no longer were sufficient. fhe technology was extrapo-

lated from the supposedly peaceful nuclear power program, and

the bomb was estimated to cost India only $400,000. Thus,

despite their poverty, fhird WorId countries could pursue the

nuclear weapons option.

FinaIIy, the Indian bomb dealt a near fatal blow to

the Treaty for the Nonproliferation of Nuclear Weapons (Upf).

The Treaty, which became effective March 5, 1970, automati-

cally extended the IAEA system to cover aII the non-military

nuclear work within a country (under the IAEA, coverage was

decided on for each facility). The NPT was an attempt,

primarily by the world's nuclear suppliers, to create a poli-

tical impediment to horizontal proliferation. Due to this

bias, the treaty did not seriously address the issue of
vertical prolif eration among the nuclear por¡/ers. Largely

because of this and the implicit attempt to perpetuate the

nuclear weapons status guo, the I970s list of non-NPT signa-

tories read like a "Who's-Who" of actual or potential nuclear

weapons states. Among others, the Iist included: Argentina,

BraziI, ChiIe, China, France, India, Israel, Pakistan, and

South Africa. fhe Indian nuclear explosion revealed the

weaknesses of the NPT and undoubtably acted as an incentive
for other countries to pursue the nuclear weapons

ro,rte . 12*

*See Appendix IV for more information on the NPT
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The international impJ-ications of India's nuclear

explosion shook the Canadian nuclear export program. It v/as

one of the most serious threats to the continued existence of

the industry, due to increased public concern and opposition.

But while members of the Canadian government and industry

publically appeared shocked and dismayed, the facts were

ottrerwise. There had been many signs coming from a variety

of sources revealing the Indian desire to produce a nuclear

bomb. As AIlan Lawrence, l'1P for Northumberland-Durham in

L976, argued in the House of Comrnons, the Canadian nuclear

industry ignored or dismissed the many warnings. During

various disarmament conferences from 1965 through to I97O,

for example, the Canadian delegation was repeatedly warned by

other nations of the use to which CIRUS plutonium was direct-

ed. In May 1965 at the United Nations and Juty 1965 in

Geneva, the Indian representatives hinted that India's only

alternative to the October 1964 Chinese atomic exptosion was

to build a bomb. In October 1965, Agha Shahi, Pakistan's

foreign secretary, argued that the Indians were building a

nuclear arsenal from CIRUS-produced plutonium. In April
L967, Mahomedali Chagla, the Indian external affairs minis-

ter, publically threatened that his country had to develop

and explode a nuclear weapon. In L97I, Prime Minister

Trudeau travelled to New DeIhi to discuss the issue with

Indian Prime Minister Indira Gandhi. He returned apparently

accepting Indian promises of maintaining a peaceful nuclear

energy program.
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Rather than inform the canadian public of their
concerns and work in a manner that courd rectify their

errors--regardress of its impact on export sales--AECL and

various government agencies hid the rearity behind a series

of ho1low promises and declarations. When questioned in 1964

on the rndian comments about the need for a bomb after the

chinese explosion, Paul Martin, Lester pearson's secretary of

state for External Affairs, gãVê the standard reply by quot-

ing rndia's Aprir 1956 predge to canada that "the government

of rndia wirr ensure that the reactor and any products resur-

ting from its use witr be emproyed for peacefur purposes

onry". obviousry, if Martin had heard of "peaceful nucrear

explosions" (eNn), he chose to ignore the possibirity of

rndia arguing that atomic detonations courd be peacefur. rt
v/as exactry this argument that rndia used later in r974.

Paul Martin, however, was not the onry secretary of state for
Externar Af f airs who gJ-ossed over the problem. rn January

197r, Mitchell sharp reiterated rndia's r956 predge and added

that Externar Affairs had "no evidence to suggest that the

rndian government is not standing firm on the assurances it
has given canada". sharp's statement was curious since it
was made in L97r, the same year that pierre Trud.eau went to

rndia and discussed the use of crRUS prutonium with rndira

Gandhi. rf there was no evidence to suggest concern, why did

the two Prime l,linisters meet to discuss the issue? one must
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also question whettrer Trudeau knew as the Indian defence

minister admitted later, that the Indian bomb program began

in 1971. 13

It was only after the atomic explosion that the

Canadian government adopted a more cautious position. On May

22, 1974, MitcheII Sharp, Secretary of State for External

Affairs, issued the second official statement. It read as

follows:

For all intents and purposes, India has now
developed the capability of producing a
nuclear weapon. T'he deveJ-opment of this
technology by India is bound to have serious
and wide-spread repercussions throughout Asia
and the world.

Canada cannot be expected to assist and subsi-
dize, directly or indirectly, a nuclear pro-
gramme which, in a key respect, undermines the
position which Canada has for a long time been
firmly convinced is best for world peace and
security. fhe Canadian government has sus-
pended shipments in India of nuclear equipment
and material and has instructed the Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited, pending clarifica-
tion of the situation [it took two years to
"clarify" the situation], to suspend its co-
operation with India regarding nuclear reactor
projects and the more general technological
exchange arrangements which it has with tt¡e
Indian Energy Commission.

One might question why such a discrepancy existed

between the government's public statements before and after

the Indian explosion. An obvious reason was that both posi-

tions reflected the need for markets. In the pre-bomd peri-

od, reassuring statements hid the possible misuse of CIRUS

plutonium. To have done otherwise might have threatened the
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export of the RAPP II reactor. After the Indian explosion,

the concern was less over the Indian action per se than the

impact this would have on RAPP II and particularly the anti-

cipated reactor sales to Argentina and South Korea.

At the time of the May 1974 Indian explosion, the

South Korean and Argentinean discussions h¡ere weII advanced.

On May 23, L974 the Trudeau cabinet had authorized AECL to

submit a bid for the Argentinean project. Nearly ten months

Iater, in March I973 the Argentine Commision National de

Energia Atomica (CWne) chose the 600 MWe CANDU. On December

10, I973, the initial contracts v¡ere signed between AECL and

the CNEA. AECL's receipt of a South Korean letter of intent

to purchase a 629 MWe CANDU, with an option for a second, was

announced by the Department of Energy, Þ1ines, and Resources

on December '1, 1973. Shortly after the announcement, a team

of AECL engineers went to South Korea for a series of tectrni-

cal discussion. In January 1974, another team of Canadians

travelled to discuss the servicing and pricing aspects of the

proposed export.

One could imagine Ottawa's and AECL's concern.

Just when two export contracts materialized, âfr earlier cus-

tomer exploded a bomb from Canadian-supplied technology. But

the Indian nuclear explosion, while compelling the Canadian

government to address the question of safeguards, did not

much change the manner in which the Canadian nuclear export

program was conducted; secrecy and ministerial non-

accountability still prevailed. The major difference was the
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context in which it operated. The media, opposition parties,
and ordinary citizens were more vocal and thorough in inves-
tigating AECL's atomic transactions. The federar govern_

ment' s response \^¡as to issue statements and press rereases
aimed at deftecting criticism whire simurtaneousry struggling
to maintain the Àrgentinean and south Korean dears. rn
November L974, it was announced in the canadian House of com-

mons that while the Argentinean contract already had been

signed in December 1973, the sare was dependent upon the con_

clusion of an effective agreement with canada and the rÀEA.

As welr, the çr29 milrion EDc loan wourd be withherd untir
the safeguard negotiations were completed. In the same

month, Donard Macdonald, the Minister of Energy, Þrinesr âod.

Resources informed Parliament that discussions wittr South
Korea similariry had been temporarily harted. The canadj_an

government operated publicarry as if increasi_ng safeguards
were their onry priority. yet, when one examined the govern-
ment's December L974 safeguards poricy, announced nearry
seven months after the fndian explosion, it became evident
that safeguard.s were not their top priority.14

(íi)

Donald Macdonald, the Minister of
and Resources, announced the government's

policy in the House of Commons just before
recess. fhe declaration was prefaced with

Energy, Mines,

new safeguards

the Christmas

a considerable
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amount of rhetoric explaining, for example, that "Canada's

commitment to nuclear power as a peaceful energy source ex-

tends back almost 30 years". l'lacdonald announced three addi-

tional saf eguard requirements which \¡¡ere intended to close

the loopholes that led to the Indian nuclear explosion.

First, all Canadian-supplied nuclear material,

equipment, and technology was to require a binding assurance

that they not be used to develop a nuclear explosive device,

even if such development was stated to be for peacefut pur-

poses. fhe government \ras rejecting peaceful nuclear explo-

sion (ene's). It recognized that technically nothing differ-

entiated a PNE from a nuclear bomb. This new policy was

intended to make continued reactor exports somewhat more

palatable to the Canadian public, as it removed a rationale

for bomb development prior to the conclusion and implementa-

tion of the Argentinean and South Korean contracts.

Two points about the anti-PNE safeguard, however,

should be clarified. First, when the Canadian government was

supplying plutonium and uranium to the United States and

Britain, PNEs were acceptable. Yet, when a Third World

country attempted to legitimize their production of nuclear

bombs with the term "peaceful nuclear explosive device", the

government recoiled in shock. Thus, while the new policy of

the Trudeau government was a welcome shift, it is important

to recognize that it occurred less out of a concern over the

increasing horizontal protiferation of nuclear weapons than a
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fear that its export program would be threatened. And

second, the rejection of the notion of PNEs did not preclude

the production of a bomb by a Canadian customer. Unless

accompanied by adequate sanctions--which were not included in

t.he December 1974 statement--the recipient country simply was

to be warned that Canada would not favour the production of a

bomb. Obviously this was insufficient; India knew of Canadi-

an opposition, let produced a bomb an)¡v/ay. Safeguards could

not be effective unless sanctions were so costly as to pre-

vent the manufacturing of a bomb, ot if the Indian government

did not feel threatened by China or Pakistan, or if India did

not see the nuclear weapons states attempting to resolve

their security problems by stockpiling nuclear bombs, or if

aII the fuel had been repatriated to Canada.

Had Canada, the United States, and ottrer Western

countries made it clear to Indian leaders that it was not in

their interest to develop a bomb program, the situation could

have differed considerably. But ttre West chose not to

alienate the Indian government for fear of losing control in

an area vital to East-West relations. fhus, Canada's belated

rejection of the concept of PNEs, while a change, \ras not an

adequate guarantee against the production of nuclear bombs

from Canadian supplied technology.

Many of the same shortcomings were evident in the

second requirement of the Canadian government's December,
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L974 safeguards policy. Often referred to as the "contamina-

tion clause", it stated that the

provisions, to be administered by the Interna-
tional Atomic Energy Agency, or through appro-
priate alternative procedures meeting require-
ments of the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation
of Nuclear Weapons, will cover aII nuclear
facilities and equipment supplied by Canada
for the Iife those facilities and equipment
...al1 nuclear facilities and equipment using
Canadian supplied technology...all nuclear
material--uranium, thorium, plutonium, heavy
water--supplied by Canada, and future genera-
tions of fissile material produced from or
with these materials . . . aII nuclear materials,
whatever their origin, produced or processed
in facilities supptied by Canada.

It was intended to govern projects designed from Canadian

technology, not just Canadian built facilities. This v/as

primarily a contractual clarification of Canadian opposition

to the production of nuclear bombs from Canadian supplied

material, equipment, technology, and their derivatives. It

failed to prevent the actual production of nuclear bombs, for
it was only a paper promise signed by two parties and was not

supported by adeguate sanctions. It appeared that the Cana-

dian government \¡/as depending upon the IAEA to apply sanc-

tions. Yet, many researchers Ïrave revealed the inadequacies

of the IAEA and the NPT as inhibitors of horizontal proli-

feration and how both can inadvertantly contribute to con-

tinued nuclear \rJeapons proliferation by encouraging the

spread of material, equipment, and technology.l5

The third and final safeguard announced in December

L974, stipulated that all Canadian exporters of nuclear

material, equipment, or technology musL first contact the
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Department of Industry, Trade, and Commerce and the Atomic

Energy Control Board to ensure that there are no safeguards

restrictions. t^IhiIe the safeguard limited the ability of

private contractors to involve themselves in foreign projects

lacking state approval and thus served to punish the Indians,

it was not that novel. It appeared that two additional

reasons--aimed at decreasing public opposition to reactor

exports--v¡ere evident for the inclusion of this safeguard

requirement. First, it implied that previous exports had not

been under stringent controls and that this facilitated ttre

Indian explosion. This was unfounded, as the earlier

exports--CIRUS in particular--reguired Departmental approval

prior to implementation. As well, it implied that aII future

Canadian nuclear exports would be under effective and strict

controls. fhis implication was equally erroneous, as the

controls still lacked sanctions. In short, tlte third agree-

ment requiring bureaucratic approval parallelled the contami-

nation and anti-PNE safeguards. AtI three seemed to be more

concerned with appearances than action.

Yet, one must ask why it took the government seven

months to develop three safeguards of debatable effective-

ness. And \,/hy did Macdonald announce only three safeguards

when in fact they were part of an eight point list approved

by the federal cabinet in December 1974? fhe remaining safe-

guards included a binding recognition of Canada's right of

prior consent over transfers to third countries, reprocessing
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of Canadian-origin material, and enrichment beyond 20

percent. As well, Canada maintained the right to apply fall-

back safeguards on reprocessing and enrichment should rAEA

safeguards cease to be applied for any reason. Ànd finally,

a binding commitment required the provision of adequate

physical protection for Canadian-origin material.

It was not until 1975 and L976, Ïrowever that the

existence of the additionar safeguards became pubric. was

the reason for this, âs James casterton of the Atomic Energy

Control Board suggested, "poor drafting...for some reason or

other" by Macdonald's speech writers? Or, did Canadian

officials not want to divulge pubricarry all eight safeguards

until they had negotiated with south Korean and Argentinean

officiars to determine what was poriticarly feasibre? The

actual reason is not pubric. As it turned out, south Korea

eargerly signed "almost anything to get the reactor". Argen-

tina, however, preferred to have no strings attached and was

Iess willing to comply with Canadian demands. It appears,

therefore, that ottawa did not want to commit itserf domes-

ticalty to anything that could threaten a reactor export.

Secrecy, while normal, \,ùas not the only tactic used

by tTre Canadian government to maintain the export program.

The government did whatever was necessary to protect the

Argentinean and South Korean projects. 16
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( iii) qor{obq

Reactor export advocates rater turned to ress tact-
fur ways of guaranteeing the Argentinean sare despite the

rndian explosion. one example rerated to the difficurty par-

riamentary members had trying to determine the exact status

of the Argentinean contract negotiations. on June 26, L975,

Mitchelr sharp, âs Acting secretary of state for Externar

Affairs, informed the House of commons that "we have not yet

suppried any nucrear reactor to Argentina". The implication
was that construction had not started--but in fact it had.

Robert stanfiel-d, leader of the conservative opposition
pa:ty, quickly asked why AECL praced an advertisement in The

Globe and l'lail of June 2L , L97 5. fhe ad stated, in part,
that AECL,

in a joint venture, is building a nuclear
power station in the province of Cordoba in
Argentina and is currently recruiting for pro-
fessional engineers and engineering support
staff.

sharp backtracked and stated that "the contract is subject to
the concrusion of the necessary safeguard.s". stanfierd rater
asked Sharp if the Cordoba reactor contract made provisions

for the subsequent negotiation of safeguards. sharp's affir-

mative repry angered the Leader of the opposition. stanfield
recognized that the December l-973 contract could not have in-
cruded the safeguard requirements of the post-rndian nucrear

explosion period. But he was dismayed at sharp's attempts to
cover up the retroactive nature of canadian safeguards on a

reactor wtrose construction had not been hatted.
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On JuIy 14, L975, Donald Macdonald, the Minister of

Energy, Mines, and Resources, tried to clarify Sharp's

earlier blunder. Macdonald stated that "the obligation under

the financial agreement and the continuance of the [Cordoba]

project have been delayed while this [ttre safeguard agree-

ment] is being negotiated". Robert Stanfield countered. by

asking Prime Minister Trudeau to explain the press reports

from Buenos Aires that revealed the project had continued

unabated for the last year under the supervision of AECL.

Furthermore, an AECL official in Canada stated that if site

work were to be stopped, it was up to the Canadian govern-

ment, not AECL, to have it terminated. Trudeau replied that

it was his understanding that work had been suspended. He was

not sure, however, and promised to get back to tl. e House with

an answer.

A little more prying by the opposition parties re-

vealed that work on the Cordoba project had not been halted,

but had continued after the rndian nuclear exptosion with

site work beginning probably in August L974. Ttrus, the Cana-

dian government saw fit to begin site construction within

three months of the Indian nuclear explosion but waited seven

monÈhs to announce the first safeguards policy change. Tru-

deau tried to rationalize the decision:

We v¡ere tied by a contract with Argentina
under tTre prevous arrangements, and it is
quite possible that AECL had no legal basis
under which it could unilateraly break that
contract. It was not its job as an agency to
do so. It was relying on the government to do
so.
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Trudeau was technically correct. AECL's abirity to conclude

and break contracts required cabinet approvar. Thus, the

Liberar cabinet was responsibre for authorizing the continu-
ation of the work at cordoba. But when the cabinet decision

continued to receive strong opposition, Donald Macdonard, the

Minister of EMR, stated on JuIy 28, 1975, that:

in the view of the government, AECL should
meet its obligation but the government of
Canada, acting through its agency, the Atomic
Energy Control Board, will withhold continua_
tion of the contract, insofar as Canadian
component parts are concerned, until they
complete the safeguard agreement.

lfhire it sounded as if the project was being halted, the

canadian pubric's onry guarantee was the government's word.

rt v¡as possibre that only the crucial parts of the reactor
wourd be withtretd, which would alrow AECL to continue with
the preliminary construction phases. This, of course, would

increase AECL's stake in compreting the project. Further-
more, even if the Liberar cabinet's limited work stoppage was

implemented, it would have had little effect on rtalimpianti,
AECL's partner in the Cordoba project.

The extent of the government stop work order v/as

revealed in November L976. While the government did wittrhold
the EDc loan for the cordoba project, with the work continu-
ing in Argentina, AECL began experiencing cash shortages.
The resurt \^ras a $r5 mirlion loan from the Government of
canada to AECL so that it courd "continue to honour the terms

of the existing contract".
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It seemed likely that the Trudeau cabinet preferred

to not face the obstacres posed by safeguards. To overcome

these, hordever, the government found it necessary to sidestep

sensitive issues. For example, when questioned about the

nuclear cooperation agreements between rndia and Argentina,

Alren MacEachen, secretary of state for Externar Affairs,

replied that the

government is aware of agreements between
India and Argentina on nuclear cooperation,
but inasmuch as we have suspended our nuclear
aid to India, and that any nuclear supplies to
Argentina will be subject to the strictest of
safeguards, the government does not anticipate
that independent third party transfer of Cana-
dian suppl j-ed nuclear material could take
place between Argentina and India.

MacEachen ignored the potential transfer or sale of rndian

reprocessing capabilities to Argentina. Also avoided was the

Possible Argentinean abrogation of its IAEA obligations afLer

it had accumurated an adequate stockpire of fissionable

materiar for reprocessing into bomb material. However, for

MacEachen to admit to the very real rikelihood of such

scenarios would have fueled the critics' argument and

threatened the continued existence of the Canadian nuclear

export ptogr.*. I7

(iv¡ worsung

Atomic Energy

received less opposition

major reason was that the

of Canada's sale to South Korea

than the Argentinean case. The

Treaty for the Nonproliferation of
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Nuclear Weapons (Upf)--which South Korea ratified on ApriI
23, L975 after the usA threatened to withhord an Export-
rmport Bank credit for the construction of an American

reactor--was popurarry perceived as an effective method for
preventing trorizontar nuclear weapons proliferation. But

this assumption contained some serious errors which represen-
tatives of most nationar nuclear programs repeatedry attemp-
ted to cover-up. fhe Npr's inabirity to prevent the diver_
sion of fissionable materiar for bomb production was its
major weakness. This was the result of an ineffective
accounting system and an absence of effective sanctions.
whire NPT ratificaton may have carmed certain segments of the
canadian pubric, the fact remains that the south Korean
government bought a 629 MWe CANDU, fuelled entirely by Cana_

dian uranium. lrlhen operated at 75 percent capacity, it courd
produce 4r3 Kg of plutonium-239, or over 50 bombsr pêr year.

The potential destructiveness of this material \^¡as

highrighted by seoul's June Lg75 announcement that south
Korea intended to purchase a French reprocessing prant. This
wourd enabre the easy production of bomb grade materiar. fhe
reprocessing prant quickry became the focar point of the wol-
sung safeguards debate.

since the issue of the reprocessing prant infuri-
ated the opposition, AECL and the canadian government worked

to calm the pubric with additional promises and assurances.
when Tommy Dougras asked prime Minister Trudeau if the
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government was prepared to suspend the sale

tain that Canadian material could not be

production, Trudeau replied that
under our type of saf eguards \¡/e intend to
safeguard the material and the technology
through the entire tife cycle of the supplied
fissionable material. Therefore, there is no
possibility that the Canadian material would
serve in the way the honorable member appre-
hends.

This h/as a very bold statement when one considers that the

plutonium-Z39 produced in a reactor has a half-Iife of 24,OOO

years. This means that, if stored, one-half of the original

amount wiII still exist 24,OOO years later, one quarter after
48,000 years, and one eight after 96,000 years. Trudeau evi-
dently believed that the Canadian state still would be safe-

guarding the material many millenia into the future. But,

according to Trudeau, Canadians could rest assured. as they

had a promise in writing which prevented the materiar from

being used in a bomb. IB

One important question by Robert Stanfield, the

Leader of the conservative opposition, was aimed at arlevia-
ting the Canadian dependence on a 'contractual promise for
preventing diversion. stanfierd asked if the government had

considered insisting upon the repatriation of arl spent fuel
produced in the south Korean reactor. Alran MacEachen, the

secretary of state for External Affairs, offered a repry that
crearry reveared the government's priorities. He stated
that:

until it was cer-

used for h¡eapons
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we are not insisting on the repatriation of
the spent fuel because of the cost and its en-
vironmental implications to Canada, and mainly
because such repatriation would not contribute
significantly to the safeguards in the situa-
tion we are seeking.

gbviously, the cost of transport and its impact on the com-

mercial viability of the Canadian nuclear program were deemed

more important than the prevention of nuclear hteapons proli-

feration. Ttre environmental implicatons to Canada did evoke

a rare admission of one of the serious hazards of nuclear

technology. Yet it appeared that MacEachen v'/as not concerned

with the environmental implications for other parts of the

world--at least, when it might threaten to increase the cost

of a CANDU reactor. One could conclude that Canada was

seeking safeguards which were more cheap than safe.

The Canadian government and AECL were equally unin-

terested in the high invidence of human rights violations

within South Korean society. For example, Douglas Roche,

(p.C.: Edmonton-Strathcona) asked if the government had ex-

amined the reports of Amnesty International, the Internation-

aI Commission of Jurists, and the International League for
the Rights of Man which found Lhat the South Korean regime

I¡/as corrupt, repressive, and relied on torture and false
confessions to remain in power. Roche questioned the
validity of trusting such a regime. Allan MacEachen's repty
was extremely interesting. After admitting that in "the
over-aI1-context" of the sale the government had considered
aII the factors mentioned by Roche, MacEachen commented that
South Korea was an NPT signatory. Presumably, the Canadian
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government attributed more importance to a country's interna-

tional promises to develop nuclear technology for "peaceful

purposes" than its documented violations of human rights. As

well, Canadian officials argued that exporting reactors woutd

provide a power source for industrialization and iob cre-

ation. Ttrus, nuclear power was a means for irr.r"."rrrn the

equitability of the distribution of goods and services. The

critics argued, ho¡¡/ever, that nuclear pov/er yielded IittIe in

the vray of a return for many Third V'lorId Countries. In

tndia, for example, the multimillion dollar RAPP I and II

reactors provided only .25 percent of the energy needed in a

country which received most of its energy from firewood and

dung. Furthermore, to what degree $ras the Indian nuclear

program maintained at the expense of education, irrigation,

soil reclamation, food, and shelter? But India was not

unique. The estimated energy contributions by other CANDU

exports to the total energy requirements were equatly small:

Pakistan's KANUPP , .6 percent; Argentina's Cordoba , .9 per-

cent; and, South Korea's Wolsung, I.1 percent.

The Canadian government's approach underestimated

the impact of nuclear exports on Third World social struc-

tures, and how rapid development could aggravate labour

repression, pollution, militarization, and urbanization while

increasing the economic and social power of state and private

elites. But it rr¡as extremely functional for the Trudeau

government to try to separate economic and political
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swering some of the real concerns of

ed to reactor exports. This might

the nuclear export program. Instead,

rery on more nuclear safeguard". l9
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would have required an-

Canadian citizens oppos-

have further threatened

the government chose to

(v) Safe uard Sanctions in the Januar r97 6 reements
w th South Korea an Arqent na

opposition to the Argentinean and south Korean

reactor exports at least forced the government to make more

information available, and thus confirmed that the canadians

had conducted business without effective contrors. yet it
vras precisely the absence of such controls which enabled the

government to continue its export prans even after the May

r974 rndian exprosion. T'ìrus the Liberar government signed,

on January 26 and 30, L976, the finat nuclear cooperation

agreements with south Korea and Argentina respectivery.
The two agreements basicarly were simirar in compo-

sition and were signed after the parties agreed to six condi-
tions. First, the items suppried or produced with the expor-

ted material, technorogy, or information wourd be used only
for peacefur purposes--therefore, no atomic exprosions.
second, the IAEA would verify the guarantees. fhird, the
transfer to third parties of items suppried and items produc-

ed with these, including subsequent generations of nuclear
material, could occur onry with canadian consent. Fourth,
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L..,,e enrichment and reprocessing of Canadian supptied material

of nuclear material produced required Canadian government

consent. Fifth, IAEA safeguards and bilateral verification

nechanisms where the IAEA system did not apply were to exist

fot the life of the item supplied or the material produced.

Sixth, adequate physical security measures were to be imple-

mented to prevent terrorist diversion.

The safeguards applied to the Argentinan and South

Korean reactors \^rere not a big improvement over those applied

before the Indian explosion. Canada still relied on the con-

tractuar promise of the recipient country and the IAEA veri-
fication system. This was insufficient as the rAEA's bureau-

cratic impediments and imperfect accounting systems \rÍere far
from effective. of equal gravity was the rAEA's disregard of

the material accounted for (p:ar')--ttre spent radioactive fuel
that could be used to deverop a nationar arsenar or porlute
the environment. rt was incorrect to base canadian exports

on the assumption that the rAEA still would be safeguarding

CANDU generated materiar after 24,ooo years. Nor was it wise

to assume that at some point in the near future, Argentina or

South Korea would not chose to renounce the international
safeguard system and begin producing bombs if their govern-

ments perceived such an action to be in their interests.
While the safeguards in the January Lg76 agreements

v¡ere of limited ef f ectiveness, the sanctions \,/ere \,rorse. For

Argentina, in "Lhe event of non-compliance the receiving
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parLy shalr, at the request of the supprying party, immedi-

ately cease to use material, nuclear material, equipment,

facílities and information". How absurd to think that Argen-

tina wourd stop using the materiar after it had chosen to

produce a bomb. Thus, the onry canadian sanction was the

threat of terminating nuclear cooperation. But since the

reactor was completed in May 1983, the threat would Ìrave

ended.

The sanctions on the south Korean contract h¡ere

more specific but equally futile. rn the event of a viora-
tion, the primary sanction enabled canada "to require the

cessation of use and the immediate return to the supprying

Party of any or arl" material or information used or genera-

ted. The sanction was unenforceable. Even Alten MacEachen,

the secretary of state for Externar Affairs, recognized that
while the agreement technicarly courd require the return of
the reactor in the event of a violation, "there are practicar
obstacles in the way" of entering south Korea and bringing
home the CANDU.

Thus, the sanctions applied to the south Korean and

Argentinean reactor exports \¡/ere a travesty. These, and the

simultaneous announcement that the contracts were arready
signed, infuriated many canadians. rn many ways, the January

r976 contracts fuelled the demands for a moratorium on

nuclear 
"xports.20
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(vi ) The Push for a Moratorium

To many Canadians, their government,s nucLear pro-

gram reveared the bankruptcy of assuming that the existing
system could prevent nucl-ear weapons production from Canadian

malerial or technology. Yet, instead of comptying with
public demands for a moratorium, at least until international
safeguards had been strengthenedr pro-Íluclear representatives

often derided their opponents. Members of the anti-nucLear f
peace movement, in particular, \a/ere portrayed as twentieth

century Luddites. British historian Edward p. fhompson has

shown, hov'/ever, that the originar Luddites were not intent on

stopping change, but were concerned about having an input
into their future existence. rn the same wêfr the opponents

of the canadian nucrear program recognized the ecorogicar,

financiar, democratic, and genocidal threats emanating from

the nuclear industry and tried to change these real possi-
biIities.2l

The government, however, continued its paternalis-
tic, reassuring statements. rn June L975, pierre Trudeau

stated:

that we have the moral obligation not to keep
our technology to ourselves and refuse to
share it with other countries if we can find
ways of sharing it and avoiding any destabiti-
z:-ng ef f ect on nucl-ear explosions. We are
trying to do both.

But the January 1976 announcements had made it crear that the

government was interested more

safeguarding nuclear technology

with "sharing"

and material.

rather than

In the House
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of. commons, Tommy Douglas, former reader of the New Democra-

tic Party, summed up the critics' mood by saying that ',many

canadians wirl be saddened today by the announcement the

minister Ìras just made". The two major national opposition

parties resented the government's adamancy on continuing the

CANDU exports to Argentina and south Korea. Both parties

opposed the government's unwirringness to implement a mora-

torium.

Alran MacEachen, the secretary of state for Exter-
nal Affairs, rejected the idea by arguing

that it would not be usefuf if Canada withheld
its sale of these reactors at this stage in
the expectation that this would bring pressure
to bear on other nuclear suppliers, as it
would result in Canada losing sales to other
nuclear suppliers, and we would also lose
whatever influence we are excercising--and I
believe it is considerable--with other
suppliers in upgrading the general leveI of
international safeguards. . . . We believe it
would not have any visibte, obvious effect in
this situation. It might even have a negative
effect.

Three points require attention. First, the canadian govern-

ment refused to withhold the reactor exports, ês it recogniz-
ed the impact this would have throughout the international
nuclear community. rt could have increased the domestic

opposítion to other nationar export programs. second, Mac-

Eachen's fear of losing reactor sares was grounded in a con-

cern over the impact a moratorium would have on the canadian

nucrear program. A state-imposed moratorium would have been

perceíved as a critical recognition of, and restriction orr,
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the nuclear industry's relative political and economic free-

dom to add to global nuclear weapons proliferation. It also

would have imptied non-confidence in international safe-

guards, particularly the emphasis on diverted nuclear materi-

aI rather than spent fuel stockpiles. As well, it would

challenge the emphasis on the promotion of nuclear power.

Third, MacEachen was incorrect in assuming that a moratorium

would end Canada's influence with other nuclear suppliers. A

case could be made that it might weII be increased.

l'lacEachen's pronouncements, hovlever, failed to con-

vince tris critics. Many people were opposed to the subsidiz-

ed sale of ineffectively safeguarded reactors. And the

knowledge that the $500 million Vlolsung and $600 million

Cordoba reactors would not contribute substantially to South

Korean and Argentinean energy needs onl-y heightened Canadian

fears that the reactors v/ere scheduled to play an important

military role.

In March L976, these concerns were expressed by the

federal

by AIlan

opposition parties in a seven-hour debate on a motion

Lawrence (p.C. : Durham-Northumberland) :

This House condemns the government for in-
creasing the threat posed to mankind by the
proliferation of nuclear weapons, and in par-
ticular by its present negotiations to resume
nuclear assistance with India.

The debate really did not shed anything new

allowed opposition members to exercisesituation, but

right to debate the issue and appear opposed to nuclear

Iiferation. T?re system remained intact, for when the

on the

their

pro-

vote
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was cal-led--98 members in favour of the motion and r25 oppos-

ed--the division primarily was along party lines.
The debate and other extra-parliamentary forms of

opposition did not alter the canadian nuclear export program.

But this does not impry that the Trudeau government was

unaware of the caII for a moratorium until the international
safeguards system was effectively increased. T,hese demands

may have encouraged canadian government involvement in the

Nucrear supplier Group's (xsc) secret meetings in London.

The NSG, or "the London club" as it came to be known, was a

supprier's carter presumabry formed on the initiative of the

United States (ttre record is unclear). v,IhiIe initially
rumoured to be an effective vehicle for bolstering the Non-

Proliferation Treaty, eventuatly it was an ineffective
attempt by the world's major nuclear suppriers to hart hori-
zontar proliferation. rt was impricit in the tidbits of
information reaked to the press during the London crub,s
meetings in 1975-76 that something would be done to hart
horizontal nuclear proliferation. But due to ttre weaknesses

of the London club's guidelines, one could argue that the
club was more effective at reducing domestic pressure for an

end to nuclear exports.

In Canada,

Critics recognized that

*

opposition continued.

safeguards could at some

*see Appendix v for a review of the London crub's guiderines.

however, the

the existing
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future point in time be seen as lax. And an obvious resson

had emerged from the rndian renegotiation process. rt was

virtualry impossible to induce a country to agree to addi-
tional safeguards after the fact. From the rndian govern-

ment's perspective, why shourd they: crRUS arready \¡/as buitt
and producing plutonium.

Due to the persistence of the export opponents, the

Trudeau government recognized that the December rg74 safe-
guards announcement had been insufficient to defrect criti-
cism and protect the export program. After January rg76,
with the conclusion of the Argentinean and south Korean con-

tracts, the Trudeau government was free to refurbish its
image as a bulwark against the increasing tide of horizontal
proriferation. The best way to accomplish this was to focus
on the less vital areas of the export program and to increase
the rever of contractual commitments required of recipient
states. fhis was accomplished by terminating nucrear cooper-
ation with rndia and pakistan and announcing the December 22,
Ig76 policy on safeguara,s.22

(vii) lermination of Nuclear Cooperation with India
One wiII remember that on May 22, L974, Mitchell

sharp, the secretary of state for Externar Affairs, issued a

statement which refrected the canadian resentment to the
lndian exprosion. rt stated, in part, that the ',canadian
government has suspended shipments to rndia of nuclear
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equipment and materiar and has instructed the Atomic Energy

of canada l,imited, pending crarification of the situation. to

suspend its InuclearJ cooperatin with rndia". For nearry two

years, the situation remained unsettled.
The main issues were: first, èrr rndian commitment

not to construct nuclear expl0sive devices or conduct pNEs;

second, that the reprocessing and enrichment of canadian sup-

plied uranium or materiar produced in canadian suppried

reactors required Canadian government approval; and third,
that the transfer of items supplied and produced and their
subsequent output courd occur only with canadian authoriza-
tion. T.he Trudeau government demanded Lhat these safeguards,

as welr as those announced in December L974, be appried to
the canadian suppried crRUS research reactor, RApp r and rr,
and the two MADRAS reactors which \^rere under construction
using the information provÍded free of charge in the 1963

technology transfer. Agreement on these safeguards v¡as the
prerequisite to the resumption of canadian assistance on the
RAPP II reactor.

one can assume that when the canadian negotiating
team, red by Michet Dupuy (ttre Assistant under-secretary of
State for External Affairs) and lvan Head (of the prime

Minister's office), began their secret discussion, they hoped
that the Indian government would agree to the new contractual
Promises. This would have been the easiest route for the
Trudeau government. But when the rndians refused to accept
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these demands, what choices were avairable to the federal

cabinet? There were basicarry two options: they could con-

tinue or terminate the negotiations. one must then ask what

were the economic and poriticar costs of each aÌternative.
AECL wourd have opposed terminating nuclear cooperation,

fearing the economic impact of any rost contracts. But this
was not the onry factor. As Arran MacEachern argued,

canada's reputation as a nuclear supprier arso \ras an issue.

on the other hand, trying to continue negotiations in order

to revive cooperation probably wourd have had a negligible
economic impact beyond RAPP rr. Aside from the sale of spare

parts and heavy water, future Indian reactor contracts hrere

rather unrikery. The rndian nuclear program was relatively
welr developed and autonomous, as exemplified by the util íza-
tion of the CANDU supplied tectrnorogy for MADRAS r and rr.
Therefore, ottawa faced rndian opposition to additionar safe-
guards, a relatively negligible economic loss if cooperation

were terminated with rndia as compared to Argentina or south

Korea, and domestic opposition to the entire reactor export
program. The Trudeau government would have recognized that
it courd reap varuabre domestic politicar benefits by termi-
nating cooperation with rndia and appearing tough with cus-

tomers that did not agree with the nehr safeguards. such a

move also would have diverted attention a\^ray from the more

important south Korean and Argentinean contracts. Thus, on

May 18, 1976, on the second anniversary of the rndian nucrear
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explosion, Canada terminated nuclear cooperation on the

premise that India

reactors.23

had agreed to safeguard only the RAPP

( viii ) Termination of Nuclear Coo eration with Pakistan

After the May IB, I974 Indian nuclear explosion,

the Canadian government began concerning itsetf with other

reactor exports that could contribute to the fissionable

material needed for another country to enter the nuclear

club; KANUPP was an obvious candidate. Concern over various

reports that the Pakistani government was intent on producing

a nuclear bomb from the plutonium derived from KANUpp (paXis-

tan's ony povrer reactor) increased in L972. pakistan's prime

Minister Zulfikar Ati Bhutto argued that there was already a

Hindu bomb, a Jewish bomb, a Christain bomb, and a Communist

bomb. Bhutto asked why should there not be an Islamic bomb?

What was not publically known at the time--or was convenient-

ty covered up by various international agencies--hras that

Bhutto was apparently undertaking a bomb program financed

through a pact with Libyan leader Col-onel Moammar Khradafy.

After the Canadian government announced its Decem-

ber 1974 safeguards policy, êrr attempt was made to increase

the contractual promises on the KANUPP reactor. CognizanL of

the effect the Indian nuclear explosion would have on the in-

tense Indo-Pakistan state rivalry, the Canadian government

worked to conclude a safeguard agreement wittr Pakistan
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similar to the ones being negotiated with Argentina, South

Korea, and India. The major safeguards under discussion

included: first, a Pakistani commitment to not develop a

nuclear explosive device or conduct a PNE; second, that the

reprocessing and enrichment of Canadian supplied uranium or

material produced in the KANUPP required Canadian government

approval; and third, ðr increase ín the number of IAEA safe-

guards applicable to the Pakistani reactor.

The negotiations did not go welI. In February

L976, Pierre Trudeau succintly summarized the probtem, stat-

ing that the Pakistani government had argued "that our safe-

guards are in a sense being applied retroactively since they

are being heightened in the process of an exchange which

began some years ago". The canadian government was interes-

ted in maintaining the uranium export and spare parts

contracts. But when faced with Pakistani opposition, the

Trudeau government concruded that it courd reap varuable

political benefits by appearing tough with potential viola-

tors. Hence, Trudeau decided to terminate nucl-.ear coopera-

tion. As in the rndian case, it served to direct attention

away from the south Korean and Argentinean contracts.

Furthermore, the termination of nucrear cooperation with

Pakistan on January r, L977 convenientry coincided with the

December 22, r976 announcement of another "new" federar safe-
guard policy, and thus each served to increase the political

impact of the other.24
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(ix) The December 22, 1976, Safeguard Announcement

Late in the afternoon and just

broke for Christmas, Donald Jamieson, the

for External Affairs, announced one major

nuclear export policy. Henceforth,

Yet there were problems

First, it revealed that

before the House

Secretary of State

change in Canada's

with requiring NpT ratifi-

the Canadian government was

Shipments to non-nuclear hreapon states under
future contracts will be restricted to those
which ratify the Non-proliferation Treaty orotherwise accept international safeguard- ontheir entire nuclear program. It follows from
this policy that Canada wiII terminate nuclear
shipments to any non-nuclear weapons state
which explodes a nuclear device.

Jamieson acknowledged that this requirement was in addition

to the safeguards announced in December L974.

Requiring Npr ratification was a positive step.

However, the treaty possessed a number of contradictory and

disciminating assumptions which reduced its effectiveness.

The NPT did not prohibit proriferation outright, but arlowed

the dissemination of nuclear technorogy. fhe probrem of

overhang proliferation remained, and nothing was done about

vertical proriferation. fhe Npr arrowed supervised pNEs and

relied upon the rAEA's safeguard system, with its primary

dependence on material accountancy. But weak as it was, the

NPT was the best safeguard mechanism available international-
ty. rt resutted in furr-scope coverage of a country's non-

clandestine nuclear power program.

cation.
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not concerned with harting verticar proriferation. As

Jamieson stated, the government's new policy was required

only of non-nucrear weapon states and that the canadian

government would terminate nucrear shipments shourd such a

country explode a nuclear device. This poricy thus enabled

the Canadian government and nuclear industries to conclude

nuclear transfers with voracious vertical proliferators such

as the united states, the united Kingdom, and France. The

I976 safeguard requirement also allowed uranium sales to West

Germany even though it was concruding a fulr nuclear fuer
cycle sale to Brazir which wourd enabre the fatter to develop

a nuclear bomb. canada's onry reguirement for nuclear

hreapon states and NPT signatories was that they accept

Canada's post-l974 safeguard requirements.

Requiring NPT ratification onry on future contracts

v/as a second strortcoming of the I976 safeguard announcement.

Thus, the December L976 poricy change did not stop the Argen-

tinean or south Korean reactor exports. T.he Trudeau govern-

ment therefore acted onry in areas where the economic ross

was negligftte. 25

As with the termination of nuclear cooperation with
rndia and PakisLan, the canadian government's requirement of
NPT ratification prior to nucrear cooperation, while an im-

portant step, \n¡as also a very important pubric relations
tool. At reratively little cost, the Trudeau government was

able to reap considerable political benefits and maintain the
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nuclear export program basicarly unchanged. After the Decem-

þe:r 1976 announcement, when the critics demanded a moratorium

on reactor exports, government officials simpry courd retort

that canada had the strictest safeguards and was "charti_ng a

course which we hope wirr serve as a comperling example for

oLher nucrear supprier" " . 26 The imprication was that in

having the strictest safeguards, Canada's nuclear

were in some way "safe" from contributing to nuclear

feration. After the Indian nuclear explosion,

their government's

however,

exports

proli-

fewer

Canadians \^tere so certain of assurances.

SUMMARY

rt is evident that the canadian nucrear export pro-
gram did not change significantly since its inception during
the Second Wor1d War. Had it done so, one could conclude

that the program could not directly or indirectly contribute
to vertical, horizontal, inadvertant, or overhang prolifera-
tion. The above discussion reveals that such a concrusion

wourd be incorrect. The major difference was the level of
antiproriferation rhetoric. And whire there was an increase
in the number and type of commitments required of recipients
of canadian-supptied nucrear material and technorogy, the
system was not altered.

The canadian nucrear export program stirl operated

without pubric input. Federar cabinet control remained

intact. And, aside from the interests vested in the canadian
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cabinet, there v¡ere large bureaucratic and corporate impedi_

ments within the canadian nuclear industry that wourd have

opposed structural changes or even threats of change.* Evi-
dentry, the house that c.D. Howe buirt was buirt to withstand
intrusions but not alterations. Even the rndian nucrear
explosion was unabre to change the structure of the canadian

nuclear export program.

The Indian explosion, however, was not the only
event that revealed state and private maneuvering to protect
vested interests. The canadian governmÇnt's involvement in
an internationar uranium price fixing cartel posed an equarly
threatening public relations problem for the Canadian nuclear
export program. The significance of this undertaking will be

examined in the next chapter.

*For a breakdown of these vested interests, see Appendix VI.
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CHAPTER IV: URANIUM SALES

, The preceding chapters examined how the canadian

government promoted the export of nucrear reactors. canada's

stake in foreign sales, however, went beyond the marketing of

technology. The export of uranium was also important.

uranium mining was not as capitar intensive as the reactor

industry, but a similarity did exist between the two. Both

were dependent on federal money and support. This chapter

wilt focus on how ottawa facilitated the growth of uranium

production and the marketing of uranium abroad.

There were four phases in the rise of the uranium

industry. The first, or developmental, phase continued from

the earry r930s to 1959. rt was during this period that ura-
nium deposits were discovered and in due course committed to
the American bomb program. This phase ended with the 1959

American decision not to renev¡ its contract options on cana-

dian uranium due to the discovery of sufficient domestic

suppries. T'hroughout the second phase, the canadian program

ranguished. And a 1963 American embargo on arr foreign
uranium onry cast further doubt on the minerar's future in
canada. But in the same year, a third phase began with the
announcement of a federal uranium stockpiting program.

Between 1963 and L97o, the canadian government announced two

additionar uranium stockpiling programs to hetp support the
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mining corporations. The government arso attempted to diver-

sLfy the purchasers of canadian uranium. But the tevel of

fedetaL assistance for Canadian uranium industries reached

new heights during the fourth phase. The involvement of the

canadian government in the internationar uranium carter of

the early 197os reveared rather formidable attempts at

increasing uranium profits. The canadian industry possibry

had entered a fifth phase during the rai.e 197os and earty
l980s. rt seemed that the industry, fueled by the profits of
the uranium carter, had geared up for a major expension

anticipated for the 1990s. But to understand the industry,s
confidence, it wourd hetp to recognize the degree of its
dependency on federar assistance. This was a tradition
established from the very first.

A. PHASE ONE: ORIGINAL DEVELOPMENT AND EXPANSION FOR !{AR
( 1930-r959

(i) Activities Before 1939

.Before the second world war, there were no conrmer-

cial uses for uranium. rt was pitchblende that was varued in
the pre-atomic era. Through a refining process, radium was

extracted from the pitchblende, while the uranium remained in
the waste. Radium was used for medicat purposes and the pro-
duction of ruminous paints, mainry for wristwatcÏ¡es. As v/ar

àPproached, it became increasingry varuabre for illuminating
àirplane guages.
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During this formative period, the inLernational

radium market was control-led by union Minieré du Haut-Katanga

a Be.lgian company that operated in the congo rn rg2r, its
radium sold at about $70,000 per gram. This was considerabl_y
'less than the $l7o,o0o per gram asked by a cororado company

between 1912-I918. While the price difference reflected the
greater concentration of the congo are, it arso refrected the
internationar radium market's boom and bust cycles.

Canadian involvement in the international radium

market did not begin until t4ay 1930, when Gilbert Labine dis_
covered pitchblende on the southeast shore of Great Bear Lake

( later known as port Radium) . Labine was the director of
Erdorado Gold þlines Limited, a company incorporated in 1926

f or the development of a gord property in l,lanitoba This
property h/as crosed in rg2g and the surplus money used to
finance exploration in the Northwest rerritories Mining
began at Port Radium in Lg32 and the fotlowing year a refin-
ery v/as buirt at port Hope, ontario. However, the effects of
opening a new mine during the global- depression, prus the
price setting schemes undertaken by union Minieré in order to
protect its position, resulted in an oversuppl_y- further de

creasing the price of radium. By -g4o the break economic
future forced El-dorado to close its port Radium mine. The

company simply tried to serr its inventory. yet even these
attemts failed. Throughout the period when radium was its
principar product, Erdorado did not earn a profit rt was
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the Second World War and the accom-

military uses of uranium that the

Mines accumulated.

of

the

GoId

(ii) Wartime Ex ansron

rt was otto Frisch's discovery of uranium fission
in 1938-39 in Berl-in which accelerated the growing interest
in the potentiar uses of uranium. with the onset of \dar in
september 1939, experiments continued in England France,

Germany and the united states. But the German invasion of
the low countries and most of France in l94O disrupted union

Miniere's operations, threatened l,Íestern Arried access to
uranium supplies, and restricted most atomic experiments to
Britain and, increasingty, the united states and canada.

As noted in chapter r the Americans in particurar
were concerned with securing a suppry of uranium for their
atomic pire experiments. By December 1942, they controrred
most of union Miniere's uranium stockpiles. More important
for canada, however, the united states Atomic Energy commis-

sion (usenc) in Jury rg42 ordered 350 tons of uranium concen-

trate from Eldorado, or nearly arr of its stockpile. The

rarge order sparked the interest of c.D. Howe, canada's
Minister of Munitions and suppry. He wanted Erdorado's port
Radium mine back in production. To faciritate this goa1,

Howe gave the company clearance for obtaining arl required
materials needed to resume operations. By August lg4z, the
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port Radium mine was producing uranium ore for the American

nuclear bomb program.

But simply having the mine back in production was

insufficient to guarantee canadian control of the minerar,
particularly when the Americans and the British were clamour-

ing for more uranium. Thus, prime Minister Mackenzie King's
cabinet impremented the war Measures Act and expropriated
Eldorado Mining and Refining Lirnited ( its name had been

changed from Eldorado Gold Mines Ltd. in Juty 1943). on

January 28, 1944, for a total payment of nearly $5.3 million
the Canadian federal government claimed technical control of
the second most important uranium mine in the non-Axis wortd.
Of similar importance, in turning Eldorado into a crohrn

corporation, the government had the only refining mill in
North America.

The nationalization of Erdorado was a major step.
It came at a time when the Americans had secretly contracted
virtually arl of Eldorado's production. vthy was it taken?
Two reasons are evídent. First, by estabrishing a base

price, it allayed American fears that the company might
rapidly inflate uranium prices. And second, the Canadian

federar government profited from the uranium exports. The

initar profits r¡/ere made by funnerling the uranium into the
l"lanhattan pro ject, the code name for the US bomb program.
The exact amounts of Canadian uranium contributed to and the
direct revenues received from the bomb program are not
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Bear Lake mine contributed to

Japanese civiLians in Hiroshima
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that uranium from the Great

the deaths of thousands of
land Nagasaki.

( iii) Postwar Development

The end of the second world war in August Lg4s did
not halt the export of Canadian uranium to the American bomb

program. Instead, deliveries were increased and augnnented

with suppries of plutonium after zEEp, canada,s first nucrear

reactor, went critical on september s, L94s. rn 1947, the
plutonium deliveries to the us \dere increased when the NRX

reactor, arso at chalk River, ontario, went criÈicar. The

cultivation of the American miritary connection served a

number of functions for the real and perceived objectives of
canadian policy makers. rt offered considerable revenue to
the federal treasury; encouraged the continentalist economic

strategy increasingry adopted in the post-1945 period; and

aided the l¡festern opposition to the Soviet Union.

rn 1948, however, canadian uranium production was

linked even closer to American needs. Two days after the
united states senate endorsed the multi-billion dollar Euro-
pean Recovery Program (or Marshall plan), on March 16, Lg4B,

c . D. Howe , the t'linister of Reconstruction and suppry, an-

nounced to the Canadian House of Commons a ner^r and expanded

uranium program. A minimum price of ç2.75 per pound guaran-

teed for five years was established in conjunction with a
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poricy which alrowed private exploration and mining of
uranium ore. Despite this shift, Erdorado's position was

secure; it vras declared canada's sore purchasing agent.

Thus, while private participation increased, arl sales went

through the crown corporation.

The new poricy served a number of important func-
tions. Most notably, it ended American pressure for more

uranium and for private mining. The usA, in many ways, was

able to force canada to change its uranium policy. As Lester

Pearson stated in 1959.

I know the pressure that was brought to bear
on the Canadian government to make every pos-
sible effort to get this field going.... We
were told that in doing so it !ùas not only im-
portant for the point of view of commercial
development in Canada, but it was a great ser-
vice to the defence of the free world.

The pressure v/as increased in earry 1948 when the united
states Atomic Energy commission (useec)--canada's sore urani-
um customer (suppries to Britain at this time were insignifi-
cant)--announced a new policy. It stated that

In general it will be Commission policy topurchase ores for its program for private
sources and limit direct government production
as far as possible.

The American pressure, however, was unnecessary.
Mackenzie King's cabinet recognized that it was in their in-
terest to make the poricy change. rt decreased government

exproration costs and red to a us commitment to buy canadian
uranium until 1962-63. The result was a decade-rong uranium
boom.
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Between March r94B and February r958 Erdorado

entered into purchasing contracts with sixteen companies and

made matching sales contracts. The toLal value of these

agreements was approximatery $r 425,723,000. Throughout the

t950s, ãs uranium production rates skyrocketed, it seemed

that a new canadian stapre was emerging. rn 1954, production

was varued at S26 milrion. By l-956, uranium production had

increased 800 percent since the end of the Second World l,tar.

In 1957, the output yielded 9136 miltion and in 1958, the

L4,r2o tons of uranium oxide earned $290,228,356. rn 1958,

the value of uranium exports equarled 5 percent of all cana-

dian commodity exports. And in 1959, twenty-five operating

mines produced r5,000 tons of uranium oxide valued at over

$331 milrion. fhe 1959 production ranked the canadian

uranium industry first among canadian-based metal and ore

producers in terms of dorrar value of exports and made

uranium the fourth largest of aII Canadian exports.

Yet despite the investment mania, massive private

and state profits, and the discovery of more and more uranium

for the American bomb program, the industry Ïrad been built on

a shakey foundation. rt basicaJ-ly had onry one customer.

Granted, in March L957, Britain agreed to purchase $rrs
mirrion of uranium, with deriveries running to March 31,

1962. There arso was a $r05 mitrion contract under consider-
ation for L962-63. But v¡hile some diversification had occur-
red, 99 percent of arl the uranium mined in canada had been
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an estimated 15,00O nuclear

disaster struck when that

B PHASE TWO: AN UNCERTAIN FUTURE ( r960-r963 )

(i) The US Decision to Fo tract Renewals

Beneath the frenzy of the 1950s Canadian uranium

fever was a concern for the instability of the boom. And by

the end of the decade, members of the Canadian uranium indus-

try had reason to worry. American production, largely from

Colorado, had been undergoing a meteoric increase. From

1956-1959, American production of UgOg (tfre refined

uranium oxide or "yellowcake") had more than tripled, rising
from under 5,000 tons to over I5,000 tons. By 1959, the

American production of 15,I98 tons surpassed the 13,730 tons

imported from canada. The Americans were, ôs Lester pearson

stated in the House of Commons, "in a position to supply

nearly all the world's requirements for uranium".

Thus, in August 1959, the United States Atomic

Energy Commission (USAEC), which had until March 31, 196I, to
exercise its renewal options, mailed a retter to ottawa

saying that the contracts due to expire in 1963 wourd not be

renewed. Fearing the political repercussions, John

Diefenbaker's conservative government did not inform the

country. Instead, the American decision \¡¡as not disclosed
until November 6 , 1959, r¡r¡hen the government simultaneous Iy
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announced that the existing contracts with the usAEC and the

united Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (uxane) wourd be

stretched out untir December 3f, 1966. Evidentry, Diefen-

baker waited until his government courd sweeten the bad news.

Delaying the announcement, however, made little difference.
I^líth the American decision, disaster had struck the canadian

uranium industry. rt also was a serious blow to the conser-
vative government. Diefenbaker needed to be wary of the
risks of merging canadian nationar interests with those of
the united states.

By July 1959, the specuration that the us wourd not
renew its contract options led to a 55 percent decrease in
the varue of uranium capital equity shares from the Lg57

peak. rn an attempt to soften the crash, there were several
suggestions for other uses of canadian uranium. The Finan-
cial Post, for example, hinted that the Canadian production
of large quantities of nucrear bombs would aid the domestic
nuclear industry. while this suggestion was not adopted, the
Diefenbaker government watched as the industry withered. rn
r960, uranium production and profits were down 2L percent
from 1959. Furthermore, the ross of the American miritary
market rapidry accelerated the process of consolidation.
Through a series of mine closures and company amargamations,
the 1959 peak of twenty-three producing mines was reduced to
ten by 1960.

holvever,

The decision to not renew its contract options,
was not the onry brow that the Americans derivered
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Lo the Canadian uranium industry. By pursuing their ohrn in-

terests, the Americans blocked Canadian attempts at increas-

íng uranium export diversification. As of July 1956, the US

already had concluded seventeen bilateral uranium contracts.

But in April 1959, the US announced that within the next four

years it wourd build one million kilowatts of nuclear genera-

Ling poþ/er in six Euratom countries--the Federar Republic of

Germany, France, Italy, BeIgium, Luxemburg, and the NeLher-

lands (Euratom, ot the European Atomic Energy Community, was

established on January 1, 1958 and served, in essence, ês a

regional IAEA). rncluded in the r959 us-Euratom agreement

v¡as a long-term loan of $I35 million and a ten year guaran-

teed supply of enriched uranium. American light water

reactors used enriched uranium fuel which was not produced in

canada or compatible with the natural uranium fuerred cana-

dian reactors. rt became evident that the burgeoning Ameri-

can nucrear industry quickry was relegating the canadian

reactor and uranium programs to positions of insignificance.
These factors undoubtedly contributed to the

Diefenbaker government's rushing of the canadian reactor pro-
gram, despite insufficient information from the NRU and NpD

prototype models. rt was an attempt to bring the canadian

natural uranium reactor onto the domestic and international
market. Officials anticipated this would ensure the Canadian

reactor program's future and provide markets for canadian

uranium. But while the action offered long-term hope, it was
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!,rith negligible immediate ef f ects. It was

the

a symbolic move

not until after 1963 federal election that

federal assistance. With

so began the era

the industry

the return to

of federally
received substantial

pohrer of the Liberal party,

funded uranium stockpiting. 3

C. PHASE THREE: FEDERAL STOCKPILING (1963-f97O)

(i) Pearson's I963 Program

The 1963 federal election was an important landmark

in Canada's nuclear history, best remembered for the debate

on the placement of nuclear missiles in Canada. Earlier, the

opposition Liberal party had been against the idea, but in a

January L2, 1963 speech at a York-Scarborough Liberat Associ-

ation meeting, Lester Pearson reversed his policy and commit-

ted the party to the acquisition of nuclear arms. Canadian

corporate interests actively supported Pearson's nehr posi-

tion. John Warnock states in Partner to Behemoth that the

President of the Royal Bank of Canada sent his employees a

Ietter urging them to vote for the Liberal party. Warnock

argues that the Canadian industries engaged in armament pro-

duction "feared the adverse results of the re-election of
John Dj-efenbaker", and supported. Pearson's January 1963 volte

face. Warnock also cites incidents of American intervention
in an attempt to increase the likelihood of Pearson Liberals'
,^vrctory.'
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The placement of nuclear missiles in Canada, how-

ever, was not the only issue of the 1963 election. Through-

out the campaign, the Liberals blamed the Conservatives for

losing the American uranium contracts. While the US decision

probably was an independent action taken by the usAEc in res-

ponse to American corporate interests, the Liberar charge

denigrated the Diefenbaker government. But the Conservatives

did not have many alternatives with which to repair the

damage. They succeeded in negotiating a stretchout of urani-

um deliveries; but this was not a major accomplishment, âs

the USAEC did the same with many Àmerican mining companies.

Likewise, the European market was limited, and the British
contracts did not compensate for the drastic drop in demand.

Pearson insisted that action be taken and made uranium sales

into an election issue. Three weeks prior to the April g,

I963, federar election, full-page advertisements appeared

stating Pearson' s guarantee to keep the mines open if he \^/ere

elected.

The Aprir 1963 Liberal victory recommitted canada

to a policy advocating the continued state expansion of the

canadian uranium industry. within six weeks of the new

session of parliament, Pearson announced a federal uranium

stockpiling program to a serected group of infruenLiar peopre

working on uranium revitalization. Mitcherr sharp, the new

Minister of Trade and commerce, later explained pearson's

Policy to the House of Commons:
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The government. . . is prepared to buy, and to
stockpile, the quantities of uranium that wiII
enable certain mines to maintain present
employment until JuIy 1, 1964, ât prices that
will cover the operating costs of the mines to
that date.

The Liberals committed the country to investing $20 million
(eventually, close to $25 million hras spent) over a one-year

period to perpetuate the exploitation of a mineral which, up

until that point, was primarily for the production of nuclear

\deapons. WhiIe the amount invested did not fifl the void

left from the loss of the American contracts, it was an

important precedent and a symbolic act that had more

ímmediate effects than the Conservative government's rushing

of the reactor program.

Pearson limited his stockpiling program to one year

not because of a shortage of taxpayer's money. Rather, a

Ionger program would exert "a depressing influence on the

price or uranium for many years". Thus, "extended stockpit-
ing would not be in the national interest". Yet one must

question the "national interest" of a $ZS million program

that involved only the Milliken and Denison mines in Elliot
Lake--which, incidently, was in Pearson's Algoma East consti-
tuency--and the Faraday míne in Bancroft, Ontario.

The Liberals recognized, however, that the stock-
piling program, while a considerable handout, h/as not going

to solve the industry's probtems. Without American coopera-

tion, which wasr'rniifety after the 1963 US embargo on foreign
uranium, Canada's industry could languish in the wilderness.
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Even Jean Luc Pepin, speaking for the government, admitted

that they did not expect the uranium industry to produce at

capacity before the early 1970s. pearson recognized that

this would be too late for large segments of the industry; if

it \^rere to be maintained, new sares wourd be needed

immediately. But in the wake of the rhetoric surrounding

"Atoms for Peace", the International Atomic Energy Agency's

promotion of "peacefur" nucrear power, and the late r950s and

early r960s groundswell of public opposition to nucrear

weapons tests, the government was hard pressed to ensure its
citizens that canadian uranium wourd no longer contribute to

more nucrear bombs. Thus, the contradictory objectives of

trying to increase uranium production whire promising

peaceful purposes vrere embodied in the Liberal's 1965 federal
uranium policy.5

(ii) Canada's Uranium Proclaimed Peaceful

Prime Minister Pearson announced the government's

new uranium poricies to the House of commons on June j, 1965.

The first part of the program pertained to the uses of
Canadian uranium. Henceforth,

export permits will be grant.ed , ot commitments
to issue permits wiII be given, with respect
to sales or uranium covered by contracts en-
tered into from now on, only if the uranium is
to be used for peaceful purposes.

Before such sales were authorized, the recipient country must

arready have concluded a verification and contror agreement
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!{ith Lhe rnternationar Atomic Energy Agency. But the empha-

sis on peaceful applications v/as a public relations tool that

hid the weapons potentiar from canadian citizens; pearson's

crause courd not stop the production of nucrear bombs from

Canadian uranium.

Gordon Edwards, in an articre in Transitions, has

argued that the commitment to peaceful uses only can exist on

paper. T.he reason is a functon of nuclear technology. To

make a nuclear bomb, usuarry one needs to enrich the naturar-

ly occurring o.7 percent 'ever of u-235 in natural uranium to

over 90 percent. To fuel a light water power reactor (most

canadian uranium exports are used for us derived technology),

the 0.7 percent revel of u-235 must be raised to 3 percent
(American supplied light water reactors use slightly enriched
fuel). In the enrichment facilities of the nuclear weapons

states, uranium from a variety of countries may be used si-
multaneousry. At the 3 percent stage the required amount is
removed for the nuclear po\úer program. fhe remaining uranium

then can be enriched to over 90 percent. fhis enriched
material can be used for nuclear h/eapons production.

The paper promise that canadian uranium wourd be

used for peacefur purposes simpry required a littre juggring
of the books. The recipient was obliged to ensure that the
amount removed at the 3 percent stage was equivarent to or
greater than the amount of canadian uranium used at the
beginning. There was no physicar guarantee that canadian
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uranium rriould not remain for enrichment to \.Jeapons grade

¡¡ateríaI, onJ-y a degree of calculation on paper.

Yet most of the Members of parliament listening to

pearson's promise that Canadian uranium would not be used for

military purposes did not realize that the prohibition exist-

eð only on paper. On this, the government was silent.

Rather than address the issue of Canadian uranium facilita-

LLng the production of nuclear weapons, the government pre-

ferred to emphasize the promotional component of Pearson's

1965 uranium policy. This pertained to the three vrays the

Liberals planned to increase uranium sales. First, the

government was prepared to authorize contract commitments

"for the average anticipated Iife of each reactor", estimated

to be thirty years. such exports did not have to be used in

canadian reactors. second, Pearson announced the govern-

ment's wirlingness to authorize exports for up to a five-year
period during which time the recipient country could simpry

stockpire the canadian uranium. This would arlow the pur-
chasers to accumurate uranium supplies for reactors not yet
under construction or in operation. And as part of this
program, Pearson stated that "the canadian government wirl
activery encourage and assist the canadian uranium industry
in seeking export markets " . The gtovernment' s third point was

an important tidbit saved for the end. pearson stated that
in order to prevent any further reduction in uranium
production and to compensate for insufficient sares the
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government was undertaking another stockpiling program. This

plan, Iimited to companies that already had produced uranium,

resulted in the federal government buying uranium oxide at

ç4.9O per pound and in quantities that maintained employment

and corPorate Profits.
It was an important policy announcement. Yet two

points sTrould be made about this major new program. First,

not surprisingly the new peaceful-use requirement did not

affect the existing contracts with the United States and

Britain, even though the two countries were consulted before

the program was announced in the House of commons. This

leads one to suspect that both refused to comply with the new

demands. And second, admirable as it was to increase the

safeguards on Canadian uranium exports, there was something

peculiar in the timing of the policy change. It coincided

with French attempts to obtain Canadian uraniu*.6

(iii) Canadian Uranium in French Bombs?

In February

nuclear bomb, and in
struggling to develop

undertaking the first
Thus, in order to meet

France had detonated its firstr960,

the

its

years immediately

OI¡¡n nuclear force.

of its nuclear

needs of the two

following rr'ras

It also was

power program.

programs, the

phase

the

Commissariat d'Energie Atomique (Cne), the state body that
managed the French power and military nuclear programs,

wanted to purchase considerable supplies of uranium to
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augment the country's domestic production. Denison Mines, a

ptívare Canadian mining company, \^¡as interested in providing

the uranium. In February 1965, the company was negotiating

wittr Euratom and France for a rumoured 50,000 tons or $700

million contract.

It was during the Denison-CEA negotiations, in June

L965, that Ottawa announced its peaceful-use requirement.

The French were offended. They resented the sudden, and from

their perspective, discriminatory change in the Canadian ura-

nium policy. From the Canadian producers' viewpoint, while

the change in policy possibly legitimized uranium exports in

the eyes of the domestic population, it made it increasingly

difficutt to conclude a sale with France. Despite the Paris

meeting of influential Canadian uranium figures such as

Pearson's l"finister of Trade and Comrnerce, Robert Winters, who

was opposed to Pearson's peaceful-use policy, and the French

Minister of Scientific Research, Alain Peyrefitte, in

February 1966, a settlement was not reached. The two simply

agreed that it would be good to "meet from time to time";

which was Ottawa's diplomatic description of the breakdown in

discussions.

The French refusal to accept Canadian safeguards

seemed to imply that they wanted the uranium for military
purposes. As well, it appeared that the Liberal government's

policies, in this instance, had been effective in limiting

the use of Canadian uranium for nuclear \^¡eapons. But
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why, in June 1965, did pearson implement

that halted the French uranium sale and

a taxpayer funded stockpiling program to

Mines for some of its potential losses?

suddenly felt Canadian uranium had

nuclear bombs and that June 1965 hras

end this tradition?

particularly when one

uranium mines in 1965

a policy essentially

instead encouraged.

compensate Dension

Was it that pearson

contributed to enough

the appropriate time to
WhiIe possible, it seems simplistic,

remembers the dismal status of Canada's

and the over $75 million required to

Pearson' s

after the

not to go

Americans

of

may

if

implement the 1965 stockpiJ"ing program. Or, \^¡as

policy, âs some speculated at the time, implemented

us had brought pressure to bear on the canadians

ahead with the proposed deal? After all, the

resented charles De Gaurre's insistence on an independent

French nuclear force du frappe. WhiIe

the issue has been unclear, it seems

the public record

that both reasons

have infruenced pearson's actions. yet, one must ask

Pearson also was attempting to achieve a third objective.
was Pearson's 1965 uranium policy aimed at divorcing the
entire canadian nuclear program from its miritary roots, thus
facilitating the expansion of the canadian nuclear pohrer

reactor program? The strength at this supposition is in-
creased when one examines the nuclear market of the mid to
tate 1960s.7
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(iv) The Anticipated Arrival of the Nuclear Power Market

As the 1960s passed, nuclear officials around the

world stated that po\,{er reactor technology finally had reach-

ed the "take-off stage". Such seemed to occur with the Cana-

dian nuclear program. It was developing rapidly. On Decem-

1oer 16,'L963, the RAPP I agreement with India was announced.

On August 20, 1964, the federal and Ontario provincial gover-

nments released their plans to build Pickering I and II. On

December 24, 1965, ân agreement with Pakistan was signed for

the KANUPP reactor. On September 2, 1966, the Gentilly I

reactor for Quebec was publicized. On November I5, L966, the

Douglas Point reactor was started up, and negotiations were

underway for RÀPP II and Pickering III and IV. Iù appeared

that the Diefenbaker gamble might pay off. Maybe the

Canadian reactor program could support the uranium industry.

A contract settlement in late December L966 appear-

ed to prove that it could. Ontario Hydro agreed to buy 6,500

tons of uranium concentrates . Rio Algom I'lines Ltd. suppried

80 percent, with the remainder provided by Eldorado tlining
and Refining Ltd. Deliveries \^rere to begin in I97O and con-

tinue into the 1980s. The undisclosed price was estimated to
be above $5.00 per pound. The canadian mining community v¡as

jubilant as the order signalred the arrivar of a significant
domestic market. But they recognized that to maintain

profits they still needed export contracts. They were not

disappointed.
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on october rB. L966, ottawa approved an estimated

$ro0 mirrion sare for 8,000 short tons of uranium oxide to

Britain. The contract was negotiated between Rio Atgom Mines

Ltd., a subsidiary of Britain's internationar mining congÌo_

merate Rio Tinto Zinc, ôrd the United Kingdom Atomic Energy

Authority (unera¡. The contract allowed for continuation of
agreements expiring in rgTr to run to the end of lg8o with an

option to buy up to tr,soo tons. The pearson government and

the mining community \,ì/ere ecstatic: the IAEA stated there

were adequate safeguard mechanisms for proper accounting; the
British were wirring to negotiate the detailed aspects of
verification; and the contract, being filted by Rio Algom's

Elliot Lake properties, was expected to keep the company's

mine and the community going at reast untir rg8o

The British contract, hov¡ever, was not an isorated
event. Large dears also were signed with Japan and vJest

Germany. rn 1967, Denison Mines Ltd. obtained an order to
supply at least 2L mirlion pounds of uranium oxide over ten
years starting in 1969 to the Tokyo Electric power co.
Stephen Roman, T,he president of Denison Mines , stated that
this was the rargest private commerciar sale in the history
of the uranium industry. AIso in L967, Rio Algom Mines
obtained a contract to suppry the Tokyo Electric power co.
vrith over lo mirrion pounds of uranium oxide over ten years
commencing in 1969. rn 1968, Denison mines obtained two
contracts to deliver over BOO,oo0 pounds of uranium oxide to
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west Germany. These two contracts and the one to Japan in

L967, rargely h¡ere responsibre for Denison's Srz.7 milrion
profit in 1968. But the mining companies not onry received

money for uranium sord. rn 1969, for exampre, the Japanese

contributed at reast $s million to the Kerr McGee corp., a

us-based company operating in Erriot Lake, and Denison Mines.

The money reportedry was to aid the companies' prospecting

endeavors . B

(v) The Expectation Fades

By 1969-r97o, however, the undercurrent of uncer-

tainty that existed throughout the mid-r96os "micro-boom"

became increasingly dominant. canadian uranium producers

!üere anxious, once again. Four reasons accounted for the

return of the internationar uranium market's sruggishness.

First, the take-off in nucrear power was delayed by rengthen-
ed construction periods, technical probrems, and considerabre
cost increases. second, the mid-r960s forecasts of inter-
national reactor sales had been overly optimistic. Third,
canadian uranium companies were unabre to break into other
rarge uranium markets. The success of us reactor sales stra-
tegies that i-ncruded rong-term row-cost enriched uranium con-
tracts made it difficurt for canadian producers. And fourth,
there were more countries selring uranium. south Africa,s
Nucrear Fuel corporation, for exampre, was increasing the
competition for the Japanese market. The cumurative
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effecL of these factors accererated the shakedown and con-

solidation of the Canadian uranium industry.

The remaining companies worked to ensure their
longevity. During this period, they used their previous pro-

fits to improve existing operations and diversify into other

fields. Dension Mines, for example, moved into cement and

other building materials, as well as increasing its invest-
ment in oir. Rio Argom branched into steer production and

copper and zinc mining. The companies arso encouraged the

ending of the us embargo, formarry declared in 1963, and re-
entering the us market. This time, however, rather than con-

tribute directty to bomb production, canadian producers hoped

to receive access to the deveroping us fast breeder program,

a large consumer of uranium.

canadian producers also supported the decision by

the crown-owned Eldorado co. to construct a $]0.4 mirrion
natural uranium hexafluoride plant in port Hope, Ontario
(hexafruoride is a gaseous form in which uranium is put into
uranium enrichment facilities). By buirding this prant, the
canadian federar government was increasing the marketabirity
of Canadian uranium. Producers then coul-d ship hexafluoride
directry to European customers, for exampre, without first
having the uranium processed to hexafluoride in the united
States. The hexafluoride plant, while a fundamental step
revearing the federal government's interest in aiding
canadian uranium producers, also impÌied an increased concern
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with the independence of canadian uranium production from

American contror. such concern was further highrighted by

ottawa's reaction to the r970 attempt by Denison Mines to
sell a controlling interest to a US "o*p.ny.9

(vi) The Ottawa-Denison Deal

Near the end of February L97o, the Roman corpora-
tion, headed by stephen Roman, planned to serl its contror-
ling 26 percent interest in Denison Mines, the largest
canadian producer, to the American-controlled Hudson's Bay

oir and Gas co., cargary. There was not any publicity of
American pressure or payoffs for Roman to sell; he simpry

stated that the mining company courd not operate at one-third
to two-thirds capacity. Be that as it ñâ!r it was extremely

curious that in 1968, Denison recorded a 912.7 mitrion profit
and in 1969 began its contracted deliveries of over two

milrion pounds of uranium oxide per year, for ten years, to
Japan. Nevertheless, Roman was interested in serring and

rìegotiations were underway.

On March 2, 197O, however, prime Minister pierre
Trudeau announced to the House of Commons that the government

had rearned of a proposed Denison-Hudson's Bay dear. Trudeau

stated the "if necessary, the government will introduce an

amendment to the Atomic Energy control Act to take effect as

of today to prevent such a transaction". within days a

government representative met with Stephen Roman, who
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evídentry refused to stop the sare to the us-controrÌed
Hudson's Bay OiI and Gas Co. Therefore, the government

implemented its threat.
on March 19, 1970, John Greene, the Minister of

Energy, Mines, and Resources, announced the government,s new

regulations on foreign ownership of uranium producing com_

panies. fhe new law timited ownership in the aggregate as

well as on the part of any individuar or group of foreign
investors. Henceforth, the aggregate foreign ownership of
any estabrished productive uranium property was limited to
33 percent with a 10 percent limit on the ownership of such a

property by any one foreign investor or group of associated
investors. However, the strictness of this reguration was

softened. For any ne'^¡ mine brought through the exproration
and development phase, the government would allow a 33 per_
cent ownership to be held by a singte foreign investor or
group of associated investors. Thus, the regulations on

foreign ownership encouraged foreign companies to deverop ne\¡/

mine production. As we1r, the regurations encouraged cana-
dian mining interests to develop new capacity, knowing that
they could have access to foreign capital.

The fínat part of the regurations pertained to the
existing degree of foreign ownership of deveroped mines.
Foreign o\^rners h/ere arrowed to retain their holdings, but if
they reduced them by serring to canadians, the ne\¡/ revel of
ownership h/as to work its way down to 10 percent and 33 per-
cent. For ownership by a foreign individuar or group of
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associated investors of 50 percent or higher, such holdings

courd be maintained, but any transfer only courd be to

canadians down to the 33 percent aggregate foreign ownership

limit. rf a non-canadian currently owned less than 50

percent, the person was allowed to transfer to other foreign

investors. Thus, there was no real threat of kicking foreign

uranium interests out of the country. Rather, it was an

attempt to secure domestic control- of the Canadian uranium

industrY.

The new regulations caused. considerable confusion,
particularly among Members of parriament. whire they gener-

alry favoured the government's actions, they were curious as

to why the limits on foreign ownership had been impremented.

on this question, the government !ùas sirent. The Members

recognized that the new regurations, whire halting the sale
of the controlling interest of Denison Mines to the us-con-
trorled Hudson's Bay oir and Gas co., would stimulate foreign
and domestic uranium development under canadian contror.
But, the l"lP's v/ere perplexed as to why the regulations seemed

particularly harsh on Denison's plans

The confusion increased in December rgTo when the
federal government negotiated another stockpiring agreement

with Denison Mines. fhe company had threatened to crose down

its Erriot Lake operations--which supplied 40 percent of the
town's payroll--in mid-Lg7r unless it received federal
assistance. fhus, a stockpiling program r¡/as negotiated--the
third since 1963. Between January r-, rgTr and December 3r,
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L974, 6,467,000 pounds of uranium oxide from Denison's Erriot
Lake operation \À¡as to be stockpiled. The $38.8 million dear

was comprised of 75 percent federal money with Denison

providing the remaining 25 percent. The price was 96.00 per
pound, one dolrar less than stephen Roman's originar request
earlier in the year. The deal required Denison to produce a

minimum of four mirrion pounds yearly between LgTL-74. Thus,

the operation was to maintain the two-third capacity
considered necessary to remain economic,

Many analysts, whire happy to see the Elriot Lake

operations continuing, were puzzled. why did Denison conti_
nue to profit from. federar assistance? Nearly gBO milrion of
the totar $r00 milrion cost for the 1963 and 1965 government

stockpiling programs had gone to Denison Mines. Furthermore,
the company had yet to pay taxes even though profits arlowed
the company to pay dividends to its shareholders. rn Decem-

ber 1970, the rate v'as $r.40 per share. on the surface, the
ottawa-Denison stockpiling dear appeared to be a compensation
for halting the controlring interest sale to the American
company. Yet this brought one back to asking \dhy did the
government implement its foreign ownership regurations for
uranium? rt was possibre that ottawa was onry concerned with
maintaining canadian control of the mineral. But while
admirabre from a nationalist perspective, the government was

showing little interest in simirar actions for other minerars
or sectors of the economy. pubricarry, few answers were
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announced the new regulations, Max Saltsman (NOp:
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John Greene

Ílaterloo-

somethÍng

Canadian

American extraterritorial laws? The

But to better understand why Ottawa's

cambridge) offered a very astute comrnent. He stated that the

foreLgn ov/nership

measure would be a way to escape the extra_territorial conditions which might be imposedupon our industry if united státes investors
who wourd be subject to united states law camein at a time when the government. might have inmind exporting uranium to a country of whichthe United States might disapprove.

while not the whole story, sartsman may have hit on

very rmportant. was ottawa attempting to protect
uranl-um

answer

producers from

is not public.

foreign ownership

block US laws, one

the international

regulations

must first
may have been

examine Canada's

established to

involvement in
uranium cartel. l0

D. PHASE FOUR: THE URANIUM CARTEL

(i) The oriqins of the CarteI
ïn order to increase the internationar price of

uranium, which in many cases hras below the cost of produc-
tion, and charlenge American contror of Lhe worrd uranium
market, a number of suppriers formed a uranium carter. An

excellent analysis of much of the available information rela-
ting to the international uranium cartel is contained in June
H. Taylor and Michael D. yoke11, yellowcake: The Inter-
national Uranium Cartel. Their work is based on original
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documents. In the sunmer of 1976, a large package of stolen

confidential files from the Mary Kathleen Uranium Company of

Australia was dropped off at the Melbourne office of Friends

of the Earth, êrr international environmental group. The

documents

included detailed minutes of cartel meetings;
Ietters between cartel companies on rigging
bidding or uranium contracts; tables outlining
the CIub's price-fixing policies; including
especially high prices for Asian producers;
policy statements on dealing with competitors
and middleman such as Westinghouse and General
Electric which supply uranium for their reac-
tor customersi and a Ïrost of lesser tidbits.

It was the delivery of these documents that broke the secret

of the cartel.

Taylor and Yokell argue that international support

for a uranium suppliers' club existed by the beginning of

L97O. American domination of the world uranium market had

threatened other production countries. fhe Australian, Cana-

dian, and French governments had engaged in uranium stock-

piling in order to protect their domestic industries and

already owned significant control in some mines. The organi-

zational process started in L97L when the three governments

began announcing the need for a "'common marketing policy' or

a 'world supplier-price minimum"'. Taylor and Yokell, while

admitting that the record is somewhat unclear, implicate the

Canadian government as the initiator of this concern for es-

tablishing a suppliers union. I'feetings between the govern-

ments led to a February L972 Paris gathering attended by
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government representatives and the majority of the worrd's
uranium producing companies, incruding us-based multi-
nationals. Many us companies arso objected to American

government restrictions.* Canadian representatives included
Gordon MacNabb, the Assistant Deputy Minister for Energy,
Mines, and Resources and a repesentative from the Ministry of
rndustry, Trade, and commerce. Taylor and yokerl state that

what resurted from these meetings h/as not sim-ply a floor price, but a fuII blown cartel tocontrol prices and amounts of production, andto assign the available contracts to the vari-ous cartel members at steadily increasingprices. An eraborate organizaton known as theuranium club was formed to effect thecartel I f .

The carter was dominated by four countries:
canada, south Africa, France, and Austraria. swed.en,s urani-
um was row-grade, thus making extraction economicalry diffi-
cult which, when coupred wiLh domestic poriticar opposition
to its exportation, ensured it would not be on the interna-
tional market. T'he other nations possessing commercial-sized
deposits were controrred by the leading organizers. Gabon

and Niger were former French colonies, and the perpetuation
of imperial control over certain sectors of their economies
resurted in French contror and marketing of their uranium.
Zambia's uranium, as the rest of its economic was dominated
by South African capital.

After the paris meetings, the countries invorved
carried on negotiations with their respective producers and
co-ordinated state and private actions for the next meeting

* See
the

Appendix VII for a
uranium cartel.

list of the corporations with ties to
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held in Paris during March 1972. But it was not until the

¡eetings in Johannesburg, South Africa, in }ate May and early

June L972, that a number of agreements were finalized.

First, the Western world's uranium market \das divided among

the cartel members (see Table f).

fable I Division of ttre VJestern World's Uranium Market
Among Cartel Members.

GROUP L97 2-77 I 978-BO

Canada
Nufcor (South Africa)
Uranex (Prance)
Austra I ia
Rio Tinto Zinc (sritain)

33.508
23 .7 5Z
2r .7 5Z
17.00å
4.00$

23 .22,2
19 .262
t9 .262
24.442
13.82å

Source: June Taylor, Michael
International Uranium

Yellowcake: The
(New York: Pergamon

YokeIl,
CarteI,

Press , 1979), p. 81.

The reason for the inclusion and rerativery rarge percentage

to nehr mines, particularily in Australia, was to prevent

their exclusion from the carter and to prevent them from

underserring carter members. second, the May-June LgTz

Johannesburg meetings estabrished an initiat agreement on a

minimum price schedule ranging from $5.75 to S7.50 a pound

for delivery between Lg73 and Lg7B. Third, the countries
agreed to charge more to East Asian members (lapan, Korea,
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and raiwan). uranium oxide was to setr for 90.20 per pound

higher and uranium hexafruoride $0.25 per pound higher. ob-

stensibry, the reasons hrere that East Asian markets were

extremely vulnerable, due to their higher dependencey on

nucfear power and their rack of arternative energy sources.

Aware of the earlier contracts to Japan, one wonders if cana-

dian representatives encouraged this discriminatory agree_

ment. And finalry, with the fourth Johannesburg agreement,

cartel members promised to exclude from the arrangement their
domestic markets ptus the American market. The position \das

undertaken for two reasons: first, the us embargo on foreign
uranium still was in effect; second, and of greater concern,

the members feared us anti-trust regisration. Due to the
transnationar corporations involved in the cartel, many had

either parent or subsidiary offices in the usA that wourd be

vurnerabale to regisration. Thus, one can recognize why

Trudeau would want to stop the sale of the controrring
interest in Denison Mines at a time when the carter concept

initiarly was being studied. The probrem \¡/as the us anti-
trust Iaws. This wourd also exprain the subsequent federar
subsidies for Denison's uranium production.

The estabrishment in Johannesburg of a uranium
price fixing scheme secured and stabilized the worrd market.
while many factors outside of the cartel,s contror contribu-
ted to the uranium price spirars of 1974-76, it \¡ras apparent
that without the previous cartelization of the market, the
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spiral would not have been as strong (see Figure l). The

cartel was well prepared for the following three events.

First, the October J-973 OPEC price escalation. WhiIe the

Western world has tried to blame the OPEC move for many econ-

omic problems in the post-Ig73 period, the coordinated esca-

lation in the price of oil contributed to--but did not cause

--the entire inflationary trend in the West. Some Canadian

officials even tried to blame the uranium price hike on OPEC.

This \¡/as mistaken. A direct and immediate relationship did

not exist due to the long lead times required for the con-

struction of the nuclear reactor. A more important event

which aided the uranium price rise was the L973 relaxation of

the US embargo on foreign uranium. fhe 1963 embargo had

created a protected market for American domestic production.

It originally was seen as a temporary measure to block less

expensive international uranium, particularly South Africa's

which is mined as a by-product of gold extraction. But the

embargo also limited the ability of US producers to export.

This appears to be the reason why it was ended. Yet one can-

not rule out pressure from US multinationals involved in the

cartel. Removing the embargo would increase their freedom to

market abroad. Vfhen American markets rdere suddenly opened in

1973, a lack of supply triggered the price-spiral of 1974-75.

A direct result of the increased price was a third event

which forced the world uranium price to unprecedented

levels--t{estinghouse defaulted on contracts to deliver
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Flgure l: Uranlum Prlces, 1969-1976
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þetween 70 and B0 mirrion pounds of uranium to 27 domestic

and international utilities. The officiat announcement of

default occurred in september r975 but earlier rumours of

this had sufficed to escalate the price to g2o.oo a pound by

August 1975, uP $4.O0 in four months

Westinghouse claimed it was not obligated to
fulfill the contracts

citing the'commercial impracticability, sec_
tion of the American Uniform Commerciãl Codewhich allows the breaking of contracts when
'unforseeabre' events create a situation which
makes completion of the contract so damaging
to the supplier that fulfillment is ,commeici-
ally impracticable' .

Looking for a way out was to be expected. At the time of the
default, westinghouse stood to lose $r.2 bilrion, but the ef-
fect of the corporation's default quickry escrated the price
and moved the loss croser to ç2 bilrion. Taylor and yokelr
put the default in perspective by comparing the 32,500 tons
Westinghouse owed to various utilities with tt-e total Ameri-
can production capacity which ranged from 13,OO0 tons per
year (actual 1975 US production) to IB,0OO tons per year (ttre

potentiar maximum capacity). Thus, the westingtrouse defaurt
Idas twice the entire US production.

rt was during the suits and countersuits between

American utilities and uranium producers that the Mary

Kathleen documents hrere detivered to John E l"foss, the
Chairperson of the House Subcommittee on Oversight and

rnvestigation of the fnterstate and Foreign commerce

committee. The Þloss committee, as it was commonly known,

launched an immediate investigation.l2
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(ii) Ottawa Responds to the Discovery

In order to protect the interests of the Canadian

uranium industry the Canadian federal government passed

order-in-counciL 76-644 on September 21-, L976 which read. as

follows:
No person who has in Itneir] possession or
under [ttreir] control any note, document or
other written or printed material in any way
related to conversations, discussions, or
meetings that took place between January 1,
L972 and December 3I, I975, involving that
person or any other person or any government,
crown corporation, agency or other organiza-
tion in respect of the production import,
export, transportation, r€fining, possession,
ownership, use or sale of uranium or its deri-
vatives or compounds, shall

a) release any such note, document or materi-
êI, or disclose or communicate the con-
tents thereof to any person, government,
crov/n corporation, agency or other organi-
zation unless
(i) [tney are] required to do so by or

under a law of Canada, or
(ii) [trrey do] so with the consent of the

Minister of Energy, I'lines, and
Resources; or;

b) fail to guard against or take reasonable
care to prevent the unauthorized release
of any such note, document or material or
the disclosure or communication of the
contents thereof.

Aside from the 'gag law' on November 8, L976

Allastair Gillespie, the t'linister of Energy, Mines, and

Resources, wrote to Gulf Minerals of Canada l,imited for all

documents relating to the cartel. White many documents

already were in the possession of the US corporate office,

GiIlespie's action further dried up Canadian sources of
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information. This move, while seemingly to protect the

government from further implication, v/as part of a promise to

GuIf Minerals of Canada to "prevent any action under Canada

Iaw...at least as long as the present government is in

power". Yet, as Taylor and Yokell state, the order-in-

council and subsequent refusal by the Canadian government "to

cooperate with efforts by the United States courts to secure

more information create speculaLion on what aspects of the

cartel's activities remain to be revealed".

The federal government's suppression of evidence

and promulgation of laws making public debate on the matter

punishable by imprisonment revealed the extent to which it

demanded the issue be covered up. V'Ihite Trudeau ad.mitted

that the cartel "was deliberately encouraged by the govern-

ment", the Canadian public, press, and opposition parties

were denied the facts. In I977, when the government did

relax somewhat its order-in-counciI, this enabled only those

involved in the cartel access to the material. Instead of
providing documents, Canadians r^rere informed , fot example,

that Steve Roman, the President of Denison Mines Ltd., Iiked

the cartel. Could one expect any differently from a company,

which, aside from profiting from the inftated world price,
I.ùas able to meet some of its ne\â/ contract obligations by

buying back from the federal stockpile--at the original $6.00
per pound price--the uranium it had sold to the government in
1970 and re-selling it at L976 prices which were over $3O.OO

a pound higher.
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The government's pronouncements and actions implied

that what þ/as good for uranium producers \,ùas good for the

country. This was debatable. Contrary to the government's

statements, the cartel did affect domestic uranium prices.

But when it was revealed that a GuIf Minerals (Canada) f,ta.

contract with Ontario Hydro was negotiated in the spring of

L974 at world prices and resulted in a $5f million profit on

a $98 million sale and that a March B, 1974, Gulf memo stated

that the Department of Energy, Mines, and Resources knew

Canadian prices parallelled the export price, the government

simply replied that it \^¡as up to the producers to make their

own deals.

Even the request for investigations vyere thwarted.

The opposition parties requested one under the Inquiries Act

which would open the matter to greater public scrutiny. For

obvious reasons, however, if an investigation were to occur,

Trudeau wanted it under the Combines Investigation Act (Cfe).

He favoured this course as the CIA could not investigate when

criminal offences may be involved. As weII, it limited
access to documents and their publication, Iimited the free-
dom of the investigative director, and in sum left ultimate
power with the government.13

(iii) fne Effect of the Cartel

While further examples

dian democratic process could

of the flouting

be documented,

of the Cana-

it must be
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fecognized that the carter was functional for canadian cor-

goraLe purposes. T'hus, the federal government was wil-ling to

usurp the democratic rights of canadians in order to protect

the domestic uranium industry. rt was apparent that a

guaranteed rise in the internationar price of uranium would

increase the generar revenue and profit of uranium corpora-

tions. rn this sense, the carter was a huge success. within
the first six months of r974, canad.ian uranium companies con-

tacted for export in future years a total of 45,000 tons of

uranium oxide, or approximatery ten times the then canadian

annual production rate. on september 5, r974, the government

announced a uranium Export Poricy allegedly to secure domes-

tic suppries . l"fore importantry, however, the new poricy
required a government review of a contract prior to export.
This ensured that cartel prices--and there.fore profits--h/ere
maintained. The statistics revear a 26 percent increase in
yerrowcake production between L97L and r977. coupre the
production increase with the over 600 percent increase in the

worrd uranium price between 1972 and 1976 and one recognizes
why, for example, Steptren Roman liked the cartel.

Large profits, however, \rvere not the onty outcome.

The cartel helped increase national exploration and federal
revenue. rn the earry 1970s less than $¿ million per annum

v\tas expended nationarry on uranium exproration; yet in l97B

arone, $70 mirlion was spent. The profits by canadian crohrn

corporations experienced equarry dramatic increases. uranium
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Canada Ltd., the crown corporation formed to manage the

federal uranium stockpile, reported a $5.1 mitlion and S6.7

million profit in 1975 and J-976 respectively. A targe por-

tion of the profit resulted from sares to Japaneses utiti-
ties. But it was the statistics for Eldorado Nuclear Ltd.
( its name was changed from Erdorado Mining and Refining in

L968 ) ttrat revealed the most startling results. rn December

r972, Eldorado' s income v/as $9. z million and \^/as operating

wittr a net loss of $3.0 million. But by December I97A, Eldo-

rado's income exceeded çL24 mirtion and its net earnings were

over $I7.6 million (see Table 2 and Figure 2).I4

E. PHASE FIVE: AFTER THE CARTEL

(i) The Cartel Comes "Out of the Closet"

rt was the desire to generate private and state
profits among arl the members that hras the prime motive for
creating the carter. The members recognized, however, that
in the long term, the high price of uranium wourd be counter-
productive to increasing the use of nucrear pov/er. But they
also did not want to return to the pre-carter American

dominated buyer's market. Thus, instead of disbanding the
cartel, it was transformed into the uranium rnstitute.
Taylor and Yokell state that the decision to estabtish a more

formal organization was taken at the last recorded cartel
meeting herd in Johannesburg from January 28 to February l,
r974. Having fulfilted its function of radicarry increasing
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Table 2: Eldorado Nuclear Limited's products and
Services Income 1969-1978

December 31, 1969 Income:
Net Loss:

$ s ,760,79L
$ r,2LB,7g6

December 3I, L97O ïncome:
Net Loss:

$ 5 ,637 ,284
ç 2, 608 ,493

December 3I, L97I ïncome:
Net Loss:

$ rr,0g5 ,32O
$ 2 ,329, 355

December 31, L972 Income:
Net Loss:

$ g ,730,486
$ s ,640,832

December 31, L973 Income:
Net Loss;

$ r4 ,715,981
$ 2 ,94r,967

December 3I, L974 Income:
Net Income:

$ ¡¿,130,485
$ 2,638,060

December 31, L975 Income: $
Net Earnings: $

48,499,229
g ,973 ,7Bg

December 3I, L976 Income:
Net Earnings:

$ 47 ,707 ,734
$ ¿,o45, 160

December 31, L977 Income: $
Net Earnings: $

68,622,7O4
6,933 ,L72

December 3I, J-97B Income:
Net Earnings:

çr24, 046, 000
$ r7,618, O00

Source: Eldorado Nuclear Limited, Annual Reports
The distinction, if any exffi
J-974 and "earnings" in subsequent years
tained in the original reports.

1969-1978.
"income" in
is not con-
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Flgure 2: Eldorado Nuclear Llmlted's lncome and
Net Loss,/ I nco*ne ( 'l 969- I 979 )
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the price of uranium and obtaining the market control former-

ly handled by the Americans, the cartel attempted to legiti-

míze its existence. Or, as Taylor and Yokell put it, "the

cartel \¡ras coming out of the closet". The Uranium Institute

was formed in 1-975 and held its first annual meeting in

London in June L976. fhe Institute further justified itself

by stating that it also served a research function and \¡/as

willing to admit uranium consumers. Interestingly, the

Americans \¡/ere noticeably absent at the Uranium Institute's

inaugural London Meeting. A Canadian, John Kostuik, the

President of Denison Mines Ltd., was the Instj.tute's first

chairperson. And the market price stiII was artifically

high. Thus, while the Institute purported to be a legitimate

research organization, Iittle had changed.I5

( ii ¡ vthat' s Next?

But despite the maintenance of some form of a sup-

pliers union, by the end of the 1970s, the international and

Canadian uranium market entered into another slow period.

V'Ihile not comparable to the downturn of the early 1960s,

uranium mines were not producing at capacity. And, by May

1982, uranium hras down to $22.5O per pound. Granted, the
price still seemed high compared to the $4.00 to $5.O0 paid
per pound in the pre-cartel period, but a number of factors
militated against the industry's continued prosperity. Fore-

most among these were the Western worl-d' s massive economic
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depression and the accompanying decrease in energy consump-

tion. Combine this with an increasingly energy conscious

domestic population, massive escalations in nuclear reactor

plant and construction costs, high interest rates, and t.ight

fnoney markets and one can understand the virtual halt in nev¡

reactor orders around the world. As well, the growing cross-

section of people opposed to nuclear power struggled to

pubticize the waste disposal crisis and the nuclear \deapons

links, thus making it increasingly difficult for utilities to

f ollow the nuclear route . And, there \iüas the March I979

disaster at Three lt(ile Ts land which further galvanized

international public opposition. By the early 1980s, the

cumulative effect of these factors resulted in a relatively

fixed amount of uranium required for the international power

market. American producers undoubtedly profited from

President Reagan's accelerated buildup of nuclear bombs (and

some Canadian producers probably clamoured for a relaxation

of Canadian safeguards to allow access to that market), but

the Canadian struggle for international power contracts

continued amidst numerous mine closures. 16

While the industry was in a slump during the early

I9B0s, it would be incorrect to assume that Canadian uranium

mining--for power or war--was coming to an end. In May 198I,

for example, the world's largest uranium mine opened at Key

Lake, Saskatchewan about 550 Km north of Saskatoon. Despite

setting international records for the amount of radioactive
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liquid spirrs--between september l9B3 and January rg}4 there

were eight spills invorving 1,508,675 ritres of radioactive

waste--uranium mining continued with approval from provincial

and federar governments that ignored widespread public

opposition. As before, canadian uranium interests were pro-

tected by various state bureaucracies. Largely due to this

support, in L982, canada regai-ned its position as the worrd,s

largest producer of uranium and second in exports only to the

USA. 1 7

As this chapter has demonstrated, the uranium

industry had experienced low periods before, but due to the

assistance of the canadian federal government it arso had

resiliance. rn the early 1980s, with its new mine capacity,
the industry appeared to be waiting for the next upswing in
sales . v'Ihether these are generated by another cartel, a

fourth stockpiling programr or the reraxation of canadian

safeguards remains to be seen. Then again, the next form of
federal assistance could be entirery different. rn fact,
ottawa's proposed plan to rescue the Canadian nuclear reactor
program arso could herp revive the domestic uranium industry.
The next ctrapter wiII examine the Ottawa plan.
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CHAPTER V: REVIVING THE SALE OF REACTORS:

THE LATE 1980s AND BEYOND

By the late 1970s, the Canadian reactor export

program still was in grave difficulty. It had failed to make

up for the small size of the domestic market. The export

program's links to nuclear weapons production, particutarty
in India, had served to publicize its impticit hazards.

AECL's $350 million deficit for L977-I978 and the cartel
scandal also caused serious public relations problems. But

by the end of the decade, public awareness had decreased,

while the industry continued its self-confident struggle for
sales . In 1980, the Department of Energy, Mines r ârrd

Resources stated that:
there are reasonable opportunities for CANDU
exports, expecially in the mid-to-late 1980s.
Such sales could be of great benefit to Canada
and could do much to sustain the domestic
nuclear industry.

Yet, it \r/as not only future sales that were promising. As

the Canadian nuclear industry rested upon the supposed

laurels of the government's r974 and L976 safeguards require-
ments--Canada's being "among the most strigent"--the implica-
tion was that the public should not fear additional Canadian
contributions to nuclear v¡eapons proliferation. In short,
the industry promised sales and no bombs--the same rhetoric
to which Canadians had been subjected since the early
1950s.
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rt is important to recognize that both promises

gere incorrect, dangerous, and costly. This requires examin-

ing four areas: first, the remarkably different internation-

al setting within which AECL attempted to operate; second,

the large scare and expensive plan that ottawa appeared to be

following in the post-1976 period to maintain the industry;

third, AECL's marketing attempts to Romania; and finally,

some of the industry's other self-perpetuating projects. rt

wil-l be evident that the nuclear export program was not going

to disappear but continued to exist due to the canadian

federal government's steady support. l

A. THE DECLINE OF THE INTERNATIONAL NON-
PROLIFERATION INFRÀSTRUCTURE

Judging by their public pronouncements, the Trudeau

government hoped that the December L976 safeguard announce-

ment, whereby NPT ratification was required of future cus-

tomers, would encourage other nuclear suppliers to increase

their safeguard requirements. Admirable as this was, it
refrected a considerable change in the international nonpro-

riferation--or more correctly regurated proriferation--
infrastructure. fhe need for unilateral canadian action
signarled that the post-J.945 nonproliferation attempts had

faired. rt was not something that happened suddenly, but had

evolved during the twenty-three year promotion of the "peace-
fur atom". To understand why this occurred, one must examine

briefly the structure of the international nucrear market.
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According to Nuclear News as of June 30, I9BI,
Lllere were 535 poh¡er reactors ( ¡O MWe and over ) tnat were

operable, under construction, ot on order. of this total,
the ussR's forty-one domestic and thirty-three export power

reactors (primarily to Eastern Europe ) represented 3. B3 per-
cent. The remaining 86.17 percent of the worrd's reactors
were primariry in the v'Iestern broc--the exceptions being a

proposed canadian sare to Romania and the westinghouse sale
to Yugoslavia. Within the Western worId, the American

nuclear industry was by far the ì-argest with the us market
alone accounting for 37,3 percent of the !{esterrr total_. The

nrajor American competitors in the international- market were

the European American licensees; the French Framatome and

west German-based Kraftwerk union were created by westing_
house and Generar Erectric¡ r€spectively. But one question
remains; how did the American hegemony affect the strengtlr of
nonproliferation strategies? This requires reviewing three
periods of nuclear exports.2

During the first period, from the early I950s to
the mid 1960s, there was rerativery l_ittre control as nucrear
information and technology were disseminated to primariry the
non-communist countries. under Eisenhower's "Atoms for
Peace", the American concern for promotion before contror was
entrenched at the internationar level and facititated the
launching of the export índustry with gift reactors and tech-
nicar instruction. Nucrear power was packaged and sord rike
most other commodities: in effect, free sampres were provided
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provided; expensive product promotion campaigns $/ere launch-

ed; and once the customers started appearing, the prices were

raised.
It was during the second period, from the mid_

1960s to the early 1970s, that an increase in control \das

allowed. Nuclear reactor sales \¡¡ere relatively numerous and

the future was considered very promising. Thus, the industry

as a whore, appeared capabre of accepting the rnternational
Atomic Energy Agency's (fene) fgA5 safeguard system and, in
1968, the Treaty for the Nonproliferation of Nucrear weapons

(uer¡. But the contrors were not onerous. For example, the

cruciar issue of MAF (materiar accounted for, or the spent

fuel that could be used in bomb production) \^ras not consider_

ed important. To have done otherwise would have increased

the cost of nucrear pov/er. Likewise, the opposition to the
NPT by major nuclear importers such as rndia and Argentina
was allowable. NPT ratificaton was not required and other
markets existed.

But starting in the earry r970s and roughry coin-
ciding with the rndian nuclear exprosion, the internationar
nuclear industry entered a third phase that lasted werr into
the 1980s. whire public concern for effective contror esca-

rated dramatically, this was not transformed into a workable

internationar mechanism for harting arl- forms of nucrear
r¡/eapons proliferation. The need for sales in a decrining
market explained the lessening state and corporate concern

for the potentiar military uses of nucrear pov/er programs.
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with the early t970s and the onset of the western world,s
worst economic crisis since the 1930s, the nuclear market

disappeared. rt was a sad comrnent on the international- non_

proriferation infrastructure that whire the chinese atomic
explosíon in ]-964 was an important cataryst urging the
creation of the Npr in 1968, the rndian nuclear exprosion red

only to the London Club's suggestions in Ig76, which given
the economic depression proved unenforceable.

Did this mean, âs Amory Lovins states in Foreign

4!{glrg, that the contemporary demise of the international_
nuclear market reflected the end of the American-red nuclear
age? It seemed unlikety. Instead, as Mark Hertzgaard argues

in Le Monde Diplomati ÇLlê, due to the deep financial commit-
ment involved, the American government and corporations were

prepared to absorb the losses and revive the industry through
increased subsidies and decreased environmental and regula-
tory contrors. Hertzgaard recognizes the importance of
nucrear povr¡er to American and western capitarism and critici_
ses Lovins for underestimating corporate resiliency when

backed by state capitar. Hertzgaard offers an exampre. To

revive the poh/er industry, attempts were made in the earry
L980s to increase its links with the nuclear v/eapons program.
The power program possessed a rarge quantity of prutonium,
stored in the spent fuel, required by the pentagon. Thus, as
the Reagan administration undertook its massive nuclear
v¡eapons escalation, it appeared that an originar function
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of Eisenhower's "Atoms for Peace" would be revived. The

6ilitary would assist the povrer progr.*.3

At the international level, the collapse of the

export market resulted in similar attempts to decrease con-

trors. fhe rndian bomb did not result in a strengthening of

the NPT but rather led to the London club suggestions--which

were not forrowed by actions--that the ÏAEA, rather than the

NpT (which v/as considerabry more stringent), should be

strengthened. rn effect, the London club was attempting to
return to the pre-NPT status quo. But whire attempts to by-

pass contrors during a market srump have been a typicar west-

ern industrial strategy, they no longer suited the nuclear

market. Weakened controls facilitated the continued increase

of international spent fuel stockpiles, and mobitized the

anti-nuclear forces.

As Albert Wohlstetter et aI. , argued in "The Mili-
tary Potentiar of civilian Nucrear Energy", in order to pre-
vent horizontar proliferation, the crucial issue is not the

J" percent of materiar unaccounted for (uur) with which the

IAEA and the NPT and concerned. Instead, it is the 99

percent of material accounted for (¡,lef ) in the spent fuel
stockpiles which is " likely to be dec j-sive" . By 1995,

approximatery forty countries wirr have enough fissionable
materiar to yield three or more bombs and almost as many

countries with enough fissire material for more than thirty
to sixty bombs (see Figure 3 and Table 3).4
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Figure 3: Countries
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lable 3: I{orld plutonium production and accumulated stocks - even if
safeguards are 99.9 percent effective Ín 1980 enough
plutonlun could be dlverted without detection to produce
nuclear weapons at the rate of one a week.

Year Total world nuclear
generatlng capaclty

GI{e

Approx. annual
commerclal plutoniun

productlon tons

Approx. accumulated
cornmerfal plutonium

stock tons

197 0
197 I
197 2

r97 3
r97 4
197 5
197 6
r97 7

r978
1979
1980
198 I
1982
l 983
1984
I9B5
I986
I 987
1988
r989
r990

20
26
35
47
72

r00
150
180
2t0
260
300
470
s70
670
770
870

1030
r r90
1350
t5 I0
r700

4
5

7

9

l8
25
35
45
50
65
80

r25
160
180
2r0
240
270
300
360
400
4s0

20
25
30
40
60
85

120
165
2Ls
280
360
385
545
725
93s

I 175
1445
177 5
2r35
2535
3000

Source: Frank Barnaby, The Nuclear Age, Stockhold Internatfonal
Peace Research Institute (Canbridge, Mass.: The MIT Press,
1974), p. 81.
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Nevertheless, from the mid-I97Os and into the

r9B0s, various governments and nuclear agencies acted as if
the issue of material-s accountd for (uer') was unimportant,

and that the rAEA and NPT wourd prevent diversion. As werl,
they claimed that the London club guiderines--assuming

members abided by them--would restrict the exportation of
"sensitive" materiars, particularly enrichment and

reprocessing technologies. These were dangerous short-term
gambles. The recent advances in laser technology, for
exampre, could make it difficult to restrain widespread

construction of enrichment facilities.5 And an American

experiment showed that reprocessing capabirity was easy to
obtain. Ttre

Oak Ridge scientists developed a conceptual
design for a "quick-and-dirty" reprocessing
plant which could altegedly separate a bomb's
worth of plutonium per week, with only a
modest risk of detection during the relatively
short -construction time (of the order of a
year).o

Thus, in a very rear sense, the international community may

have arready passed a point of no return. But serdom has one

heard representatives of the nuclear industry voice concern

over the issue of MAF or admit the likelihood that sensitive
technorogies wilr proriferate globarry. To do so would admit

that the existing internationar safeguard system was incapa-
ble of preventing weapons proriferation. fhis in turn courd

spark a domestic outcry that wourd threaten the state and

corporate exports of uranium, reactors, and other nuclear
materiar and technorogy just when sales \¡¿ere at an all time
low. Not surprisingry, canadian nucrear officiars duplicated
the actions of their international counterparts.
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B THE CANADIAN NUCLEÀR INDUSTRY'S INTERNAL REV]EW

In the early 1980s, the Canadian nuclear program's

future appeared secure. This was despite the decline in the

international nonproliferation infrastructure, the Iack of

sales (ttre January L976 South Korean contract was the last

firm order), and the miriad of technical, politicat, ecologi-

cal, and economic problems associated with the industry.

Though a reverse trend had begun, nuclear pohler--which provi-

ded less than 5 percent of Canada's total energy require-

ments--stiII received a disproportionate amount of funding

( see Table 4) . Rather than develop alternative energy sour-

ces and effective conservation programs, the historic pattern

Table 4z The Federal Energy
Expenditures ( in $

Research and
millions )

Development

Year
Total
Nuclear
t Nuclear

r97 6-7 7
r20.5

90. 3
752

r977 -7A
IIB.2

87 .9
742

t97B-7 9
150.7
105. B

708

r979-80
r57.9
106.4

672

1 98O_BI
L73.9
II7.2

672

I98r-82
205.9
1I8.4
57.5t

Source: Office of Energy R & D, EMR, Ottawa. Cited in
Gordon Edwards, "Canada's Nuclear Dilemma...And How
to Avoid It ! " . Final lrlorking Draft to appear in
The Journal of Business Administration (Montreal:
Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility,
Autumn, 1981), p. I.

of state support for the Canadian nuclear program was main-

tained. In fact, it appeared that the program's expansion,

rather than contraction, was being planned. This was evident

from the policies suggested by the "Inter-Agency Review of
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the Nuclear Power industry in Canada", an internal government

review conducted under the direction of Reiner Hollbach, of

the Department of Energy, Þlines, and Resources.

The decision to conduct an internal review was

announced by Pierre Trudeau to the House of Commons on May I,

I980, after Rear Admirial Castro Madero, head of the Argenti-

nean Comision Nacional de Energie Atomica (CWne), visited

Ottawa to placate Canadian concerns about price escalations

on the cordoba reactor. Trudeau announced that the Depart-

ment of Energy, Mines, and Resources would be conducting an

in-depth review of the canadian nucrear industry in order to

determine what v/as needed to keep it intact. upon demands

that the government launch a public inquiry, Trudeau argued

that while the intent was not to ignore public opinion, ',we

cannot wait for a rong inquiry to decide whether \{e stay in

the game or get out of the game". Nor surprisingly, the

internar review--reaked to tire ottawa press in June tggl--

supported staying "in the game".7

The review recognized that "consumption of electri-

city witt continue to grow for the rest of the century at
rates which will likely remaín well below recent historical

averages". fhis, in turn, could "cause severe disruption

within tl.e Canadian nuclear industry". yet the review

anticipated that the row-point wourd be reached by the mid to
Iate I9B0s, because "options for meeting projected load

growth will be limited to coal, hydro, and nuclear". fhe
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review ignored the use of soft energy forms such as conserva-

tion, solar, biomasss, or wind in an equitable energy mix,

and forgot that high electricity use is often not efficient.

As welI, it argued that the economical and environmental

costs of coal and hydro had increased (conveniently ignoring

similar difficulties with nuclear power). Such tactics, how-

ever, were important. They enabled the industry's reviewers

to reach a second conclusion. Mainly that there "is a good

economic argument for maintaining the nuclear option to the

1990s" when it assumed electricity demand would increase.

The review, while circular, was intended to legitimize the

numerous policy suggestions for expanding the Canadian

nuclear program and, indirectly, the domestic uranium

program. The EMR report examined three major areas: the

domestic market, reactors for power exports, and reactors for

the export market. Each of these will be discussed as they

affect the direction of the Canadian nuclear program in the

early 1980s. B

(i) The Domestic Market

Prefacing the domestic market policy options, the

internal review argued that the "underlying determinant" of

the domestic demand for nuclear reactors t¡¡as the growth rate

of electricity demand. It was important, therefore, "to pro-

mote the rate of growth of electricity demand over and above

market determined levels". While the review recognized the
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limitations on electricity end use and the problems of in-

creased national electricity consumption, evidently it sup-

ported electical heating and provincially directed electrici-

ty promotion campaigns. These plans were being implemented

in the early I9B0s. The federal government, for example

adopted an oit substitution program which served to increase

electricity consumption while Ontario Hydro resurrected its

"Live Better Electrically" campaign of the 1950s and I960s.

The review argued that increased electricity use--

in a country that had the world's largest per capita energy

consumption rate--hras an underlying determinant of increasing

the domestic nuclear market. Thus, there were at least three

major areas which "directly determine the demand for reactors

and which the government can influence". These included:

increasing public acceptability, improving nuclear incentives

to the provinces, and rationalizing Canadian heavy water pro-

duction.

l. Public acceptability

The review cited three major areas of public

concern: "The long-term management of radioactive wastes,

the safety of reactor operation, and the possible impact of

nuclear energy on human health and the natural environment".

Evidently, Reiner HoIlbach, the review's director, felt the

-Çovernment's multi-million dollar glossy propaganda pamphlet

program h/as insufficient. Instead, he preferred more
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With radioactive wastes, for example,"possitive action".

one option was:

to issue a clear indication of confidence by
the government that the waste management ques-
tion is on its way to solution, and at the
same time providing increased funding of the
v/aste disposal program to allow it to proceed
at the technologically determined pace.

It seems that the policy option was acted upon. On

August 4, 198I, Marc Lalonde (tfre Federal Minister of Energy,

Mines, and Resources) and Robert Welch (ttre Ontario Minister

of Energy) released the "Canada-Ontario Joint Statement on

the Nuclear FueI Waste Management Program". The release

stated in part that:

the program is expected to demonstrate that
the concept of deep geological disposal in
stable rock formations is a fully acceptable
method of disposing permanently of high-level
radioactive wastes from the nuclear fuel
cycle.

The statement announced the expansion of the $20 million pro-

gram started in L977. Henceforth, East Bull Lake, 35 km east

of Elliot Lake, and Overflow Bay-Denmark Lake, 75 km souttr-

east of Kenora would be drilling sites to complement the

existing work at Atikocan, Chalk River, White Lake, and

Pinawa. It was at AECL's Whiteshell Nuclear Research Esta-

blishment in Pinawa that a major test construction of an

underground radioactive garbage vault was under construction.
Manitobans had no guarantee--AECl's promise to the contrary

vras insufficient--that the test site would not create a

vested interest and turn the project into an actual dumping

site. But in the early 1980s, even AECL did not publicalty
indicate how or where the program would unfold. WhiIe
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southern Canadian sites \¡¡ere being considered., Dr. Bruce

Goodwin, the director of the transportation section in the

environmental and safety assessment branch at the Whiteshell

Research Establishment, stated, ât a February I9B4 University

of Winnipeg seminar, he would recommend that Canadian politi-
cians turn northern Canada into a nuclear waste disposal site
for the world.9

As of early 1984, the Canadian government had not

implemented similar "positive action" programs in the other

areas suggested by the review. But while pamphlets such as

"Living with Radiation" temporarily may have sufficed to
placate some public concern over the impact of nuclear energy

on human health and the environment, it appeared that the

industry had to coordinate its press releases to deal with

the reactor safety issue. This was particularly important

after the August I,1983, pressure tube rupture in the

Pickering II reactor. By rupturing without warning, the tube

dissolved one of the Canadian nuclear industry's fundamental

tenets of reactor safety. Previously it was argued that
pressure tubes inside the CANDU reactor would leak before

rupturing, thus allowing detection by the reactor operators.
Supposedly, this would have allowed the implementation of the

necessary safety precautions. While Ontario Hydro tried to

mask the problem's severity and lay blame on human error,
rather than admit a problem existed with the design of the

CANDU system, the safety issue once again was recognized

publically as fundamentally important.
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Norman Rubin, of Energy probe (a nonaligned energy

anarysis foundation), states that the pickering pressure tube

rupture possibly was a function of the reactor's advancing

age--something ontario Hydro had anticipated would not cause

probrems until the end of the century. But Hydro previousry

had experienced difficulties with the zirconium artoy pres-

sure tubes' tendency to stretch. possibry, this rupture was

a prerude to many others. rt wilr be important to observe

how the nucrear industry struggres to bury this accident from

the public's perception--after the latter has paid for the

tube replacements. Nevertheless, the rupture re-exposed the
intrerent difficurties of nuclear technology and made it in-
creasingry difficult for the industry to improve its public
acceptabirity. t0

2, Improving nuclear incentives to the Ìrrovinces

The review recognized that ontario was experiencing
a serious oversupply of erectrical generating capacity and

thus intended the incentives for New Brunswick and euebec.
Among others, these include,il federar financing to 75 per-
cent of the derivered or actuar reactor costs as compared to
the existing 50 percent of the estimated costsi decreasing
and rengthening the arready favourabre interest rates and re-
payment terms, respectivery; and consideration of federar
equity participation in reactor projects. Horrbach argued
that such policies would result in increased domestic sales
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and "demonstrate to foreign customers a cLear canadian com-

mitment to the nuclear option". Vfhat he ignored, however,

r¡úas the cost to the canadian taxpayer and economy f or

capitar-intensive radioactive generating stations that were

not required for energy needs but for the perpetuation of the

Canadian nuclear industry.

3. Rationalization of Canadian Ìreavy
water production

The heavy water section of the Canadian nuclear

program was an embarassment. As

not appear to be any plausible

of alI Canada's heavy water

Rationalization was an industry

Hol lbach

scenarto

stated,

in which

"there does

the output

required " .

cover its

plants

term

wiII be

Íntended to

monumentar pranning brunder that red to a major oversupply of
heavy water. Vlithout access to the American military market

and depressed domestic and export sares, the heavy water \das

accumurating. fhe review stated that even "with the most

optimistic sales scenario, AECL and ontario Hydro inventories
courd total 15 reactor roads by 1990 at a cost of about çz

billion ($1980).

While the heavy water oversupply rr/as costly,
Horrbach felt it was "difficult to foresee any gains from a

rationalization decision in terms of the problems facing the
industry as a whole". Thus, whire closing a plant wourd not
sorve the industry's probrems, it wourd help cut costs. He

offered the advantages and drawbacks of closing either an
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AECL or an Ontario Hydro heavy water plant. Hollbach argued

that while Ontario Hydro's plants were more efficient than

AECL's and large enough to saturate domestic and foreign

rnarkets, the closure of AECL's Maritime plants would "gener-

ate adverse socio-economic impacts " and might affect Canada's

reputation as a reliable supplier.

Evidently the federal Liberal cabinet recognized

the dire situation of heavy water oversupply and ttre poten-

tial impact a plant closure would have on the local Maritime

economy. In June 1983 it was announced that one of Ontario

Hydro's heavy water plants would be shutdown. One also could

question whether the federal Liberal cabinet wanted to avoid

aggravating their party's decreased popularity at the polls

when Brian Mulroney, the new leader of the Conservative

opposition, was seeking election in the Maritime riding of

Central Nova.

4. The review's conclusion for domestic
market polic y options

The conclusions !ùere quite simple: the industry's

policies should be directed toward "achieving an early com-

mitment by Quebec and New Brunswick to Gentilly III and

Lepreau II respectfully". Considering how the review's poli-

cy options were pursued regarding the radioactive waste

crisis and the heavy water shutdown, one can conclude that

considerable pressure existed for a provicial commitment to

construct the increasingly subsidized CANDU reactors. lf
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(ii) Reactors for Power Exports

The second major area of which the leaked internal

review offered policy options þ/as the construction of CANDU

reactors on the northern side of the Canada-US border for

electricity exports to the northeastern American states. The

EMR review placed considerable emphasis on this option and

threatened that a decision soon had to be made to take advan-

tage of the opportunity. Haste Ì¡/as encouraged since reactor

construction required a long lead time and the openings into

the American market were expected to last only between l-990

and the early twenty-first century. EMR argued that con-

structing up to five or six 630 MWe CANDUs in New Brunswick

and five to seven 850 MWe CANDUs in Ontario would provide the

contracts required Lo maintain intact the Canadian nuclear

industry.

This scenario demands public criticism for a number

of reasons. First, the market study for the proposed reac-

tors was conducted by the Department of Energy, Mines, and

Resources which had a vested bureaucratic interest (and some

corporate links through its staff) in expanding the Canadian

nuclear program. Second, it ignored the horrendous strain on

the Canadian economy caused by a project that would cost at

Ieast $10 bilfion. Third, if there were promising power mar-

keLs in the northeastern US states, would not American utili-
ties attempt to reap the profits? If. not, to what extent did

Ottawa plan to underwrite the program? Was it possible that
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L1.,e 75 percent federal financing at "more favourable interest

raLes" than before ( suggested earlier in the review as an

incentive to increase provincial nuclearization) would apply

to the reactors built for electricity exports? If so, this

suggested that the American market possibilities rrùere less

jmportant than the perpetuation of the Canadian nuclear

industry. Fourth, the reactors for pov!¡er export section men-

tioned radioactive waste disposal but ignored the specific

economics of trying to control the spent fuel from ten to

thirteen reactors over the next 24,OOO years. But, then

again, some AECL officials wanted to turn northern Canada

into the world's radioactive dustbin; so one knows where

waste would be sent. Fifth, the EMR review ignored the cost

of decommissioning the proposed reactors. The Canadian

government did not know the cost as it had never attempted to

decommission a CANDU. This was another issue kept from the

public. While AECL's public affairs office published glossy,

colourful, and expensive brochures for the interested citi-

zeÍr, the technology was untried and the economic estimates

were industry favourable guesses. Sixth, the review also ig-

nored the tremendous amount of plutonium that would be gener-

ated in f ive 630 MI¡'le and f ive 850 MV'le CANDUs ( ttre review's

Iower estimate) over thirty years (a reactor's estimated

Iifetime). The ten reactors , if operated at 75 percent capa-

city, would produce approximately 145,850 kg of plutonium-239

or enough material for over I8,230 bombs. And finally,
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assuming that AECL received the power export contracts to the

USA for the anticipated ten, possibfy twenty, 1lêar period,

what of the remaining life of the reactors? It seemed un-

li)<ely that the excess capacity could be channelled into the

Canadian market: Hydro-Quebec was expected to have a 20 per-

cent overcapacity by Ì990 without any more nuclear power

plants due to its planned hydro-electric expansion; ontario

Hydro experienced a 45 percent overcapacity in 1980 and was

expected to have at least a 30 percent overcapacity to the

end of the decade; and New Brunswick's Point Lepreau was pro-

viding a 50 percent overcapacity which the provincial utility

\das trying to export to the US. Considering EMR's ability to

inaccurately forecast anticipated demand (see Figure 4), it

v/as not surprising that critics were opposed to EMR's plan-

ned, but taxpayer funded, bail out of the Canadian nuclear

industry.

Despite these problems, Ïtowever, Ottawa appeared to

favour the idea of building reactors for porrler exports. What

\^ras not public in early 1984, Ïtowever, was how many reactors

were part of this program. AECL had only admitted that New

Brunswick's Point Lepreau II was slated for power export.

Yet v/ith Point Lepreau I's 50 percent overcapacity, one could

question if its power also \^Ias originally intended for ex-

port. As we1I, considering Ontario Hydro's overcapacity, one

also could ask if the anticipated construction of Darlington

I through IV r¡/as intended f or pohler export . If so, the

industry was si1ent.l2
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(iii) Reactors for the Export Market

The leaked internal review argued that while custo-

rners considered the CANDU technology to be a strong selling

point, there h¡ere a number of areas where the Canadian nuc-

lear industry was considered to be weak. Thus, the review

examined ways to streamline government machinery, reduce

safeguards, open up formerly closed markets, improve the

already favourable financing, and correct the CANDU marketing

strategies. All policy options reflected the industry's

nagging concern with expanding the CANDU market.

1. Government machinery

The review wanted to increase the already large

independence of the Canadian nuclear program from public

scrutiny. While it stated that the maintenance of "adequate

controls" was desired, the examples offered reflected a

desire to return to the freedom experienced before the Argen-

tinean and South Korean contract fiascoes forced the Canadian

government to nominally increase the controls on the export

program. The review offered three examples. First, "main-

taining overall approval for nuclear cooperation with a

potential foreign government as required by current nonproli-

feration policies". While apparently concerned with prevent-

ing nuclear proliferation, the request appeared to be based

on the industry's recognition that it v/as easier to collect

from a government, regardless of the number of military
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coups than a business or government department. The second

option simply was stated ês, "modifying contract approval

proc€ss€sr'. WhiIe not specific, one can conclude that the

industry would not favour additional controls. fhe third

option was the most revealing. It suggested:

instituting a reporting process by which A.ECL,
at ttre time a contract is concluded, reports
details of terms and conditions to the
Treasury Board. Further, the corporation
would be required to provide to the Board an
update of progress with each contract every
six months.

Such a situation would be after the fact. With the contract

concluded, AECL only would be informing the Treasury Board.

Yet, even if Treasury Board approval were required, it likety

would not take long before the Board simply rubber stamped

AECL's independent activities.

It is interesting, however, that while the review

reflected the industry's resentment of controls, one state-

ment imptied that they were considered unimportant. Hollbach

argued that even if his suggested controls were implemented,

these

may not affect AECL's probability of success
in foreign markets to an appreciable degee.
It is tikely that much more controversial
poticy changes would be required to signifi-
cantly enhance sales prospects.

2. Safequards

A variety of options \¡/ere

an safeguards could be left intact
made to upgrade the safeguards of

included. First, Canadi-

but an attempt should be

other suppliers. Second,
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safeguards courd be reft unchanged but applied more flexibly.

Third, arter the r974 poricy by limiting birateral agreements

ro those specified in the r97B nuclear suppliers' agreement

(London crub). Fourth, totalry eriminate the existing bira-
teral agreement and maintain the December r976 full-scope Npr

safeguards requirement. And fifth, abandon furl scope safe-

guards and rimit safeguards to those required by the nucrear

suppriers agreement. The review considered options one and

two to be of limited effectiveness and three, four, and five
as varying in their potential usefulness. I¡Ihile a conclusion

was not offered for this specific section, it was evident

that pressure h/as developing to revert, in some wâfr to the

pre-L974 status quo. This was a typical industry response

during a sales crisis. Rather than recognize that the tech-

nology was largely unaffordable--unress a country v/as intent
on producing a nuclear arsenal and thus less concerned with
cost effectiveness--the review argued that "safeguards poli-
cies do limit the abirity of the canadian nucrear industry to
sell abroad". rt seemed that the ineffectual safeguards

appried between L974-L976 to relegitimize the industry, were

being used as an excuse for the industry's inabirity to
remain viable in the post-1976 period.

3. Openinq formerl closed markets

Þ/ere

South Africa,

listed as target

Middle East counLries, and Taiwan

areas for new markets. While
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encouraging sales efforts in these areas, the review omitted

noting that the Canadian exclusion policy was neither long-

standing or infrexibre. For exampre, canada cooperated with,

and thus encouraged, the racist South African regime's

exploitation of Nambian uranium during the period of the

uranium cartel. AECL salespersons also tried to drum up

reactor contracts in Egypt and rraq. seven months after the

rndian nuclear explosion and days before Donald Macdonard

announced to the canadian public the government's December

r974 safeguards policy, a CANDU sares team reached Baghdad.

As steve weissman and Herbert Krosney state, in The rsramic

Bomb,

They sat around their hotel puffing the vir-
tues of the CANDU natural uranium reactor to
their potential clients, hinting broadly at
its excellence in producing the deadJ-y sub-
stance Iplutonium] and even more broadly at
the possibilities of keeping safeguards at a
minimum. What bothered Cirard [at the time an
advisor on nuclear affairs at the French
Department of Energy] most about them was not
that they had tried to seIl the CANDU that
way. It was their later hypocrisy in pointing
to the French sale as a danger for nuclear
proliferation when actually they had desper-
ately wanted the sale for themselves, and had
indicated no concern whatsoever whether Iraq
got the bomb or not.

These f actors conveniently \¡/ere ignored by the

internal

Taiwanese

included:

marketing

review. Instead, it emphasized ways in which the

market, for example, could be developed. These

reaction to a Canadian

requiring a bilateral

sounding out the Chinese

attempt in Taiwan; not
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agreement with raiwan (using instead the "us-Taiwan agreement

as an umbrella" ); or a revision of the I97O Canada-China

agreement. vJhire the review did not conclude which opton was

superior, once again it was evident that the industry wanted

all linitations, no matter how small, removed from its export

program--even if such an action could contribute to global

nuclear weapons proliferation.

4. Financing

The review suggested increasing taxpayer subsidiza-

tion by having the Canadian federal government "guarantee

financing at concessional rates for foreign sa1es" and make

availabre "'credit-mixte' for reactor exports to countries

qualifying for Canadian aid which have been offered credit
mixte financing by competitors". The review supported im-

proved taxpayer subsidization as it would not structuralty
change the export program and courd improve immediate sares

possibilities in South Korea and Mexico. Actually, the sub-

sidization wourd Ìrave to be very high as both countries had

deferred nucrear development due to their economic probrems

in the early 1980s. But EMR recognized that even with
increased subsidization

the main drawback is expense. EDC ( ttre Cana-
dian Export Development Corporation) estimates
that a tt reduction in interest rates is equi-
valent to roughly a $30 million reduction sel-
Iing price. Thus, meeting 'credit-mixte'
terms (S to 68 per annum to countries wtrich
quatify) offered by competitors may involve
subsidies equivalent to 25 to 30? of the cost
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of a reactor sale. The implicit subsidy in-
volved in competing with concessional financ-
ing (as oppossed to credit-mixte, which invol-
ves a foreign aid component [a different form
of subsidization] ) would be somewhat less
costly.

In order to detract from this expensive drawback, hov¿ever,

EMR offered a profound insight. It stated that "while the

costs of concessional financing are Iarge, such expenses are

only incurred if sales are successfully completed".

5. CANDU marketing

The review's authors recognized the obvious: from

the industry's viewpoint, Canadian marketing efforts were

inadequate. In order to improve this, two options \dere

suggested. First, AECL's marketing activities should receive

additional funding. But this would only "increase the proba-

bifity of a sale" while the possibility of no return at all

would remain. The second option v/as considerabty more ex-

treme. It suggested the use and payment of agents in market-

ing the CANDU. El'lR admitted that the 1976 poj-icy statement

required that subsequent use of agents necessitated compre-

hensive written agreements and prohibited practices which

would be iIIegaI in Canada or in the importing country, but

argued that ttre "use of agents and payment.s of agent's fees

is a prerequisite to success in some important markets". The

review offered a clear threat: "observe the L976 policy to

the letter and lose a salei or modify the I976 policy (or

interpret it more flexibly) and conclude a saIe". Between

the review's suggestions for increased financial subsidies
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and agent payments, one must question exactly what percentage

wourd be reft for the CANDU customer to pay for a reactor
wittr rimited safeguards? rn short, to what extent did EMR

expect the canadian public to pay for a foreign country's
potential bomb program whire resuscitating the canadian

nuclear export ptogr.*. l3

(iv) Implications of Not Implementin g the 'Sug estions'
For readers of the internal review who fel-t some of

the policy reconmendations h/ere too drastic or expensive,

Reiner Holrbach included a discussion on a,'raissez-faire
option". such an approach was "attractive as it avoided the

economic, financialr ênd publc acceptability costs of an

active policy". rt impried that not adopting many of 'tt,"

active options would cause the canadian nuclear industry to
farr apart when private contractors turned to other areas.

Hollbach argued that if this were to occur prior to the load
growth, which he expected to appear in the r990s, canada

wourd have to do wíthout nuclear technology, import technoro-

9y, or reassemble the Canadian nuclear industry.
From Holl-bach's perspective, all these arternatives

h¡ere fraught with serious probrems. To do without nucrear
power would "include higher costs in economic, sociar, and

environmental terms of resorting to ress efficient alterna-
tives, ãs werr as lost industrial and technorogical bene-

fits". This concrusion was based on the assumption that the
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onLy alternatives to CANDU generated electricity were hydro,

coaI, and imported nuclear reactors. Hollbach ignored the

growing recognition that Canada already used too much elec-

tricity--primarily due to inefficiency--when other energy

sources, such as solar technology and conservation, could

achieve a more equitable energy mix that would decrease

Canada's dependency on specific energy forms (nyaro, oiI, and

gas).

HoIlbach argued that the second alternative, impor-

ting reactor technology from abroad, not only would critical-

Iy threaten Iarge segments of the Canadian nuclear industry

but would decrease energy security. He did not expand on the

latter point as the main thrust of his criticism was to ela-

borate on Ìrow the Canadian nuclear program would further

reduce its Canadian content and irrevocably become altered.

The third alternative was entitled "exit and reas-

sembly". Hollbach stated that this rn/as possible, but only in

principle for it ignored the interim technological advances,

the cost of reconstructing the Canadian nuclear industry, and

the difficulty of getting people and companies with invest-

ment capital interested in an industry "which had floundered

once before". Aside form ignoring that the industry already

had been floundering for a number of years--despite massive

state assistance since the I940s* (estimated total:

*See Appendix I for federal expenditure on nuclear R & D,
1947-1979.
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$3 bilrion)-- the scenario was based on the debatabre assump-

tion that nuclear power was necessary. 14

rt seems that the inclusion of these threats in the

internationar review was to increase, or at least maintain,

the Trudeau cabinet's economic and ideological support.

Those directry invorved in the nucrear program did not ques-

tion the need for continued herp and urgent action. witness

the number of programs arready imptemented that appeared to
parallel the review's suggestions. Equally important, white

Energy, Mines, and Resources was conducting the internal re-
view, Atomic Energy canada Limited was busy trying to drum up

a sale in Romania.

C. ROMÀNIA

canada has tried to conclude a Romanian deal since

1967. It tried first between 1967 and 1969.15 Evidence

of a second attempt was provided when Donald Macdonald, the

Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources, announced the

government's December L974 safeguards policy to the House of

commons. For two reasons, this round was considerabry dif-
ferent. First, AECL gave up on achieving a direct reactor
sare and instead worked to conclude a reactor ricensing

agreement. And second, the Romanian government actuarry
agreed to purchase at least one CANDU reactor. But as the

forrowing review of the second round of negotiations

exprains, âs of early 1984, the project was not guaranteed.
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After two years of negotiations, canadian and

Romanian officials completed, in November r976, a preliminary
joint examination of the division of responsibirities, sche-

during, and financing of a proposed CANDU reactor to be loca-
ted at cernavoda, approximatery 150 km from Bucharest. on

october 24, L977, the two countries signed a nuclear safe-
guards and cooperation agreement in accordance with the
canadian government's December rg74 safeguards poricy. These

prerequisites led to a November L977 initialling of a licen-
sing agreement between AECL and Romanergo, the Romanian state
trading company. The ricensing agreement, upon concl_usion of
the procurement and engineering servies agreements, provided

Romania with the design of a 629 MWe CANDU. T'he canadian

ricensing fee was estímated at $s mirrion per reactor for the
first four and, shourd AECL and Romanergo renegotiate the
contract for additionat reactors, it was anticipated that the
ricensing fee wourd drop steadily to about $z mirrion for the
last of Romania's sixteen anticipated reactors.

The November r977 Licensing agreement red to the
exchange of the draft reactor procurement and engineering
services agreements. By July 1978, AECL and Romanergo offi-
cials had initialled the engineering services agreement which
covered the first reactor--additionar reactors required re-
negotiations. This agreement enabred AECL to transfer some

of the costs of reactor design to Romania. rnstead of
redesigning the reactor to fit the Romanian conditions, the
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licensing agreement provided Romanergo with an "off-the-

shelf" reactor design and required AECL to be reimbursed for

any additional costs incurred in constructing the reactor

according to Romanian site and regulatory requirements. The

engineering services agreement also reflected a compromise as

it included fixed price and cost escalation clauses to accom-

modate the demands of the Romanians and Canadians respec-

tiveIY.

The third accord which enabled an ABCl-Romanergo

contract \¡/as the October B, I978 initiatting of the procure-

ment agreement. It stipulated the degree of Canadian content

in the Romanian project. For the first reactor--the only one

covered by this contract--Canadian content was to be approxi-

mately $I00 million on an $800 mil-Iion CANDU or 12.5 percent.

It v/as estimated that Canadian content would be reduced con-

siderably strould a second, third, or fourth reactor be nego-

tiated, the percentages being 6, 4, and 4 respectively.

With the three stages of contract negotiations

completed, aII that remained were official approval by the

respective governments and completion of the financial

arrangements. T'hese actions would allow construction to

begin at Cernavoda. Government approval was expected as a

rubber stamp to an agreement that both governments supported.

It was the fínancial arrangements which were more com-

plicated. I6
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(i) Financing Cernavoda

rn November r978, the Export Development corpora-
tion (nnc¡, the federal export financing institution, announ-

ced that it was negotiating a gl biltion rine of credit to
allow Romania to purchase four CANDU reactors under a ricen_
sing agreement. The financing of EDC's loan to the Romanian

Bank of Foreign Trade \a/as broken down as forlows: harf in
American and half in Canadian dollars; and of the $5OO

nillion in Canadian funds, a consortium of Canadian banks,

led by the Bank of Montreal, Ient $320 million. The rate of
interest, however, \das kept secret. when the financing was

completed in December 1979, the three earrier agreements were

signed and the EDC loan approved.

YeL one question remained unanswered. why was the
EDC offering $r bilrion for four reactors? Granted, the
licensing agreement covered the first four of an anticipated
sixteen reactors. fhe procurement agreement, however, cover-
ed one reactor with an option for a second and the engineer-
itg services agreement covered onry one reactor. canadian
government officiars stated that the amount wourd provide the
"additionar incentive" to expand the Romanian order from one

to four reactors. But \^ras $r billion sufficient to interest
Romania in an estimated $3. z birrion project? rt appears the
EDc loan was an insufficient incentive for four cANDUs but
was a generous amount of credit for one reactor--the onry one

that Romania was under contract to purchase. A breakdown of
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the costs can better explain this supposition. First, in

L7TB the 629 MVle CANDU was priced at an estimated $800

niltion. Second, The Globe and Mail assumed that the licen-

sing fee for the first reactor was $5 million. Third, The

G lobe and MaiI also reported that heavy water and uranium

fuel hrere "not covered in agreements already signed or under

negotiation". Romania had an insufficient heavy water pro-

duction capacity and lacked the refinery necessary Lo produce

CANDU fuel. The price of 600 MWe CANDU initial fuel supply

for one year at the December 1978 price of S176.O0 kg was

ç2L,964,800. The heavy water costs for one reactor were

estimated at $60 miIIion. Thus, the remaining $II3 million

from the proposed $1 bitlion EDC loan would seem to provide

an avenue of safety for probable cost escalations on the

Canadian portion of the plant. The publicity of "additional

incentive" appears to have been a domestic promotional trick

to hide the removal of $1 billion from the Canadian capital

market in order to provide a far from equivalent return. It

was easier to seII to the Canadian public a SI billion line

of credit for four reactors than to adrnit that the subsidized

loan was for one licensed CANDU with an estimated Canadian

content of L2 .5 percerrt . I7

(ii) The DeaI Falls Through

On May

ments went into

Il, L978, the Canadian and Romanian agree-

effect. But, âs of early 1984, the project
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had yet to get seriously underway. And it appeared that the

contract negotiations, reopened due to Romania's inability to

meet the original terms, would take years to complete. The

reason was simple: Romania courd not afford nuclear techno-

logy. Signs of this possibility were evident in September

1980. Romanian President Nicolae Ceausescu planned a trip to

Canada to negotiate a "cor¡tratrade agreement" which would

allow the Romanians to export goods rather than cash for the

licensed CANDU. But, the Canadians refused. In an attempt

to increase the probabirity of a contratrade agreement that
could help solve their foreign-exchange shortage, the Romani-

ans agreed in August 198I (over two and one-half years after
the orginal EDc loan) to construct a second reactor at cerna-

voda. It did not help; the Canadians remained uninterested

in the contratrade agreement. And with Romania's mounting

international debt, Bucharest was unable to continue with its
nuclear plans.

In June I9B2 the Export Development Corporation

stopped all further payments for goods and services and the

cernavoda project was harted. The 9320 million loaned by the

Canadian banks (half of which was guaranteed by the EDC)

arready had been issued and used by canadian sources for site
preparation and other preliminary work. Despite this vested

interest, Richard Hegan, a spokesperson for the EDC, stated
that no further palrments wourd be granted untir Romania nego-

tiated its foreign debt.
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A review of Romania's economic situation offered

little optimism for a CANDU sale. Throughout the second half

of L982, Romania struggled to meet its foreign debt by rene-

gotiating with various Western banks and the International

Monetary Fund; yet, by December 1982 its foreign debt v/as

stilf $Il billion. In January 1983, Romania announced a cut-

off of interest and principal payments totalling more than $1

billion. fhe low probability of a CANDU licensing sale to

Romania v/as compounded by the September 9, L982, Soviet-

Romanian nuclear agreement which provided for the supply of

Russian nuclear power Plants.
Possibly because of this agreement, in August 1983,

the Canadian government made another proposal. A ç2 billion

credit tine \¡ras established for two reactors. HaIf of this

amount was an EDC loan that would remain in Canada. The

money was to be available for domestic companies to buy

Romanian goods. The negotiations came to a standstill, how-

ever, ês the two parties could not agree on the type of goods

to be purctrased. fhe Canadians insisted upon equipment only,

or, at worst, primarily. They did not want to include

consumer goods. But the Romanian proposal included footwear,

textiles, farm implements, wine, and frozen strawberries. In

early 1984, the outcome of the negotiations was uncertain.

While Jean Chretien, the Federal Energy Minister, stated that

"we are not bartering CANDUs against strawberries", aII \¡/ere

ar^rare--particularly the Romanians--that the Canadian nuclear

industry needed the saIe.
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was rather embarassing for Canadian

possible loss of a contract that

terms to the purchaser. Thus it was

"International" section of AECL's

Ju Iy

fair

L982, only mentioned Bucharest

and was silent on the failed

corporation might disclaim responsibili-

arguing that external economic factors

Romanian deal revealed the problems of

and the unviability of

world. rB

D. SOME OF THE INDUSTRY'S OTHER SELF-
PERPETUATION PROJECTS

It vras evident from the leaked "PoIicy Review of

that the Canadianthe Nuclear Power Industry in

government was not lacking ideas

Canada "

with which to maintain the

nuclear program. Two of the most important strategies were

inceased taxpayer subsidization and d.ecreased safeguards.

But as the Romanian negotiations revealed, increased conces-

sions often were insuf f icient. There \Àrere, however, two

additional ways to maintain the program: diversification and

deception. Both had been used before, but during the post-

1976 sales crisis, they assumed a ne\r importance.
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(i) Product Diversification

AECL's food irradiation technology, for example,

received additional promotion. AECL argued that exposing

food to gamma radiation could stop potatoes from sprouting,

inhibit mould growth on fruit, impede the ripening of soft

fruit, stimulate plant growth, êIiminate parasites, control

infestations, and eLiminate pathogens such as salmonella.

In Canada, AECL rr'ras behind the seemingly unnoticed

increase in the use of food irradiation techniques. Legally,

any food could be irradiated with one megarad. Potatoes, for

example, have been irradiated since L964. But AECL had some

help. Consumer and Corporate Affairs did not require irradi-

ated Canadian food to be identifiable as such to the consu-

mer; this was unique among international food irradiators.

Consumer and Corporate Affairs, reportedly was waiting for

the food industry's advice on the matter. With this support,

AECL worked to expand its operations. In 1983, it began

irradiating fish and deboned chicken, hoping to commercialize

the process.

AECL also was interested in the international mar-

ket where food irradiation use had undergone a similar in-

crease. It had been used on over forty foodstuffs in over

twenty-five countries, due largely to its acceptance by the

United Nation's Joint Expert Committee on Food Irradiation

which was sponsored by the World Health Organization (WHO¡

and, not surprisingly, the International Atomic Energy

Agency.
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Despite the promising market possíbifities, euês-

tions remained unanswered. For example, what were the long-

term effects of eating irradiated foods? Nobody knew for

sure. Somewhat easier to determine, however, \â/as AECL' s

ínterest. Joan Havemann, in a Briarpatch article, "Food

Irradiation--Brought to you by Atomic Energy of Canada",

states that:

faced with the collapse of the nuclear market
....the beleaguered A-ECL is making another bid
for soulful corporation status by claiming
that radioactive cobalt 60--a by-product of
CANDU reactors--can help solve the problem of
world hunger.

But this time, it seemed AECL was in a stronger bargaining

position; it controlled 90 percent of the world's cobalt 60

supply. Thus, the crown corporation "stipulated in its con-

tract with prospective buyers that all the spent colbalt 60

rods must be returned to Canada for reprocessing". How con-

venient; fuel repatriation was enforced when it benefitted

the Canadian nuclear industry. Yet, in L975, when asked if

Canada would repatrite aIl spent fuel to prevent nuclear

weapons proliferation, Allan MacEachen, the Secretary of

State for External Affairs, stated that it would not be

required due to the cost, the environmental implications to

Canada, and his belief that such a policy would not be a

major impediment to weapons proliferation. Vfith suctr

support, AECI's future seemed secure as an international

supplier of irradiating equipment.
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But Havemann argues that the Third World did not

require another technical fix. Changes that were needed

included: a more equitable global food distribution system;

a return of much of their land to domestic consumption

production rather Èhan the cash crop system for export to the

First World; and an end to the standard First World tactic of

destroying food or paying farmers not to plant their crops,

rather than allowing the artificially inflated retail price

to faII. While AECL officials claimed that ganìma reproces-

sing would help eliminate hunger, its application, in most

cases, would be combined with other modern methods of packag-

ing and storage ( i.e. , electrical refrigeration) . Havemann

states that for the Ttrird Vtorld, food irradiation

is an inappropriate capital-intensive techno-
logy, dependent on Canadian supplies and
reprocessing of cobalt 60, and requiring sub-
stantial infranstructure requirements (roads,
transport vehicles, storage and packaging
facilities, etc. ). It is another form of
technological colonization.

Furthermore, only the transnational corporate food planta-

tions would have the volume and the capital to use ganìma

radiation. Thus, Havemann contends that the industrialized

countries would profit the most from gamma processing. The

technology could not "do anything to alter the political and

economic conditions which are the real causes of world hunger

and underdevelopment" .

Havemann also notes

spin-off

used for

from military weapon

military purposes.

that this

technology,

She cites

second generation

in turn, could be

J.M. Beddoes, the
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flxecutive Vice-President of AECL Radiochemical Company (Com-

nefcial Prdocuts ) , in his "Review of the Present Status of

îood lrradiation". Beddoes lists two advantages of radiation

processing as "'the modification of the physical properties

of food...' and 'sterilization of meals for hospitals, or of

foods, to allow long-term storage for military applica-

tions"'. fhis h/as not surprising. As Havemann points out,

the Joint Expert Committee on Food irradiation which endorsed

gaÍuna food processing inctuded representatives from AECL and

the US military. Havemann concludes that the technology

is not the panacea to world hunger that AECL
would have us believe. Rather the irradiation
of food wittr cobalt 60 provides the AECL with
a commercial- rationale for recycling the by-
products of the CANDU reactor.

(ii) PubIic Deception

Product diversification was not the only way the

Canadian nuclear industry attempted to maintain itself.

WhiIe there vrere numerous examples available of continued

public deception in the post-L976 period, it was most evident

in the imprementation of the Argentinean cordoba reactor
contract.

In November L978, the blashington Post quoted Rear

Admirat castro Madero, the director of Argentina's comision

National de Energia Atomica (CUne), as saying that his
country \^/as planning to buitd a reprocessing plant which

could separate the plutonium necessary for an atomic bomb.
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when Tommy Dougras, the former New Democratic party Leader,

as]<ed Donard Jamieson, the canadian secretary of state for
External Affairs, if this were true he replied that Madero

was "rerated to atomic energy deveropment but may not be

pecessariry a formal spokesman for the government,'. And, as

far as Jamieson was concerned, there was no need for concern

as canada "wourd have a veto, in effect, over the use of
canadian materials for any reprocessing undertaking',. A few

weeks rater, upon further questioning Jamieson argued that he

had been assured that Madero v,/as not a government spokes-

person. Thusr on both occasions Jamieson avoided the impli-
cations for nonproliferation of Madero,s statements and in-
stead emphasized he was not a formal government spokesperson.

The opposition parties, unimpressed with .Jamj-eson, s evasion

of the issue, continued their questioning. on December 19,

1978, .Tamieson tried to calm them by quoting Articre v of the
nucrear cooperation agreement between canada and Argentina
which stated, in part, that "in the event of non-compliance,

canada may suspend cooperation and may reguest that Argentina
immediatery cease to use any canadian supplies',. Jamieson,s

statements only reveared that the government would protect
the canadian nuclear export program--even if this meant aid-
itg another country into the nuclear crub. But, then again,
this was done with rndia to protect the completion of RApp r
and rr--until the May Lg74 rndian nucrear exprosion compelled
the Canadian state to react.
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In the spring of L982, the Argentinean invasion of

L¡.,e Malvinas/faIXtand Islands further revealed how the

Canadian government protected its nuclear export program;

witness the contents of the federal cabinet briefing document

leaked to Margaret Munro at The Ottawa Citizen. The Trudeau

cabinet recognized that the Cordoba reactor \¡/as an exception

as it was not bound to the existing Canadian safeguards

policy (Argentina refused to sign the NonproJ-iferation Treaty

and, therefore, v/as not required to safeguard aIl its nuclear

facilities). As well, the cabinet was well aware that:
the President of the CNEA, Rear Admiral Castro
Madero, has in recent statements been unequi-
vocal in rejecting the NPT and fullscope safe-
guards, while reaffirming his country's desire
to retain a nuclear explosive option. Argen-
tina is weII on the way to developing an indi-
genous fuel cycle that is completety free of
safeguards. FueI fabrication, heavy water
production and reprocessing facilties are alI
nearing completion. Argentinean officials
have recently suggested they intend to close
the unsafeguarded cycle by constructing a
40-60 MWt NRX-type research reactor. IIndia's
CIRUS was modelted on the NRX. l

The briefing stated that during the Falkland crisis, the

media and public attention would focus on the Cordoba

reactor. ShouId it deteriorate further, cabinet would be

faced with the decision to "continue with business as usual,

suspend cooperation, or terminate the relationship".

The business as usual option argued that work at

the reactor almost was completed. It recognized that:

AECL is counting heavily on completing the
reactor by the end date agreed [apriI 1983]
during the last renegotiations of the contract
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in 1980, both to stay
$f30 million and to
(Uexico, Yugoslavia,
ir.

within the book loss of
show potential customers
South Korea) it can do

But aside from AECL, the federar cabinet also was concerned

about protecting the $4 mitlion fuer fabrication contract

that combustion Engineering Ltd. had with Argentina's CNEA.

The company \¡/as manufacturing CANDU fuel bundles from 64 tons

of. Argentinean uranium brought into canada for this purpose

in October I98I.

The

option would

d ifficulties

document argued that the business as usual

not result in serious international contractual

only foreseen risks wereor blackmail. The

domestic and political as the:

media has already begun to focus on the
nuclear dimension to our relationship with
Argentina and if the situation drags orr, a
highly visible anti-CANDU tobby can be
expected. Finally, the fact that Combustion
Engineering plans to ship fuel bundles to
Argentina may become public knowledge.

The contract did become public and attempts were

made to thwart the deal. rn a heroic show of soridarity with
non-nucrear proponents, the saint John, New Brunswick rong-

shore workers announced that they wourd refuse to road the

fuer bundres and were wirling to go to jair for their convic-
tions. Their position was supported by the canadian Labour

congress and thousands of canadians. The Trudeau cabinet
quickly worked to head off the publicity that was developing.
v'Iith cabinet approval, the fuer bundles were secretly trans-
ported to Montrear's Miraber Airport and flown to Argentina.
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From the rapid action to protect Combustion Engi-

neering Ltd., it was obvious that of the three options

included in the cabinet briefing document, business as usuar

was chosen. whire it impried a potentiar domestic probrem,

the temporary suspension and termination options threatened

that "AECL's reputation as a reliable supptier...might be

irretrievabry damaged". As before, AECL's image, rather than

its contribution to nuclear weapons proriferation, was a more

important priority to the canadian government and nuclear
'to

industry. '-

E. SUMMARY OF THE POST-T976 PERTOD

The cabinet decision protecting the Cordoba reac-

tor, the Romanian negotiations, the reaked internal review,

and AECL's plans for diversification and waste management

clearry demonstrated two points. First the canadian nuclear

estabrishment was not disappearing. second, the canadian

taxpayer courd not expect the federar government and nucrear

industry to resolve the myriad of political, technological,
ecological, financial, and military dilemmas besieging the

canadian nuclear export program which, in turn, r^ras intended

to perpetuate the domestic nucrear program. rf anything, nev¡

government policies only appeared directed at increasing the

vested interests of, and taxpayer indebtedness to, the

nuclear program. And, to top it off, Canada was attempting

to export in an increasingly "nuclear armed crowd " .2O
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In the early I9B0s, it seemed that as long as government

þureaucrats and private profit-makers remained in control of

canadian energy strategies, nucrear po\der wourd continue to

receive a disproportionate amount of state and private

support regardless of its international ramifications.
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ENDNOTES

NB: To avoid an unduly large number of endnotes, citations
have been consolidated, so that usually each note lists
sources for the preceding paragraph or section.

Introduction

I The Canadian decision not to produce nuclear weapons was
announced to the House of Commons in June 1946. Fred
Knel
ton:

man, Nuclear Ener : Unfor LvLn Technol (Edmon-
vrianos,Hurt g Publis fS, r P. L. S. Sta

in Global Rift: The Third VJorld Comes of Age (New York:
William Morrow and Co., Inc., 1981), þp. Af-Sa, provides
an excellent working definition of "Third WorId". The
term "connotes those countries or regions that participa-
ted on unequal terms in what eventually became the gtobal
market economyrr. Thus, the fhird World's relationship to
the First World has been defined by economic and politi-
cal factors, and the term is not meant to imply cultural
or social inferiority. The fhird World was born in the
fifteenth century when Eastern Europe was Iinked to
Western Europe's expanding economy, but on unequal terms.
The second area to be dominated by the West was the New
World. By the early 1980s, the Third World included "aII
of Latin America, â11 of Africa except South Africa, and.
aII of Asia except Japan and Israel", and also excepting
socialist countries or the Second World,
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CHAPTER I: CANADA AS A NUCLEAR POWER

T Canada, Parliament, Debates of the House of Commons
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(CSSAW) a British defense group chaired by Sir Henry
Tizard. It was originally concerned with radar but, in
April, 1940, it was decided to establish a sub-com¡nittee
to examine the possibilities of building an atomic bomb.
Thus, was born the code named MAUD Committee. In June
L94O, the CSSAW ceased to exist and the MAUD Committee
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craft ProductÍon.
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5L4-52l-; Bothwell, "Radium and Uranium", CHR, pp. 127-
L4I. On June 15, 1942, a British delegation that includ-
ed MaIcoIm MacDonald, The British High Commissioner, hras
actually the first to inform Mackenzie King of the impor-
tance of uranium and the British requirements. The dele-
gation suggested Canadian nationalization of Eldorado
GoId Mines. Despite this and other British requests, the
Canadians would only supply the British when it did not
threaten American demands.

Egg Ìeston, Canada's Nuclear Story, pp. 54-83.

Sherwin, A WorId Destroyed, p. 72.

Canada's Nuclear S , pp. L2L-L24. Eggle-
est S n ormat on ut fails to recognize

torEggleston,
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this as a major factor in
aiding the work in Canada.

the American opposition to

I Dr. Wallace Akers to Dr. Chalmers Mackenzie, 30 January,
I943r {uoted in Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story, p. 74,
8I; Bothwell, "Radium and Uranium", Canadian Historical
Review, p. 81.

9 Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Storyr p. 82; Francis L.
Lowenheim, Harold D. Langley and Manfred Jonas, eds.,
Roosevelt and ChurchiII: Their Secret Wartime Corres-
pondence, (New York: E.P. Dutton & Co. Inc. , L975), pp.
32-33¡ Gowing, Britain and Atomic Energyr p. I59;
Debates, (Ist Session, 20th Parliament, L945, pp. 757-
758. The original members of the Combined Policy Commit-
tee werer âs follows: H.L. Stimson (USe), Vannevar Bush
(usa), James B. Conant (usa), Field Marshall John DiII
(UK), Colonel J.J. LIeweIlin (UX), and C.D. Howe
(Canada).

10. Ibid.; fhe Quebec agreement is reproduced in Gowing,
Britain and Atomic Ener pp. Appendix 4;

From Comin-Fernando Claud n, The Communist
439-440,

Movement:
tern to Cominform fnãrmondworth, Englánd :

Ltd., I975), p. 408; By August, 1943, many
British program \llere already worried
program would not be finished before the
One could assume that such concerns also
United States. The Americans, trowever,
to complete the project before the war

also \¡¡ere
ended.
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the American opposition to the multinational compositl-on
of the Montreal group and the resul-tant concern about
maintaining secrecy.

LZ. Ibid., pp. 90-I02. Eggleston offers Iittle rationale for
the shift in American policy other than pressure by
gritish and Canadian officials. Obviously, C.D. Howe, as
a member of the CPC, could have exerted a degree of
influence. But, this fails to explain why he did not
succeed considerably earlier; Canada, I952-L953 Special
Committee on Atomic Energy, No. 3 , pp. 54, 58.

L3.

L4.

Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story, p. 131 .

The Americans rrJere increasingly concerned about ttre West-
ern control of nuclear technology. Two months after the
CPC decision, Roosevelt and ChurchiII signed an "Agree-
ment and Declaration of Trust". fhe agreement specified
US and UK control of available uranium and thorium ore
supplies during and after the war. See Sherwin, A World
Destroyed, p. I04. Claudin, The Communist Movement, p.
4r2.

15. Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story, p. LL7.

16. Ttre difficulty in obtaining the heavy water and uranium
metal from the United States was indicative of some of
the problems of a continentalist defence and economic
strategy. T-he heavy water was produced in British Colum-
bia and the original uranium used in the uranium metal
was mined in Canada. Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story,
pp. L24- 133 . T'l:e site specif ications included: first,
isolation for safety and security reasons; second, a
Iarge water supply to cool Èhe reactor and dilute the
radioactive effluent; third, enough space to aIIow for
plant and housing expansion; fourth, accessiblity by rail
and road; and fifth, a twelve-hour travelling proximity
to MontreaI, Toronto, and Ottawa. Canada, Parliament,
House of Commons 1949 Special Committee on tl.e Operations
of the Atomic Energy Control Board, No. 5, p. 88

17. Debates, lst Session, 21st Parliament, 1949; CANDU?: A
neîfew of Performance, Costs and Safety, Gle on Energy
Series, No. 1 (Streetsvil-Ie, Ontario: Glendon Publica-
tions, 198I), p. 1; Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story, p.
150 .

IB. Stephen Hilgartner, Richard C. BelI, Rory O'Connor,
Nukespeak: The SeIIing of Nuclear Technology in America
( tlew York : Penguin Books , Ltd . , 1983 ) , p. XIV.
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L9. The Baruch PIan was a modified version of the Ackeson-
Lilienthal Report submitted to President Truman on March
2L, 1945. The Acheson-Lilienthal Report "recommended
establishment under the United Nations an international
'Atomic Development Authority' which would, after the
worldwide survey of raw materials, assume control of all
highly concentrated uranium and thorium deposits. The
authority would make its resources available for peaceful
purposes only. Under the plan the United States reserved
for itself the decision as to when or whether to stop
manufacturing atomic bombs of its o\rùn". President Truman
and Secretary of State Byrnes requested financier Bernard
M. Baruch to present the American proposal to the United
Nations. Baruch would accept on the condition that he
should be allowed to make changes to the Acheson- Lilien-
thal Report. Baruch's addition stipulated that, once
accepted, "veto strould be prohibited when the Security
Council was considering atomic energy matters " . On
December 30, 1946, the United Nations Atomic Energy Com-
mission adopted the Baruch Plan by a vote of 10-0, with
the Soviet Union and Poland abstaining. After this, the
dispute was transferred to the Security Council where the
Soviet Union vetoed the American proposal. John Lewis
Gaddis, The United States and the Ori ins of the Cold
War: 194I-I 7 New York: Columb aUn VCTSI ty Press,
I972), pp. 332-334.

In reserving for the Americans, an opportunity to con-
tinue producing nuclear weapons, the Baruch Plan was not
an effective attempt to controlling atomic technology.
It did play a crucial roIe, however, in legitimizíng
American bomb production. By projecting a sincere desire
to control atomic v¡eaponry it served to reinforce the
ossification of a popular conception of a bi-polar world
with the Americans aiming for peace and the USSR as the
only impediment. It was indicative of American inten-
tions that while the Baruch PIan for International Con-
trol was being discussed, the "Baker" atomic bomb test at
the Bikini AtoII on .TuIy 25, L946, inaugerated "operation
Crossroads", one of a series of testing programs. Cross-
roads was finally terminated ín 1958 afLer 23 nuclear
bombs \¡rere exploded in the mid-Pacific Ocean. But con-
siderable damage had already occurred. The Bikini AtoII
was a prime example. It v/as "a ring of 26 small islands
around a central lagoonr part of the Marshall Is1ands, a
U.S. Trust Territory 2500 miles southwest of Hawaii.
(ttre islands \rJere taken from Japan in L944.) Several of
the islands were blasted ahtay. Th lagoon is now filled
with the largest single source of plutonium pollution in
the v¡orld." In 1968 the U.S. government decided to
authorize rehabitation of the island. Some of the
original inhabitants returned in L972 to replant coconut
palms and rebuild ttre island. These people left
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the isrand in August L978 after a series of investiga-
tions reveared that the isrand was still unsafe for human
occupation. rt was the excessivery high radiation levers
that caused the newly planted parms to bear orange coco-
nuts in L975. Anna Gyorgy and Friends, No Nukes:
Eve ne's Guide to Nuclear 'Power (MontreaI: BLack Rose
Books, L9 rP.

Clifford EItiot
Bikini tests.
with fhomas K. J
sors. In Sheer'

has reflected on the importanc
He refers to Robert Scheer's
ones, one of President Reagan's

e of the
interview
top advi-
Bush ands, With Enou h Shovels: Rea an

Nuclear War, ( New York: Bantam Books, I9B3
"Jones is quoted as saying that the united states could
recover f rom arlout nucrea'r war in just two to fouryears. He advocates everyone digging a hole in the
ground and covering it with two doors and three feet ofearth. 'If there are enough shovels to go ,round, every-
body's going to make it' (Jones) says." Elliot cites the
Bikini tests as proof of the ridiculous underestimation
of the effects of atomic blasts. Clifford Et
"Threats to Peace, SurvivâI", The Observer, VoI. 46

Iiot,
, No.B, February 1983, p. 28.

20. Debates. 2nd Session, 20th Parliament, L946, p. 1620,
237O, 2106, 2122, 2402-3, 2482-3, 2105.

2I. Gordon Sims, "The Evolution of AECL" (l'f .A.
ton University, I979), p. 38; Debates, lst
Parliament, 1949, p. L273

Thesis, CarIe-
Session, Zfst

22.

23.

Sims, "The Evolution of AECL", p. 38.

Margaret Gowing, Inde endence and Deterence: Britain and
Atomic Energy L94 -I , VoI. I: PoI rcy Mak ng Lon on:
The Macmillan Press, Ltd., L974), pp. 324-327. For more

powerinformation on the British nuclear weapon and
program see, for example,
âlo4fq Energy, L939-45

Margaret Gowing,
( l,ondon : Macmi

Britain and
llan , L964) ¡Margaret Gowing,

Policy Makinq (
T n e endence and Deterrence, Vol I

London: Mac âfI , t9 4 ; Margaret
GO\^Iang, Inde ndence and Deterrence VoI. 2 Polic Exe-
cution ( London: Ma Ilan, ; and Sheila Durte and
Rob Edwards
between Nuc

, Fuellin the Nuclear Arms Race: The Links
Iear Power and Nuclear Wea London: Pluto

Press, I
24. Sims, "The Evolution of AECL", p. 39¡ Debates, lst Ses-

sion , 26L}¡ Parliament, 1963 r p. 2198. In f963, the
remaining debt of ç25,239,0O5.00 \i/as "written of f as a
charge against general revenue". The NRU reactor was
built "by the government of canada under atomic energy
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commission to produce plutonium to be sold to the United
States under a long-term contract. The price under the
contract l¡¡as to be renegotiated as of June 30, L962.
[Funds were to pay off the reactor over time but with the
decreased price in June 1962,7 the commission was left in
a position where it had this reactor in its books at some
ç25 million and there þ/as no possibility of writing it
off. "

25. Debates, Ist Session, 20th Parliament, L949, PP. 346,
T2lt-I286; Canada, Parliament, House of Comrnons r949
S ecial Committee on the
Control Board, No. 4

eration of the Atomic Ene

6th Session, 2lst Pa
r p. 73¡ No.
rliament, 19

, p. I00; and Debates,
, p. 960. Howe's con-52

cern of the increasing cost of the project probably en-
couraged his motion of October 31, L949. This allowed
for the creation of the Special Committee on the Opera-
tions of the AECB. Not surprisingly, Howe's motion was
Iate in the session and this left only six weeks for the
committee to study the issues. Also, the committee was
not offered a plethora of witnesses. For example, Dr.
C.J. Mackenzie, the President of the AECB, appeared for
the first five brief meetings; whiIe, Þ1r. J.L. Gray, the
Chief of Àdministration at Clnalk River, and T.W. Morison,
the General Superintendent of Administration Services at
Chalk River appeared for the Iast three brief meetings.
The objectivity of this committee was further curtailed
by its inability to call freely for persons or papers and
its own awe for the Chalk River Project. For example,
Mr. Green, a committee member stated, "Dr. Mckenzie, is
there anything that you can suggest whereby we could help
the project at Chalk River?"

In his repty, DE. Mackenzíe stated, "I think it is a
question that you should, perhaps, discuss in your closed
Jessions. " The new reactor must Ìrave been a point of
discussion in the closed sessions for the Committee's
final report recommended "that the government undertake
the expansion of the present facilities by the construc-
tion of an additional reactor and such research equipment
as may be required".

Howe later tried to make the Committee responsible for
the decision to build the reactor, "Honourable members
witl recall that following the report of ttre special par-
Iiamentary committee on atomic energy which was tabled on
December 8, L949, the government gave serious study to
the recoÍtmendation that a second pile or reactor, be
added to the chalk River establishment. T'he I95I-52
estimates made provisions enabling the natíonaI research
council to proceed with the necessary plans and construc-
tion of the new pile. "
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26. Fred Knelman, Nuclear Energy: The Unforgiving Technology
(Edmonton: Hurtig Publishers, I976), pp . 68-69; Debates,
6th Session, 21st Parliament, L952, p . 966; and Debates,
23rd Parliament, I957-58, p. 1216. KneIman, expanding
upon comments by Amory Lovins, in the latter's "Vtorld
Energy Strategies" (Cambridge, Mass.: Friends of the
Eartlr Inc. , BaI linger Publ-ishing Co . , L975) , p. 63 ,
states: "There exists a global nuclear establishment, as
weII as national nuclear establishments. These
establishments include individuals and institutions--
private and public, national and international, regula-
tory and productive--that have a uniform perception of
nuclear technology, or a global nuclear world view. This
world view consists of a cornmon belief in technological
omnipotence. It accounts for Lhe intimate relationship
between utility bodies and nuclear bodies. It is guilty
of tunnel vision, in that technological faith rests on
fission technology and its perfectibility. The ideotogy
is complex, technicist, elitist, manipulative, fearful of
exposure and therefore sensitive r protective, and
defensive in posture and policy. It rests on a well-
structured set of myths translated into highly homogene-
ous arguments, postures and beliefs. This homogeneity is
global, so that within the relatively closed networks of
communication among members of the establishment there
are highly predictable behavioral modes, value judge-
ments, and polemical postures " . One fundamental com-
ponent of the nuclear establishment which requires
additional emphasis and investigation, is the profit
motive. One small, but important, example was the C.D.
Howe Co., Ltd. It was sub-contracted to provide
engineering services for the design and supervision of
construction of the NRU reactor. Of the $6,919,688 AECL
paid to 34 companies providing engineering services
during the fiscal years 1955-I956 and I956-1957,
ç2,292,504, or 33.13? was paid to the c.D. Howe Co., Ltd.
For a corporate breakdown of the establishment see
Appendix VI.

27. James A. Casterton, "The
Nuclear Industry" (M.4.
1980), p. 3.

International Dimensions of the
Thesis: Carleton University,

28. Debates, 6th Session, 2Ist Parliament, L952, pp. 966-968,
3635.

29. Knelman, Nuclear Ener r p. 53. While
ring to a erent specific example,
applicable.

30. Ibid., pp. 40-67; J.L. Gray, "CANDU
Nuclear Association, Proceedings of
ference: Vol. 2, Development in Canada and Abroad

Knelman was refer-
the term is still

l'liIestones ", Canadian
the 15th Annual Con-
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(Toronto: ,June l5-I8, L975), p. 94. ¡ Debates 7th Ses-
sion, 2lst ParIiament,1953, pp.743, t0-1I. Knelman
offers the most explicit account of the Chalk River acci-
dent. On December L2, L952, ât approximately 3:15 p.m.
an assistant operator mistakenly opened four valves that
could impair the moving of the reactor's control rods.
If the rods h¡ere exposed without coolant, the end result
could be a core melt down. Thus, the first stage of the
accident was caused by human error but this was soon com-
pounded by a series of mechanical errors. This combina-
tion of human and mechanical error "is a classic example
of the common hazards of nuclear energy". "Four minutes
after button number one had been accidently pushed, a
duII explosion was heard and the four-ton lid of the
reactor vessel rose in the air. Water gushed out of the
top reactor, spilling over the building floor. Radiation
alarms went off and at certain points IethaI doses of
radiation were sensed. Messages indicated that radiation
readings in the surrounding atmosphere hrere far above
normal. An emergency procedures h/as instituted, sealing
the reactor building. But this did not confine the con-
tamination; the radiation-hazards director ordered an
evacuation of the entire installation buildings, and
grounds, for everyone but essential emergency crew. "
Kenelman argues that "if one more control rod had jammed,
we rnight well have lost Deep River", the vitlage near
Chalk River where the nuclear establishment lived. The
December L2, 1952, explosion, though the worst accident
at Chalk River, was not the first. Howe admitted, in
1953, when authorizing a committee to examine the opera-
tions of the AECB, that the Chalk River "operation has
been interrupted eight times by minor explosions". The
eighth "minor" explosion occurred on December 12, L952,
and necessitated rebuilding the reactor.

31. Debates, 7th Session, 21st Parliament, 1952-53, p. 2010;
L952-I953 Special Committee, No. 2, p. 25, One lengthy
comment made before committee by Dr. Mackenzie, the

irPresident of AECB and AECL, deserves quotation as
clearly reflects the degree to which individuals attempt-
ed to convince the public of the wonders of atomic energy
when they did not know what would be the end result. "My
own feeling is--and it is purely a personal matter--that
atomic energy will develop something in a way that inter-
nal combustion power developed and that it will open up
new areas. fhe internal combustion engine in its infancy
was thought of as a substitute for coal, but it never
was. It opened up the whole field of automobiles, and
aircraft, and changed the whole complexion of the world.
I cannot document this opinion, but I think there is a
general f eeling that when $/e get into a ne\¡/ form of
energy, it is like1y to be used in areas where there are
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sort of thing I feel that we must just take on
think that is a sounder way to take it than
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It is the
faith. I
to try to

document it when you do not know the actual answer. "

Considering that Canadian taxpayers were paying well over
$6 million annually between 1942 and March 1951, Dr.
Mackenzie was advocating a rather expensive "faith".

32. See W.B. Lewis, "An Atomic
August 27 , 195I.

Power Proposal", AECL: 186,

33. J. Luntz, the editor of Nucleonics, stated, "Obstensibl Y,
one of the purposes of the program is for the United
States to establish itself in the minds of the people of
the world as the leader in the development of the peace-
ful atom". Quoted in Gyorgy, No Nukes, p. 9¡ The prepon-
derance of influence exercised by the Western industrial
countries is revealed in the following example. "Of
50,000 kilograms of uranium-235 earmarked for sale in
1956, only 5, 000 kil-os lvere pledged to underdeveloped
nations; most went to developed Western po\ders (UX and
Western Europe) and Japan. " Robert and Leona Train
Rienow, Our New Life with the Atom (New York: Thomas Y.
CroweII Co., 1959), p. 135. Quoted in Gyorgy , No Nukes,
P. 27¡ The New York Times, October 7 , 1955, p. 4.

2nd Session, 22nd Parliament, 1955,
7th Session, 21st Parliament, 1952-53,

Ist

34. Debates,
Debates,

35. Debates,

p. 2329¡
p. 4884.

Gordon Sims,
Session, 22nd
54r4.

Session, 22nd
"The Evolution

Parliament,

Parliament, l-953-54, p. 5397 ¡
of AECL", p. 48¡ Debates, lst

1953-54, pp. 5400-5401, 5404,

36. Debates, 2nd Session, 22nd Parliament, f955, pp. 2329--
2330. Vlhile Howe offered a number of reasons for select-
ing Ontario Hydro, the third seems the most important.
Howe stated that ttre "decision to accept the proposal of
Ontario Hydro is based on several factors. Firstr âs the
reactor is to be used for demonstration purposes it is
essential that it be operated in a po\,ver system which is
sufficiently large to cope with interrupted operation or
operation at a low load factor. Second, it is considered
desirable that the first power reactor should be located
within easy access of Chalk River, since Chalk River wiII
be responsible for nuclear performance. Third, the
financial arrangements provide that both parties will
accept fuII responsibility for the cost of their respec-
tive portions of the project, together with any loss that
may be incurred as the result of failure in operation or
interrupted operation. "
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37, Ibid.; Debates, 4th Session, 24Lh Parliament, 1960-61, p.
2LL3; Cãsterton, "International Dimensions of the Nuclear
Industry", p. 45. When discussing utilit.y involvement.
Howe mentioned two companies that had "indicated some
interest". Yet, when discussing industry involvement he
stated, ". . . after a careful assessment of tTrese two
factors--design, engineering and manufacturing resources,
and the amount of the financial contribution--Atomic
Energy of Canada Limited has recommended that the con-
tract be awarded to the Canadian General Electric Company
Limited".

(Indicative of CGE's corporate strength, it contributed
some $2 million toward NPD's construction.) Howe did not
name any other companies. A1so, James Casterton, without
citing a reference, states what "Canadian General EIec-
tric was chosen after competitive bids had been called
for. Seven manufacturing firms bid on the project".
While it may be a case of hiding corporate involvement,
it appears more likely that there were not alternative
companies capable of undertaking the design and construc-
tion of nuclear reactors. Furthermore, the fact remains
that no other company has ever undertaken the design and
construction of a reactor in Canada. As is evident in
f958, when the Canadian state undertook the design and
construction of reactors so as to comply with Ontario
Hydro's demand that CGE not be left in a monopoly supply
position; the paucity of adequate industrial capability
is the only probable answer to this move

Furthermore, in the nuclear industry, bidding on a con-
tract is not proof of the capability of providing the
necessary services; witness Jerome Spevack and Deuterium
of Canada Limited.

38. For a clear and concise review of the variuos types of
reactors, see Knelman, Nuclear Power, pp. 42-86. The NPD
was originally designed with a large pressure vessel con-
taining the fuel and the moderator. In April 1957, horr-
ever, construction on NPD $/as suspended for the change-
over to a new design. In the new design, the reactor,
core "would consist of a horizontally-oriented cylindri-
cal tank (calandria) which contains the heavy water
moderator. fhis tank is penetrated by a number of Trori-
zontal tubes containing the natural uranium fuel and
pressurized high temperature Ïreavy water coolant. The
coolant is pumped through the tubes, removing the Ïreat
produced by fissioning of the uranium fuel, and then
through the boilers where the heat is gÍven up to produce
steam which, in turn, is fed to the turbine. Ttre pres-
sure tube concept was adopted and is now one of ttre major
distinguishing characteristics of the CANDU" reactor.
(Casterton, "the International Dimensions of the Nuclear
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Industry", pp. 5-6). This change facilitated on-Iine
refuelling and thus made the CANDU an extremely prolifer-
ation Prone reactor.

The design independence has facilitated CANDU-nationalism
but the Canadian nuelear industry has not even succeeded
in creating a compì-etely Canadian reactor. As Knelman
states "Canadian content in our reactor program is still
Iess than B0 percent, about the same as India's indi-
genous content. Many critical components, including the
large turbines, must be imported. Even when components
are supplied by Canadian firms, design and engineering of
this equipment is foreign. The optimism of the parents
of CANDU has never diminished, but is made up of more of
fantasy than reaIity".

39. Debates, 3rd Sesion, 22nd Parliament, L956, p. 2B4I¡
Peyton Lyon, Tareg Y. Ismael, eds., Canada and the Third
World (Toronto: Macmillan Co. of Canada, Ltd., L976), p.
f7. Cite¿ in Robert Carty, Virginia Smith, Perpetuatinq
Poverty: The Political Economy of Canadian Foreign. Aid

w
t: t:j

a

:

( Toronto:
Carty and

Between the Lines, Pub.,
Smith, Perpetuating Poverty,

1 982), p.
p. 45.

LB2¡ and

40. Debates, 3rd Session, 22nd Parliament, 1956, pp. 1697,
L699, 1700, I7O2, 1710. For a further discussion on
Canadian involvement in nuclear and non-nuclear weapons
tests for the Americans see, among others, Stephen
Salaff, "A Fire to Suffocate", Canadian Forum, VoI. 60,
September 1980, pp. L4-L6, and Peter von Stackelbêygt
"Vrleapon s of War", Goodwin's, premier issue, Spring I983,
pp.t5-20.

4I. Debates, lst Session, 24Lh Parliament, 1958, p. 4524 (ft
was the April 1957 study wh ich also recommended the use
of horizontal pressure tubes and thus resulted in the
redesigning of the NPD); .I.L. Gray, "A Statement of the
Nuclear Power Development Program", AECL:56I (Ottawa:
February 1958), pp. L-2, quoted in Casterton, "Inter-
national Dimensions of the Nuclear Industry", pp. 6-7,
I9. fhe February f958 statement surrounded the announce-
ment of the NPPD with a degree of obfuscatory rhetoric.
It announced AECL's five new objectives: "I. to reduce
the future dependence on a foreign source of energyt
2. to reduce the adverse effect of such imports on the
balance of trade; 3. to minimize the increased load on
Canada's transportation systems ì 4. to red.uce Canada's
energy costs through the utilization of Canadian uranium;
and 5. to stimulate the Canadian manufacturing sector
by creating domestic and foreign markets for plant com-
ponents and fabricated fueI". Years later, Gray would
explain the massive change in AECL as follows: "The



monopoly position of a designer-supplier of 1ar
stations was not acceptable to the customer
Hydrol from a competitive price point of view,'.
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9e poh¡er
Iontario

42. Debates,
( rne pla
two years behind schedule); Knelman,
56. Ontario Hydro's option, however

2nd Session, 24Lh parliament, 1959, pp. 4B6L-62,
nt ¡¡/as not started-up until November I5, 1966 ¡

Nuclear Energy, p.
, was never exerc]-s-

ed. As Knerman states, "Arthough Dougras point went intothe ontario power grid in 1967, it is stirl owned by
AECL, having never operated efficiently to date. rts
cumurative avairability--the percentage of total time it
has operated since 1967--is only 45 percent compared wittr
60 percent for NPD. Part of this low availabirity had to
do with heavy water supply, but since this is an integralpart of the CANDU package, it does not qualify as an
excuse for row performance". But heavy water shortages,
Ìrowever, was not the onry probrem. Technical problems
arso existed. For this reason, in Aprir l9B4 Atomic
Energy of canada announced that Douglas point woul_d be
crosed down. Donald Lawson, president of reactor opera-
t j-ons f or AECL, stated that g I0O rni l lion wou 1ã berequired to repair the money-rosing station. white dis-
mantring the 17 year ord prant \4ras estimated to also cost
$100 million, this was what AECL had decided to do. withfour new reactors planned in the r980s, the prant \4ras no
longer needed. one should note, however, that dismant-
ling the reactor wilr enabre AECL to find out what is
invorved in the process. A reactor has never been dis-
mantled before in canada. This information will become
valuable as other cANDU's wirl grohr ord and burn-out.
"Nuclear Plant to be Shut Doh/n", Winnipeg Free press,
ApriJ- 27 1984, p. 5.

43, Debates, 2nd Session, 22nd parliament, 1955, p. 2329¡
Debates, 2nd Session, 24Lh Parliament ,1959, pp.6110,

Parliament, 1960,6105-6; and Debates, 3rd Session, 24Lh
p. 3918. In August, 1959, the Americans mailed a letter
to ottawa saying that the contracts would not be renewed.
This was not discrosed in the House of commons until
November 6, 1959. At that time, members hrere informed of
Eldorado's arrangements with the usAEc and the UKAEA to
allow a stretch-out of deliveries to December 3r, L966.

44. Debates, 23rd Parliament, 1957-58, pp. t4I5-I6; Debates,
2nd Sesion, 24Lh Parliament, 1959, p. 6LL7. I IPearsonspeaking in the House] know of course..that the great
burk of this product [canadian uranium] is now going into
miritary use, and perhaps r was in a somewhat congruous
positon when r was secretary of state for Exiernal
Affairs Iseptember 10, I948-November I5, I94B under King
and November I5, 1948-June 2L, L957 under St. Laurent]



inasmuch as in that capacity it was my duty and desire,as the representative of the governmenl at internationalmeetings, to do everything r courd..to make the use ofuranium for destructive purposes unnecessary and impossi-ble, but that at the same time r ès the honõurable iremberfor Algoma East [ttre riding that includes Elliot Lake,the site of ontario's largest uranium mine and Eldorado'srefineryJ, r was doing everything r could to encourageand develop the use of that product. ,,

45. Debates, 3rd Session
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four companies
fulfilled the

reactors, \rüas

L426. It was not
announced that the second nuclear research centre wourdbe rocated at the vttritesherr, 60 miles northeast ofwinnipeg on the winnipeg River near Lac Du Bonnett.Incidently, choosing Pinawa for its firm bedrock quali-ties, in the long-term, was raLher fortuitous tro-m theindustry's perspective. The pre-cambrian rock formationshave facilitated the establishment of an experimental
"waste disposal site" at pinawa. Thus, Pinawa could beturned into a radioactive garbage dump.

46. Debates, lst Session, 26th parliame rrt, 1963, pp. 1228,
a more detailed
caI disaster at
lip Mathais, "A
Scotia's Heavy

5588-89, 5314, 55g8-gg, 53I5, 5376; for
account at the economical and technol oga
the Glace Bay heavy \^rater plant see Phi
Foot in the Door of the Future: Nova

to:
WhiIe

Vlater PIant " , Forced Grovrth ( Toron James Lorimer &Co., Pub. , L9 7I), pp. 103-123.

, 24Lh Parliament, 1960, pp. L495,
until January 19, 1960, that AECL

The $4r.5 milrion is broken down as forl_ows: 200 tons ofheavy water at $20.50 per pound for five years equal $4rmirrion; and the coal subsidization Jquals $¿gz,3oo(100,000 tons per annum at $0.9r per ton for five years.

placed bids for the contract, not alI
government' s conditions.

as the operating model of the next stage ofnot started up until November 15, 1966 and
vide electricity until January 7, L967.

47. Pebales, lst Session, 26th parliament, 1963r p. 59Canada, Treaty Series, 1963, No. IO, Atomic Ener
L7¡

Ra athan Atomic Power Station; reement tween naand I a, December , 1963, pp. , 2¡ Debates, 2Session, 26t}r Parliament, p. 7OS, 7O5l-53; Casterton,"rnternationar Dimensions of the Nucrear rndustry,,, pp.8-9, 45. The Douglas point reactor, which was tä serve

did not
Pickering

pro-
was

wereannounced on August 2Q, L9G4. pickering I and IIrated at 5I5 MWe each. Federal equity (excluding capi_talized costs) contributed equated $ffO. S milt-ion or
35.7 E of the totat capital costs. (ggq@, p.
309 ) . Federal f inancing for RApp rmd at
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least $14O mitlion. This was pa
\úith about six years grace at
Edward Vùonder, Canada,s Nuclear

yable over fifteen years
69. Robert Morrison,
E rt Polic ( ottawa :Carleton Univers t y Press, Octo r 1978, p. -18

48. Morrison and !'Ionder, Canada , s Nuclear E rt Poli r p.L7. Morrison and Wonder state that of the
was

63 MI llioncost of the Pakistan pl_ant , $ 5l_ mi 1I ion
Canada, half as externat aid at 3/42

financed by
Ínterest over 40

over 15years, with I0 years grace, the other
years with 5 years grace".

half at 68

49. Canada, AECL, Annual Re ort: L963-64 r P. 23¡ Debates,
pp. 9762-3.--rhe
down as follows:

ace that borrowed
ring stations; 35
Il Research Reac-
Pakistan reactor.

2nd Session 26 rh ar ament,
1,335 tons of heavy water were broken1,I50 tons for Douglas point (to rep1
from the USA) and the proposed pi cketons for the Chalk River and Whitesh
tors; and, 150 tons for the proposed
Furthermore, a surplus was demánaed asaI other potential requirements that
hundreds of tons in the same period',.

e

there hrere " sever-
could total some

50. Ibid., p. LI62O¡
L966-67, pp. 2145,

Debates, lst Session 27Lh Parliament,
7079,314,3023.

5r. Debates, 2nd Session, 26th parliament,
9765, 39J.9; Debates, 3rd Session, 26thpp. 1173; oeUãTesl-tst Session, 27Lin pa

1964-65, pp. 9763,
Parliament, I965,

rliament, L966-67,
I979r p. 9, and

the Nuclear Indus-
p. 1148; The Globe and Mail, Jul y 11,
casterton, International Dimensions oftry" , p. I0.

52. Canada, Treaty Series ¿ 1966, No. 27, Atomic Energv
Ra asthan Atomic Power Station: reement beteen Canadaand Ind a, December 16, 1966, p.

Debates, 2nð,
2¡ Treaty Series ¡ 1963,No. 10, p.2¡ and Session 26th parliament,

1964-65, p. 9655

55. Debates, lst Session, 27t]n parliament, 1966-67, p. 14918;
,.Torge Sabato, "Atomic Energy in Argent l-na: A Case His-tory", World DeveIo Dt, VoI. I August, L973r p. 2,cited in S RSr The Evoluti on of AECL", p. I25¡ Sims,"The Evolution of AECL", p. L26¡ and Debates, 2ndSession, 27th parliament, L967-68, pp. 7940, 1141.
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CHAPTER IT: EXPORTING CANADIAN NUCLEAR REACTORS
TO THE THIRD WORLD

1 An examination of the crass dynamics is obviousry a devi-ation from the anaryticar tools used by the mãmbers ofthe canadian nuclear establ-ishment. rn n.w. Morrison andG. sims, "Nuclear power in Developing countries: Asearch for rndicators" (ottawa: Department of Energy,Mines, and Resources, August IgBO ) , standard anafytiõáftools are used, "mainry aggregated statisticar meãsrrre-ments of different aspects of the country's economic orenergy situation" (p.f ). Ttre authors conclude that "themost useful indicators seem to be the size and growthrate of electrical demand, and the scare and intensity ofenergy use in the economy as a whole" (p.55). However,one cannot understand completery the reasons for anincreased rate of erectricar demand, for example, withouta prior awareness of the internationar crass rerations.without a crass analysis the reasons for changes in thevarious indicators are often undiscernabre oi ignored.Yet, Morrison and sims admit that their "paper ignoresmany obviously crucial factors, such as domestiõ andinternational poritics, security or prestige considera-
tions, and the role of individuals ana institutions. rtavoids the broad economic and financial situations of thecountries as werr as the detaits of cost competition
between nucrear power projects and their atterñatives.The terms and conditions of actual reactor contracts,which may invorve considerations welr beyond the pur-chaser's nuclear power program, are also reft out of theanalysis.. . . And it does not discuss the competition
between centrarry generated and rocalry generated elec-tricity for the countryside nor that between erectricityand other sources of energy for the rural areas,' (pp.
L-2). rn short, they abstract from totality serected
econometric indices in order to revear a difficutt, butpromising, future for the nuclear establishment.

2. F.w. orlando, "The Taiwan Research Reactor project,', apaper presented at the roth Annuar rnternational confer-
ence of the canadian Nucrear Association (Toronto: cNA,paper no. 70-CNÀ-662, May 24-27, L9TO), pp. L,2
York Times, October 18, L97O, p.8; Canadian
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Business

ament, House
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February, 1978, p.20; Canada, House o
of Commons, Debates, 3rd Session,
L97 O-L972, p.4L79.
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4. Canada Commerce May 1972, pp. 2O-2I; The New York TimesJune 2,
38, No.
1969, p
7I2 , p.
7 26.

1962,
592,
49¡

239 ¡

p.
p.

New

3¡ New Scientist Apr I l, r ,Vo65 ; The New York Times February 23,
Vol. 47, No.
No. 839, p.

Sci entist JuIy 30, L970,Ib ., Mar 29, 1973, VoL 57,

5 As stated in The Financial_post , March 24 , Ig7 3r p. 4:"Eartier sateffi-Þæi"¿;; -;;" nor consideredcommercial sales successes because they riere part ofottawa's overseas-bid program. A $gs milrion reactorsold to Taiwan was ior-experimentar rather than po\4rergeneration purposes,, .

6. Canada, Department of Energy, Minesr âDd Resources,
cts 1981

Nuclear Industr Review: Problems and prOS20 ot tawa: EMR, L9 p. 6 ; Canada, AECLrt: L973-74r P. 9¡ , Annua1The Financial Post, ¡aarch--Tõl

7. Joe

3, P. 19.

Hanlon rr Repression Hits physicists in the Argentine",New Scientist , JuIy 7, L977, Vol . 75 , No. 1059r p. 5.ffi rmation on the second Peronist period seeHodges, entina L943-I976; amd .lames Petras, CriticalPe ctives on erial sm and Social Class in tWor New York: Month he ThirdReview press, 19

8. AECL, Annual Re rt: L973- 74, p. 9¡ James A. Castertont'The Internat ona D mens ons of the Canadian NuclIndustry" (M.A. Thesis : Carleton Universit ear
63-64. AECL and Casterton do not stipulate Y' l9B0), pp.
subsidization which would

the amount of
total cost of the reactor.

allow one to calculate the
a technology transfer in

AECL and the CNEA also si gned
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January L974r EMR, Nuc Iear
0 P.

round Pa rS (ottawa EMR No. ERB]- -ZE,
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Casterton, "International Dimensions ", p. 82¡ Robert
Morrison, Edward Wonder, "Canada's Nuclear Export policy,'
(Ottawa: Carleton University, October, L}TB), p. 69. An
additional $ZS million EDC loan was issued in Lg7B. Re-
payment was to begin when the reactor began service,
therefore, May 1983. Background Papers, p. 313.

10. Canada, House
Evidence of the Standing Committee on PubI c Accounts,

of Com¡nons, Minutes of Proceeding and

Respecting: fhe Report of the Auditor General to the
House of com¡nons for the fiscar year ending March 31,
L976, 2nd Session, 30th Parliament, I976-77, Issue No. g,
January 25, L977r p. 9
Parliament. L976-77, p

:19; Debates, Znd
. 77052 Alastair

Session, 30th
Gillespie, the

Minister of Energy, Mines, and Resources v/as quite speci-
fic in his explanation of AECL's marketing strategy:
"The objective has been to seek the broadest possibre
markets, thereby staking out a preferred position for
future sares to maintain a continuing workload for rarge,
highly technical design and engineering staffs,,.
Debates, 2nd Session, 30th Parliament, Ig76-77, p. 74L7.

I1. Casterton, "International Dimensions". p. 82¡ Debates,
2nd Session, 30th Parliament, Ig76-77, p. 3283; DõEates,
Ist Session,30th Parliament, L974-76r p. I2L34; Joe
Hanlon, "Repression Hits physicists in the Argentine",
New Scientist, Jul y 7, L977, Vol. 75, No. 1059r p. 5¡
AECL, Annual Reportz 1972-73, p. EL2. On March 3I, L973
the loss stood at $130 million. The eventual total is
not pubric knowredge but AECL officiars soon witr be able
to calculate the total cosÈ since the reactor was com-

12. Debates, 2nd Session,30th Parliament, pp.3287,1828,
1856 , 6249. It \^tas possible that naming Ber Gelband and
Savino, rá/as part of the military's attempts to discredit

pleted in lulay 1983.
1980, p. J-4. It would
ti's profíL/ loss on th
information is not pub

the Peronist government. The
poration's The Fifth Estate

The Financial Post, September 13,
be interesting to know Ital_impian-

e Argentine contract; however, such
lic.

I3. Debates, 2nd Session, 30th
lgø9, zz+l , 5789.

Canadian Broadcasting Cor-
speculated that the $2.5

Parliament, L976-77, pp. 1329,

mL llion was used to bribe high-ranking Argentinean mili-
tary officials who were favouring light-water reactors.
CBC, The Fifth Estate, a two part program entitled ,,The
CANDU Affair", originally broadcast on November B and I5,
L977. Cited in Casterton, "International Dimensiorrs",
p. r38.
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L4. The same type and make of boilers were installed at Point
Lepreau, Gentilly, Bruce B. and Pickering B. It was at
the latter plant where it was discovered that once the
boilers were installed hundreds of cracks developed.
This alerted officials to the problem. In 1979, the cost
of replacement for Cordoba was estimated at $15 mitlion.
AECL was hoping that it could negotiate a deal similar to
the Ontario Hydro-Babcox and Wilson settlement whereby
the latter paid approximately 752 of the costs. Thus, in
:.979 AECL's estimated cost of repair would be approxi-
mately $3.75 million plus the additional cost of delaying
the project by more than a year. The Globe and Mail , MaY
25, I979r p. 5¡ The Financial Post, September 22, L9'79,
p. 5; The Financial Post, October 6 , 1979, p. 13.

15. Debates, 2nd Session, 30th Parliament, p. 4589; The AECL
Annual Report ¿ L976-77 , p. FLz reveals how entrenched was
the use of sales agents. The report lists 43 agents and
representatives. In the one year period, AECL paid a
total of $17,353,732.00 for renumeration and expenses.
However, the report fails to Iist¡ South Korea, Shaul
Eisenberg; or the $f8.5 million paid to Eisenberg. The
United Development Co. is Iisted as the Israeli agent.
The list of AECL agent's in 1976-77 , is as follows:ttc

c.
po
þ.

.G.R
G. R.
rati
E.C.

. do BraziI, BraziI; General Electric Co., U.S.A.;
MeV, France; C.G.R. Generay, Italy; Marubeni Cor-

orrr Japan; Equipo Para Hospitales S.A. , Mexico;
Electrical Products (Pty) Limited, South Africa;

General Electric Espanola, Spain; G.E.C. Medical Equip-
ment Limited, England; Kamol Sukosol Company Limited,
Thailand; C.G.R. BeneIux, Belgium; International General
Electric Company (rnaia) Private Limited, India; Equipa-
mentos Cientificos Do Brasil l,imited, BraziI; Labkar
Company Limited, Iran; General Electric De Colombia S.4.,
Colombia; Spring Port Taiwan Limited, Taiwan; A.B.
Atomenergi, Sweden; E. Comm Australia Pty. Limited,
Australia; Geveke Electronica, Germany; Gammaster,
Netherlands; Hamco Commercial S.C.R.L. Peru; Tamathe
S.R.L. Argentina; Koch & Sterzel C.G.R., Germany; The
China Engineers Limited, Hong Kong; C.H.F. MueIIer 4.G.,
Germanyr Dr. Serafettin Ve Ortaklari Ticaret Limited,
Turkey; High Energy and Nuclear Equipment S.4., Switzer-
land; Societa Lombarda Di Televisione S.P.A., Italy;
China National Chemicals Import & Export Corporation,
Peoples Republic of China; Roberto L. Lannes, Uruguay;
Kostas Karayannis, Greece; General Machinery Company
Ltd., Chile; Amtraco Corporation, Indonesia; The General
Electric Company of Singapore Private l,imited, Singapore;
Arab Trading and Engineering Office, Syria; Costa Rica
Dental and l,ledical Supply Co . , Costa Rica; Electrische
Nijverheids-Instalaties, Belgium; International Machinery
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Co. (eotivia) S.a. Bolivia; Atomed Equipamento Nuclear

16. Ernesto Laclau, New Left Review p. r.6; Edward Epstein,
" PoIiticization and Income Redistribution in Argentina:
The Case of the Peronist Worker",
and Cultural Cha e, Jul y 1975, V

reveals how the military reg imes have effectivety
repressed the real \¡rages of Argentine workers. Evenduring the last half of peron's first

Ltda. , BraziI;
Servicios EIect
ment Incorpora
Mexico"; AECL,
lst Session, 31

r943
r944
l-945
L946
L947
1 948
L949
r 950
r 955
I 960
r965
L970

Distributora Nacional
ronicos Int., Puerto Ric
ted, IsraeI and Gebha
AnnuaI Re ort: I978-79

st ParI ament, 9, pp.

C.4., Venezuela;
oi United Develop-
rt Y Asociadoes,
r P. 44¡ Debates,

623, 2339,

period one notices
wages had escala-
the cause of the

1943-L970

Per hours

Economic Develcpmen!

a significant roll-back. In 1965, the
ted and v¡ere undoubtedly a factor in
f965 coup.

Real Wages Among Argentine Industrial Workers:

Year Index of ReaI Wages

100
1I1
106
LI2
140
173
181
r73
140
120
r42
II6

17. For a discussion on the constraints of fo
Third World devetopment see, for example,
The Tr : The International Moneta

reign induced
Cheryl Payer,
Fund and the

Th rd World New York: Monthly Review press, L974 . The
1983 Argentine elections should not be construed as a
change in the country's economic policy. while such an
outcome is possible if the Radicat party is able tomobilize Argentine workers to change the system, it
appears that the military' s rationale r¿/as to allow acivilian government to try and get the country out of theworst economic crisis in the post-1945 period. For the
government to succeed, the economy wourd require radicarrestructuring which wourd result in imperial support fora military coup. Should the government fail, thè effect
would be to discredit the civirian government and
facilitate the military's formal return to power.
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L8. Petras, critical Perspectives, p. 90. petras argues thatthe noti ouìie "vacillating,í between
the imperial bourgeoisies and the domestic prorãtariat isinsufficient to exprain the abirity of a section ofsociety to maintain its existence anã imprint itserf onthe society. Thus, petras identifies the state sector
emproyees, civir and/or miritary as an "intermediarystratum" for it has "defined a new capitalist development
project tying the expansion of capitatist market ieta-tions to the expansion of the state" (p. 96). But hequalifies this by arguing that "the emergence of a statecapitarist formation cannot be considered a ,Ïristoriar'
stage in
rather a

the development of the producLive forces, buttransitionat regime, a phase between one type ofexploitation and another" (p. IOO).

19. Korea Bulletin, May 1976, VoI. 3, No. 5, (San Francisco)
and Gavan McCormack, "The

McCormack and Mark Sheldon
p. 3 cited in Yougja yang
United States in Korea", Gavan
(eds.), Korea; North and South The Dee en]-n Crisis (New
York: Monthly Rev ew Press, B p. 163.

20. rt was during the Korean war that the worrd specurated
whether nucrear technology wourd be introduced úo Korea.
However, in 1950 it was not a reactor sale that was beingconsidered; rather it was whether us president rruman,the man that had authorized the atomic bombings ofHiroshima and Nagasaki, wourd use atomic bombs i; theKorean conflict.
P. 3; Republic of

The New York Times, December 14 , 1950,
Korea, Ministry of Science and Tech-

nology , Atomic Ener Activities in Korea z L977 (Seoul:
reTB ) r P. 7¡ The Trrga Mark-I I research reactor wentcritical on
1962, p. 2,

March 30, 1962, The New York Times, March 31,

2L. The New york Times, February 9, L975, p. 16; The New york
Times, August L9, L977, p. D3.

22. Gavan Mccormack, "The south Korean Economy: GNp versus
the People:, Gavan McCormack, Mark Seldon, Korea: North
and South: The Dee enl_ Crisis (wew York: Monthly ReviewPress, I , PP. McCormack states that the I4B(7L2,00) of the labour force is unionized. However,these unions "have been carefurry curtivated by manage-
ment and government as instruments of sociar and economic
control" (p. 107).

23. rbid.,
ties, P. 96¡ RePublic

. 7 ¡ The New York
of Korea, Àtomic Ener Activi-

p Times, February 9, p. 16.
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24. Kim Chang Soo,
Korean Workers'
November L977, p.
Korean Economy",

"Marginalization, Development and the
Movement", Ary., Vol. 9, No. 3, JuIy-

26 cited in-Gavan McCormack, "The Souln
p. 96.

25. International Canada, December L973, VoI. 4 No. L2, p.
the South323, rr is Lnteresting to note that while

Korean CANDU \rùas originally named Wolsung I, the South
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purposes of obfuscating the American nuclear escalation.
It must be recognized however, that Teller's work at try-
ing to establish 'clean bombs' and 'peaceful nuclear ex-
plosions' in the acceptable jargon of American nuclear
strategy was not entirely a result of ardent partriotism
but also included a good degree of self-seeking promo-
tion. In JuIy L952, TeIIer and Dr. Ernest Lawrence
founded what became known as the Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory in Livermore, California, east of San Francis-
co. Had a GCD been signed, TeIIer's budget would un-
doubtedly have been cut. But, nevertheless, he was able
Lo maintain and expand his program and obfuscate American
\^reapons testing with his erroneous notions of 'clean
bombs' and 'peaceful nuclear explosions' . As William
Eps tein states in The Last Chance: Nuclear Proliferation
and Arms Control, (New York: The Free Press, 1976 ) p.
L72z "many members of the American arms control com-
munity believe that both the notion of clean bombs and
that of underground peaceful nuclear explosion were
invented by these scientists because of their fears that
nuclear tests might be halted that permanently ended".

Edward Teller--or E.T. as Helen Caldicott Ïras called him
--has continued his advocacy of PNEs. In the 1960s he
advocated the use of 300 bombs; averaging 600 Kt each, to
dig a new Panama Canal. (Northern News VoI. 6, No. 5,
June 1983, p. 14. ) His creation of the concept of PNEs
has served to diminish the horror of what Ìre is talking
about. Furthermore, the notion of PNEs as a useful
obfuscatory concept has spread to other nuclear programs.
Canada, for example, has considered using PNEs to blast
into the Alberta tar sands. India, declared that it
exploded a nuclear 'device' for the purpose of a PNE.
And, the NPT has enshrined the uses of PNEs with the
minor qualifier that they must be under international
supervision.

TeIIer is still active in promoting nuclear \reapons dev-
elopment and serves the interests of the US Pentagon by
publishing articles which try to diminsh the American
threat to global survival and the results of a nuclear
vrari witness his November L982 Reader's Digest article
"Six Dangerous Myths about Nuclear War". While the arti-
cIe's erroneous assumptions Ïrave been thoroughly criti-
qued by Frank von Hippel's "The Myths of Edward Teller"
in the March 1983 Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists, it
is regrettable that a large number of Qiges'L readers witl
never read von Hippel's critique. -fo -E¡e uninformed
person, Teller's article contains the implicit soother
where 'we're good--they're bad'. However, a quote by
Teller and A.L. Latter reveals and obvious imbalance:
"It would be desirable if sites could be found which are
so remote from populous areas that the tests could be
concluded without regard to the direction of the winds.
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Unfortunately, the bombs
too smaII". Ie. TelIer
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calculating CANDU plutonium production. The formula is
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and muì-tipty by three to receive the approximate MW(th)
figure; multiply this figure by 365 for the per annum
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the grams plutonium produced per MW working day; and
finaIIy, multiply by the estimated rate of per annum
capacity. Thus, the 40 MW CIRUS operated at 752 capacity
calculates as follows: (40 X 365 X .8 X. 75) ? 1000 =
8.76 kg plutonium-239 per annum at 752 capacity. To
calculate the number of bombs produceable from a given
quantity of plutonium-239, the author has used the
conservative IAEA estimate that I Kg of Pu-239 are
required for a nuclear explosive device. fhe Canadian
nuclear establishment, however, contends that a nuclear
bomb could be produced from t5 lbs. (6.81 Kg) of Pu-239.
Debates, Ist Session 30th parliament, p. 8L42. For the
purposes of this thesis, the higher range estimate and
Smith's formula wiII be used. CIRUS \r/as started up in
July 1960.

9. External Affairs, March 1964, Vol . 16 , p. I15 ; Stockt¡olm
International Peace Research Institute, The Nuclear Age
(Stockhotm: Almqvist & Wiksell International, L974), p.
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to forgo purchasing the plant. This, in turn, made the
South Korean contract signing with Canada somewhat more
palatable. fhough the Canadians had discussed the issue
witi't the South Koreans on a number of occasions one can
assume that it was the US intervention that \Àtas probably
critical. As Myron B. Kratzer, the US Acting Assistant
Secretary of State for Oceans, Environment and Scientific
Affairs, told the US Senate Government Operations Commit-
tee, after acknowledging the American discussion, "The
South Korean Government reached the decision that the
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[quoted in The New York Times, January 30, 1976, PP. l,
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Witfred Eggleston, Canada's Nuclear Story, (Toronto:
Clarke Ïrwin and Co. , Ltd. , 1965 ) , p. 44; Robert
Bothwell, "Rad.ium and Uranium: Evolution of a Company
and a Policy", Canadian Historical Review, VoI LXIV, No.
2, June I983, p. 135; Egg leston, Canada's Nuclear Story,
pp. 44-45; BothwelI "Radium and Uranium", pp. 38-45;
"Reviews", Maclean's VoI. 78, February 6, 1965r p. 50;
Canada, House of Commons, 1952-53 Special Committee, No.
3, pp. 54, 58.

2. Canada, Atomic Energy Control Board, Annual Report L947-
48, pp. l-2-13; Debates, lst Session,2lst Parliament,
L949, p. 2356; Debates, 4th Session, 20th Parliament,
1948, p . 2356¡ CIM Bulletin, May L976, Vol. 69, No. 769,
p. 69¡ Canada, House of Commons, Debates, 23td Par1ia-
ment, L957-58, p. 4l-47 i Debates, 3rd Session, 24Lh Parli-
ament, 1960, p . L377, 39IB; The Financial- Post, March 7,
f959, p. 48¡ W.D.G. Hunter, "Canada's Uranium Industry:
A Crisis of SurvivaI", Business Quarterly, VoI. 26, No.
4, Winter 1961, p. 227¡ Debates, 2nd Session, 24Lh Parli-
ament, 1959, p. 2663, 6LL9¡ and Ruth Marossi, "Canada's
Uranium Crisis", The Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
Vol. 17, No. 7, pp. 2BL-82.
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Session, 24Lh Parliament, 1959, pp. 6105-61; Debates,
23rd Parliament, 1957-58r p. 4147, Debates, 3rd Session
241cn. Parliament, 1960, p. 3918; Debates, 2nd Session 241utr

Parliament, 1959, p . 266L, 2663, 57L¡ The Financial Post,
ApriI I8, l-959, p. 15; Debqtqq , 2nd Session, 24Lh ParIi-
ament, pp. 57I, 6LI7, 6106; The Financial Post, January
31, L979, p. 3, Debates, 4th Session, 24Lh Parliament, p.
5688.
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For a discussion of the 1963 missire debate see John
warnock, "The Debate over Nucrear weapons", partner ToBehemoth: The Militar PoI i of a Satell l_ te Canad aToronto: New Press, 0 , PP. 3-201": Debates, 25thParliament, L962-63, p.3097; John Warnock , Partner to
Behemoth, pp. L94, 196, 201. pearson \^¡aS true to hiscampaign statements, for the missiles did arrive in
canada. fhey were "secretry delivered" to La Macaza,
Quebec, on New Year's Eve, December 3I, 1966. Vlarnock
adds that "this must have brought chuckres of delight inwashington, for it was the anniversary of the ass-tfrt on
Quebec city by the u.s. revolutionary forces, under
General Richard Montgomery in 1776".

Taylor, Yokell, Yellowcake, p. 32 ¡ Debates, J_st Session,
26Lh Parliament,--T96T, p. f OgO; peãrEõñ' s announcement
\das made to "the chair[person] of the committee whic]r was
charged with the investigation of the economic status ofEIliot Lake and the chair[person] of the industrial com-
mittee of the Bancroft and district chamber of commerce".
PgÞqtes, lst Session, 26t.-h parliament, L963, pp. 1636,
1908; Debates, 2nd Session, 26th parliament, Lg64-65, p.
2B6L; Dê6ates, lst Session, 26th parliament.
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L949, 1602, 1980. Gordon Edwa
and the H-Bomob", Transition
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for Nuclear Responsibility, Spring l9B3r p.

Post, March 23, 1968 , P. MlI; The Financial Post.

7. Debates, 3rd Session, 26Lh Parliament, 1965, pp. 957-B¡
ApriI 3, L966, p.2I¡ Debates, IstThe Financial Post,

Session, 27Lh Parliament, 1966-67, pp . g9I-7, ß24; De-
Þ?!91, 2nd Session, 26Lh Parliament, L964-65, pp. tt7lg,
].I BB4 .
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Session, 27 Parliament, L966-67r p. BB13; ft¡e-financial
Post, December 24, 1966, p.5' Canad ian Nuclear Techno-
logy,
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10, The Financial Post, August 1, 197Or p.
P. M9; The Fin

24¡ The FinancialPost, March 27 L97L, ancial Post March22, 1969, p. Ml5; The Financia I Post, March 23, 1969 p.Mll; Debates , 2nd Sess OD, th Par ament, L969-7O, pp.42529;--525õ-:sr ; rhe Financial post, January 2, 197Ir p.13; The Financia I Post, August 1, L97Or p. 24; Debates,2nd Sess ron, 28th ParIia mentr p. 5252. Aside from thecartel, the federal government considered supporting con-struction of a uranium en richment facility. The proposedplant would have consu med 252 of the power generated an-nually by the James Bav Hydro Electric power project andall of Canada's Ig74 known uranium reserves withintwenty-two years. The enrichment facility, Ìrowever, pri-marily hras a provincial project of euebec's premier
Bourassa.
shared betw
was an impo
Debates, ls

T'he estimated $ g bi llion price tag to be
een the Ottawa, euebec, and French govèrnments
rtant factor that diminished federál support.t Session, 30th parliament, L974-76. p. 2g77.discussion of the failed plans see f'rã¿ KneI_
um--The Embarassment of Enríchment", Nuclear

For further
man, ttUrani
Energy: The Unfor giving Technologv , pp. 180-200.

11. June H. Taylor, Micheal D
ternational Uranium Carte

Yokell, Yellowcake The In-
I New York; Pergamon Press,

issue of Canadian instigationof the cartel, the author s are more specific: t'Some
United States cartel inve stigators believe it was RTZItne British controlled i nternational mining conglomer-ate, Rio Tinto zincl which conceived of a uranium cartel,and through officers in its canadian subsidia rY, RioA1gom, got the Canadian government to take a lead ininitiating calls for othe r government to participate. . . .The RTZ uranium group includes Palabora lvlining Corpora-tion in South Africa, Rossing Uranium in Nambia, ConzincRiotinito of Australia, Mary Kathleen Uranium, Rio ÀI gomof Canada, and its Unit ed States subsidiary which ha SAmiII in Utah, the only foreign owned mitl in the United
States " . P. 73¡ It is interesting to note that MacNabb
was also Vi ce-President of Uranium Canada Ltd., a market-ing board responsible primarily for overseeing the Cana-dian urani um stockpile. "The President of Uranium CanadaLtd', Jack Austin, v/as arso MacNabb's superior as Deputl4Minister for Energy, Mines, and Resources. Tayror andYokell, Yel-Iowcake, p. 70.

12. Taylor and yokelI, yellowcake, pp. 68, Bf, 82, 84, LO2,I22, I23, 6L-62.
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Parliament, I977-78, pp. 2L5-L6, 2L9, L224. An interest-
ing sidenote to the cartel was provided in mid-December
1983. rt revealed continued state protection for those
involved. Erdorado Nuclear and uranium canada (two crown
corporations) and Denison Mines, Rio Algom, Gulf Miner-
ars, and uranez canada (private corporations) were taken
to court in r9Br by the federar justice department onprice-fixing charges. rt was not surprising that theprivate companies were not charged; the Trudeau govern-
ment had already promised that to GuIf, êt least. But
the ruring for Erdorado Nucrear and uranium canada r¡/as
most interesting. As PauI McKay states, in "Supreme
Court Let U-Cartel Off Hook", The Nuclear Free press, No.
20, Winter I984r p. 3 "Based on century ol_d legal prece-
dents established in England and colonial EngIand, the
supreme court of canada ruled...that two federar crown
corporations. . . are immune from prosecution under existing
federal legislation". This meant, in effect, that "the
government could interpret the ruling as a 'carte-
blanche to engage in irlegar activities and...encourage
other (corporate) citizens to do likewise"'.

14. Debates, 3rd Session, 3Oth Parliament, I977 -78, pp.
1977 ,
1969-

L22B-29, 556L-62; The Globe and Mail, November 9,
Eldorado Nuclear Limited, Annual Reports

15. Taylor and Yokell, Yellowcake, p. 98; Anottrer motive for
limiting the carter-wãs the feár that too high a price

p. F^2.
L978.
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fore, also uranium. The Globe and MaiI,
L977, p. B2¡ Taylor and YokelI, pp. 98, 99¡

and, there-
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Vol. 66, No. 955, p. 710-II; The
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,June 18, 1976, p. B. 10.

16. One Sky Report, May, L982, p. 22, Mark Hertsgaard, "Le
president
nucleaire " ,

Reagan bouleverse les bases de la politique
Le Monde Diplomatique, Juin 1982, pp. 4, 5.

Hertsgaard discusses Reagans's plan to use the power
industry's spent fuel bundles to compensate for the mili-
tary's plutonium shortage so that the latter could com-
plete Reagan's military buitdupr In December I9BI,
Erdorado announced its decision to crose its operations
in Uranium City, Saskatchewan. Canadian mining interests
have devised new ways to counter the opposition to mine

The Rabbit Lake, Cluff Lake, and after 1983,closures .

Key Lake
town.
Phoenix,

Mines operate without establishing
Instead, miners are simply flown
December L9, L982, cited in One Sky

a permanent
in. Star-
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L7.
L982

Uranium and Electricit I¡,u

eG
Idorado Nuclear, Ltd. (Ottawa:
iangrande. The Nuclear North:p. rC ted in Carol

The Pe le the Re ions and th e Arms Race (Toronto: House of
Anans Press Lt 3 pp. , 2L2. Giangrande offers an
excellent account, based on documented evidence and many per-
sonal interviews, of the impact of nuclear technology on the
common Canadian citizen, particularl y uranium mining. Herwork clarifies the manner in which opposition to nuclear re-lated industries varies from region to region. She argues
that if the Canad ian anti-nuclear/peace novement is to effect
changes, their i mpact is dependent upon recognizing and co-ordinating the regional concerns rather than remainingprimarily, a southern urban response; see Ingride AIesich,
"Atomic Caf e: T'he Saskatchev¡an Version " , Briarpatch,

information
Jan/-

Feb. , L984, Vol. 13, #1, p. B-10 , f,or more on theKey Lake spills. One of the main causal f actors h/as corpor-ate cheapness; packed sand was used to buitd the reservoircontainment wa rrs rather than something that didn't dissorve
when wet. Fo r a breakdown of corporate involvement in Sas-katchewan uranium exploitation see Walter Davis, The yellow-
cake Road: C rate Uranium and Sask atchewan Saskatoon:
Saskatoon Citizens f.or a Non-Nuclear Soc etf, r).
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CHÀPTER V: REVIVING THE SALE OF REACTORS: THE LATE
1980s AND BEYOND

I Atomic Energy of canada Límited, 444uar Report 1977-79,p. F6; canada, Department of rnffi Re-sources, Nuclear PoIi RevÍew Bac round Pa ers (ottawa:
EMR, Report No. ERBI- E, I 0 , PP. 1.

2. Nuclear News , August 1981, pp. 85-I04, Wohlstetter, êtã1., The
Minerva
wtff e tfi
have dec

tary Potential of Civilian Nuclear Ene r9y ¡t

VoI. 15, Nos. 3-4, Autumn-Winter L977 p. 401.
e actual number of nuclear power reactors would
lined somewhat due to cancel lations, it serves a

good working figure. rt is important to recognize thatthe actual number of reactors in the world appears prob-lematic even for the nuclear industries to determine.
Witness the discussion in €ç!_èeeen!, Spring 1983, p. 6.
Ascent notes the discrepan-cef-Eãtween Lhe number oi on-Ene reactors estimated by the IAEA and Nucrear News as
294 power reactors with a totar of rza,rõe-l,tñã-iãffiity
in 25 countries versus 276 pohrer reactors totalringI67,I03 MWe in 24 countries, respectively. fhris is adifference of rB reactors, 6005 MWe, and one country.while Paul vlajcic of Nuclear News admits the decrepancy
may be due to their agencyrG-poÎïEy of not counting þor"treactors under 30 MV{e and their difficult y in obtaininginformation on the USSR, the disrepancy still appearsrather large. fhis is compounded when one recognl_zes
that the IAEA and Nuclear News also dispute the number of
US
I6

power reactor cancellations in LgBz with the figures
and 18 plants respectively. However, this would not

be the first time that the rAEA has been suspiciously
over-inflating the promises and obfuscating the ãrawbacksof the nuclear industries.

3. see for exampre Amory B. Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins,
Leonard Ross, "Nuclear power and Nuclear
Affairs, Vol. 58, Summer 1980; Mark Herts
lã'ent Reagan bouleverse les bases de la
aire", tg_Mq@, Juin 1982,
materia erican nucle

Bombs", {oreigngaard, "Le prés-
politique nuclé-
PP. 4, 5. For

ar escalation of
the late
Defended

I970s and
to Death:

early I9B0s see: Gv¡yn prins, êd. ,
ASt of the Nuclear Arms Race

Raymond WiIt ams, The Politics Nuclear Disarmament
New Left Review, No. I24, Nov.-Dec, 1980r p. 39; Robert
Aldridge, The Counterforce drome: A Guide to U.S.
Nuclear Weapons and Strateq c Doctr nei Emma Rot l- td,
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"The American Arms Boom", E.P. Thompson and Dan Smith,
eds. , Protest and Survj-ve (New York: Monthly Review
Press, 198I) pp. 108rf2ll George Kistiakowsky, "The Arms
Race and Nuclear þJar; An Interview", E.P. Thompson and
Dan Smith, Protest and Survive, pp. L22-L36.

4 Wohlstetter, et ê1., The
Nuclear Energy", A SIPRI
MIT Press, L975), p. 8I.

Potential of Civilian
(Cambridge, Mass: The

Mititary
Monograph

5 Amory B. Lovins, L. Hunters Lovins, Leonard Ross, "Nuc-
lear Power and Nuclear Bombs", p. IL42. For discussions
of some of the technical, social, and political aspects
of enrichment technology see: Frank Barnaby, "The Nuc-
Iear Fuel Cycle", The Nuclear Age, pp. 46-62¡ J. Beck-
man. "Gas Centrifuges for Cheaper Isotope Separatiorr",
C. F. Barnaby, Preventing The Spread of Nuclear Weapons,
pp. 90-99; J. H. Coates, B. Barre, "Practical Suggestions
for the Improvement of Proliferation Resistance with the
Enriched Uranium Fuel Cycle", SIPRI,
Nucleaq Weapon Proliferation, pp. 40-5

Nuclear Ener &

9¡ P. Baskma, Jet
NozzIe and Vortex Tube Enrichment", SIPRI, Nuclear Energy
& Nuclear Weapon Proliferation, pp. 6I-7L¡ K.L. Kompa,
"Lasar Separation of Isotopes ", SIPRI, Nuclear Energy &

Nuclear Vleapon Proliferation, pp.73-90.

6. Amory B. Lovins, L. Hunter Lovins, Ener r: Brea
The Nuclear Link--A Prescri tion for Non roI era
New York: Harper Colophone Books, 1980 r p. 2L. The

Lovinses state that while the Oak Ridge design Ïras been
criticized, its broad feasibifity was confirmed by a US
government study, Nonproliferation Alternatives System
Assessment Program (WaSap) [ffre nine-volume NASAP report
v/as published by the US Department of Energy in June 1980
as document DoE/NE-OOOI/I-9.I Nesep concluded "that a
plant separating tens of bombs' worth per year could be
built in L-2 years for tens of millions of dollars, a
smaller one for less". For a discussion of some of the
technical, social, and political aspects of reprocessing
see: Union of Concerned Scientists, "Nuclear FueI Repro-
cessing: Radiological Impact of Vlest Valley Plant",
David R. Brower, Jim H. Harding, The Nuclear FueI Cycle,
pp. I49-2O7; Frank Barnaby, "The Nuclear FueI Cycle".
The Nuclear Age , pp . 44-62; Gene I. Rochlin, Plutonium,
Power and Politics: International Arrangements for the
Disposition of Spent Nuclear FueI (Berkéle y: University
of California Press , L979 ) pp. 67-130; K. Hannerz, F.
Segerberg "Proliferation Risks Associated With Different
Back-End Fuel Cycles for Light Water Reactors", SIPRI,
Nuclear Ene & Nuclear Vlea Proliferation (London:

ay r& ranc S, t pp ; Dr. Abrahamson,
SIPRI, Nuclear"Reprocessing And Waste Management",

Energy & Nuclear lrleapon Proliferation, pp. f05-11I; B. T.
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Feld,
lear

"Can Plutonium be Made Weapon-Proof? " ,
n Proliferation,

SIPR],
pp.

Nuc-
TTI-En er & Nuclear Vlea

7 Gordon Edwards "canada's Nucrear rndustry and the Myth of
the Peacefur Atom". Ernie Regehr and simon Rosenblum,
Canada and the Nuclear Arms Race, with a foreword by
Margaret Laurence. (Toronto: James Lorimer & Company,
Publishers, I9B3). p. I47, 148. Edwards states: - "Tñenuclear review v¡as carried out by an interdepartmentar
committee of government officiars, with assistance and
advice from AECL, Erdorado Nuclear Limited, the Atomic
Energy contror Board, and the canadian Nuclear Associ-
ation--arr organizations which are dedicated to the pro-
motion of nuclear technology. However, there was noopportunity for groups criticar of nucrear power to make
their views known effectivery. Despite a written mandate
from sixty-five organizations across canada, which was
communicated personarly to Marc Laronde, then minister of
energy, the canadian coarition for Nuclear Responsibirity
was prevented from even making a presentation to theminister or to the review committee".

It is interesting to note that the leaked ,,Internal Re-
view" bears many similarities to the Nuclear rndust
Review
Tñe T-e

and the Nuclear Polic Review Bac round Pa rs.
aked document s less etor l_ ca I and ob scatory

and clearly reveals policy options. See Canada, Depart-
ment of Energy, Mines, and Resources, Nucl_ear policy
Review Background Papers ( Ottawa: Minister of Supply and
Services, Report No. ERBI -28, IgBl ) ; Nuclear Industry
Review: Problems and Prospects, 1981-2000 (Ottawa:
MÏñfãter@ Servlces, L9B2l; and, Canada,
fnter-Agency Review, Poli Review of the Nuclear Power
Indust l_n Canada, Re r-ner HoIlback, EMR, Dra t report
leake to the Ottawa Press, June, I98I (Montreal: Cana-
dian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibility, IgBl).

B Canada, Inter-Agency Review,
Power Industry In Canada, Re

PoIic Review of the Nuclear
iner Ho Ibach, El"lR Montreal:

CCNR, 198I) pp. B€-69-Thereafter referred to as Internal
Reviewl.

9. Ibid., pp. 90-91; see paul McKay Electric Empire: The
Inside Sto of Ontario ro( Toronto: Between The
L nes, t983 or more on the Canadian radioactive refuse
program, see R.S. Dixon, E.L.J. Rosinger, eds., Third
Annual Re ort Of The Canadian Nuclear FueI Waste Man e-
ment Program P nawa: AECL-682L, December, l-981 p.8
Ascent, Vol . 3, No. 2 1,982 r p. 27 . T. E. Rummery, E.
f,l¡. Rosinger "The Canadian Nuclear FueI Waste Manag:ement
Program", paper presented at the rnternationar conference
on Radioactive waste Management sponsored by the canadian
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Nucrear society, winnipeg, Manitoba, september r3-16,L982; G.R. Simmons, A. Brown, C.C. Davidson, G.L. Rigby,"The canadian 
_ un_derground Research Laboratory,,, IAEA,rnternational conference on Radioactive waste uånagement,Seattle, WA, USA, I,tay 16-20, 1993, IAEA_CN-A3/l-67; enCl,"Nucrear Fuer waste Management", January, r9gt. But des-pite volumes of industry material, tte waste disposatissue has at times becomJ a pubric relations nightmale assuccessive communities mobitize to try and run AECL outof town. For the struggre in Massey,'ontario (zo *ir."south of the East Bult Lake Test--drilting 

"it") seeMikelI Bitlski, "Nuclear Sacrifice: A Northern Legacy,,,Part r: "Massey vs. AECL: A Northern Town Takes onsouthern Nuclear rnterests". The Nuc-lear Free press,
Fall 1982, pp. 4-5

10. CBC, The Journal August 3, 1983. The immediate Ontar 10Hydro response to the pickering accident was to advertisethe studies it was conductin g and the cost of replaci ngthe unproduced electricit v. While the impticit assu mp-tions are that everything is under control and "nuclearpower is cheap", i n actual fact it revealed the ri dicu-lousness of depend ing on one dangerous and unpredictableenergy source. See also, ',What Happened at pickering,',
The Nuclear Free press, FalI 1983 Issue L9, pp. l, B.

tl. " Internal Review" , pp. 92-96 i Thomas Claridge, ',OntarioHydro May Abandon Heavy Water plant,,, The Glote and MaiI,June 2'1 , f 983, pp. l, 2. In a March ffi:versation, an AECL official stated that suþport forLepreau rr was high, but that a number of contentiouspoints impeded its construction. First, Lepreau rr pri-marily h¡as for the export market and firm- us "o.rir-.t"had yet to materiarize. second, the percentage of feder-al funding still was unsettled. Anä third,- there weredemands for a no-strike labour contract.
L2. Canada, Department of EMR, Nuclear Indust Review:Problems and pros ects I981- Ottawa, I pp.st lar not on pohrer exports to the US exis-ted in L972, fhe plan involved a US reactor companybuilding a ç2 billion , L2, OO0 MWe plant in Nova Scotiaand exporting the porr/er to the USA. Debates, 4Lh Ses-sion, 28th Parliament, Lg7Z, pp. 3023- ; Gordon Edwards,

Canada's Nuclear Dilemma. . . And How to Avoid Itt
for Nuclear Respons

(tqon-treal: Canad an Coal tion ibility,198I ) , pp. 3-5. In IgTg rhe industry estimated that thethree types of decommissio ning would be priced as fol-Iows; first, dismantling and removal a straight S3O mil-Iion; second, encas ement would cost S17.5 million plus
$60,000 per annum for 65 years; and third mothballingwould cost 96 million plus gBO, OOO per annum ad
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infinitum. These prices are, however, unverified guesses
and subject to error and inflation. Ttrus, the lg79
estimate of $gO million for dismantling and removal had,
by January 1983, excalated to $40 million. The only
pohrer plant to have been dismantLed fully was the 30 l,1l{
demonstration reactor at EIk River, Minnesota. fhe job
cost $6.5 million and suggest that a l,2OO MWe plant
would require $260 million. This price range is simitar
to the $100 million for 600 MW CANDU estimated by Gordon
Edwards of the Canadian Coalition for Nuclear Responsibi-
Iity (for more information see: G. N. Unsworth, "Decom-
missioning CANDU Nuclear Power Stations " (Mississauga:
AECL-6332, April, L979)z "Ill-fated Quebec Nuclear power
Plant Headed For An Expensive End", Wlqnþeg, Free press,
January 6, I983, p . 30; Rasa Gustaltis, "What Do You Do

January 1978, p. l7-I8) ; For the formula used to calcu-
late the CANDU plutonium production see chapter 3, foot-
note no. I above; "Internal Review" r p. I03; Interview
with an AECL of f icial, l"larch l-984.

With A Used Nuclear Plant".
August 1979, Vol, L4, No. l, p

Canadian Dimension,
; Canad an Bus

July-
iness,

Weissman, Herbert
Time Books, I9BI ),

13. Internal
Krosney,
p. 9r.

Review, pp. 107-116;
The Islamic Bomb (New

Steve
York:

L4. Internal Review, pp. 1I8,
"Canada's Nuclear Industry
Atom", pp. 148, L54.

119, l-2L¡ Gordon
and the Myth of the

Edwards,
Peace fu I

I5. Western nuclear reactor supplies have been trying to sell
to Romania since the early 1960s. For ideological
reasons, there Ìrave been occasional public statements
arguing against nuclear transfers to Vlarsaw Pact nations.
But with a relatively fixed Western export market,
nuclear suppliers easily overcame any potitical concerns
in their attempt to find a purchaser.

Speculation of a Canadian sale to Romania began in L967.
Jerome Spivak, the President of Deuterium Canada, Ltd.,
twice flew to Bucharest in L967 in an attempt to sell a
heavy water plant should the Romanians choose a CANDU.
In January I968, a Romanian delegation toured Canadian
nuclear reactors and research establishments and reques-
ted a Canadian General Electric tender on a 300-350 MWe
reactor. fhe Canadian Exports Credits Insurance Corpora-
tion was an interested potential financier. The Cana-
dians were hopeful. The Romanian visit was succeeded by
speculation that they would purchase uranium refining and
fuel fabrication plants to process their indigeneous
uranium supplies. fhis would complement the anticipated
300 MWe CANDU and heavy water plant.
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The visit by the Romanian delegation, however, probably
rtas only a preliminary review as the contract bidding
soon was opened to other international suppliers. By
August 1968, Canada, France, West Germany, and Sweden
were competing for the contract. The Amerièans eventuar-
Iy placed a bid, apparently for two reasons. The first
and most obvious was that they hoped to receive a reactor
contract. fhe second was due to a concern of an immi-
nent soviet invasion of czechoslovakia. with the hope of
increasing its influence in neighboring Romania, the us
overcame its earlier concern of congressional opposition
to an Eastern bloc nuclear sale. But the American ef-
forts, like those of the other nucrear suppriers were in
vain; the Romanians failed to contract a reactor at this
time due to a lack of capital.
L964, Vol. 22, No. 395, p. 65

New Scientist June 11
5; The Financial Post

ed contact with the

January 6, I968, p . 31; The Financial Post, March 2,
, 1977, p.1968, pp. l, 5; The Globe and MaiI, November 5

B14. Àmerican negotiations with Romanian officiats began
in Jury 1968 and resulted in the November t96B signing ofa nuclear cooperation agreement. The New york rimes,
JuIy 9, 1968, pp. l, II; November 22,
possible that the Romanians initiat

r P. 19. rt
us. rf such \^rere the case, the agreement wourd have been
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APPENDIX l: FEDERAL GOVERIS4ENT EXPENDITURES SUBStDtZtNG
NUCLEAR ENERGY RESEARGI Æ.¡D DEVELOPþENT,

1947-1979 ilN $ MtLLtoNS)

YEAR

AECLR&D
EXPEND ITI.RES

FUNDED BY

APPROPRIAÏIONS

AECB RESEARCH

EXPEIÐ ITI.RES
FUNDED BY

APPROPRIATIONS

CAP ITAL STæK
CONTR IBUT I ONS

F INANC ING IfiU
REACTM AND CRNL

TOTAL R & D

SIJPPORT

F

79 I 19.120
216.0f]'4
lgr.54gb
9t.576
85.921
87.918
78.206
77.048
68.942
ó9.000
68.600
66.500
5't.985
52.667
45. I 58
70. I 65c
37.062
35.933
38.2 I I
29.408
25.6U
21.131
21.544
18.626
14.645
12.160
I 2.610
12.076
7.177
6.61 I
5.747
5.573

I t9.120
216.061
19r.549
lo4.m2
96.296
95.165
86.102
88.768
76.088
74.400
71.195
69.000
,9.983
54.267

ß77-78
l976-77
rl,75-76
p74-7'
ß7t-74

l1 .346
10.575
7.24'
't.896

1 1 ,720
7.100
5.400
3.959
2.500
2.000
1.600
1.2r0
.900
.770
.650
.650
.400
.400
.t00
.t00
.100
.500
.500
.500
.200
.150
.150
.143
.150

1972-75
t971-72
1970-11
1969-70
1968-69
1967-68
1966-67
1965-66
1964-65
l96t-64
1962-63
196l-62
I 960-61
I 9t9-60
l9rB-59
l9r7-58
1956-57
l9rr-56
1954-r'
l95t-54
1912-55
19il-52
I 950-5 I
I 949-50
I 948-49
1947-48

0
0

13.761
46 408

lf/2d
832
633
828

51.
37
t4
58

1.098
4.71 4
8.865

I I .001
12.554
6.967
4.009

24.794

31 .116
30.798
t0.394
32.845
32.886
20.506
1 6.669
17.704
12.276
7.327
6.768
5.890
5.725

1 ,754.824 79.154 60.239 2,t r.449

a' lncludes the $87.571 mllllon budgetary expendlture coverlng lhe wrlte-off of fhe Gentllly I debt.

b' lncludes fhe $85.491 mllllon expendlture when lhe lnterest paynents on Gentllly I and Douglas
Polnt reactor uere forglven.

c' lncludes +rhe $25.239 mllllon expendlture for the IRU reactor debt yrlte-off .

d' lncludes the $20 mllllon lnvestnenl ln Chalk Rlver that yas transferred to AECL for $1.00.

SOURCE: Departmenl of Energy, MInes, and Resources, Canada,
(Otfawa, EMR, Reporl No. ERBI-2E, 1980), p.307.

Nuclear Pollcv Revl ew Backoround Paoers.
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APPENDIX II: l"lAJOR CANADIAN EXPORT EFFORTS TO
FIRST WORLD COUNTRIES

United Kingdom

cooperation between canada and Britain has been

maintained since the Second World War. However, Canadian

opportunities to penetrate the British reactor market, while
continually pubricized, have never materiarized. But there

were two periods in the British nuclear program when the

importation of foreign technorogy was seriousry considered.

First in 196l-1963; and again, in L97L-I974.

while Britain succeeded in compreting and starting
the worrd's first commerical reactor at carder Hall in
october 1956, by the earry 1960s the ensuing technorogical
and financiar difficurties of the British nuclear program

prompted the united Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority (UKAEA)

to consider importing a foreign reactor technology.

As a result, AECL engaged the UKAEA in negotiations

throughout 1963. By late october the two parties had con-

cruded a uK-canada Nuclear Power Agreement. But, instead of
a reactor sare, AECL sord the CANDU technicar information to
the gritish for $750,000.

The second period of anticipation for AECL was even

less fruitful. By the early I970s, the Canadian program was
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anxiously looking for exports. Some officials stated that

Britain was considering lB CANDU reactors. But the British

decision to pursue the Steam Generated Heavy Water Reactor

(SGHWR) quelled AECL's reactor export plans. AECL, trying to

reap some profit or an opening into the British market, work-

ed to negotiate anottrer technology exchange and supply of

heavy water for the British reactors. Two'years after the

L975 agreement the UKAEA shelved active work on the SGHVÍR

project and committed itself to two more AGRs. While the

Three Mile fsland disaster tended to raise questions about

the safety of American light water reactors (lWn) and thus

encourage CANDU exporters, the prospects of a sale have been

negligible. Even the Canadian Department of Energy, Mines,

and Resources concluded , in 1980, that should Britain order

any neu/ reactors (they have not for 13 years) ttrey will be

Iight water reactors. l

United States

V'IhiIe AECL had glimmers of hope in possible sales

to the UK, similar possibilities never occurred with the USA.

Instead, the connections between the two countries have

included uranium, heavy water (Canada purchased it from an

American owned plant in Sritish Columbia), plutonium, and

information flows. It appears that the CANDU technology has

not been sold to the Americans, although it may have been

provided free of charge. It is not surprising that AECL was

incapable of penetrating the Àmerican market, which was weII
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supplied with its ohrn corporations involved in reactor pro-

duction. In fact, American light water reactors (lWn) have

dominated the global reactor market. As of June 1977, LWR's

accounted for 90.4 percent of the Western world's reactors

that were operating or under construction. The remaining

9.6 percent included the British and French gas-graphite

design, the British SGHWR, and the CANDU.

Thus, Canadian officials found the American market

impossible break into with reactor sales or technology

exports . Since the early 1980s, however, the Canadían

nuclear industry considered the possibility of building
cANDUs on the canadian side of the canada-usA border in order

to supply power to northeastern American states and to give

Canadian reactor contractors some business. This plan

appeared as a drastic attempt to resucitate the canadian

nuclear program.2

France

Atomic Energy of Canada Limited's close contact

with the Commissariat a I'Energie Atomique (Cfe) did not

increase the chance of a reactor sale. The French based

their system on LWRs and hrere inclined to move toward the

fast breeder reactors--not the CANDU. Two notable agreements

between France and Canada, however, were concluded in 1968.

The first, signed in October 1968 by AECL and CEA officials,

\das a technology transfer. Due to the secrecy surrounding
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the agreement'S contents, the new Trudeau gOvernment \rrtas

criticised in the House of commons. Members of Parliament

questioned why canada was selling its technology for a

rumoured $t million when the government vlas spending $68

miltion on research in 1968 and had spent $I billion on

nuclear research in the last 20 years. It was obvious that

technology transfers were insufficient to suPport the indus-

try but the Canadian government appeared wilting to take hthat

was available.

The second ÀECL-CEA agreement was somewhat more

Iucrative as it relieved the Canadian coporation of some of

its nuclear waste for a profit. Concluded in 1968, it allow-

ed for tl.e sale of irradiated fuel bundles from the NPD and

Douglas Point reactors. fhe l-2O to 160 kgs of ptutonium con-

tained in these rods--enough for 15 to 20 nuclear bombs--was

shipped to a reprocessing plant at MoI, Belgium. The trans-

port of the radioactive material continued from August L969

to May Lg72 with an estimated value to AECL of $1.5

miltion. 3

Japan

canadian hopes \¡/ere raised in september I97L when

AECL and the Power Reactor and Nuclear FueI Development Cor-

poration (PNC) of Japan conctuded a five year agreement

allowing for a technology transfer. Japan was interested in

the CANDU-BLW, a pressure tube reactor moderated with heavy
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water and cooled with boiling light water. The performance

of the CANDU-BLW at GentilIy, however, would explairr decreas-

ed Japanese interest.

A second chance arose in 1976 when the Electric

Power Development Company (npnC) expressed interest in intro-

ducing the CANDU into Japan. The EPDC and other development-

oriented companies investigate new generating technology.

EPDC and AECL soon signed a $I.7 million contract for a more

comprehensive study. AECL stated that they "hoped to produce

a conceptual plant design which whould enable EPDC to obtain

the permission of the Japanese regulatory authority to commit

a CANDU project in Japan in about 198I"

Two factors precluded additional AECL involvement

in the Japanese market. The first relates to the nature of
the Japanese nuclear establishment. While EPDC examined the

various reactor types, it was the nine major regional utili-
ties which selected the specific reactor. The utilities "are

strongly associated with one of three Japanese suppliers
(which)...i"n turn license their systems from either Westing-

house or General Electric". Thus, it was American control of

the Japanese market which precluded the introduction of the

CANDU reactor. A second factor dashed AECL's Ìropes of the

Japanese reactor saIe. Canadian officials had hoped that

Japan would introduce the CANDU as an intermediate step

between the fight water reactor and the fast breeder. In

August L979, however, the Japanese Atomic Energy Commission

announce its support for the advanced thermal reactor.4
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Australia

canada's nuclear association with Austraria rr,,¡as

formalized in an August 4, 1959, internationar agreement on

atomic cooperation. But it was not untir the rate r960s that
Australia seriousry considered purchasing a nucrear power

reactor. T'here \das a f lurry of international activity when

the Australian Atomic Energy Commission (eanC) requested that
proposals be received by June 15, Ig7O, for the proposed 5OO

MVle nuclear power reactor at Jervis Bay, l4o miles south of
sydney. The estimated $70 mirrion contract received bids
from nine firms. AECL succeed.ed in making it to the final
selection round with three other bidders: Nuclear pov/er

Group Ltd. (UX), Kraftwerk Union (nOn¡, and itrestinghouse

Erectric rnternationar corp. (use). But canada's hopes ended

when the Austrarians cancelled their plans, citing an unwir-
lingness to undertake the expense. I^Ihile canada and the rest
of the nuclear suppliers kept struggling for an opening into
the Austrarian market, the AAEC appeared content with two

research reactors and deveropment of Australia's uranium

resources for export.5

Greece

After canadian Generar Erectric decided, in r968,
to withdraw from the design and production of nucrear
reactors, Greece was one of the first countries to which AECL

directed its marketing efforts. Ttre canadian corporation
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wanted to receive the Greek contract, estimated at $75

million. But AECL's preliminary bid, issued in 1969, was

rejected when the Greek officiars chose a British steam

generating heavy water reactor.

canadian officiars stated they were upset and sur-
prised by the rearities of the internationar market. They

felt their chances were good in that Greece and canada had

negotiated the initial financing and that the Canadian offer
was backed by the canadian Exports credits rnsurance corpora-

tion. But the canadian bid did not match the British offer.
The uK contracted to purchase 40,000 tons of Greek tobacco

worth $65 mirrion over a twerve year period. rn return, the

Greeks would buy a 450 MWe reactor. There was arso some

speculation that a uK-Greece arms dear hras negotiated at the

same time as the reactor contract. The Financial Post stated
that since it was known in ottawa that the American bid was

rejected due to their refusal to selr arms to the existing
Greek government, it r¡ras assumed that Britain had agreed to
the arms sale.6

ItaIy

The canadian nucrear industry has tried to enter
the rtalian market since the rate r96os. The first contract,
signed in L97o, ârlowed for a technorogy transfer of CANDU

heavy water and boiring light water reactor technorogy. The

five-year agreement was signed with the comilato Nazionare
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Per I'Energia Nucleare (cNnt{), the rtalian research and deve-

lopment commission, ârd the Ente Nazional_e per I,Energia
Elettrica (nnnr,), the national electric agency. The amount

paid for the technorogy transfer by the GNEN and the ENEL was

kept secret. one courd specurate that it was a gift intended
to increase the possibirity of a reactor contract.

Frustrated with onry a technology transfer, the
canadian nucrear industry tried two marketing strategies.
The first, bidding for a direct sale, \À/as attempted between

L97O- L974. To supplement this approach, AECL worked with
rtarimpianti in bidding on the Argentine reactor in the hope

that this arriance wourd ar-low AECL to enter two markets.
The AECL-rtarimpianti partnershj_p did not result in an

Italian contract as ENEL awarded the four reactor contracts
to an ftalian licensee of US technology.

rncapabre of achieving a direct sare, AECL adapted
its strategy to accommodate the ENEL's preference for higher
rtalian content. fhus, in December Lg76, AECL entered into a

licencing agreement wittr Progettazione Meccaniche Nucleari
(p¡lN). fhe agreement, which received Canadian cabinet appro_
var in rate 1977, appried to the rtarian domestic market and

alrowed PMN to export CANDU reactors. For the rtalian
market, AECL would provide assistance to pMN in the prepara-
tion of a reactor proposal to ENEL. should the pMN bid be

accepted; AECL would be hired as the nuclear consurting
engineers, provide the desJ-gn of the nucrear steam suppry
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system and supply the heavy water. Pl-fN would be responsible

for the design and contracting of the remainder of the

nuclear plant. The AECL license vras granted to Pl"lN on the

payment of a fee--the amount of which was a closely guarded

secret--and the commitment to purchase at least $60 million

worth of Canadian supplied goods and services.

The second part of the agreement, PMN's right to

export CANDU reactors, hinged on the prior receipt of a

domestic Italian contract. Under the terms of the agreement,

PMN could not export the CANDU "until five years after the

first CANDU unit is committed in ltaly or two years after a

second unit is committed in ltaly (which ever comes first)".

A second stipulation required thatr prior to the settlement

of an export contract, PMN must have purchased at least $35

million worth of equipment and services supplied by private

Canadian nuclear industries. A third stipulation stated that

PMN could export only on a non-exclusive basis. Thus, PMN

could not market CANDU reactors in a country Lhat already was

designated as the exclusive territory for another comPany.

At the time of the agreement, this excluded Pl"lN from market-

ing in Canada.

The third stipulation also required that Pl'lN not

sell to countries that did not agree to comply with the L974

Canadian safeguards policy (discussed in Chapter 3). The

Canadian government supported the ltalian licensing and argu-

ed that they had firm control of the destination of Canadian

nuclear technology: unless, the third party agreed to comply
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vrith Canadian safeguards, the sale would be forbidden. But

the government's assurance was false on at least two

accounts. First, verbal and written compliance with existing

safeguards did not ensure against a contravention of the

agreement--witness the Indian explosion. Second, there did

not appear to be a Canadian veto backed up with some form of

effective sanctions for preventing an ltatian decision to

seII to a third party not approved by Canada.

Yet despite government assurances and aIl AECL's

attempts at receiving either a direct reactor sale or a par-

tial contract through a licence, the Canadian nuclear indus-

try v/as unsuccessful. Two reasons explained the failures and

the slight possibility of future sales. The first reason

related to the structure of the international and Italian

nuclear estalishments. The international hegemony of Ameri-

can nuclear suppliers was reflected in the predominance of US

Iicencees in the Italian domestic market. A brief examina-

tion of its complex structure revealed the small role played

by the Canadian licencee.

PMN was part of a state industrial group controlled

by IRI Finmeccanica. fhe Finmeccanica group was comprised

of: AMN-Impianti Termicie Nucleari of Genoa, ân engineering

company that specialized in the design and supply of boiling

light water (eLW) reactors; Ansaldo Societa Elettromeccanica

of Genoa, responsible for the group's manufacturing
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activities in the thermoelectromechanical field; Breda Termo-

neccanica of Mitan, supplied BLI^I heavy components suctr as

pressure vessels and steam generators for the Itatian market

and export to the USA; Italimpianti of Genoar än engineering

company with which AECL established a partnership for the

marketing of the Argentine cordoba reactor and the construc-

tion of the non-nuclear half of the plant; and finaly proget-

tazione Meccaniche Nucleari (pU¡t). Thus, Pl"lN was only one

part of a large conglomerate supplying a variety of reactor

types. Furthermore, the Finmeccanica group competed with

other industriar groups: first, the Elettronucreare rtatiana

Consortium, which was made up of Breda Termomeccania, Fiat,

Franco Tosi, and Ercole Marelti; and second, the Società per

rmprese Nucleari which vJas comprised of FBM construzioni

Meccaniche (t"tilan), SNIA Viscosa (¡¿itan), Tecnomasio Italiano

Brown Boveri (t"titan), Babcox and Wilcox (Wew york), and Stone

& Webster Engineering (goston). fhe preponderance of the

American right water reactor producing corporatíons and

rtarian ricencees thus was a major factor that precluded

AECL's receipt of the four reactor contracts awarded in the

early I970s.

The small foothold of the Canadian licencee was

aggravated by the second reason for the absence of a Canadian

sale--the status of the Western and Italian economies. The

tightening of the Western, and specifically the ItaIian,

financial market in the late 1970s, explained why PMN failed
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Lo receive the reactor contracts in sardinia even though the

bids were unopposed. As of August 1982, rtary was one of the

most heavily indebted European nations with $46.5 birlion
owed to western banks. rt was exceedingly difficurt for
rtary to generate capital on the internationar market due to
the liquidation of its largest private banking group the

Banco Ambrosiano of Milan. Furthermore, the ENEL had an ex-

tremery difficult time borrowing money. The state electric
company tried to raíse ç40 mittion on the west German bond

market. But with the international banking community,s

insistence on a higher than normal interest rate for ENEL,

the Bank of rtary advised ENEL not to comprete the deal.
unress there $/as a considerabre improvement in the rtarian
economic situation, the country wourd remain unable to embark

upon its program of eight reactors. rf the market improved,

however, rtaly would finance the first four reactors that it
had already awarded to an American licencee. This would then

leave AECL in a market dominated by American LWRs should

rtary decide upon further reactors. pMN's receipt of a

reactor contract, therefore, appeared very unlikely.T
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APPENDIX III: ''ATOMS FOR PEACE,, AND THE INTERNATIONAL
ATOMIC ENERGY AGENCY

WhiIe Eisenhower's "Atoms for peace" program

immediatery launched the grobar expansion of the American

nuclear industry, it was many years before the nominar non-

proriferation aspects--mainry the creation of an interna-
tionar authority for regulating the expansion--were impremen-

ted. Eisenhower made his bord speech to the united Nations

General Assembry in December 1953, but it was not until
october 20, 1956, that the statute of the rnternationar
Atomic Energy Agency lrùas ready for signing; 1959 that draft
regurations were discussed; 1961 that the Agency's first
safeguard.'s document, "The Agency's safeguard system (196r)"

was created ¡ 1964 that the safeguards included pov/er reactors

over f 00 ¡lW ( th ) ; and, September I965 that a working saf e-

guards system was established. This policy of promotion

before contror has typified American strategy since the

creation of the BarucÏ¡ Plan in l-946,I

Promotion, as compared to the regulation of atomic

energy, v/as more in the American interest and thus was easi-ly

and quickry achieved. The first major move was the passage

of the 1954 United States Atomic Energy Act (USene). This

cancelled the secrecy that existed since the L946 McMahon Act
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It had served the important function of precluding the dis-

semination of technical nuclear information until the United

States had secured its leadership in the power reactor field.

I^fhile the McMahon Act was unable completely to thwart rival

nuclear programs, particularty in Britain and Canada, its re-

placement with the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 was greeted with

great enthusiasm by American "industrial allies and rivals of

the 'First World "'.2 The reasons for the support were

obvious. fhe 1954 act opened the flow of American informa-

tion, offered Iegitimacy to alI domestic nuclear programs,

and promised future export markets. To aid American and

foreign nuclear programs, the USAEA authorizedz massive

development of the "peaceful" program; bilateral agreements

for peaceful purposes; private ownerstrip of major nuclear

facilities and special fissionatbe materíal (under Iicense,

though this requirement \i/as revoked in L964) ¡ and interna-

tional activities of private enterprise if they operated

under bilateral state agreements and the recipients promised

to develop only 'peaceful' nuclear industri"".3 The act

thus inaugerated the Ïrorizontal proliferation of nuclear

research and povter programs, and the overhang proliferation

of nuclear weapon caPabilitY.

It can be argued that the "Atoms for Peace" pro-

gram, while implying an American interest in an international

control (Uut encouraging nuclear exports in the interim

period until the IAEA was created) also served an important

military function. It hid from prominent view a very aggres-

sive American escalation of the arms race in the mid-1950s.
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rn a review of American nucrear arms poricy that demystifies
the jargon of the military strategists, Robert Aldridge
argues that the Americans were trying to achieve ,,counter_
f orce " capability J-ong before the Soviet Union. f n The

has,
counterforce syndrome, Aldridge states that counterforce
by definition, offensive connotations.

It means that nuclear missiles are aimed atstrategic military targets in the Soviet Unionsuch as command and communicatj.on centres.Since these targets are ;h_rO,__deeply 
en_trenched and coated with tf-rr"t concrete__a

:i]l -"lp_T=.r"u force is desirable and preci_
ai".'nii"i'|j:i::I'".T1;:: are the t"igètã-ãr a

Ardridge contend.s that the pursuit of counterforce capability
is only explainable as a desire to launch a first strike
attack against the Soviet Union. Of utmost importance,
however, is Ardridge's statement that ,,couterforce has been
the pentagon's crandestine miritary doctrine since at reast
the 1950s', .4

whire one might argue that the Àmerican,s quantita_
tive and qualitative escalation of the arms race was simply
coincidentar with the deray in the creation of an effective
IAEA, two occurances disprove the contention. The first r/,/as
the American opposition to a negotiated generar and comprete
disarmament (CCO). The Soviets, in September IgS4, had
accepted a British and French proposal that had combined the
western preference for contror measures with the sovi-et de_
sire for prohibiting the manufacture of nuclear weapons. A
Cambridge University disarmament seminar has described this
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point as the second and last time since L945 that a GCD was

possible. fhe chance of this occuring, however, was frus-

tated "primarily as a result of the trardening of the American

position at Geneva" in August 1955. T'he American proposal

involved only control measures and did not include the pro-

hibition of nuclear bomb production.

A second factor implicating a military purpose to

"Atoms for Peace", relates to the role of C.D. Jackson. He

was a key figure in propagating the slogans "atoms for peace"

and "a bigger-bang-for-the-buck". The latter was used to
justify to the American taxpayer, the Pentagon's primary

dependence upon nuclear weapons. Albert Wohlstetter, who had

served as a consultant to the US Department of Defense, the

State Department, the Arms Control and Disarmament Agency,

and was a Rand Corporation staff member from 1953 to 1962,

has described C.D. Jackson as Eisenhower's "advisor on

psychological warfare". 5

Eisenhower's speech was thus part of a very complex

process. The "Atoms for Peace" program rhetorically appealed

to a concern for international control in order to launch the

American nuclear power program which, independently, v/as of

great political and corporate importance but it also

obfuscated the US military escalation. Vthen, in f954-55, the

international situation appeared to be forcing a restriction

on American arms escalation, "Atoms for Peace" v¡as there to

divert domestic attention to the 'benevolent civilian atom'.
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TT-¡e nuclear power industry was fundamental in hiding the

military applications and provided an expanded market for the

reactor producing private corporations--Westinghouse and

General E1ectric, the two most notable. This function has

been maintained to the present day. Not until the po\¡/er pro-

gram had become an entrenched industry on a global scale was

it possible to slowly increase the international control

mechanisms.

Until then, the 1956 IAEA Statue clearly had estab-

lished the Agency's priorities. Not surprising was the prev-

alence of the American preference of promotion over control.

Article I announced the Agency's intention "to accelerate and

enlarge the contribution of atomic energy to peace, health

and prosperity throughout the world". It was Article II how-

ever, that required the Agency to "ensure, so far as it is

able, that assistance provided by or at its request or under

its supervision or control is not used in sucl. a way as to

further any military purpose". fhe clause "so far as it is

able" was limited in three ways. First, the establishment of

the safeguards system was delayed nearly twelve years, until

September L965i second, the largest portion of the IAEA bud-

get was consistently allocated to promotional activities such

as information, reports, tecÌ¡nical assistance, and the en-

couragement of nuclear pov/er particularly in underdeveloped

countries; and third, the safeguard system included a series

of built-in structural limitations. The impact of the first
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tvüo points was crear. Deraying the safeguard system arlowed

some reactors, such as crRUS, to be exempted from inter,
nationar contror. And the rAEA regurators were praced in a

constant and rosing competition with IAEA promoters. But the

,impact of the third factor was ress obvious. Thus, the

following discussion focusses on the rAEA's structurar limi-
tations so as to reveal the agency's inadequacy as a mechan-

ism for harting the proriferation of nuclear *..porr".6
rn order to block the acquisition of atomic bombs,

the statute of the rnternational Atomic Agency foresaw the

need of four functions: information gathering, design appro-

var, deposition, and the imposition of sanctions. By review-

ing these functions and the manner in which they were, or
were not, impremented, one can better understand the Agency's

faurts. rt is important to remember that whire the folrowing
discusses the Agency's nuclear weapon non-proriferation work,

the majority of the rAEA's annual budget was spent on the
promotion of nuclear power technology.

I. Information Gathering

The Àgency's main non-proriferation function invor-
ved gathering information on tl.e increasing number of nuclear

facirities. fhere h¡ere, howwever, two important restric-
tions . Tt'¡e Agency's saf eguards were not required for every

facility nor was the Agency responsible for safeguarding un-

reported materiars. Paur szasz carrs this the rAEA's "most
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severe limitation". Szasz states that a country could Ìrave

an unregistered source of nuclear material, such as a uranium

mine, which could be used in a clandestine production facili-

ty. Unforunately, he diminishes the relevance of this point

þy stating that special inspection rights may be demanded

which, while not impossible, are unlikely due to the built-in

disincentives in the IAEA system. Ttris dependence upon

voluntary compliance was prevalent throughout most of the

IAEA's safeguards. T

a) Material Accountancy

The Agency's information gathering f unction \¡/as

based on three principles: material accountaric!r containment

and ínspections. Material accountancy has been the most

heavily relied upon method. The agency works to achieve this

task and maintain a relatively smalI budget by depending upon

the national organizations to record the inflow and outflow

of material in the various parts, or material balance areas,

of the power reactor or nuclear facility. ftre national

organization vtas required to maintain the records and from

these compile the reports which were to be submitted to the

IAEA for review. The types and frequency of reports

submitted vary from the regular reports, wÏ¡ich may be submit-

ted on a basis varying from monthly to annual, to the special

reports which must be submitted without delay if the Agency
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harbours any serious suspicions of diversion or finds an in-
consistency in the regular reports submitted.

b. Containment

The containment principte has changed dramaticarry

from when the IAEA was first conceived. Containment þ¡as to

have involved the actual rAEA ownership and control of nu-

clear materiars and suppries. This appears to have been a

result of the American desire for a monopolistic agency ex-

cercising wide powers of control as envisaged in the Baruch

Plan. The soviets opposed this on the basis of their previ-
ous experiences with other international organizations, such

as the united Nations security councir, where the Americans

quickly achieved domination. The containment conceptr ês

originally planned, has periodicatly arisen with the notion

of internationar or regional reactor or fuel parks that would

be spaced around the grobe for regionar use but under rAEA

contror. Aside from the apparent ecologicar and economical

problems, particularily of transporting the material or porrrer

to the required areas, the internationar fuel or power

centres have been opposed primariry due to private and com-

petitive reasons. while the Europeans have moved in this
direction and cooperated on a number of major projects, the

Americans have remained hesitant. one could anticipate,
Ìtowever, that should the worldwide nuclear industries main-

tain their low economic viabirity whire pubric opposition
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íncreases, the Americans may favor the originar containment

concept to decrease costs and legitimize the activity.

For these reasons the containment principar Ìras yet

to be impremented as originarry pranned. rnstead, the con-

tainment issue changed from ownership or contror of the

materiars, which would imply physicar security--a responsibi-

lity the Agency has objected to for financial reasons--to a

form of aiding the task of material accountancy. The Agen-

cy's inspectors record a certain type and amount of nuclear

material prior to its enclosure in a large container which

was affixed with an Agency sear. The process required the

presence of an inspector if the sear vÍas to be broken. Thus

containment obviousry has decreased in importance as a method

of preventing nuclear proliferation.

C. Inspections

The Agency gathered information through four types

of inspectionsi ad hoc, routine, special and additionar. Ad

hoc inspections were carried out primariry at the onset of

the safeguards in order to determine the accuracy of the re-
ports initially submitted. This form of ad hoc inspection

required at reast one week's notice and included only those

locations where the reports and the inspection indicated the

preser¡.ce of nucrear material . A second type of ad hoc in-
spection may occur in the exporting and receiving countries

engaged in a nuclear transfer. only twenty-four hours notice
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hras required and

specified in the

IhE IAEA.

Routine

the area of inspection was limited to that

notification of transfer previously sent to

inspections v¡ere used to verify the

its records, to verifyaccuracy of a state's reports from

record accuracy, and to obtain information on suspected pos-

sible causes of material unaccounted for (UUf). The Agency

established formulae which specified the maximum number of

inspectors involved in, and the frequency and duration of,

inspections for specific types of nuclear material or facili-

ties. Theses inspections had three warning time periods.

The first required a twenty-four hour notice for plutonium or

uranium enriched to at least 5 percent. The second required

at least a one week warning for all other nuclear material.

The third type was a surprise inspection. During this form,

the inspector had access to all the required records. The

surprise inspections, however, limited the inspectors freedom

of access to crucial points identified in the Agency's Sub-

sidiary Agreement. As welI, surprise inspections allowed

that the "state should be informed of the projected general

pattern of announced and unannounced inspections".

The third type were special inspections. These

inspections were used to verify the j-nformation contained in

the special reports submitted to the Agency after an unusual

incident or accident. But even these inspections \¡/ere com-
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promised by the necessity of prior state consultation whereby

the time and scope of access were determined.

The fourth and final type hrere additionar inspec-

tions. fhis type of inspection \â/as considered extraordinary
in that it s¡as based on the Agency's concrusion that the in-
formation provided by the state was incomprete and incapa-

cited the Agency's approvar of no diverson. However, once

again, these inspections were rimited as state consurtation

was required to conduct the inspection and approve any addi-
tional locations for inspection.

It is apparent that the IAEA inspections were not

overly stringent. Possibry the most serious inspection was

the surprise inspection. Yet even this required that the

inspection be limited to specific previousry agreed upon

areas and the country was to be informed of the generar pat-
tern of surprise routine inspections. rnsufficient as the

structural organization of inspection types may appear, the

process hras aggravated when one considers the inspectors.

The Agency assigned inspectors that would be acceptable to
the state under inspection, so as to decrease the hostility
to inspection. However, due to the limited number of inspec-

tors--there r^'ere onry forty-five in r97r--and the large num-

ber of reactors in a variety of countries with many different
Ianguages, there was bound to develop a fraternity of
sort between the inspectors and the national technicians and

scientists. whire one courd argue that such professional in-
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timacy precluded diversion or at least enabled the inspector

to detect an uneasiness among the staff and thus suspect

diversion, one can argue the opposite and state that the in-

spectors would be open to bribery. Vfhile this is not intend-

'ed as a slur to all IAEA inspectors, one must recognize that

such an event is not impossible. There have been allegations

of bribery within the Canadian nuclear program and one cannot

conclude that the situation would differ radically at the

international level. B

It was the inspection aspect of the Agency's in-

formation gathering function that received the most pubti-

city. From the IAEA's viewpoint it was the threat of inspec-

tion that supposedly served to ensure that each state was

correct and truthful in its recording responsibilities and in

the reports it submitted. For the nuclear suppliers, the em-

plo¡rment of inspectors \^ras advertised to the domestic popula-

tions as a guarantee that the nuclear exports were safe from

diversion to nuclear weapon production. But it. is important

to realize five points. First, inspections were very re-

stricted. Second, they were not very thorough or frequent if

the Agency had no suspicions. Third, inspections \¡/ere secon-

dary Lo material accountancy. Fourth, material accountancy

vìras compromised, as it was only one of the original IAEA non-

proliferation functions. And fifth, nonproliferation

strategies received a smaller portion of the Agency's budget
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of detection

believe.

II. Desiqn Approval

Aside from the information gathering function the

IAEA was arso entrusted with the task of design

This function was intended to ensure that a nuclear

was used only

abandoned this

the Agency required the

served to increase the maintenance of design secrets.
In fact, concern

important reason

function.

over commercial secrets may Ìrave been an

for the diminuation of the design approval

III. Deposition

approval.

faci Iity

IAEA soon

One can

for peaceful purposes. However, the

function due to its uselessness.

review, for exampre, a 200 MWe CANDU reactor and approve it
for peaceful purposes. But the Agency recognized that it was

ress the specific technology than the use to which it was

put, that was the determining factor whether it would be con-

fined to peacefur purposes. The design approvar function,
thus \¡¡as reduced to design review. This faciritated the

Agency's monitoring and material accountancy. In this way,

amount of information andmLnlmum

thus

seen

Depostion

for the IAEA.

was the third function originally fore-
fhis would have required the IAEA to
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protect aII fissionabl-e material placed in its custody in
geographically scattered depots. The main reason for the

failure to implement this function r,iras possibly the Agency's

constant concern with keeping operating costs to a minimum.

One cannot argue, for example, that it. was national self-

interest which destroyed this function for, as it was origin-

aIIy planned, the state was only to deposit fissionable

material that was in excess of its immediate needs.

IV. Imposition of Sanctions

The Agency's fourth function was the imposition of

sanctions. I{hile arguably the most important IAEA function,

it. is apparent that the built-in bureaucratic tendencies of

aiming for cost effectiveness and promotion over regulation

served to diminish the potential usefulness of this function.

To understand how this function would be implemented one must

examine briefly the system as a whole.

The IAEA safeguards were intended to permit the

timely detection of diversions. This system was based on the

hope that the threat of detection would serve to inhibit
potential divertors. There are serious concerns, however,

that the Agency's emphasis on promotion handicapped its
limited regulatory function. Even the USA has seen the

necessity to divide the USAEC into the regulatory NRC and the

promotional Department of Energy (OOS). Nevertheless, the

IAEA continued to subordinate its regulatory function to the
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needs of the promotion of nuclear power. In a sense, this

outcome was understandable in that the USA was the Agency's

largest financial contributor. AIso, from the Agency's per-

spective it was functional for the perpetuation and expansion

of its existence to increase the use of nuclear power. Un-

fortunately, this reversed emphasis often served to limit the

regulatory staff's ability to fulfill its function of timely

detection; IAEA reporting was often six months behind sched-

ule. In order to alleviate this situation the Agency imple-

mented a higher threshold to decrease the number of false

alarms which in turn decreased annual expenses.

Impediments also existed if diversion was suspect-

ed. The normal route was to negotiate a special routine or

additional inspection with the state suspected of diversions.

Thus one must add to the six month accounting lag at best a

week for establishing the inspection criteria and implemen-

tion. Assuming therefore that the suspicion was confirmed

on the first inspection and did not reguire subsequent nego-

tiations and inspection to verify the diversion, a report is

compiled and submitted to the IAEA board of governors. The

board, which incidently was comprised of representatives from

almost aII the world's significant uranium producers, was not

in permanent session. Instead, the board was convened for

two major sessions a year and two minor sessions before and

after the IAEA's annual General Conference. While the member

states have tl.e technical authority to convene the Board on
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seventy-two hours notice it appears that this right was not

excercised excessively.

After Ínvestigation, the Board could submit its re-

port to the United Nations General Assembly and inform the LJN

of the possible sanctions to be imposed. These could range

from a request to return any nuclear material made available

to the recipient country to a call for a nuclear embargo. It
is apparent that the former sanction would require the un-

Iikely compliance of the diverting country while the latter
would be effective only if the country vrere dependent upon

foreign assistance. The Agency appeared to console itsetf
with the technical possibility that the General Assembly

could call for a UN military intervention; a most unlikely
event.9

Summary

It is apparent that the IAEA Safeguards System was

encumbered with a number of serious limitations. The two

most important were: first, the priority of promotion over

regulation which served to limit the Agency's ability effect-
ively to fulfiII its Iimited nonproliferation obligations:

second, assuming that diversion was detected--by timely means

or not--there existed a series of bureacratic impediments

which decreased the probability applying the Agency's

Iimited sanctions. It was for these reasons, that while the

Agency found many suspicious indications of diversion, it has
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never taken any action. or, when the Agency detected diver-
sion of quantities too smalr for a bomb, it chose not to even

inform the supprying countries--thus, ignoring the long-term

cumurative effects of diversion. rt was with these matters

in mind that Amory and L. Hunter Lovins succentry asked:

lf an alert, incorruptible, omnipresent
inspector instantly detected a big, blatant
diversion and succeeded in getting the
news instantly from his field post to the
Inspector-General, thence to the Director-
General and the Board of Governors, thence to
the Security Council (subject to veto)--would
the exhaustive re-examinations on which they
would aII doubtlessly insist even have been
officiatly notified in a1I the UN languages
before a bomb went off?10
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APPENDIX IV: THE LIMITATIONS oF THE TREATY FOR THE
NONPROLIFERÀTION OF NUCLEAR WEAPONS (I¡Pt)

During the 1960s, the world's nuclear suppliers
srowly rearized that the existing IAEA had to be supplemented

with a more stringent set of contrors in order to limit the

horizontar proliferation of nuclear weapons. Among others,
three reasons vùere most obvious: the IAEA safeguard system

had many roophores; within this system compriance was vorun-
tary and specific to each facirity rather than applicabre to
a country's total nucrear programi and, by 1965, the ,'nucrear

club" had increased to five members. The nucrear suppriers--
which were predominantly from lrlestern countries--recognized
it to be in their interests to increase the scope of the
internationar safeguards system. fhis wourd protect tt¡eir
perceived state interests and regitimize further the export

of technology, material, and supplies. The resurt was the

Treaty for the Non-proriferation of Nucrear weapons (Npr)

which was opened for signature on ,Jury l, 1968 and, after the

required number of signatories, entered into force on March

5, 1970.

The NPT hras an eleven article treaty to
countries were ratified parties as of March IgTg.

\days it was a considerable improvement over the

which 106

In many

original
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IAEA. But as discussed below, the Treaty,s six major arti_
cles ensured its ineffectiveness as a means of stopping any
of the four forms of nucrear weapon proriferation. As a

cambridge university disarmament seminar concruded, the Npr

was "seIf-defeating in its own drafting". f

Articres r and rr were inextricably linked. fhey
comperled the nuclear hreapon states (¡lws ) and non_nucrear
weapon states (mmws), respectively, not to transfer/recieve
"nuclear weapons or other nucrear explosive device directly
or indirectry". fhe NWS were not to encourage or induce NNws

to manufacture or acquire nucrear weapons or other nucrear
exprosive devices. conversely, NNv,rs were not to seek or re_
ceive such assistance. Expricit in the first two articres
vras the creation of a two crass world system in an attempt to
perpetuate the status quo. The worrd was divided into one

group comprised of the five nucrear powers--usA, ussR, uK,

France and china--and a second group which incruded alr the
remaining countries. while some might argue that this r¡/as a
positive beginning to halting nucrear proliferation, the for-
lowing articles reveared the mistaken assumptions upon whích
the two articles were predecated.

Articre rrr, a btatant attempt to ensure that the
first two articles were fulfirled, h¡as a case in point.
Under the article:

each non-nuclear weapon state party to theTreaty undertakes to accept sáfeguards, as
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set forth in an agreement. . .with the Inter-
national Atomic Energy Agency[ 's] . . . safeguard
system, for the exclusive purpose of verifica-
tion of the fulfillment of íts obtigations
assumed under this Treaty with a view to pre-
venting diversion. . . to nuclear weapons or
other nuclear explosive devices....The safe-
guards required by this Article shall be
applied on aIl source or special fissionable
material in aIl peaceful nuclear activities
within the territory of such State, under itsjurisdiction, ot carried out under its control
anywhere.

The article was premised on the assumption that non-nucrear

weapon countries were the onry rocation of weapons prolifera-
tion. Thus, it was simply aimed at preventing horizontal
proriferation and ignored, for example, the issue of vertical
proliferation within the nuclear v¡eapon states.

The second part of Articre rrr was addressed to the

nuclear suppliers and required that they not provide,
( a) source or special fissionable material
Itfris does not include uranium ore], or (b)
equipment or material especially designed or
prepared for the processing, use of production
of special fissionable material, to any non-
nuclear-weapon State for peaceful purposes,
unless the source or special fissionable
material shall be subject to the safeguards
required by this article.

This clause was the converse However,

phrase "safeguards required by

of the first.
this Article"

the
t'eachrefers to

non-nuclear-v/eapon State Party to the Treaty". Thus, while

Article rrr restricted the importation and exportation of

material and supplies to Treaty members, it was conspicuously

silent on Lhe exportation, or the limitations thereof, to

states that were not party to the Treaty. The nuclear

suppJ-iers thus remained free to pursue their commericar and
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politicar objectives in continuing nuclear exports while the

non-nuclear weapons states party to the Treaty were scrutin-
ized more than those states not party to the Treaty. T,hus,

the NPT had a buirt in disincentive for signing the Treaty.

The first clause of Article IV entrenched the stan-
dard IAEA practice whereby

Nothing in this Treaty shall be interpreted as
affecting the inalienable right of aIt the
Parties to the Treaty to develop research,
production and use of nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes without discrimination and
in conformity with Articles I and II of this
Treaty.

Thus, promotion of nucrear power was of greater importance

than the prevention of nuclear v/eapons proliferation. This

part of Articre rv has since been used to regitimize nucrear

exports. Against growing domestic opposition to nuclear ex-

ports Articre rv is roudly procraimed as an international
obligation compelling the supply of nuclear technology.

The second clause of Article IV entrenched the pro-

motion over prevention intent and attempted to decrease the

discrimination against non-nuclear weapon states party to the

Treaty. Those

in a position to do so shatl...co-operate in
contributing alone or together with other
States or international organizations to the
further development of the applications of
nuclear energy for peaceful purposes, especi-
aIIy in the territories of non-nuclear-weapon
States Party to the Treaty, with due consi-
deration for the needs of the developing areas
of the world.
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To some, this crause may have invoked notions of human beings
gathering together wilringly and harmoniously in an attempt
to sorve the energy problems of developing countries and thus

creating a more egaritarian worrd where everyone marches hap-

pily into an illuminated future. Unfortunatelyr such a

scenario fails to account for the rearity in which nucrear

transfers occur. The Treaty faired to expropriate interna-
tional transfers; thus, the existing system remained whereby

an oligarchy of national nuclear establishments sold their
technology in a quasi-competitive market. fhus the second

crause of Articre rv díd not resurt in any preferential
treatment for NPT signatories which possibry courd have been

an incentive for additional Treaty members. rnstead, the
clause--by not stating otherwise--resurted in an equivarent
commerical market system for non-nuclear-weapon states
regardless of whether or not they h¡ere party to the Treaty.
rn this sense, the onry rear function of this clause was to
legitimize further the exports from the nuclear suppriers.

Article V of the NpT possibfy \¡/as the most com-

promising. It stated that:
Each Party to the Treaty undertakes to take
appropriate measures to ensure that, in
accordance with this Treaty, under appropriate
international procedures, potentiat ¡enitits
from any peaceful applications of nuclear ex-plosions wiII be made available to non-
nuclear-weapon States Party to tTre Treaty on anon-discriminatory basis and that the charges
to such Parties for the explosive devices used
wiII be as low as possible and exclude any
charges for research and development.
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The term peaceful nucrear explosion (pNE) was a mutiration of
the English language for which we have Edward Terrerr â.
American, to thank. stated bruntry, a nucrear exprosion
resurts in massive destruction and radiation poisoning.
Affixing the adjective 'peaceful' has not changed the reality
of. the situation but was effective in evoking an incorrect
assumption that \^rere a nuclear expl0sion peacefur, it would
in someway resurt in less destruction and radiation. Terrer
and other Americans used the concept of pNEs effectivery to
thwart the rate r950s opposition to nucrear testing. pNEs

were advertised as usefur for browing up mountains and crear_
ing harbours. rn fact, Terrer and associates at the Lawrence

Livermore Laboratory in carifornia attempted to deverop a

"clean" bomb, one withoutr or at least considerably less,
radiation' Ttreir failure did not inhibit the entrenchment of
PNE acceptability among American officials, other nuclear
v/eapon states, and eventualry, Article v of the Npr.

Articte vr was a weak and ineffective attempt aÈ

redressi-ng the imbarances created by the Treaty's division of
the world into two groups and implied that verticar prori-
feration was of importance--though secondary. under the
article

Each of the parties to the Treat.y undertakesto pursue negotiations in good faitt¡ on effec-tive measures relating to cessation of thenuclear arms race at an early date and tonuclear disarmament, and on a treaty ongeneral and comprete disarmament under slrictand effective international control.
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Five points regarding the Article's content require comment.

First, note that the Article used "pursue" and not pursue and

conclude. Evidently, such precise terminology would have

been unacceptable to the major nuclear weapon por.r".2

Second, the phrase "in good faith", while possibfy

included to compensate for the Treaty's failure to compel the

nuclear weapon states to conclude a general disarmament

treaty, was far from adaquate. Considering the gravity of

the voracious escalation of the arms race it was a travesty

that the Treaty for the Non-proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

was so feeble as to only suggest something as elusive as

"good faith".

Third, the word "effectivê",

a concrete suggestion, was of value as

while not delineating

it recognized that a

been concluded that

word. As a Cambridge

number

did not

of 'disarmament' agreements have

fulfill the true meaning of the

University

post-1963

disarmament seminar concluded, agreements in the

period have been of two types:

first, there have been agreements not to do
things which it was unlikely that anybody
would wish to do. . . . [;and second, ] agreements
not to do what cannot be done at the time that
the agreement is made.

As an example of the first type they cited the Sea-bed

Treaty, in force since L972, which compelled the signatories

not to place nuclear hteapons on the ocean floor. They re-

peated the Chinese criticism at the time of the Treaty's

signing; the issue in demilitarízing the sea was not the

sea-bed, it was the missile-carrying submarine. An example
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of. the second type was the Outer Space Treaty, in force since

1967. Ttre signatories ptedged not to militarize space r 1ret

are quickly violating the treaty "under a thin 'civilian'
disguise". A third category was implicit in the Cambridge

group's work that 'DlS-armament' treaties should fulfiII the

literal definition of the term and not simply limit or regu-

Iate an otherwise unlimited arms race. There were two prime

examples: the 1963 Partial Test Ban Treaty (ptef) allowed

underground explosions and enabled a situation where 60

percent of the nuclear explosions since l-945 have occurred

after the signing of the PTBT; and the SALT agreements

committed neither the USA or the USSR "to surrender any

weapon that it really wished to keep".

But there were additional problems with the NPT's

recognition that the world required "effective measures re-

lating to the cessation of the nuclear arms race " . The

treaty failed to specify when its members were to begin pur-

suing in good faith the effective yet unspecified negotia-

tions relating to nuclear disarmament. And finaIIy, the

Article included no reference to the imposition of sanctions

should the disarmament negotiations fail to occur.3

Remembering that the NPT was drafted by primarily

the nuclear weapon states, makes its obvious loopholes more

understandable. In order to prevent the potential disruption
of the anarchy which prevailed in the international nuclear

market it v/as in the interests of the nuclear suppliers that
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the Treaty incrude the previously discussed internar contra-
dictions and discriminatory assumptions between the nuclear

weapon states and the non-nuclear weapon states, and between

the NPT and non-NPT signatories within the non-nuclear group

of nations. fhe non-mandatory nature of the Npr thus enabled

those nations which perceived it to be in their nationar
interest to not sign and ratify the Npr, to continue engaging

in internationar nuclear transfers and use the Treaty's dis-
criminatory assumptions to legitimize their non-compriance.
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APPENDIX IV ENDNOTES
l. Briefly, the rema n ve ar c s are as follows.

Articl-e VII states that the Treaty is not to impede the
negotiation of nuclear free zones. Article VIII, dis-
cusses the amending procedures and the need for a Review
Conference in five years and subsequent conferences if
the majority of the members approve. Article IX, dis-
cusses: the depository governments, when ratification
occurs for contemporary and subsequent members, and in-
cludes the treaty's definition of a nuclear weapon state
as "one which has manufactured and exploded a nuclear
weapon or other nuclear explosive device pqior to I
January, L967". Article X lists a state's withdrawal
rights after three months notice and states that the
Treaty is valid for twenty-five years after entry into
force (therefore until March 5, f995). An NpT Confer-
ence would be held to determine--with majority approval
--whether to continue indefinitely or for a fixed period
or periods. Ariticle XI Iists the languages of the
Treaty and states that all are authentic. For the com-
plete text of the Treaty see, IAEA, Internationl Treat-
ies ReIati To Nuclear Control and Disarmament, IAEA
Legal Ser es No. Vienna: Internat onal At c Energy
Egency, L975) pp. 35-40; SIRI, Nuclear Energy and Nuc-
lear Weapon Proliferation ( London: Taylor and Francis
Ltd. , L9'79) , p. 366 ¡ and Gwyn Prins, êd. , Def ended To
Death: A Stud of the Nuclear Arms Race, A Cambridge

: PenguinUn versl_ ty sarmament nar. Harmondsworth
Books, 1983), p. L25.

2. IAEA, International Treaties, pp. 36-38.

3. Gwyn Prins, êd.r Defended To Death, p. L25¡ For a brief
discussion of American violations see Robert Aldridge,
The Counterforce Syndrome, pp. L4-2O; Gwyn Prins, êd.,
Defended to Death, pp . I24, L27 ¡ IAEA International
Treaties, p. 38; and, for a list delineating the Status
of most national nuclear programs see, Frank Barnaby,
The Nuclear Age, pp. 63-75.
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APPENDIX V: THE LONDON CLUB

The increasing disirrusionment among segments of
the nuclear supplying countries over the rimited effective-
ness of the Non-Proliferation Treaty (Upt) resulted in an

attempt to increase the coordination within the origarchy of
nuclear suppliers. fhe immediate causes for concern were the

May 18, L974 rndian nucrear explosion, the west German deci-
sion to selr a complete fuer cycle to Brazir and the French

interest in marketing reprocessing prants to pakistan and

south Korea. fhus, a series of meetings began in London in
L975, and continued for more than two years. T?¡e location
and secrecy of the meetings, ðs werr as the exclusive member-

ship requirement, resulted in the titre "The r.ondon club,,.
The suppliers club originally r^¡as comprised of the

usA, canada, the uK, France, the Federal Republic of Germany,

Japan, and the USSR. SIowIy, it increased its membership.

By June L976, the meetings included Sweden, Belgium, the
Netherlands, rtary, the German Democratic Repubric, and

attendence was expected for czechoslovakia and poland but
represenÈatives did not attend untit rater. By January Lg7B,

there þ/ere fifteen members, including switzerland, czechoslo-

vakia, and Poland.
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It is important to notice the preponderance of

western capitarist nations represented in the London crub.

The ratio of six to one and eleven to four in the original
and final membership groups, respectivery, was not surprising

as the west had been most responsibte for the proriferation

of nuclear power. Eisenhorr'¡er ' s "Atoms for Peace " program was

a great success from a narrowly defined marketing

perspective.

A second important point on the CIub's composition

requires attention. whire the London club meetings were

known for their eventuar production of a set of nuclear

export guiderines, it was the originar seven members that

concruded the agreement and then opened up the membership for

ress important suppliers of nucrear technotogy and uranium.

The ratter group enabred the East European representation to

increase. fhe reasons for this strategy \r¡ere obvious:

first, the

there would

exclusion of the additional suppliers ensured that

not be undue pressure for an "effecÈive" set of

guidelines; and

served to give

second, by later including the membership, it

the appearance that the

tive. It was implicit that the aid of

agreement

additional

would ensure the termination of horizontal weapon

tion. In turn, this implication legitimized

nuclear exports. As did the IAEA and the NpT,

Club perpetuated the priorities of sales before safety.

was effec-

suppliers

prolifera-

continued

the London
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The guidelines' weaknesses h¡ere revealed in the

clause: "The following fundamental principles for safeguards

should apply to nuclear transfers to any non-nuclear weapon

state for peaceful purposes. " fhere was no obligation what-

soever for the nuclear suppliers to comply with the London

Club's guidelines. Furthermore, the guidelines actually did

not involve any significant cost to the nuclear suppliers.

Instead, they transfered the costs to the importing country

and the already overburdened IÀEA. Thus, the guidelines were

functional for the leading nuclear suppliers. They involved

no additional cost and legitimized export sales. As well,

they placed the blame for proliferation on the importing

country. Nor were the guidelines backed up with enforceable

rules. By examining the ten categories of guidelines, one

can understand the uselessness of the agreement as a means of

preventing nuclear weapon production.I

The first category related to the prohibition of

nuclear explosives.

Suppliers should authorize transfers of items
identified in the trigger list only upon for-
mal governmental assurances from recipients
explicitly excluding uses which would result
in any nuclear explosive device.

Aside from the use of "should" which resulted in no commit-

ment to comply with the guideline, this cause was seen, bY

some, ês a positive recognition that a peaceful nuclear ex-

plosion \¡¡as in f act a bomb. fhus, India had proven the
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obvious. But, while this þ¡as an important step in repairing
the schizophrenic approach traceable to the work of Edward

Te1ler, a governmental assurance was far from sufficient to
prevent its violation.

, Physical protection rdas the second category. Once

again the nuclear suppliers did not bear additional responsi-
bility for continued exports. For, while the guidelines ad-

vise that trigger Iist material "should be placed under

effective physical protection", this "is the responsibility
of the (recipient)...country". Furthermore, the guideline
did not even suggest a universal- standard of physical protec-
tion. Instead, "the levels of physical protection on which

these measures have to be based should be the subject of an

agreement between supplier and recipient".
The issue of safeguards rrras the focus of the third

guideline. fhe original seven nuclear suppliers revealed

their distaste for the NPT's insistence on fu1l-scope safe-
guards when they suggested that "suppliers should transfer
trigger-list items only when covered by IAEA safeguards".

This reversal was aggravated, however, when it was agreed

that "exceptions should be made only after consultation with

the parties to the understanding". Thus, the nuclear suppli-
ers were requesting tTre perpetuation of the pre-I968 NPT

status quo. Yet in 1968 it had been the status quo that
agreed to the creation of the NPT. One could conclude that
the decrease in reactor sales during the first half of the

1970s precipitated this regressive move.
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The next three categories of guidelines referred to

exportation of trigger-list or sensitive materials and faci-

lities. I{hile it was important that many of t}rese items were

mentioned, the ef f ect of doing so tl¡as useless due to the

absense of 'effective' safeguards. fhe London Club's two

major suggestions were briefly as follows: first, suppliers

should require an IAEA safeguards agreement on all trigger-

Iist exports; and second, the suppliers "should exercise

restraint in the transfer of sensitive facilities, technology

and weapons-usable material". Note that there was no mention

of forbidding such exports. But of course such a suggestion

would interrupt the freedom of suppliers' exports. fhird,

that suppliers should urge mul-tinational regional fuel cycle

centres. The guideline, whiLe mentioning the IAEA, did not

limit such activities to one organization and thus served to

potentially undermine an already weak agency. Fourth, that

"suppliers should be informed if a recipient country embarks

upon the production of greater than 2OZ enriched uranium".

Once again, while important, there was no obligation to

comply.

The seventh category referred to the controls on

supplied or derived \^teapons grade material . It stated that:

suppliers recognized the importance...of in-
cluding j-n agreements on supply of nuclear
materials or of facilities which produce
hreapons-usable material, provisions calling
for mutual agreement between the supplier and
the recipient on arrangements for reproces-
sing, storage, alternation, use, transfer or
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retransfer of any \teapons-usable material in-
volved. Suppliers should endeavor to include
such provisions whenever appropriate and prac-
ticable.

V{hiIe the guideline initially may }rave conveyed a concern

that the potentially harmful use of the supplies and materi-
al required a part in the decision-making process of the

material's fate, one can also discover an implicit concern

that was not so noble. It appeared possible that this guide-

line, if implemented, could be of importance to the nuclear

suppliers once they expanded to a commerical basis their re-
processing and storage capabilities. Should the nuclear

market expand in the manner that many nuclear suppliers fore-
see, it would be advantageous to have a say in the future use

of tl.e material when the same suppliers just happened to
provide--for a fee--storage and reprocessing services.

The final major guideline referred to the retrans-
fer of trigger-list items. It suggested that suppliers
should supply trigger list items only after:

the recipient of the retransfer or transfer
will have provided the same assurance as those
required by the supplier for the original
transfer.

A second request stated that "the supplier's consent should

be required" for such transfers. While an important guide-

line, the fact that it was not a required item for a nuclear

export diminished iLs nominal effectiveness.
The remaining parts of the London CIub's guide-

Iines pertained primarily to promoting--but not requiring--
the IAEA Safeguards, the construction of equipment facilita-
ting the application of the safeguards, and the guidelines
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for consultation among the suppliers. Guideline sixteen how-

ever, requires additional comment. In Lhe fifth paragraph,

the nuclear suppliers stated that they "wiII jointly reconsi-

der their co¡nmon saf eguards requirements, r¡¡henever appropri-

ate". Whatever potential for increasing the effectiveness of

the guidelines intended in this statement h'as thoroughly

negated by paragraph sixteen. It stated that unanimous con-

sent is required for any changes in these guidelines". One

need not be overly cynical to doubt the likelihood of such an

occurrence. tttrat appeared to be the intent of this very

ungenerous--but ingenius--clause \i/as that the original seven

nuclear suppliers þ¡ere not about to have the late invitees

coalesce into a formation intending to use the'club'as a

vehicle for strengthening the existing NPT safeguard regime

and prohibiting assistance until- such tíme. It appeared

therefore, that the London CIub's eíght latecomers were

required to play by the rules of the original "".r"r,.2
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APPENDIX V ENDNOTES

t The New York Times,
ffi2,

February 24, I976r p. 1; Interna-
No. 6, ,June I976, p. 190; Interna-

tional Cánada, VoI. 7, No. I, January 1976, p. L7.

2. Stockholm International Pea
Yearbook f978 (Stockholm:

ce Research Institute, SIPRI
Atmquist & WikseII fntërna-

tional, 1979), Appendix 2A. The London CIub's nuclear
export guidelines are reprinted on pp. 35-42. There are
six major components discussed in the London CIub's
Trigger List. Ttrey are: complete nuclear reactors;
pressure vessels, reactor control rods; fuel reprocessing
plants; and isotope separation plant equipment.
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H¡ 0-H, S
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400
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400
400
400
400
400
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19t7
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1378

IIil
l9t3

1976
1978
1978

ETDOBADO
NUCTEAR ñPE OF SOURCE MAX. Ci. DATE OP,APPLICATIONLOCAfIoN

Cobslt 60
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Cobalt 60

Sùr¡lization of mrdicrl
dispmbb product

1971
1964
1973

Mont St Hil¡i¡e, Oue.
Peterborough,0nL
Markham,0nL

230,000
75,000

225,000
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APPENDIX VII: CORPORATT ONS WrI TH TIESTO
T cat on

T Rio Tinto Zinc (Great Britain)Rio Algom (canaaaj;---
Rio ÀJ.gom (uS)patabora 

.Mining (éoutfr AfrÍca)Rossins uraniuñ iñ"Ã¡ï"1Conzinc Riotinto'"i Á""tralia (cna) (Australia)Mary Karhreen uranium-iÃü"ìiåTí"1 (4er ownedby Australian government)
2. Uranex (France) - '3;5;:i"n onlv (sovernmenr owns L/3
3 Imetal (France)

Cie. de Mokta (France)
Compagnie des Mll95"i" d,Uranium deFrancevirte (co¡,rurj 

_¡"";;i -irr"r,"h
government owns shares) 

___, .,
penarroya (rrance)

Compagnie Francaise des Mineraisd,uranium (cruu) a"r;;;.;.ri;å;"rnmenrowns f5t)
Pechiney Ugine Kuhlmann (prance)

CMFU (France) - minåriry-interest.
Nuclear Fuels Corporatj-on (South Àfrica) _marketing only
Ànglo-American (south Africa)**Charter Consotidar;à- (cr..t Britain) - æ/7tEnselhard Minerars (u"it.a-s¡;;;;i _ ress rhanl0t, marketÍng oriy'-

RTZ (creat.eritainj _ tess than BEÀnglo-American (soútf¡ Àfrica) _ tgt
Gulf OiI-Corporation (UniteO States)GuLf Minerals canada 

-fcu""ä.i",
GeneraÌ 

1l:*i:^company (sõã-á*ned by Gurf oilCorporation, 5Ot Uy-sãaffop rvu"iJ.r, rnc.)
Getty oit o"":l:l*::. company (unitea srares)Gerty Mining pry., (Àu"tratia) _ 358 of apartnership with pancontirr"rrtår Miii.rg
Eldorado Nuclear (Canada) (government owned company)

4

5

6

7

I

9
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10. Noranda (Canada)
Noranda (Australia)
Kerr-Addison (canada) - with Gurf Minerals canada

Denison Þlines (Canada)

ElectroLytic Zinc (Austratia)

Peko-!{allsend (Australia)

Pancontinentar Mining (Austratia) 65t of a partnership
with Getty oil Development Company (united States)

Queensland Mines (Austratia)

Uranium Canada (UCAN) (government owned corporat.ion)

11.

12.

r3.

L4.

r5.

16.

I7. Ranger Mines (Australia) (government owns 722)

18. Western Mining Corporation (Australia)

*
** Indentation indicates subsidiary relationship

Note: Anglo-American owns 35.78 of Ctrarter
consolidated, which in turn owns r0B of Angro-American.
Charter Consolidated also holds stock in RTZ (Great
Britain) , less than 8t.

Source: June Taylor, Micheal yokell, yellowcake: The
International Uranium Cartel ( New York, Pergamon Press,
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GLOSSÀRY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

Reactor(Rcn) : a graphite-moderated,
reactor with slightly enriched urani-

AECL: Atomic Energy Of Canada l,imited.

Atomic Bomb: a bomb whose energy comes from the fission of
heavy elements, such as uranium and plutonium.

Advanced Gas Cooled
CO2-cooled thermal
um as a fuel.

Atoms:
are
ov/n
its

Baseload: the part of demand on an electrical grid that
constant in time. It is supplied by the pov¡er stations
Iowest running costs, running as nearly continuously
possible so as not to tie up capital idfy"

are the basic building blocks of all substances and
indivisible by chemical means. Each element has its
distinctive arrangement of electrons and protons in
atom.

is
of
as

Biomass Energy: energy derived from living organic material
such as plants, ot from inorganic wastes, plant or animal;
an indirect form of solar energy. Methane or Biogas pro-
duction from organic wastes is a type of biomass energy.

Boiling water reactor(eWR): a light water
ordinary water, used both as a moderator
converted to high-pressure sLeam which
bine.

reactor in which
and a coolant, is
drives the tur-

Breeder reactor: a reactor that produces more fissile
( fissionable) fuet than it consumes. Ttre new fissile
material is created by capture in fertile materials of
neutrons from fission, a process known as breeding.

Calandria: a cylindrical reactor vessel that contains the
Ïreavy-water moderator. Hundreds of tubes extend from one
end of the calandria to the other. They contain the
uranium fuel and ttre pressurized high-temperature coolant.
The reactor core consists of aII the components within the
calandria.
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CANDU: a Canada Deuterium Uranium reactor.
deuterium or heavy water and the fuel isPressure tubes containing the fuel andlength of the reactor vessel or calandria.

The moderator isnatural uranium.
coolant run the

CEA: France's Commissariat
body that oversees the
grams.

d'Energie Atomique. The
power and military nuclear

state
pro-

the
any

chain Reaction: a reaction that initiates its orr/n repiti-tion. rn nuclear fission, a neutron induces a nucreus tofission and rereases neutrons, whicTr cause more fission.
contamination: radioact,ivity where it should not be.
containment: the structure within a reactor building--orbuilding itself--which acts as a barrier to .oít"inradioactivity which may escape from the reactor.
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Coolant: a tiquid or gas circulated through the core of areactor to remove the heat of the fission process.

into which spent fuel is
reacotr, there to remain

heat is produced by fis-
the coolantt it contains

Cooling pond: a deep tank of water
discharged upon removal from the
until shipping for reprocessing.

Core: the part of the reactor where
sion processes and transferred to
the body of fuel and moderator.

Critical: nuclear material just capable
chain reaction is said to be ,critièal' 

,captured and released at the same rate.
Criticality: the instantaneous condition when

mass of a fission materials assembled in theand concentration begins a self-sustaining
tion.

of suppoÈting a
i.e. neutrons are

a sufficient
right shape
chain reac-

Decay: the disintegration of radioactive
releasing radiation.

elements over time,

Decontamination: the transfer of
less undesirable location.

unwanted radioactivity t'o a

Deuterium: an isotope of hydrogen
neutron and one proton and is
heavy as the nucleus of normal
the moderator in the CÀNDU.

whose nucleus contains one
therefore about twice as
hydrogen. It is used as

Diversion:
'special'

euphemism for theftr ês
nuclear material.

a applied to strategic or



Dominant mutations: genetic efferts that act ongenes and usualty produce 1ethal and non-Iethal
in the first few generations.
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dominant
mutations

EMR: the Canadian
Ottawa.

Ministry of Energy, Mines¡ ènd Resources,

Enriched uranium: uranium in which
uranium-z3s isotope is higher than
(0.78).

the proportion
in the natural

of the
element

ERDA: US
created
Atomic
the US

Energy Research and Development Administration,
in January L975 after the split up of the US

Energy Commission (USenC). The other agency \¡/as
Nuclear Regulatory Commission.

no
not
ir
of

fissile
extended
neutrons

Fallout: airborne particres and other materiar which fatrthe ground following a nuclear explosion.

Fast breeder reactor (FBR) 3 a reactor with rittre or
moderator, so that the neutrons from the reaction are
srowed down. rt produces more fissile materiar than
consumes by 'breeding' fissire materiar in a blanket
fertile material.
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Fissile materiar: nucleur fuels in which the nucrei, when
hit by neutrons, split and rerease energy plus further
neutrons which can result in a chain reaction. v-233,u'235' and PTJ-239 are examples of significant fissirematerials, but only V-235 occurs naturally.

Fission: the spritting of a heavy nucleus into two or moreparts, releasing energy.

Fissionable material: commonly used as a synonym for
material. fhe meaning of this term also has been
to include material that can be fissioned by fast
only, such as uranium-23A.

FueI: materiat (such as natural
uranium and/or plutonium dioxide)
Iei, fabricated into a suitable
tor.

or enricÏ¡ed uranium or
containing fissile nuc-

form for use in a reac-

Fuel bundle: an assembly of metal tubes containing nuclear
fuel peIIeLs ready for insertion in a reactor.

Fuer cycre: the series of steps involved in preparation and
disposal of fuel for nuclear-porr¡er reactors. rt includes
mining, refining the ore, fabrication of fuel elements,
their use in a reactor, chemical processing to recover
the fissile material remaining in the spent fuel,



re-enrichment of the fuel
new fuel elements.
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material, and refabrication into

Fuer inventory: the amount of fissire material in the coreof a reactor.

Fuel pellets: uranium dioxide, or other nuclear fuel
powdered form, which has been pressed, sintered,
ground to a cylindrical shape for insertion into
sheathing tubes of the fuel bundle.

Heavy water: water containing significantly more
natural proportion (one in 6500) of heavy

ina
and
the
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Fuel reprocessing: the processing of reactor fuer to recover
the unused fissile material.

Fusion: certain right nucrei can be made to fuse together to
form heavier nuclei. During the process much energy is
released and the reaction is the basis of the hydrogen
bomb.

Gas centrifuge: a uranium enrichment device by which heavier
uranium-238 atoms are slightly separated from Iighter
uranium-235 atoms by centrifuging uranium hexafruoride
gas. FuII,scaIe plant.s use many thousands of centrifuges
in a cascade.

Gas-cooled reactor: a nuclear reactor in which a 9ês, such
as carbon dioxide is the coolant. In such a reactor
graphite is often used as the moderator.

Gaseous diffusion: a method of isotopic separation based on
the fact that gas atoms or molecules with different masses
wilt diffuse through a porous barrier at different rates.
Tl-e method is used to separate uranium-235 from uranium-
238.

Genetic effects: effects that produce changes to egg or
sperm cells and thereby affect the offspring.

HaIf life: the time taken for half the atoms of a radio-
active substance to disintegrate; hence the time to lose
half its radioactive strength. Each radionuclide has a
unique half life ranging from millionths of a second to
billions of years.

Heat exchangers: a piece of apparatus that transfers Ìreat
from one medium to another. A typical example is the
steam generator in the CANDU system where the hot pressur-
ized heavy water coolant is used to convert ordinary water
into steam to run the turbine.

than the
hydrogen
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to ordinary hydrogen atoms. See deuter-(deuterium) atoms
ium.

Heavy water moderated reactor:
water as its moderator. Heavy
and permits the use of natural
fueI.

a reactor that uses Ïreavywater is a good moderatoi(unenriched) uranium as a

High temperature
helium-cooled
fuel.

gas-cooled reactor:
reactor using highly

a graphite-moderated,
enriched uranium as a

Highry enriched uranium: uranium in which the proportion of
uranium-z3s has been increased to 9OE or above.

Hydrogen bomb: a nuclear weapon that derives its energylargely from fusion (thermonuclear bomb).

IAEA: International Atomic Energy Agency, Vienna.

rrradiated: of reactor fuer, having been involved in a ctrainreaction, ?ld having thereby accumulated fission products;in any application, exposed to radiation.
rsotope: species of an atom with the same number of protons

in their nucrei, hence belonging to the same erement, butdiffering in the number of neutrons. The chemicar quali-
ties are practicalry the same but the nuclear characteris-tics may .be. vastly different--eg. hydrogen (n1) anddeuterium (HZ), and U-235 and U238.
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Jet nozzJ.e enrichment methods process of uranium enrichment
based on pressure diffusion on a gaseous mixture of uran-ium hexafruoride and an additionar right gas frowing athigh speed through a nozzl.e along curved walls.

Kiloton energy: the energy of a nucrear exprosion which
equivalent to that of an explosion of r,ooo tons of TNT

Kilowatt: one thousand watts.
Laser enrichment: the separation of uranium-235 from

by selective excitation of one isotope with apotentially a short-cut to highly enriched uranium,
wourd present a seri-ous problem as- regards possible
of fissile material.

l-s

u-238
laser i
which

misuse

Light water:
heavy water

ordinary
(o2o¡.

water(HZo), AS distinguished from



London Club/London Suppliers Club:
which export nucLear facilities
to time to devise guídelines
facilities and materials.

Magnox: an alloy used as fuel
British gas-cooled reactors,
Magnox reactors.

cladding in
which are
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first-generation
therefore called

the group of countries
and which meet from timefor tl-e supply of such

Manhatten Project: the 'Manhatten District,
Corps of Engineers--codename for the atomic

of the US Army
bomb project.

Mass number:
nucleus of

the total number of protons and
an atom (e9., U-235).

neutrons in the

unaccounted for (tqUf.): the difference in thefissile material entering a facility and thatIt may indicate that diversion has occurred.
McMahon Act: the US Atomic Energy Act (Lg46), which bannedany further transfer of nuclear information from the usAto the erstwhile allies Britain and Canada, and set up theUS Atomic Energy Commission (eeC) and the Joint Congres-sional Committee on Atomic Energy (.fCan).

Material
ofa
out.

Megawatt electric (¡AWe): the amount ofgenerated by a reactor in the form of
Megawatt thermal (¡tWt), the amount ofgenerated by a reactor in the form

approximately triple the MWe.

power, in megawatts,
electricity.

pohrer, in megawatts,
of Ïreat. Ttre MWt is

amount
coming

Megaton energy: the
equivalent to that
1,000 kilotons) of

of a nuclear explosion
explosion of one million

energy
of an
TNT.

which is
tons (or

a:

l'.,

a:',

...:

,li.

Mertdown: the meltdown of a reactor core. Ttre consequenceof overheating which arrows part or alr of the solid fuelin a reactor to reach the temperature at which craddingand possibry fuer and suppoit structure riquefy 
"rrãcollapse.

Moderator: a material, such as ordinary
or graphite used in a reactor to stówto increase the probability of further

hrater , heavy water,
down fast neutrons
fission.

nature, containing O
U-238, and a trace

Natural uranium: uranium as foundpercent of U-235 , 99.j percentTJ-234.
IN
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Nuclear VùeaponsNPT:
or

the
the

Treaty for the Nonproliferation ofNonproliferation Treaty.
NSss: nuclear steam suppty system--in a nucrear povrer sta-tionr €Vêrlthing up to ¡ut not including thã turbinegenerators: the reactor and its facilities (refuelling

machine, contror instalration, fuer handring b"y, cooJ_in!pondr steam generators if applicable).
Nuclear energy; _ trre .energy riberated by a nucrear reaction(fission or fusion) or Ly radioactive decay.

Nuclear explosive: an explosive basedof atomic nuclei.
on fission or fusion

Nuclear fusion: the formation of a heavier nucleusrighter ones with the simurtaneous rerease
amounts of energy.

from two
of large

converts
produced
turbine

while
A fea-

safe-

Nuclear power prants: any device or assembry thatnuclear energy into power. In such a planC, heatby a reactor is used to produce steam to drive athat in turn drives an electric Aenerator.
Nucil-ear weapons: bombs, missires, and other devices in whichthe explosive povrer is derived from nucrear energy, ie.,from fission and/or fusion. rn a fission ¡orñ¡ (atombomb), the energy is mainry derived from fission. rn athermonuclear bomþ (hydrogen bomb), the energy may bederived either mainly fron fusion or partry rr-o-m fissionand partry from fusion. Ttre exprosive powei of a nucrearbomb is expressed in terms of the equlvarent amount ofTNT. rn a kiroton bomb the exprosive þower is equivarentto one thousand tons of TNT. rn a megaton bomb tlie expro-sive power is equivalent to one million tons of TNT.

Nucrear waste: the radioactive products of fission and othernuclear processes in a reactor
on-rine refuerring: the replacement of reactor fuelthe reactor is stirl sustaining a chain reaction.ture of the CANDU that makes Ít more difficurt toguard.

oPEc: organization of petroreum Exporting countries.
Organic coolant: an oi1-like tiquid havingpoint at low pressure used as coolant in

a high boiling
reactor at the Vùhiteshell Nuclear Researchof AECL near pinawa, Manitoba.

the WR-I test
Establishment
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Plutonium: a radioactive human-made metarric erement withatomic-number 94. rts most important isotope is tissiiäplutonium-239, produced by neutron irradiation of uranium
-238. It is used for reactor fuel and in weapons.

Pire: the name of the original nucrear reactors, urhere
'piles' of uranium \rrere cooled by gas or water, and moder-
ated by graphite or water. Named after the first reactor,
Chicago PiIe No. 1.

Power reactor: a reactor designed to
ted electricityr âs dist.inguished
arily for research or r¡rar.

produce nuclear genera-
from reactors used prim-

Pressure tube reactor (prn): a po\å/er reactor in which the
fuer is located inside hundreds of tubes designed to with
stand the circuration of the high pressure coorant. The
tubes are assembred in a tank containing the moderator at
low pressure.

Pressurized water reactor: a pol'rer reactor in which heat is
transferred from the core to a Ìreat exchanger by water
kept under high pressure to achieve high temperature with-
out boiring in the primary system. steam is generated in
a secondary circuit. A type of light water reactor.

Radiation: partícles or energy formed by spontaneous decay
of radioactivity substances or during fission.

Radioactive decay: the graduar decrease in radioactivity of
a radioactive substance due to nuclear disintegration, and
it.s transformation into a different erement. Àlso carred
radioactive disintegration.

Radioactive waste: equipment and materials (from nucrear
operations) which are radioactive.

Radium: an intensely radioactive alpha-emitting heavy
element.

Reactor (nuclear react.or): a device
taining fission chain reaction is
fuIly, contained.

in which a
maintained

self- sus-
and, hope-

Reprocessing: the extraction of fissionable material from
spent fuel for later use by recyling.

RecycJ-ing: the reuse of fissionable material in irradiated
fuel. It is recovered by reprocessing.

Safeguards: a term applied to keeping track of special
nuclear material to prevent diversÍon.
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the
and

spent fuel; nuclear fuer that Ïras been irradiated in a reac_tor to the extent that it can no ronger effectively sus-tain a chain reaction; the fissionablõ isotopes-Ìrave beenconsumed and fission-product poisons have been accumu-Iated.

Tailings: the
uranium in
emits radon.

uranium ore
the nilling

left after the extraction ofplant. It contains radium

Thermar efficiency: the percentage of the totar thermalenergy that is converted into electricar energy in anuclear power plant. only about 33t of the trrermaï energyis converted to erectricity in a CANDU. The remainder iswaste.

Thermonuclear: fusion.

Thermonuclear bomb: a hydrogen bomb.

Thermonuclear reaction:
eratures bring about
form the nucleus of
amount of energy.

a reaction in which very high temp_the fusion of two light nuclei loa heavier atom, releasing a large

Turnkey: sold at an arr-incrusive price, ready to operatewhen the buyer turns a notional f.V.
UKAEA: United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority.
uranium: a radioactive element with the atomic number 92and, as found in naturar oresr ân average weight ofapproximat.ery 239. fhe two principle natural isotopes areuranium-23s (0.7t of natural uranium), which i"-ti"ri1e,and uraníum-238 (99.3t of natural uranium) *f,iãf, is fer_tire. Naturar uranium arso incrudes traces of uranium-234. uranium is refined at mines to ugog (an oxidecal-led "yelrowcake" ) and later to such for-ms- as uF6 andüoz.

Uranium dioxide (UO2): a compound used, with the naturalconcentration of uranÍum-23ï unchanged, as the fuel inCANDU povter reactors because of its chemical- and radiationstabilityr good gaseous fission-product retention, andhigh melting point.
Uranium hexafluoride: a

fluorine. UFO gas is
diffusion process.

volatile compound of uranium andthe process fluid in the gaseous

Atomic Energy Commission.

fusing of high-tevel waste into glass-

USAEC: United States

Vitrification: the
like solids.

:.:
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weapons grade materiar: a materiar with a sufficientry highconcentration of the nuclides uranium_233, or 
"i"rri,r*_23.5,or plutonium-239, to make it suitable for a nuclearweapon.

Yellowcake: a uranium compound consistingUgOg. fhe yellow powder is produced from-by an extraction process in an uranium mitl.
mainly

uranium
of

ore

Yield: the total energy released in ais usually expressea in equivalent
lity of trinitrotoluene required toing amount of energy).

Institute. C r

nuclear explosion. Ittons of TNT (the quan-
produce a correspond-

Stockholm International peace
e, Mass.: The MIT press, 1975.

zirconium: A naturarry occurring metarric erement. Themateriar is used extensivery iñ the construction of in_core reactor components because it has a very high corro_sion resistance to high-temperature water. rt was assumedthat it trad a low neutron absorption rate, but the August1983 accident at pickering II (outside Toronto) may havedisproved this theory.
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